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¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ðàª�¹¹Õé ºÒ§¤ÃÑé§¼�Ù·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡ç̈ ÐáÊ´§¤ÇÒÁàËç¹´�ÇÂ·ÕèÈÒÅäÁ�ÂÖ́ ¶×Íá¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁµ�Íä»ÍÕ¡ áµ�ã¹ºÒ§¤ÃÑé§¡çà¡Ố ¢�ÍÇÔ¾Ò¡É�ÇÔ̈ ÒÃ³�µÒÁÁÒÍÂ�Ò§ÁÒ¡ º�ÍÂ¤ÃÑé§·Õè
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¤ÇÒÁá¹�¹Í¹ã¹¡ÒÃ»ÃÑºãª�¡®ËÁÒÂ¨ÐÍÂ�Ù·ÕèäË¹ ã¹¡Ã³Õàª�¹¹Õé¨ÐÁÕËÅÑ¡»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ
Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐäÁ�ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¤ ṌµÒÁÍÓàÀÍã¨
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¤Ó¶ÒÁ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹Â�ÍÁ·ÓãË�àÃÒàËç¹ÊÀÒ¾¢Í§»�ËÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õéä �́à»�¹ÍÂ�Ò§´Õ
ã¹ �́Ò¹Ë¹Öè§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðµ�Í§¾ÂÒÂÒÁ·Õè̈ Ðà Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õèµ¹ä´�à¤ÂÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
äÇ�áÅ�Ç ·Ñé§¹Õéà¾×èÍ»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹¤ÇÒÁàª×èÍ¶×ÍáÅÐäÇ�ÇÒ§ã¨·ÕèºØ¤¤ÅÁÕµ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ·Ñé§¹Õéà¾ÃÒÐ
¤ÇÒÁàª×èÍ¶×ÍáÅÐäÇ�ÇÒ§ã¨ã¹¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÃÑ°¶×Íà»�¹¤Ø³¤�Ò·ÕèÊÓ¤Ñ¢Í§¡ÒÃÍÂ�ÙÃ�ÇÁ¡Ñ¹ã¹
¹ÔµÔÃÑ° áµ�ã¹ÍÕ¡ �́Ò¹Ë¹Öè§ËÒ¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾ºÇ�Òá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ·Õèµ¹ä �́à¤ÂÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
äÇ�¹Ñé¹äÁ�¹�Ò¨Ð¶Ù¡µ�Í§ àÃÒ¡çÂ�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨ºÑ§¤ÑºãË�ÈÒÅµ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂµÒÁá¹Ç·Ò§à´ÔÁä �́
ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂáµ�ÅÐÃÐººä �́ÇÒ§á¹Ç·Ò§ã¹¡ÒÃá¡�»�ËÒ¹ÕéäÇ� ÃÒÂ§Ò¹©ºÑº¹ÕéÁ�Ø§ÈÖ¡ÉÒ¶Ö§
¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ ò ÃÐºº ¤×Í ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ
¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò áÅÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹¸�ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ àËµØ·ÕèàÅ×Í¡ÈÖ¡ÉÒ
¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ·Ñé§ÊÍ§¡çà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡ÒÁÕ
¨ÒÃÕµ¸ÃÃÁà¹ÕÂÁÍÑ¹ÂÒÇ¹Ò¹à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃà Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèä´�à¤ÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹äÇ�áÅ�Ç (stare
decisis) áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹¡ç»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Òã¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÅÒÂ¤ Ṍ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò¡çä´�
¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹àª�¹¡Ñ¹ Ê�Ç¹ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹
à»�¹ÂÍÁÃÑº¡Ñ¹·ÑèÇä»Ç�Òà»�¹ÈÒÅ·ÕèÁÕÍÔ·¸Ô¾ÅÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§µ�ÍÃÐºº¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§¢Í§
»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¤�Í¹¢�Ò§¡Ç�Ò§¢ÇÒ§ á¹Ç·Ò§¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹à»�¹á¹Ç·Ò§·ÕèËÅÒÂ»ÃÐà·Èä �́¹Óä»ãª�
¨Ö§ÊÁ¤ÇÃÈÖ¡ÉÒÇ�Òã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́ËÃ×ÍäÁ� àÁ×èÍà»ÃÕÂºà·ÕÂº¡Ñº¡Ã³Õ¢Í§»ÃÐà·ÈÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡ÒáÅ�Ç ÈÒÅã´ÂÖ́ ¶×Í
ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃà Ố¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁà¤Ã�§¤ÃÑ´¡Ç�Ò¡Ñ¹ ÊØ´·�ÒÂÊÁ¤ÇÃ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇ�Òã¹ª�Ç§ÃÐÂÐ
àÇÅÒá»´»�·Õè¼�Ò¹ÁÒ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·Âä �́»ÃÑºà»ÅÕèÂ¹á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂºÒ§ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ËÒ¡ÁÕ ¡ÒÃ
à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¹Ñé¹ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁÊÁàËµØÊÁ¼ÅËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ
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Ê�§¼ÅãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ô) à¾×èÍãË�ä �́¢�ÍàÊ¹Íá¹Ðá¹Ç·Ò§ã¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂãË�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡ÑººÃÔº·
·Ò§ÊÑ§¤ÁàÈÃÉ°¡Ô̈  áÅÐ¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§

ó. à»�ÒËÁÒÂ¢Í§¡ÒÃÇÔ̈ ÑÂ

ñ) ãª�à»�¹Í§¤�¤ÇÒÁÃ�ÙÍ�Ò§ÍÔ§·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÈÖ¡ÉÒ¶Ö§¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ò) ãª�à»�¹µ�¹áººÍ�Ò§ÍÔ§ áÅÐà»�¹¢�ÍàÊ¹Íà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ô. ¢Íºà¢µ¡ÒÃÈÖ¡ÉÒ

ñ)  ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ á¹Ç¤Ố áÅÐ·ÄÉ®Õà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ËÃ×Í¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÍ×è¹

ò) ÇÔ¨ÑÂ à¨µ¹ÒÃÁ³�¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ó) ÇÔ̈ ÑÂ¼Å¡ÃÐ·º¡Ã³ÕÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¡ÒÃÃÑº¤ÓÃ�Í§äÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñºà¹×éÍËÒ
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ËÃ×ÍÊÒÃÐ¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐ
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¾ÄµÔ¡ÃÃÁ¢Í§ºØ¤¤Å·Õè¶Ù¡Ã�Í§µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù µÅÍ´¨¹»�¨¨ÑÂ·Õè
Ê�§¼ÅãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ô) ÇÔ¨ÑÂº·àÃÕÂ¹¢Í§µ�Ò§»ÃÐà·Èà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙµÅÍ´¨¹»�̈ ¨ÑÂ·ÕèÊ�§¼ÅãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ËÃ×ÍÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹·Õè ·ÓË¹�Ò·Õèàª�¹à ṌÂÇ¡ÑºÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

õ. »ÃÐâÂª¹�·Õè¨Ðä´�ÃÑº

¢ÂÒÂÍ§¤�¤ÇÒÁÃ�Ùã¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡Ñº¼Å¡ÃÐ·º·ÕèÁÕµ�Í¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐãª�
à»�¹á¹Ç·Ò§Í�Ò§ÍÔ§ÊÓËÃÑº¡ÒÃ·Ó§Ò¹¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù µÅÍ´¨¹à»�¹à¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃ
ÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ ÇÔ¾Ò¡É�áÅÐÇÔ̈ ÒÃ³�ã¹àÃ×èÍ§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ



¢�Í¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố àº×éÍ§µ�¹à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
áÅÐ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ñ. ÅÑ¡É³Ð·ÑèÇä»áÅÐÀÒÃ¡Ô̈ ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ñ. ñ ¢�Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò·ÑèÇä»
àÁ×èÍ¡Å�ÒÇ¶Ö§ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù àÃÒËÁÒÂ¶Ö§Í§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò

¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍâ´ÂÁÕÇÑµ¶Ø»ÃÐÊ§¤�ã¹¡ÒÃ¸ÓÃ§ÃÑ¡ÉÒäÇ�«Öè§¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂÊÙ§ÊØ´¢Í§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§ÍÂ�Ù¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ö§äÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶áÂ¡ÍÍ¡ä´�̈ Ò¡ �ËÅÑ¡¤ÇÒÁà»�¹
¡®ËÁÒÂÊÙ§ÊØ´¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù� ä �́ñ à»�¹·Õè·ÃÒº¡Ñ¹·ÑèÇä»Ç�Ò¤´Õ·Õèà»�¹µ�¹áºº¢Í§¡ÒÃ
µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔ¢Í§ÃÑ°ÊÀÒãË�ÍÂ�Ùã¹¡ÃÍº¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ ¤×Í
¤ Ṍ Marbury v. Madison «Öè§à¡Ố ¢Öé¹ã¹»ÃÐà·ÈÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Òã¹»� ¤.È. ñøðóò

ñ ÃÒÂÅÐàÍÕÂ´ ´Ù ÇÃà¨µ¹� ÀÒ¤ÕÃÑµ¹�, ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ÑºÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù, Ë¹Ñ§Ê×ÍÍ¹ØÊÃ³�
ùð »�¸ÃÃÁÈÒÊµÃÒ¨ÒÃÂ�ÊÑÒ ¸ÃÃÁÈÑ¡´Ôì, ÁËÒÇÔ·ÂÒÅÑÂ¸ÃÃÁÈÒÊµÃ�, òõôñ.

ò ¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§ : ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡¾�ÒÂá¾�¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ã¹ÇÑ¹ÊØ´·�ÒÂ¢Í§¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§»ÃÐ¸Ò¹Ò Ô̧º Ṍ John Adams ä �́
áµ�§µÑé§ William Marbury à»�¹ �justice of the peace� ·Ñé§¹Õéà¾×èÍ¨ÐÃÑ¡ÉÒÍÓ¹Ò¨ºÒ§Ê�Ç¹¢Í§¾ÃÃ¤¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§µ¹äÇ�
ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡ç´ÕÃÑ°ºÒÅäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶Ê�§ÁÍºµÃÒÊÒÃáµ�§µÑé§ãË�  William Marbury ä´�·Ñ¹ã¹ÇÑ¹¹Ñé¹ áÁ�Ç�ÒµÃÒÊÒÃ
´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¨Ðä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃÅ§¹ÒÁ ÊÀÒ«Õà¹µãË�¤ÇÒÁÂÔ¹ÂÍÁ áÅÐ John Adams («Öè§¡�Í¹Ë¹�Ò¹Õéä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃáµ�§µÑé§à»�¹
»ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ áµ�ÂÑ§¤§·ÓË¹�Ò·ÕèÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ·ÕèÃÑº¼Ô´ªÍºàÃ×èÍ§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇÍÂ�Ù) ¨Ðä �́»ÃÐ·ÑºµÃÒàÃÕÂºÃ�ÍÂáÅ�Ç
¡çµÒÁ Thomas Jefferson »ÃÐ¸Ò¹Ò Ô̧º´Õ¤¹ãËÁ�àËç¹Ç�Ò¡ÒÃáµ�§µÑé§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇäÁ�ÊÁºÙÃ³�áÅÐäÁ�ÁÕ¼Åã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ
ÃÑ°ºÒÅãËÁ�̈ Ö§äÁ�Ê�§ÁÍºµÃÒÊÒÃáµ�§µÑé§ãË� William Marbury ´�ÇÂàËµØ¹Õé William Marbury Ö̈§ä´�Â×è¹¿�Í§ James
Madison ÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ¤¹ãËÁ�·ÕèÃÑº¼Ô´ªÍºàÃ×èÍ§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇµ�ÍÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´â´ÂµÃ§ à¾×èÍãË�  James Madison Ê�§ÁÍº
µÃÒÊÒÃãË�µ¹ â´Â

º··Õè  ò
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ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡¹Ñé¹áÅ�Ç¡ç»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒÈÒÅã¹ËÅÒÂ»ÃÐà·Èä �́ãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃà¢�Òä»·º·Ç¹
µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÃÑ°ÊÀÒÇ�ÒªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�Òã¹
»�¨¨ØºÑ¹¹Õé ã¹»ÃÐà·ÈÊ�Ç¹ãË�·ÕèÂÍÁÃÑº¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂÊÙ§ÊØ´¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÁÑ¡¨Ð¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÈÒÅÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨¤Çº¤ØÁµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒÃÙ»áºº
µÅÍ´¨¹¢Íºà¢µáË�§¡ÒÃ¤Çº¤ØÁµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¨Ðáµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹ÍÍ¡ä»¡çµÒÁ

ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁàÁ×èÍ¡Å�ÒÇ¶Ö§ �ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù� ã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹Ê¶ÒºÑ¹·Õè·ÓË¹�Ò·Õè¾Ô·Ñ¡É�
ËÃ×Í¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç àÃÒµ�Í§à¢�Òã¨Ç�ÒÁÕÍÂ�Ù ò ÃÙ»áºº
ãË�æ ¤×Í ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÃÙ»áººÍÍÊàµÃÕÂ áÅÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÃÙ»áººÍàÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÃÙ»áººÍÍÊàµÃÕÂ ¤×Í ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ«Öè§·ÓË¹�Ò·Õè
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ ṌËÃ×Í¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò·ã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´Âà©¾ÒÐ à»�¹ÈÒÅà©¾ÒÐ·ÕèáÂ¡ÍÍ¡¨Ò¡
ÈÒÅ·Õè¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ·ÑèÇä» Ê�Ç¹ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÃÙ»áººàÍÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹¹Ñé¹ ¡ç¤×Í ÈÒÅ¸ÃÃÁ´Ò
ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ·Õè·ÓË¹�Ò·Õè¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò·ËÃ×Í¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèà»�¹
¤ Ṍ»ÃÐàÀ·Ë¹Öè§à¤ÕÂ§¤�Ùä»¡Ñº¤ Ṍã¹ÅÑ¡É³ÐÍ×è¹æ àª�¹ ¤ ṌÍÒÒ ¤´Õ»¡¤ÃÍ§ ´Ñ§¹Ñé¹¡ÒÃ¡Å�ÒÇ¶Ö§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ºÃÔº·¹Õé̈ Ö§ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§¡ÒÃÁ�Ø§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òä»·Õèà¹×éÍËÒ¢Í§àÃ×èÍ§Ç�Ò¡Ã³Õ¹Ñé¹à»�¹
¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂãË�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÈÒÅÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò·ËÃ×Í¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ
¡çµÒÁ ¶�Ò¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¡Ñ¹à©¾ÒÐã¹·Ò§ÃÙ»áººáÅ�Ç ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òáµ�à¾ÕÂ§Ç�ÒÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¹Ñé¹
ä �̈́ Ñ́ µÑé§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Öé¹à©¾ÒÐáÂ¡ÍÍ¡¨Ò¡ÈÒÅ¸ÃÃÁ´Òà¾×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò·
ËÃ×Í¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� àÃÒ¡çÍÒ¨¨Ð¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�ÒÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡ÒäÁ�ÁÕÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
à¾ÃÒÐã¹»ÃÐà·ÈÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ·ÓË¹�Ò·ÕèµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù äÁ�ÁÕÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃáÂ¡ÍÍ¡ÁÒ·ÓË¹�Ò·Õè¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´Âà©¾ÒÐ

William Marbury ä �́Í�Ò§ Judiciary Act 1759 «Öè§ãË�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ÊÑè§ãË�ÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ» Ô̄ºÑµÔ¡ÒÃãË�à»�¹ä»
µÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂä �́ (writ of mandamus) Ê¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹¤Ó¿�Í§¢Í§µ¹ John Marshall »ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ÂÍÁÃÑº
¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§µÃÒÊÒÃáµ�§µÑé§ («Öè§µ¹ÁÕÊ�Ç¹ÃÑº¼Ố ªÍºÍÂ�Ù́ �ÇÂ) áÅÐÂ×¹ÂÑ¹Ç�Ò¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÁÕË¹�Ò·Õè¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§
»�¨à¨¡ª¹¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·ÓÁÔªÍº´�ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÃÑ°ºÒÅ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡ç´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áË�§ÊËÃÑ°Ï Art 3
Section 2 ºÑÑµÔãË�ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤´Õà»�¹ÈÒÅáÃ¡ä �́ à©¾ÒÐ¤´Õ·ÕèÃÑ°ËÃ×Íà¨�ÒË¹�Ò·Õè·Ùµ à»�¹¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁà·�Ò
¹Ñé¹äÁ�ãª�¤ Ṍ·ÕèºØ¤¤Å¸ÃÃÁ´Ò (¤´Õ¹Õé¤×Í William Marbury) à»�¹¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ Judiciary Act 1759 ·ÕèÊÀÒ«Õà¹µ
ÁÍºÍÓ¹Ò¨ãË�ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ Ö̈§¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù  äÁ�ÁÕ¼ÅºÑ§¤Ñºãª�

Ù́ D.P Currie, Die Verfassung der  Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Frankfurt a.M. 1988, at 15�22 ;
W. Frotscher/B. Pieroth, Verfassungsgeschichte, Munchen 1997, at 20-22...
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ñ. ò ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ
ÅÑ¡É³ÐÊÓ¤Ñ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ç¤×Í à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ ¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨

¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ö§ÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Ò§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Óã¹·Ò§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÁÕ
ÅÑ¡É³Ð·ÑèÇä» ¤×Íó

(ñ) ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Ò§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ
ËÒ¡¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹¹Ñé¹ à»�¹¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Ò§àÈÃÉ°¡Ô¨ ËÃ×Í
¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò·Ê�Ç¹ºØ¤¤Å·ÕèäÁ�à¢�ÒÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂáÅ�Ç Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃËÃ×ÍÈÒÅ
Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒªÕé¢Ò´¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò·´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇä´� àÁ×èÍ¼�Ò¹à¡³±�·ÕèÇ�Ò¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Õèà¡Ố ¢Öé¹
¹Ñé¹µ�Í§à»�¹¢�Í¾Ò··Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂáÅ�Ç �à¡³±�� ËÃ×Í �ÁÒµÃ� ·ÕèÈÒÅ¨Ðµ�Í§¹ÓÁÒÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´
¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò· Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÂ�ÍÁä �́á¡� ¡®ËÁÒÂ â´Â·ÑèÇä»áÅ�Ç¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò·¡Ñ¹¹Ñé¹¨ÐÁÕºØ¤¤ÅÊÍ§½�ÒÂà»�¹
¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ ¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ¨Ö§à»�¹¡ÒÃµ�ÍÊ�Ù¡Ñ¹ÃÐËÇ�Ò§¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ
ÊÍ§½�ÒÂ â´ÂÈÒÅà»�¹¤¹¡ÅÒ§ã¹¤ Ṍ

¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù«Öè§ÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹¸�ã¡Å�ªỐ ¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
 ¡çäÁ�¤ÇÃàÃÕÂ¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Òà»�¹ÈÒÅ¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ à¾ÃÒÐÍÒ¨·ÓãË�à¡Ố ¤ÇÒÁÊÑºÊ¹à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
à¡³±�·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ð¹ÓÁÒãª�ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍä´�Ç�Ò¨Ðãª�à¡³±�·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ä �́
ËÃ×ÍäÁ� «Öè§¤ÓµÍº¡ç¤×ÍäÁ�ä �́ à¾ÃÒÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ äÁ�ãª�Í§¤�¡Ã·Ò§
¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§

(ò) ¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍâ´Âãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ¨ÐÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ Ṍà»�¹
à´ḉ ¢Ò´ àÁ×èÍä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ ṌáÅ�Ç Í§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹ã´¨ÐÁÒá¡�ä¢à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ
äÁ�ä �́ áÁ�áµ�µÑÇ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÍ§àÁ×èÍ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õä»áÅ�Ç µ¹àÍ§¡çäÁ�ÍÒ¨á¡�ä¢à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́ ¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§ àÁ×èÍ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÁÕ¼Åã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂáÅ�Ç ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁ
à»�¹ÍÔÊÃÐ¨Ò¡¼�Ù·Ó¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºËÃ×Íá¡�ä¢à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¨Ð¡ÃÐ·Óä �́¡çµ�Í
àÁ×èÍ¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹ÂÑ§äÁ�¶Ö§·ÕèÊǾ  áÅÐ¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¡�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¨Ð¡ÃÐ·Óä �́¡çáµ�â´Â
Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÍÂ�Ùã¹ÅÓ Ñ́ºªÑé¹·ÕèÊÙ§¢Öé¹ä»à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áÅÐàÁ×èÍÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç ËÃ×ÍàÁ×èÍ
äÁ�ÁÕ¡ÒÃÍØ·¸Ã³�®Õ¡Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ÀÒÂã¹ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ·Õè¡®ËÁÒÂ¡ÓË¹´

ó ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹Õé ´Ù ÊÁÂÈ àª×éÍä·Â, ËÅÑ¡¡®ËÁÒÂÁËÒª¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹. ¡ÃØ§à·¾Ï : ÇÔ�Ùª¹, òõôù, Ë¹�Ò òññ-òñõ.
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¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁ¶Ö§·ÕèÊØ´ ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ ṌÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹áÅÐäÁ�ÍÒ¨
¹ÓàÃ×èÍ§·ÕèÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà»�¹ÂØµÔáÅ�Ç¹Ñé¹ÁÒ¿�Í§ÈÒÅä´�ÍÕ¡

(ó) ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Ò§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃà»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÁÕ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹ÍÔÊÃÐ
äÁ�µ¡ÍÂ�Ùãµ�ÍÒ³ÑµÔ¢Í§¼�Ùã´ ÈÒÅ«Öè§à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ¨Ðµ�Í§à»�¹¡ÅÒ§áÅÐÍÔÊÃÐ¨Ö§
¨ÐÊÒÁÒÃ¶ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍä �́ �́ÇÂàËµØ¹ÕéÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¨Ö§µ�Í§»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹¤ÇÒÁà»�¹ÍÔÊÃÐ¢Í§
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ

(ô) ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Ò§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèà»�¹» Ô̄¡ÔÃÔÂÒ «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò ÈÒÅËÃ×Í
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµØÅÒ¡ÒÃäÁ�ÍÒ¨àÃÔèÁ¡ÒÃËÃ×Í¡�ÍµÑé§¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹ã¨µ�Ò§æä �́́ �ÇÂµ¹àÍ§ áµ�à»�¹¼�Ù·ÓË¹�Ò·Õè
ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹áÅ�Ç ¡Ò¡ÃÐ·Ó·Ò§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃà»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·ÕèÃÑ¡ÉÒäÇ�«Öè§
¡®ËÁÒÂ äÁ�ãª�¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Õèà»�¹¡ÒÃãË�¡Óà¹Ô´ËÃ×Í¡�ÍµÑé§¡®ËÁÒÂ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ äÁ�ä �́
ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒÈÒÅ¨ÐÊÃ�Ò§àÊÃÔÁ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Öé¹ãËÁ�äÁ�ä �́ ÈÒÅÍÒ¨¡ÃÐ·Óä �́ã¹ÃÙ»¢Í§¡ÒÃãª�
áÅÐ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂã¹¤ Ṍ áµ�ÍÒ¨µÑé§µ¹à»�¹ÍÔÊÃÐ¨Ò¡¤´ÕáÅ�ÇºÑÑµÔ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Öé¹ãª�
ºÑ§¤ÑºàÍ§ Í¹Öè§ ¡ÒÃÊÃ�Ò§àÊÃÔÁ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅ¡ç̈ Ðµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÍÂ�Ù¡Ñº¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèãª�ºÑ§¤ÑºÍÂ�Ù
¨ÃÔ§ã¹º�Ò¹àÁ×Í§ �́ÇÂ ¨ÐÊÃ�Ò§àÊÃÔÁ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Öé¹ã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õè¢Ñ́ áÂ�§¡Ñº¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº
ÍÂ�Ù̈ ÃÔ§ã¹º�Ò¹àÁ×Í§äÁ�ä �́ àÃÒÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�Ò ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Ò§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃäÁ�ãª�¡ÒÃ¡�ÍµÑé§à¨µ¨Ó¹§
·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ áµ�à»�¹¡ÒÃªÕé¢Ò´ãË�¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÂØµÔâ´Âà»�¹¸ÃÃÁã¹¡ÃÍº¢Í§
¡®ËÁÒÂ

(õ) ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Ò§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ¨ÐàÃÔèÁ¢Öé¹ä´�¡çµ�ÍàÁ×èÍÁÕ¤Ó¿�Í§ËÃ×Í¤ÓÃ�Í§ ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ·ÕèÂÖ́ ¶×Í
¡Ñ¹ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé¡ç¤×Í �·Õèã´äÁ�ÁÕ¼�Ù¿�Í§¤ Ṍ ·Õè¹Ñè¹äÁ�ÁÕ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ�

â´ÂàËµØ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Ö̈§
µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÍÂ�Ù¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐ¡®ËÁÒÂµ�Ò§æ â´ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤´Õâ´ÂÍÒÈÑÂ¡®ËÁÒÂà»�¹
à¡³±� ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð·ÕèàËÁ×Í¹¡ÑºÈÒÅÍ×è¹æ ¤×Í µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ
¢Í§¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó ¢Í§ºØ¤¤ÅËÃ×ÍÍ§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ° à¾ÕÂ§áµ�¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð
à»�¹¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°Ç�ÒªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Òã¹¡ÒÃ
µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°ã¹ËÅÒÂ¡Ã³Ṏ Ðà¡ÕèÂÇ¾Ñ¹



¢�Í¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´àº×éÍ§µ�¹à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
áÅÐ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

9

X

ã¡Å�ªỐ ¡Ñº¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ ¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çà»�¹¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ äÁ�
ãª�¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ áÅÐ´�ÇÂàËµØ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ö§µ�Í§ÃÐÁÑ́ ÃÐÇÑ§ÁÔãË�
¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§µ¹¡�ÒÇ¾�¹¨Ò¡¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ
¡ÅÒÂà»�¹¡ÒÃáÊ´§à¨µ¨Ó¹§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§àÊÕÂàÍ§«Öè§¹Ñºà»�¹ÍÑ¹µÃÒÂÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§áÅÐÍÒ¨¨Ð¡�Í
ãË�à¡Ố ÇÔ¡ÄµÔ¡ÒÃ³�·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ä �́ ËÒ¡Í§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¢Í§ÃÑ°äÁ�ÂÍÁÃÑº¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨àª�¹¹Ñé¹¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ã¹ºÒ§»ÃÐà·È àª�¹ ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ¡ÒÃ¨Ó¡Ñ́ ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
äÇ�·Õè¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù â´Âà©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§¤ÇÒÁÊÍ´¤Å�Í§µ�ÍÊÔ·¸Ô
¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹¢Í§¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°¹Ñé¹ ·ÓãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ª¹Ố Ë¹Öè§·Õè
àÃÕÂ¡Ç�ÒÍÓ¹Ò¨ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂàÃ×èÍ§Ã�Í§·Ø¡¢�·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù (Verfassungsbeschwerde) ÍÓ¹Ò¨

Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õé¨Ðà¡Ô´ ¢Öé¹ä �́¡çµ�ÍàÁ×èÍºØ¤¤Å·ÕèÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�Ç�ÒÃÑ°ä´�ãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹·Ò§ÁËÒª¹
¡�ÒÇÅ�Ç§ÅÐàÁÔ´ÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹¢Í§µ¹¹Ñé¹ËÁ´Ë¹·Ò§·Õè¨Ðµ�ÍÊ�Ùâ´ÂÇÔ¶Õ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÍ×è¹æ
ÍÂ�Ò§ÊÔé¹àªÔ§áÅ�Ç (Rechtswegerschopfung) àª�¹ äÁ�ÍÒ¨¿�Í§¤´Õµ�ÍÈÒÅÍ×è¹ä �́ËÃ×Íä �́́ Óà¹Ô¹
¡ÒÃ¿�Í§Ã�Í§¤ Ṍ¨¹¶Ö§·ÕèÊØ´áÅ�Ç ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð

Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÊÒÁÒÃ¶µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ¢Í§ÈÒÅÍ×è¹ä �́
�́ÇÂÇ�ÒÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃÅÐàÁÔ´ÊÔ·¸Ô ¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹¢Í§ºØ¤¤ÅµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ�¹Ñé¹

ÂÑ§äÁ�·ÓãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ÅÒÂà»�¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ àË¹×Í¡Ç�ÒÈÒÅÍ×è¹ àª�¹àË¹×Í¡Ç�ÒÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§
ÊÙ§ÊǾ ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁÊÙ§ÊǾ  (ÈÒÅ®Õ¡Ò) ·ÕèàÃÕÂ¡¡Ñ¹ã¹ÀÒÉÒàÂÍÃÁÑ¹Ç�Ò �Superrevisionsgericht�
à¾ÃÒÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨µÃÇ¨ÊÍºà©¾ÒÐ»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áÅÐ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹àÍ§¡çäÁ�µ�Í§¡ÒÃ·Õè̈ ÐÍÂ�Ùã¹°Ò¹Ðà»�¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§»ÃÐà·Èô

ã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐàÃÔèÁ¡ÒÃä´�¡çµ�ÍàÁ×èÍÁÕ¤ÓÃ�Í§ËÃ×Í
¤Ó¿�Í§ áÅÐâ´ÂËÅÑ¡áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ ṌµÒÁ»ÃÐà´ç¹·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯¤ÓÃ�Í§
ËÃ×Í¤Ó¿�Í§ àÇ�¹áµ�ã¹ºÒ§¡Ã³ÕÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÒ¨¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤´ÕàÅÂä»¶Ö§»ÃÐà´ç¹·ÕèäÁ�
ä �́ÍÂ�Ùã¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ËÃ×Í¤Ó¿�Í§ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐàÃÔèÁ¡ÒÃàÍ§ä �́¡çµ�ÍàÁ×èÍÁÕ
¤ÓÃ�Í§ËÃ×Í¤Ó¿�Í§¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ä �́ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒËÒ¡ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¶Í¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ËÃ×Í¤Ó¿�Í§áÅ�Ç

ô BVerfGE 7, 198 (207).

..
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ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðµ�Í§Í¹ØÒµ·Ø¡¡Ã³Õ à¾ÃÒÐàÁ×èÍ¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òä´�àÃÔèÁµ�¹¢Öé¹áÅ�Ç àÃÒ¶×ÍÇ�Ò
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÁÕ°Ò¹Ðà»�¹ �¹ÒÂ� ¢Í§¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¹Ñé¹õ  «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò
¹Í¡¨Ò¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨·Õè¨ÐäÁ�Í¹ØÒµãË�¼�ÙÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§¶Í¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ä �́áÅ�Ç
ã¹ºÒ§¡Ã³ÕÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÒ§»ÃÐà·ÈÂÑ§ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ÂÔè§ä»¡Ç�Ò¹Ñé¹ã¹¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´
ÁÒµÃ¡ÒÃªÑèÇ¤ÃÒÇ¡�Í¹ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä �́ÍÕ¡´�ÇÂ

â´ÂàËµØ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ áÅÐà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ·ÕèÁÕ¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºã¹·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ä �́ÁÒ¡ ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×Í¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§»ÃÐà·È·ÕèÁÕ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Ñé§ËÅÒÂ¨Ö§ä �́¡ÓË¹´ÁÒµÃ¡ÒÃµ�Ò§æã¹ÍÑ¹·Õè̈ Ð»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹¤ÇÒÁà»�¹ÍÔÊÃÐ¢Í§
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù â´Âà©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¢�ÍË�ÒÁÁÔãË�´ÓÃ§
µÓáË¹�§·ÕèÍÒ¨¨Ð¡ÃÐ·ºËÃ×Í¡�ÍãË�à¡Ô´¡ÒÃ¢Ñ´áÂ�§¡ÑºµÓáË¹�§Ë¹�Ò·Õèã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù àª�¹ Ë�ÒÁ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§à»�¹ÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒ¼�Ùá·¹
ÃÒÉ®Ã ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÇØ²ÔÊÀÒ ÏÅÏ µÅÍ´¨¹Ë�ÒÁ»ÃÐ¡ÍºÍÒªÕ¾Í×è¹ã´ ã¹»ÃÐà·ÈÊË¾Ñ¹¸�
ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ° ä �́ÃÑºÍ¹ØÒµà¾ÕÂ§áµ�ãË�à»�¹¼�ÙºÃÃÂÒÂÇÔªÒ
¡®ËÁÒÂã¹Ê¶ÒºÑ¹ÍǾ ÁÈÖ¡ÉÒä �́à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ö ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹Õé¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§ËÅÒÂ»ÃÐà·ÈÂÑ§¡ÓË¹´
àËµØã¹¡ÒÃ¤Ñ́ ¤�Ò¹¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÍÒäÇ�ÍÕ¡´�ÇÂ

ñ. ó ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ã¹»ÃÐà·È·ÕèÁÕÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹ÈÒÅà©¾ÒÐ¹Ñé¹ Ê�Ç¹ãË�áÅ�Ç¨Ð¶×ÍÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ÍÂ�Ùã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù (Verfassungsorgan; constitutional organ) à¤ÕÂ§¤�Ù
ä»¡ÑºÍ§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÕèÁÕ°Ò¹Ðà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§Í×è¹æ ¤×Í »ÃÐ¸Ò¹Ò¸Ôº´Õ
¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÊÀÒ¼�Ùá·¹ÃÒÉ®Ã áÅÐÇØ²ÔÊÀÒ ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§»ÃÐà·ÈÊ�Ç¹ãË�
â´Âà©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§ã¹ÀÒ¤¾×é¹ÂØâÃ» à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ãª�à»�¹à¾ÃÒÐ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡Å�ÒÇÍ�Ò§¶Ö§à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áµ�¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡Ố ¨Ò¡ÊÀÒ¾¢Í§¡ÒÃ
¨Ñ́ â¤Ã§ÊÃ�Ò§Í§¤�¡ÒÃ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹ÍÔÊÃÐâ´ÂÊÀÒ¾ÀÒÂ¹Í¡ «Öè§áÊ´§ÍÍ¡â´Â

õ Hillgruber/Goos, Verfassungsprozessrecht, 2004, at 2.
ö ÁÒµÃÒ ó ÇÃÃ¤ÊÕè »ÃÐâÂ¤·ÕèË¹Öè§ áË�§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �́ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ (§ 3 Abs. 4 Satz 1
BVerfGG)
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X

¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÊÒÁÒÃ¶·Õè¨ÐÍÍ¡¢�Í¡ÓË¹´ÀÒÂã¹¨Ñ´ÃÐàºÕÂºà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Ó§Ò¹
ÀÒÂã¹¢Í§µ¹ä �́àÍ§ ÁÕ§º»ÃÐÁÒ³à»�¹¢Í§µ¹àÍ§ äÁ�¶Ù¡¤Çº¤ØÁµÃÇ¨ÊÍºµÒÁÊÒÂ¡ÒÃ
ºÑ§¤ÑººÑªÒ ã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¾Ô̧ Õ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¨Ñ́ ãË�ÍÂ�Ùã¹ÃÐ Ñ́ºà´ÕÂÇ¡ÑºÍ§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�
ÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹ÃÐ Ñ́ºÊÙ§ÊØ´¢Í§ÃÑ° ã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨¤Çº¤ØÁµÃÇ¨ÊÍº
¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÕèµÃÒ¢Öé¹â´ÂÃÑ°ÊÀÒÇ�ÒªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´»�ËÒ
¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§ÃÐËÇ�Ò§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÏÅÏ ÅÑ¡É³Ðµ�Ò§æ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒàËÅ�Ò¹Õé·ÓãË�ã¹
ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§»ÃÐà·È·ÕèÁÕÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÂ¡ÍÍ¡ÁÒà»�¹ÈÒÅà©¾ÒÐÂÍÁÃÑºãË�
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ñ.ô ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹¼�ÙµÕ¤ÇÒÁáÅÐãË�¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂÊØ´·�ÒÂ¢Í§
º·ºÑÑµÔã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ÅÑ¡É³ÐÊÓ¤ÑÍÕ¡»ÃÐ¡ÒÃË¹Öè§¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤×Í ¡ÒÃà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÁÕ
ÍÓ¹Ò¨µÕ¤ÇÒÁº·ºÑÑµÔã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹ÂØµÔáÅÐÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ
¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁº·ºÑÑµÔã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ãª�à»�¹¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèà»�¹¹ÒÁ¸ÃÃÁ
áÅÐäÁ�ÁÕ»�ËÒà¡Ố ¢Öé¹ ¤Å�ÒÂæ¡Ñº¡ÒÃãË�¤ÇÒÁàËç¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÑèÇæä» áµ�à»�¹¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ
º·ºÑÑµÔã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùº¹¾×é¹°Ò¹¢Í§»�ËÒ·Õèà¡Ố ¢Öé¹ ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õé»ÃÒ¡¯ªÑ́ à¨¹
ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹·ÕèäÁ�ÁÕº·ºÑÑµÔãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÓË¹�Ò·ÕèãË�¤Ó»ÃÖ¡ÉÒËÃ×Í
µÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙµÒÁ¤ÓÃ�Í§¢Í¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ãã´ áµ�ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÓË¹�Ò·Õè �ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
ªÕé¢Ò´� ¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù àª�¹ ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´Ç�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§ËÃ×ÍµÃÒ¢Öé¹
â´ÂªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ·Ñé§¹ÕéµÒÁ¡ÃÐºÇ¹ÇÔ¸Õ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ÷ ËÃ×Í ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´Ç�Ò¤ÓÊÑè§·Ò§
»¡¤ÃÍ§ËÃ×Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ·Ñé§¹ÕéµÒÁ¡ÃÐºÇ¹ÇÔ̧ Õ
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùø à»�¹µ�¹

÷ ÁÒµÃÒ ÷ø »ÃÐâÂ¤·ÕèË¹Öè§ ÁÒµÃÒ øò ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ ÁÒµÃÒ ùõ ÇÃÃ¤ÊÒÁ »ÃÐâÂ¤·ÕèË¹Öè§ ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò´�ÇÂ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ (§§78 Satz 1, 82 Abs. 1, 95 Abs. 3 Satz 1 BverfGG)
ø ÁÒµÃÒ ùõ ÇÃÃ¤ ò ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò´�ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ (§ 95 Abs. 2 BVerFGG
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àÃÒÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�Ò ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä �́à»�¹¼�ÙãË�¤ÓÍ¸ÔºÒÂ·ÑèÇæä»Ç�Òº·ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂÇ�ÒÍÂ�Ò§äÃ àËÁ×Í¹¡Ñº¡ÒÃÍ Ô̧ºÒÂã¹·Ò§µÓÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
áµ�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§µÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¾×èÍÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´»�ËÒ â´Âã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´
¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÊÒÁÒÃ¶Í¸ÔºÒÂä»ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Òµ¹àÍ§àËç¹Ç�Ò
º·ºÑÑµÔã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂÍÂ�Ò§äÃ áµ�¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ¹Ñé¹µ�Í§à»�¹¼ÅãË�¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
ªÕé¢Ò´¤ ṌàÊÃç¨à ḉ´¢Ò´ä»áÅÐÂØµÔ¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ áÁ�º·ºÑÑµÔºÒ§º·ºÑÑµÔã¹
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÒ¨à»�´âÍ¡ÒÊãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨µÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ÁÒ¡ àª�¹
º·ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òöö  áµ�
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù  ¾Ö§ÃÐÁÑ́ ÃÐÇÑ§ÁÔãË�¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§µ¹¢ÂÒÂä»ÁÒ¡ ¨¹ã¹·ÕèÊǾ áÅ�Ç
¡ÒÃ¢ÂÒÂÍÓ¹Ò¨ÍÍ¡ä»ÁÒ¡¹Ñé¹·ÓãË�µ¹¡ÅÒÂà»�¹¼�Ù·ÓË¹�Ò·ÕèãË�¤ÇÒÁàËç¹·Ò§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù â´ÂäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�ÁÕ¼ÅºÑ§¤Ñºä �́ ́ Ñ§àª�¹·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯à»�¹»�ËÒÍÂ�Ò§ÁÒ¡
ã¹¤ Ṍà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§¢Í§¼�ÙÇ�Ò¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹ Ố¹µÒÁ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
·Õè ô÷/òõô÷ù

¡ÒÃ·ÕèÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÂ�Ùã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹¼�ÙµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
áÅÐãË�¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂÊǾ ·�ÒÂá¡�ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹äÁ�ä´�ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹à¾ÕÂ§
Í§¤�¡Ãà ṌÂÇ·ÕèÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨µÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°Í§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¡çÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨µÕ¤ÇÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùàª�¹¡Ñ¹ à¾ÕÂ§áµ�àÁ×èÍà¡Ố »�ËÒ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§¡Ñ¹à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¨Ðà»�¹¼�ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´áÅÐãË�¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂÊǾ ·�ÒÂÇ�Òº·ºÑÑµÔã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÃ×èÍ§¹Ñé¹ËÁÒÂ
¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒÍÂ�Ò§äÃ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ¡ÒÃÍ Ô̧ºÒÂàª�¹¹ÕéäÁ�ä �́ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃäÁ�ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ à¾ÃÒÐã¹·ÕèÊǾ áÅ�ÇÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çà»�¹ �¼�Ù¾Ù́ ¤¹ÊǾ ·�ÒÂ� ÍÂ�Ù

Ṍ ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¾×èÍ»ÃÑºãª�¡Ñº¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õèà¡Ố ¢Öé¹â´ÂÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹Â�ÍÁÁÕ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ
àª�¹¡Ñ¹ à¾ÃÒÐÍ§¤�¡ÃàËÅ�Ò¹Ñé¹µÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡�Í¹ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐã¹¢³Ð·ÕèÂÑ§äÁ�
ÁÕ¡ÒÃÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ä»ÂÑ§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¢Í§ÃÑ°¹Ñé¹
Â�ÍÁÁÕ¼Åã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂãª�ºÑ§¤Ñºã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔä �́ÍÂ�Ù

ù ´Ù ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ô÷/òõô÷ áÅÐ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè öð/òõôø áÅÐ Ù́ ÇÃà̈ µ¹�     ÀÒ¤ÕÃÑµ¹�,
¼Å¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè 47/2547 ¡ÑºµÓáË¹�§¼�ÙÇ�Ò¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹ Ố¹, Ë¹Ñ§Ê×Í¾ÔÁ¾�ä·Ââ¾Êµ�
ÇÑ¹·Õè ññ µØÅÒ¤Á ¾.È.òõô÷ Ë¹�Ò ô áÅÐº·¤ÇÒÁª×èÍà´ÕÂÇ¡Ñ¹¾Ã�ÍÁ¡Ñº¢�ÍÊÑ§à¡µà¾ÔèÁàµÔÁ µÅÍ´¨¹¤ÇÒÁàËç¹
·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃ·Õèâµ�áÂ�§¡Ñº Õ̧ÃÐ ÊØ Õ̧ÇÃÒ§¡ÙÃ ã¹ www.pub-law.net
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Í¹Öè§ ·ÕèÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹¼�Ù·ÕèãË�¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂÊǾ ·�ÒÂ¢Í§º·ºÑÑµÔã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹
¾Ö§à¢�Òã¨Ç�Ò¨Ðµ�Í§à»�¹ä»µÒÁËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ¿�Í§¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐµ�Í§à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¹Ñé¹ÍÂ�Ùã¹à¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù �́ÇÂ «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò àÁ×èÍÍ§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°µÕ¤ÇÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç áÅÐ»¯ÔºÑµÔËÃ×Íãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹ä»µÒÁ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ¢Í§µ¹â´ÂäÁ�ÁÕ¼�Ùâµ�áÂ�§
¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹¡çà»�¹¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ·ÕèÁÕ¼ÅºÑ§¤ÑºÂØµÔàª�¹¡Ñ¹
ËÃ×Íã¹¡Ã³Õ¹Ñé¹áÁ�à»�¹¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ° áµ�à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèàÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò
¨Ò¡à¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç ¡Ã³Ṍ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇäÁ�ÍÂ�Ùã¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè
¨ÐÃÑº¤ÓÃ�Í§äÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òä �́ ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Ñé¹¡çÂØµÔÅ§à ḉ́
¢Ò´àª�¹¡Ñ¹àËµØ·Õèà»�¹àª�¹¹Õéà¾ÃÒÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ãª�ÈÒÅ·ÕèÁÕà¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨·ÑèÇä»ã¹¤´Õ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùáµ�à»�¹ÈÒÅ·ÕèÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õèà©¾ÒÐà»�¹àÃ×èÍ§æµÒÁ·ÕèºÑÑµÔäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà·�Ò¹Ñé¹

�́ÇÂàËµǾ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¨Ö§ÍÒ¨ÁÕ»�ËÒã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÒ§»�ËÒËÃ×ÍºÒ§àÃ×èÍ§ÂØµÔÅ§â´Â
¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐ¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹ã¨¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°Í§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹·ÕèäÁ�ãª�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ä �́ Ñ́§¹Ñé¹·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹¼�ÙµÕ¤ÇÒÁáÅÐãË�¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂÊǾ ·�ÒÂ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¨Ö§µ�Í§à¢�Òã¨ã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¹Õé äÁ�ãª�à¢�Òã¨Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹¼�ÙÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ÊǾ ·�ÒÂ
ã¹àÃ×èÍ§ÃÒÇ·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Ø¡àÃ×èÍ§ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹¡çµ�Í§ÂÍÁÃÑºÇ�ÒÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÁÕÍÂ�ÙÁÒ¡ Ñ́§¤Ó¡Å�ÒÇ¢Í§ Carl Schmitt ·ÕèÍÒ¨ËÂÔºÂ¡ÁÒãª�ã¹ºÃÔº·¹Õéä´�à»�¹ÍÂ�Ò§´ÕÇ�Ò
�Í§¤�Í Ô̧»�µÂ� ¤×Í ¼�Ù·ÕèÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ÊÑè§¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù� (Souveran  ist, weruber die
Verfassungsinterpretation gebietet.

ñ.õ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹¼�Ù¤ØÁ¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹¼�Ù¤ØÁ¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ç

à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ àÁ×èÍàÃÔèÁ¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¤ ṌáÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðà»�¹¼�Ù¢Ñºà¤Å×èÍ¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹
¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò  à»�¹¼�Ù¡ÓË¹´¡Ç�Ò¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§áÅÐ¾ÂÒ¹ËÅÑ¡°Ò¹ã´¤ÇÃ¨Ð¹Óà¢�ÒÊ�Ù¡ÃÐºÇ¹
¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òà¾×èÍ»ÃÐâÂª¹�ã¹¡ÒÃ¤�¹ËÒ¤ÇÒÁ¨ÃÔ§áË�§¤ Ṍ â´ÂäÁ�¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÍÂ�Ù¡Ñº¤ÓÃ�Í§¢Í§¼�ÙÁÕ
Ê�Ç¹Ã�ÇÁã¹¤ Ṍ ã¹ºÒ§»ÃÐà·ÈÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ÃÍ¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤´ÕªÑèÇ¤ÃÒÇ ËÒ¡»ÃÒ¡¯
Ç�Ò¡ÒÃÂ×¹ÂÑ¹
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¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§ËÃ×Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÍ×è¹ÍÒ¨¨ÐÊ�§¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í¡ÒÃ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù �́ÇÂñð

¡ÒÃÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨àË¹×Í¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÒ¨
¨Ð»ÃÒ¡¯à»�¹¾ÔàÈÉÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ´à¨¹ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä·Â à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§
ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òöù ºÑÑµÔãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹¼�Ù¡ÓË¹´
ÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒàÍ§ «Öè§¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹äÁ�àËç¹ �́ÇÂ áÅÐä´�ÇÔ¨ÒÃ³�¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð

Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§ÅÐàÍÕÂ´áÅ�Çññ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁã¹»ÃÐà·È·ÕèÃÑ°ÊÀÒà»�¹¼�ÙµÃÒ¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
ÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÍ§ àÃÒ¡çÂÑ§ÍÒ¨¶×ÍÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹¼�Ù¤ØÁ¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹
¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´� à¾ÃÒÐà»�¹ä»ä´�àÊÁÍ·Õè¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò·Õè
à»�¹ÅÒÂÅÑ¡É³�ÍÑ¡ÉÃ¹Ñé¹ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔäÇ�äÁ�¤ÃÍº¤ÅØÁ áÅÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðµ�Í§µÕ¤ÇÒÁ
¡®à¡³±�ÇÔ Õ̧¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒËÃ×ÍáÊÇ§ËÒËÅÑ¡¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÑèÇä»à¾×èÍÍØ´ª�Í§Ç�Ò§¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂ
ÅÒÂÅÑ¡É³�ÍÑ¡ÉÃ à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºàÃ×èÍ§¹Õé ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹¸�¢Í§»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹à¤Â
ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂäÇ�Ç�Ò �ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �́ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧äÁ�ä �́ºÑÑµÔ¡®à¡³±�
à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒäÇ�̈ ºÊÔé¹ã¹µÑÇ áµ�ºÑÑµÔà©¾ÒÐ¡®à¡³±�·Õè¢Ò´àÊÕÂÁÔä �́áÅÐà»�¹
¡®à¡³±�à©¾ÒÐÊÓËÃÑº¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ ã¹Ê�Ç¹Í×è¹æ·Õè
äÁ�ä �́ºÑÑµÔäÇ�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÊÒÁÒÃ¶¾Ñ²¹ÒËÅÑ¡¡®ËÁÒÂà¾×èÍãª�ã¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òä´�
â´Â¡ÒÃà·ÕÂºà¤ÕÂ§¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤´ÕÅÑ¡É³ÐÍ×è¹æ�ñò

ò. ÅÑ¡É³Ð¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ò. ñ ¢�Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò·ÑèÇä»
ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä·ÂàÃÕÂ¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ áµ�äÁ�ä �́

ºÑÑµÔ¶Ö§ÅÑ¡É³Ð¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ â´ÂàËµØ
·Õè¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàª�¹à´ÕÂÇ¡Ñ¹ ¨Ö§µ�Í§¹ÓàÍÒÅÑ¡É³Ð

ñð àª�¹ ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò´�ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ ÁÒµÃÒ óó ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ áÅÐÇÃÃ¤ÊÍ§ ¢Í§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧
ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ (§ 33 Abs. 1 und 2 BverfGG)
ññ ÇÃà¨µ¹� ÀÒ¤ÕÃÑµ¹�, ÇÔ Õ̧¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù : ÈÖ¡ÉÒà»ÃÕÂºà·ÕÂº¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ñò BVerfGE 1, 109
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·ÑèÇä»¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÁÒÍ Ô̧ºÒÂÅÑ¡É³Ð¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù´�ÇÂ

ÊÓËÃÑºÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂµ�Ò§»ÃÐà·È àª�¹ ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹äÁ�ä �́àÃÕÂ¡¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
ªÕé¢Ò´ËÃ×Í¤ÓµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùáµ¡µ�Ò§ä»¨Ò¡ÈÒÅÍ×è¹æ â´Â¤ÓµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ÁÕÍÂ�Ù ò »ÃÐàÀ· ¤×Í ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ (Urteil) »ÃÐàÀ·Ë¹Öè§ áÅÐ¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´
¤ Ṍ (Beschlu   ) ÍÕ¡»ÃÐàÀ·Ë¹Öè§ ¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òã à́»�¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÍ¡
¹Ñè§¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òâ´ÂÇÒ¨Ò ¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹¨ÐÂØµÔÅ§â´Â¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Ó¤ÓµÑ´ÊÔ¹ã¹ÃÙ»¢Í§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ Ê�Ç¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òã´·ÕèäÁ�ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òâ´ÂÇÒ¨Ò ¤´Õ¹Ñé¹¨ÐÂØµÔ
Å§â´Â¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Ó¤ÓµÑ́ ÊÔ¹ã¹ÃÙ»¢Í§¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤´Õ (Beschlu )ñó â´Â·Ñé§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂáÅÐ¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ¨Ðµ�Í§¡ÃÐ·Óà»�¹ÅÒÂÅÑ¡É³�ÍÑ¡ÉÃ

ÊÓËÃÑºÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä·Â¹Ñé¹ àÁ×èÍÊÓÃÇ¨µÃÇ¨ÊÍºº·ºÑÑµÔà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ̧ Õ
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁáÅ�Ç ̈ ÐàËç¹ä �́Ç�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤´Ṏ Ð¡ÃÐ·Óã¹ÃÙ»¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅÐ¤ÓÊÑè§
ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ â´Â¤ Ṍã´·ÕèÁÒÊ�ÙÈÒÅâ´Â �¤Ó¿�Í§� ÈÒÅ¨Ð·Ó¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂµÑ´ÊÔ¹¤´Õã¹ÃÙ»¢Í§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ áµ�¶�Ò¤ Ṍã´ÁÒÊ�ÙÈÒÅâ´Â·Óà»�¹ �¤ÓÃ�Í§¢Í� ÈÒÅ¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤´Õâ´Â·Óà»�¹
�¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ� â´Âã¹¡ÒÃ·Ó¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ÈÒÅÍÒ¨¨Ð¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ»ÃÐà´ç¹áË�§ËÃ×Í
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒªÕé¢Ò´ãË�Â¡¢�ÍËÒ¢Í§â¨·¡�â´ÂäÁ�ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ»ÃÐà ḉ¹¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò·áË�§¤ Ṍ¡çä �́ áÅ�Çáµ�
ÊÀÒ¾¢Í§¤ Ṍ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¨Ðµ�Í§à»�¹ä»µÒÁáºº¾Ô̧ Õ·Õè¡ÓË¹´äÇ� ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ¨Ðµ�Í§»ÃÐ¡Íº

�́ÇÂ¡ÒÃªÕéà¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨ÈÒÅáÅÐÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ áÅÐ¨Ðµ�Í§à»�¹ä»µÒÁÃÙ»áºº·ÕèºÑÑµÔ
äÇ�ã¹»ÃÐÁÇÅ¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁá¾�§ ÁÒµÃÒ ñôð áÅÐÁÒµÃÒ ñôñ Ê�Ç¹¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´
¤ Ṍ¡çµ�Í§¡ÃÐ·Óã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ðà ṌÂÇ¡Ñ¹ à¾ÕÂ§áµ�ãª�¡Ñº¡Ã³Õ·Õè¡ÒÃàÃÔèÁ¤´ÕàÃÔèÁâ´Â¤ÓÃ�Í§¢Í ́ Ñ§·Õèä´�
¡Å�ÒÇÁÒáÅ�Ç

àÁ×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·ÂáÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§
ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð äÁ�ä´�áÂ¡¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÍ¡à»�¹
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ́ Ñ§·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹»ÃÐÁÇÅ¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁá¾�§ Í¹Öè§ äÁ�
»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́áÂ¡¡Ã³Õ¢Í§¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤ Ṍâ´Â¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§¡ÒÃÍÍ¡¹Ñè§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤´Õ´�ÇÂ
ÇÒ¨ÒËÃ×Í¡ÒÃäÁ�ÍÍ¡¹Ñè§¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¤ Ṍ �́ÇÂÇÒ¨Òáººà ṌÂÇ¡Ñº·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹ÃÐºº

ñó ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò´�ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ ÁÒµÃÒ òõ ÇÃÃ¤ÊÍ§ (§ 25 Abs. 2 BVerfGG)
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¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹áµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´ ã¹¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·Â ¤ÓµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õèà»�¹¡ÒÃªÕé¢Ò´
¤ Ṏ́ Ö§ÁÕ»ÃÐàÀ·à ṌÂÇ ¤×Í ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂÑ§ÊÒÁÒÃ¶
·Õè̈ Ð»¯ÔàÊ¸äÁ�ÃÑº¤ÓÃ�Í§äÇ�́ Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃä �́ â´Â·Óà»�¹¤ÓÊÑè§ ¡ÒÃ»¯ÔàÊ¸äÁ�ÃÑº¤ÓÃ�Í§äÇ�́ Óà¹Ô¹
¡ÒÃã¹¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéÁÑ¡¨Ðà»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Ò¼�ÙÃ�Í§äÁ�ãª�¼�ÙÁÕÊÔ·¸ÔÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ãË�
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òä �́

ò. ò ÃÙ»áººáÅÐ»ÃÐàÀ·¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
â´ÂàËµØ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ ã¹¡ÒÃ·Ó¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Ö̈§

µ�Í§»¯ÔºÑµÔµÒÁËÅÑ¡·ÑèÇä»àËÁ×Í¹¡ÑºÈÒÅÍ×è¹ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä·Â ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ¡ÒÃ·Ó¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
¹Ñé¹¨Ðµ�Í§¡ÃÐ·Óã¹¾ÃÐ»ÃÁÒÀÔä¸Â¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ� ÊÓËÃÑº»ÃÐà·È·ÕèäÁ�ÁÕ¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�
à»�¹»ÃÐÁØ¢ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁ·Ó¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂã¹¹ÒÁ»ÃÐªÒª¹ ËÃ×Íã¹¹ÒÁÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°
à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºàÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹Í Ô̧ºÒÂÇ�Ò»ÃÐªÒª¹¶×ÍÇ�Òà»�¹¼�Ù·Ã§ÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹·Ò§
µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ ¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¨Ö§µ�Í§¡ÃÐ·Óã¹¹ÒÁ»ÃÐªÒª¹ à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹
ÈÒÅ·ÕèÁÕÍÂ�Ùà¾ÕÂ§ÈÒÅà ṌÂÇ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð¾ÔàÈÉáµ¡µ�Ò§¨Ò¡
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÍ×è¹ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í àÁ×èÍä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃªÕé¢Ò´¤ ṌáÅ�Ç ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁà»�¹
·ÕèÊǾ  ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ ṌäÁ�ÍÒ¨ÍØ·¸Ã³�âµ�áÂ�§µ�ÍÈÒÅã´ä �́ÍÕ¡

¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðà¡Ố ¢Öé¹¨Ò¡ÒÃ»ÃÐªØÁ»ÃÖ¡ÉÒáÅÐ¡ÒÃÅ§ÁµÔã¹Í§¤�¤³Ð
à·�Ò·ÕèÊÓÃÇ¨µÃÇ¨ÊÍºã¹ËÅÒÂÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ ÂÑ§äÁ�¾ºÇ�Ò¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ¹ÒÂà´ÕÂÇ
ÊÒÁÒÃ¶·Õè̈ Ð·Ó¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä �́ àÁ×èÍä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃ»ÃÐªØÁ»ÃÖ¡ÉÒ¤´ÕáÅÐÅ§ÁµÔáÅ�Ç â´ÂËÅÑ¡·ÑèÇä»
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðµ�Í§»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµ�ÍÊÒ¸ÒÃ³Ðâ´Â¡ÒÃÍ�Ò¹ãË�¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´Õ¿�§ â´Â
¨Ðµ�Í§¡ÓË¹´àÇÅÒã¹¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂäÇ�Å�Ç§Ë¹�Ò à»�¹·Õè¹�ÒÊÑ§à¡µÇ�Òã¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·Â ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ð»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¼Å¢Í§¤´Õ·Ñ¹·ÕËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·Õèä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃÅ§ÁµÔ
â´ÂËÅÑ§¨Ò¡Å§ÁµÔáÅ�Ç¨ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃÊÃØ»ÁµÔãË�Ê×èÍÁÇÅª¹ä �́·ÃÒº áÅÐËÅÑ§¨Ò¡¹Ñé¹¨Ö§¨Ð·Ó
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà»�¹ÅÒÂÅÑ¡É³�ÍÑ¡ÉÃ á¹Ç·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·ÂäÁ�ä´�à»�¹
ä»µÒÁáººÍÂ�Ò§¢Í§ÊÒ¡Å ¨Ö§ÁÕ»�ËÒÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¢Í§¡ÒÃàÃÔèÁµ�¹¹ÑºÇÑ¹·Õè¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÁÕ
¼ÅºÑ§¤Ñºã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ
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â´ÂàËµØ·Õè¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃ·ÓãË�¢�Í¾Ô¾Ò··Ò§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂØµÔÅ§ Ñ́§¹Ñé¹ áÁ�̈ Ðä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃÅ§ÁµÔã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹áË�§¤ ṌáÅ�Ç µÒÁËÅÑ¡ÊÒ¡Å¡çÂÑ§¶×Í
äÁ�ä �́Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Ñé¹ à¾ÃÒÐÁµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹à¾ÕÂ§¢Ñé¹µÍ¹ÀÒÂã¹
¡�Í¹¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÍÍ¡ä»Ê�ÙÀÒÂ¹Í¡ �́ÇÂàËµØ¹ÕéËÅÑ§¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÅ§µÔã¹»ÃÐà´ç¹¢Í§
¤ ṌáÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÒ¨¨Ñ́ ãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃ»ÃÐªØÁà¾×èÍ·º·Ç¹¡ÒÃÅ§ÁµÔä �́ áµ�ËÒ¡¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃ
ä �́́ Óà¹Ô¹ä»¨¹¶Ö§¢Ñé¹¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂáÅ�Ç ¡Ã³ÕÂ�ÍÁ¶×ÍÇ�ÒÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
·ÕèÁÕÍÂ�ÙàË¹×Í¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁÊÔé¹ÊǾ Å§ áÅÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁäÁ�
ÍÒ¨á¡�ä¢à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä´�

»�ËÒÇ�Òã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ¨Ð·Ó¤ÇÒÁàËç¹
áÂ�§äÇ�ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä �́ËÃ×ÍäÁ�¹Ñé¹ ÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèáµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹ÍÍ¡ä»áµ�ÅÐ»ÃÐà·È ã¹»ÃÐà·È
ÍÍÊàµÃÕÂ µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ÍÒ¨·Ó¤ÇÒÁàËç¹áÂ�§ä´�

ã¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§»ÃÐà·Èä·Â µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÕèäÁ�àËç¹ �́ÇÂ¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÁ�ÍÒ¨
·Ó¤ÇÒÁàËç¹áÂ�§á¹ºäÇ�¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä´�àª�¹¡Ñ¹áµ�â´ÂàËµØ·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ã
ä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ºÑÑµÔãË�µØÅÒ¡ÒÃµ�Í§·Ó¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÊ�Ç¹µ¹µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
·ÕèäÁ�àËç¹ �́ÇÂ¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ Â�ÍÁÊÒÁÒÃ¶à¢ÕÂ¹¤ÇÒÁàËç¹µ�Ò§¢Í§µ¹äÇ�ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÊ�Ç¹
µ¹ä �́  ã¹»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÕèäÁ�àËç¹´�ÇÂ¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ (ËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§
ªÕé¢Ò´) ¢Í§Í§¤�¤³ÐÊÒÁÒÃ¶·Ó¤ÇÒÁàËç¹áÂ�§á¹ºäÇ�¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä´ �ñô ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹áÂ�§¢Í§
µØÅÒ¡ÒÃàÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§¹�ÍÂÍÒ¨à¡Ố ¢Öé¹ä �́ÊÍ§¡Ã³Õ ¤×Í µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§¹�ÍÂäÁ�
àËç¹ �́ÇÂã¹¼Å¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ (Dissenting opinion) ËÃ×ÍµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§¹�ÍÂ
àËç¹ �́ÇÂã¹¼Å áµ�äÁ�àËç¹ �́ÇÂã¹àËµØ¼Å¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ (concurring opinion) ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹Õé
Í§¤�¤³ÐÍÒ¨¨Ð¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃá¨�§ÊÑ́ Ê�Ç¹¢Í§¤Ðá¹¹àÊÕÂ§·ÕèÅ§ÁµÔäÇ�ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¡çä �́
µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Ø¡¤¹·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¤³ÐÃÇÁ·Ñé§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§¹�ÍÂ
Â�ÍÁÁÕË¹�Ò·Õèµ�Í§Å§¹ÒÁã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ´�ÇÂ ÊÓËÃÑº¤ÇÒÁàËç¹áÂ�§·Õèá¹ºä»¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§
Í§¤�¤³Ð¹Ñé¹à©¾ÒÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃàÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§¹�ÍÂ«Öè§·Ó¤ÇÒÁàËç¹áÂ�§à·�Ò¹Ñé¹·Õè̈ Ðµ�Í§Å§¹ÒÁñõ 

ñô ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò´�ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ ÁÒµÃÒ óð ÇÃÃ¤ÊÍ§ (§ 30 Abs. 2 BVerfGG)
ñõ ¢�Í¡ÓË¹´¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ¢�Í õö
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ã¹Ê�Ç¹¢Í§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ ¡ÒÃÂÍÁãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃ·Ó¤ÇÒÁàËç¹áÂ�§äÇ�ã¹
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ Â�ÍÁ¨Ðà»�¹»ÃÐâÂª¹� à¾ÃÒÐã¹Í¹Ò¤µÈÒÅã¹¤´ÕËÅÑ§ÍÒ¨
¹ÓàÍÒàËµØ¼Å¢Í§½�ÒÂ¢�Ò§¹�ÍÂËÃ×Í½�ÒÂ·ÕèäÁ�àËç¹ �́ÇÂ¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÁÒà»�¹°Ò¹ã¹¡ÒÃÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ
âµ�áÂ�§à¾×èÍãË�ÈÒÅà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä´�

¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÒ¨à»�¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂãË�¤´ÕàÊÃç̈ ÊÔé¹ä»ã¹·Ò§áºº¾Ô̧ Õ
ËÃ×Íã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ¡çä �́ ¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂãË�¤ ṌàÊÃç̈ ÊÔé¹ä»ã¹·Ò§áºº¾Ô̧ Õ ¡çä �́á¡� ¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò
¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹äÁ�ÍÂ�Ùã¹à¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ËÃ×Í¼�Ù¿�Í§ËÃ×Í¼�ÙÃ�Í§äÁ�ãª�à»�¹¼�ÙÁÕÊÔ·¸Ô¤ Ṍµ�Í
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ à»�¹µ�¹ ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¤Ó¿�Í§ËÃ×Í¤ÓÃ�Í§¤Ãº¶�Ç¹µÒÁà§×èÍ¹ä¢¢Í§¡ÒÃ¿�Í§
¤ ṌÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂãË�¤´ÕàÊÃç̈ ÊÔé¹ä»â´ÂªÕé¢Ò´ã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ

ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òª¹Ố  ËÃ×Í»ÃÐàÀ·¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ àÃÒÍÒ¨
¹ÓËÅÑ¡·ÑèÇä»¢Í§»ÃÐàÀ·¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÁÒà»�¹à¡³±� ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ·ÄÉ®Õ
¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁ¢Í§áµ�ÅÐ»ÃÐà·ÈÍÒ¨áº�§áÂ¡»ÃÐàÀ·¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáµ¡µ�Ò§
¹Ñé¹ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹ËÒ¡¾Ôà¤ÃÒÐË�¶Ö§»ÃÐàÀ·¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒâ´Â¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§¼ÅáÅ�Ç àÃÒÍÒ¨áÂ¡
»ÃÐàÀ·¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍÍ¡à»�¹ ó »ÃÐàÀ·ãË�æñö ¤×Í ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡�ÍµÑé§ÊÔ· Ô̧
(Gestaltungsurteil) ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�́ Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃ (Leistungsurtreil) áÅÐ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ÊÔ·¸Ô
(Feststellungsurteil)

¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡�ÍµÑé§ÊÔ· Ô̧ à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÈÒÅ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ÓË¹´ÊÀÒ¾¡ÒÃ³�ã¹·Ò§
¡®ËÁÒÂ àª�¹ ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�¤ÇÒÁÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹ �̧·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÃÐËÇ�Ò§ÊÒÁÕÀÃÃÂÒÊÔé¹ÊǾ  ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�
à¾Ô¡¶Í¹¤ÓÊÑè§·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§·ÕèäÁ�ªÍº �́ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ ÏÅÏ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡�ÍµÑé§ÊÔ·¸Ôà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
·ÕèäÁ�̈ Óà»�¹µ�Í§ÁÕ¡ÒÃºÑ§¤Ñº¤ Ṍ à¾ÃÒÐ¼Åã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¨Ðà¡Ố ¢Öé¹·Ñ¹·ÕàÁ×èÍÈÒÅÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ

ñö ÃÒÂÅÐàÍÕÂ´à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÓÊÍ¹Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ«Öè§Í Ô̧ºÒÂäÇ�ã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®Õà»�¹ÍÂ�Ò§´Õ Ù́ Rosenberg/Schwab/
Gottwald, Zivilprozessrecht, Munchen : Beck, 16 Aufl., 2004...
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X

¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�́ Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃ à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÈÒÅ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃÍÂ�Ò§ã´
ÍÂ�Ò§Ë¹Öè§ àª�¹ ãË�¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃ ãË�§´àÇ�¹¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃ ËÃ×ÍãË�ÂÍÁãË�ºØ¤¤ÅÍ×è¹¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃâ´Â
¼�Ù·Õè¶Ù¡ÈÒÅ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�á¾�¤ Ṍ¨ÐäÁ�¢Ñ´¢ÇÒ§ àª�¹ ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�ÅÙ¡Ë¹Õé¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃªÓÃÐË¹Õé
à»�¹à§Ô¹ ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�Ê�§ÁÍº·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹ ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�µ�Í§áÊ´§à¨µ¹Ò à»�¹µ�¹ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
»ÃÐàÀ·¹Õéà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèËÒ¡¼�Ùá¾�¤ ṌäÁ�»¯ÔºÑµÔ ¨Ðµ�Í§ÁÕ¡ÒÃºÑ§¤ÑºµÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ

¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ÊÔ· Ô̧ à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÈÒÅ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂ×¹ÂÑ¹¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§ÍÂ�ÙËÃ×ÍËÃ×ÍäÁ�
´ÓÃ§ÍÂ�Ù¢Í§ÊÔ· Ô̧Ë¹�Ò·Õè ËÃ×Í¹ÔµÔÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹¸�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´ÍÂ�Ò§Ë¹Öè§ÃÇÁ·Ñé§¡ÒÃÂ×¹ÂÑ¹¤ÇÒÁ¶Ù¡µ�Í§
á·�̈ ÃÔ§ËÃ×ÍäÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§á·�̈ ÃÔ§¢Í§àÍ¡ÊÒÃ �́ÇÂ â´Â·ÑèÇä»¡ÒÃ¿�Í§¤ Ṍà¾×èÍãË�ÈÒÅÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
»ÃÐàÀ·¹Õé̈ Ðµ�Í§à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¼�Ù¿�Í§¤´Ṏ Óà»�¹·Õè̈ Ðµ�Í§ä �́ÃÑº¤ÇÒÁ¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§à»�¹¾ÔàÈÉ ÁÔ©Ð¹Ñé¹
¼�Ù¿�Í§¤ Ṍ¨Ðµ�Í§¿�Í§¤ Ṍà¾×èÍãË�ÈÒÅÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡�ÍµÑé§ÊÔ· Ô̧ËÃ×Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ÊÔ·¸Ôà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèäÁ�̈ Óà»�¹µ�Í§ÁÕ¡ÒÃºÑ§¤Ñº¤ Ṍ µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
Â×¹ÂÑ¹ÊÔ· Ô̧¡çàª�¹ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÊ´§¤ÇÒÁà»�¹âÁ¦Ð¢Í§¤ÓÊÑè§·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÊ´§
Ç�ÒºØ¤¤Åã´ºØ¤¤ÅË¹Öè§à»�¹¤¹ÊÑªÒµÔä·Âà»�¹µ�¹ ã¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÊ�Ç¹ãË�
¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÑ¡¨Ðà¢�ÒÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ÊÔ· Ô̧ â´Âà©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº»�ËÒ¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§ÃÐËÇ�Ò§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù «Öè§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�ÒÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§áµ�ÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÃÁÕÍÂ�ÙÍÂ�Ò§äÃ Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍ§¤�¡ÃË¹Öè§
¡�ÒÇÅ�Ç§à¢�Òä»ÂÑ§»ÃÔÁ³±Å¢Í§ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÕ¡Í§¤�¡ÃË¹Öè§ËÃ×ÍäÁ�
ÍÂ�Ò§äÃñ÷ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çÍÒ¨ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¡�ÍµÑé§ÊÔ·¸ÔËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂãË�́ Óà¹Ô¹
¡ÒÃä �́àª�¹¡Ñ¹ àª�¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù»ÃÐà·ÈÊà»¹ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà¾Ô¡¶Í¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó
·ÕèÍ§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ÃÐ·Óä»â´ÂäÁ�ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ñø à»�¹µ�¹ ã¹Ê�Ç¹¢Í§¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¤ Ṍ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ¤Çº¤ØÁµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂ¹Ñé¹
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðà»�¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ÊÔ· Ô̧ ËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¡�ÍµÑé§ÊÔ· Ô̧ Â�ÍÁ
¨Ðµ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡º·ºÑÑµÔã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ñ÷ ÁÒµÃÒ ö÷ »ÃÐâÂ¤·ÕèË¹Öè§ ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò´�ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ (àÂÍÃÁÑ¹)
ñø ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò´�ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù (Êà»¹) ÁÒµÃÒ öö Í�Ò§¨Ò¡ Albrecht Weber, Gernalbericht : Verfassungs-
gerichtsbarkeit in Westeuropa, in Starch / Weber, Verfassungsgerichtsbarkeit in Westeuropa Teilband
I, Baden-Baden : Nomos, 1986, at 108.
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X

µÅÍ´¨¹·ÄÉ®Õ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§áµ�ÅÐ»ÃÐà·È à¾ÃÒÐºÒ§»ÃÐà·È¶×ÍÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ·Õè
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡Ñº¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃÂ×¹ÂÑ¹¤ÇÒÁàÊÕÂà»Å�Ò
ËÃ×Í¡ÒÃãª�ºÑ§¤ÑºäÁ�ä �́¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂ©ºÑº¹Ñé¹ÁÒµÑé§áµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¡®ËÁÒÂ©ºÑº¹Ñé¹ÁÕ¼Åãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº
ã¹¢³Ð·ÕèºÒ§»ÃÐà·È¶×ÍÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Ñ´ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡Ñº
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Â�ÍÁÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃàÅÔ¡¡ÒÃãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº¡®ËÁÒÂ©ºÑº¹Ñé¹

ó. ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¼Åã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ã¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹
µ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡ÅÑ¡É³Ð¢Í§¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùáµ�ÅÐ»ÃÐàÀ·¡�Í¹

ó. ñ ¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù»ÃÐàÀ·µ�Ò§æ

ó.ñ.ñ ¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ´áÂ�§ã¹àÃ×èÍ§ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§ã¹ÃÐ Ñ́ºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õèã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ÍÒ¨
à»�¹¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§¢Í§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧¡ÑºÁÅÃÑ°ËÃ×ÍÃÐËÇ�Ò§ÁÅÃÑ° �́ÇÂ¡Ñ¹àÍ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃË¹Öè§ áÅÐ¤ÇÒÁ
¢Ñ́ áÂ�§ÃÐËÇ�Ò§Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ° �́ÇÂ¡Ñ¹ÍÕ¡»ÃÐ¡ÒÃË¹Öè§ ¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§ã¹¡Ã³ÕáÃ¡Â�ÍÁà¡Ố ¢Öé¹
à©¾ÒÐã¹ÃÑ°·Õè̈ Ñ́ ÃÙ»¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§áººÊË¾Ñ¹¸�à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ ã¹¢³Ð·Õè¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§¡Ã³ÕËÅÑ§à¡Ố ¢Öé¹
ä �́·Ñé§ã¹ÃÑ°·Õè¨Ñ´ÃÙ»¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§áººÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧áÅÐã¹ÃÑ°·Õè¨Ñ´ÃÙ»¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§áººÃÑ°à´ÕèÂÇ
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº»�ËÒ¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ´áÂ�§·Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õé¨Ðà»�¹
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ÊÔ· Ô̧ ¹Ñè¹¡ç¤×Í ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃËÃ×Í¡ÒÃ
§´àÇ�¹¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃ¢Í§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ËÃ×ÍÁÅÃÑ°ËÃ×ÍÍ§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°Í§¤�¡Ãã´ªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ËÃ×Í¢Ñ́ ¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù (¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·ÓËÃ×Í¡ÒÃ§´àÇ�¹¡ÃÐ·Óà»�¹àËµØáË�§¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§
áÅÐ¡ÃÐ·ºµ�ÍÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°Í§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹) ã¹ºÒ§»ÃÐà·È àª�¹ Êà»¹
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÒ¨ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¡�ÍµÑé§ÊÔ· Ô̧ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà¾Ô¡¶Í¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇËÃ×Í
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ÊÔ· Ô̧ â´ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂáÊ´§¤ÇÒÁàÊÕÂà»Å�Ò¢Í§¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·ÓËÃ×Í¡ÒÃ§ à́Ç�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¹Ñé¹
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ã¹¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéäÁ�ä �́ÁÕ¼Åà©¾ÒÐáµ�¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ Ṍà·�Ò¹Ñé¹
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(Inter partes) áµ�ÂÑ§¼Åä»¶Ö§¼�Ù·ÕèÁÕÊ�Ç¹Ã�ÇÁã¹¤ ṌÍ×è¹æ´�ÇÂ ËÅÑ¡à¡³±� Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õé»ÃÒ¡¯
ã¹»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ â»ÃµØà¡Ê áÅÐ¡ÃÕ« ã¹¢³Ð·Õèã¹ºÒ§»ÃÐà·È àª�¹ Êà»¹ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹Í§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹¢Í§ÃÑ°·Ø¡Í§¤�¡Ã
ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁÂÑ§ÁÕ»�ËÒÍÂ�Ù àª�¹¡Ñ¹ã¹»ÃÐà·ÈÊà»¹Ç�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂàÃ×èÍ§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹ÕéÁÕ
¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ºØ¤¤ÅÍ×è¹·ÕèäÁ�à¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹ËÃ×ÍäÁ�

ó. ñ. ò ¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù»ÃÐàÀ·¹Õé à»�¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè»�¨à¨¡ºØ¤¤ÅÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§µ�Í
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Òµ¹¶Ù¡Í§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃ¡�ÒÇÅ�Ç§ÊÔ·¸ÔáÅÐàÊÃÕÀÒ¾
¢Í§µ¹áÅÐËÁ´Ë¹·Ò§·Õè̈ Ðãª�ÇÔ¶Õ·Ò§·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÍ×è¹ã¹¡ÒÃàÂÕÂÇÂÒÊÔ· Ô̧¢Í§µ¹ä´� àª�¹
¶Ù¡Í§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§ÍÍ¡¤ÓÊÑè§·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§ËÃ×Í¡®·Õè¡ÃÐ·ºÊÔ· Ô̧¢Í§µ¹ÍÂ�Ò§ÃØ¹áÃ§ ËÃ×Í
¶Ù¡ÈÒÅ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍâ´ÂÈÒÅãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃäÁ�à»�¹ä»µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹¤´Õ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù»ÃÐàÀ·¹Õé̈ Ðà»�¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¡�ÍµÑé§ÊÔ·¸Ô ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂãË�ÁÕ
¡ÒÃà¾Ô¡¶Í¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Õèà»�¹àËµØáË�§¡ÒÃÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¶�Ò»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò¡ÒÃ
Ã�Í§·Ø¡¢�·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹´Óà¹Ô¹ä»â´Â¶Ù¡µ�Í§µÒÁà§×èÍ¹ä¢áË�§¡ÒÃÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢� áÅÐÍ§¤�¡Ã
·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹¢Í§ÃÑ°¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃÍÑ¹¡�ÒÇÅ�Ç§ÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹¢Í§»�¨à¨¡ºØ¤¤Åâ´Â
äÁ�ªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÃÔ§

»�ËÒ·ÕèÂ�Ø§ÂÒ¡ã¹¡Ã³Õ¹Õéà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¼Å¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¡ç¤×Í ËÒ¡¡ÒÃÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�µÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�¡Å�ÒÇÍ�Ò§à»�¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹ã¹¤ ṌÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�
ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹ àª�¹ Í§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅ à»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Óº¹°Ò¹¢Í§¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ
ËÃ×ÍÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ·Õè¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ̈ Ö§Ê�§¼ÅãË�¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇäÁ�ªÍº

�́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä» �́ÇÂ ËÒ¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Ò¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔËÃ×ÍÃÑ°ºÑÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ
¹Ñé¹äÁ�ªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�à¾Ô¡¶Í¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ
»¡¤ÃÍ§ ËÃ×Íà¾Ô¡¶Í¹ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ »�ËÒ¡ç¤×Í ¡ÒÃÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ã¹»ÃÐà´ç¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹
áË�§¤ ṌÇ�Ò¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔËÃ×ÍÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔäÁ�ªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÁÕ¼ÅÍÂ�Ò§äÃ
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à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºàÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ÇÒ§à¡³±�äÇ�Ç�Òã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂãË�à¾Ô¡ ¶Í¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§ ËÃ×Íà¾Ô¡¶Í¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ
áÅÐãË�ÈÒÅ´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒàÃ×èÍ§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇãËÁ� à¾ÃÒÐàËµØÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ·ÕèÍ§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§
ãª�à»�¹°Ò¹ã¹¡ÒÃÍÍ¡¤ÓÊÑè§·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§ ËÃ×Í·ÕèÈÒÅãª�à»�¹°Ò¹ã¹¡ÒÃ·Ó¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Ñ́ ËÃ×Í
áÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¡çãË�»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¤ÇÒÁà»Å�Ò¢Í§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ¹Ñé¹ä»¾Ã�ÍÁ¡Ñ¹ «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤ Ṍà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹Ê�Ç¹·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ¢Ñ´ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Â�ÍÁÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃ·ÑèÇä» ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í àÁ×èÍ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°Í×è¹ã´¨ÐäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶¹ÓÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ¹Ñé¹ä»ãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº
ä �́ÍÕ¡ñù Ê�Ç¹ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹·Ò§µÃ§¡Ñ¹¢�ÒÁ ¤×Í ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ
äÁ�¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¹Ñé¹¡çÂ�ÍÁÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à»�¹¡ÒÃ·ÑèÇä»àª�¹¡Ñ¹

ÊÓËÃÑº»ÃÐà·ÈÍÍÊàµÃÕÂ¹Ñé¹ ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õéµ�Ò§¡Ñº»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ¡ÒÃ
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅäÁ�ªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¾ÃÒÐàËµØÇ�Ò
Í§¤�¡Ã Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇãª�ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ·Õè¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ Â�ÍÁÁÕ¼Åà»�¹à¾ÕÂ§¡ÒÃà¾Ô¡¶Í¹
¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ¶×ÍÇ�Ò¤ÓÊÑè§·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§ËÃ×Í
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ¶Ù¡à¾Ô¡¶Í¹à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ä �́ÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹âÁ¦ÐËÃ×Í¡ÒÃ
ÊÔé¹¼Å¢Í§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ©ºÑº¹Ñé¹ä»¾Ã�ÍÁ¡Ñ¹ �́ÇÂ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÍÊàµÃÕÂ
Â×¹ÂÑ¹ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹Ê�Ç¹·Õèà»�¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹áË�§¤ ṌÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ©ºÑº¹Ñé¹¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§
¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çÂ�ÍÁ¶×ÍÇ�Ò¡�ÍãË�à¡Ố ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡ÑºÍ§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§áÅÐÈÒÅ·Õè̈ Ðµ�Í§äÁ�
¹ÓÃÑ°ºÑÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇÁÒãª�ºÑ§¤ÑºÍÕ¡òð

ó. ñ. ó ¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§
¡®ËÁÒÂ¡�Í¹·Õè¨Ð»ÃÐ¡ÒÈãª�

ã¹ÀÒ¤¾×é¹ÂØâÃ» ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂ¡�Í¹·Õè̈ ÐÁÕ
¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÒÈãª�¹Ñé¹ »ÃÒ¡¯ÍÂ�Ùã¹»ÃÐà·È½ÃÑè§àÈÊà»�¹ÊÓ¤Ñ ã¹»ÃÐà·È½ÃÑè§àÈÊ àÁ×èÍ
¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�ÒÃ�Ò§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔËÃ×ÍÃ�Ò§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ»ÃÐ¡ÍºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù©ºÑºã´

ñù ÁÒµÃÒ ùõ ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò´�ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù  ( § 95 BverfGG)
òð Weber, at 111.
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¢Ñ´ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¹Ñé¹äÁ�ä �́ÁÕ¼Åà©¾ÒÐ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´Õà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áµ�ÁÕ
¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹·Ñé§ËÅÒÂ·Ñé§»Ç§´�ÇÂ

ó.ñ.ô ¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§
¡®ËÁÒÂËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·Õè»ÃÐ¡ÒÈãª�áÅ�Çâ´Â¡ÒÃÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ÁÒ¨Ò¡¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ

ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¡ÓÅÑ§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ ṌàËç¹Ç�Òº·¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèµ¹µ�Í§ãª�ã¹
¤ Ṍ¢Ñ´ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ËÅÒÂ»ÃÐà·È¡ÓË¹´ãË�¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµ�Í§Ê�§àÃ×èÍ§ä»ãË�
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéäÁ�ä´�ÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à©¾ÒÐ
ÈÒÅ·ÕèÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ÁÒ ËÃ×ÍäÁ�ä �́¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à©¾ÒÐ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´Õ·Õè¡ÓÅÑ§µ�ÍÊ�Ù¤´Õ¡Ñ¹ÍÂ�Ùã¹ÈÒÅ·ÕèÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§
ÁÒà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áµ�¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ºÃÃ´ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°·Ñé§ËÅÒÂ·Ñé§»Ç§ µÅÍ´¨¹¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ºØ¤¤Å·ÑèÇä» �́ÇÂ
¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéÁÕ¼Å·ÑèÇä» (erga omnes) ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ
Ç�Ò �́ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹¸�¢Í§»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹¡ÓË¹´ãË�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéÁÕ
¼ÅàÊÁ×Í¹à»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂ (Gesetzeskraft) ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁã¹ºÒ§»ÃÐà·È àª�¹ »ÃÐà·ÈÍÔµÒÅÕ
ËÒ¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Òº·ºÑÑµÔáË�§¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèà»�¹»�ËÒãË�ÈÒÅÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ÁÒ¹Ñé¹
ªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¹Ñé¹¨ÐÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à©¾ÒÐ¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à»�¹¡ÒÃ
·ÑèÇä» µÃ§¡Ñ¹¢�ÒÁ¡Ñºã¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§»ÃÐà·ÈàºÅàÂÕèÂÁ·ÕèºÑÑµÔãË�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅ·Ø¡ÈÒÅã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÇÑµ¶ØáË�§¤´Õà»�¹ÍÂ�Ò§à ṌÂÇ¡Ñ¹¡Ñº·Õèä´�à¤ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä»áÅ�Ç

ó.ñ.õ ¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§
¡®ËÁÒÂÀÒÂËÅÑ§¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÒÈãª�«Öè§à»�¹¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍºáºº¹ÒÁ¸ÃÃÁ

¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù»ÃÐàÀ·¹Õé àÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ«Öè§à»�¹ÇÑµ¶ØáË�§
¤ Ṍ¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐäÁ�ä´�ÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à©¾ÒÐáµ�
¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ Ṍà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áµ�¨ÐÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹·Ñé§ËÅÒÂ·Ñé§»Ç§
 µÅÍ´¨¹¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ºØ¤¤Åà»�¹¡ÒÃ·ÑèÇä»ÍÂ�Ò§à ḉ́ ¢Ò´ �́ÇÂ »�ËÒ¡ç¤×Í ¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�
ä �́ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèà»�¹ÇÑµ¶ØáË�§¤ Ṍ¢Ñ´ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¨Ð¶×Íä �́ËÃ×ÍäÁ�Ç�Ò
¼ÅáË�§¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ Ṍ Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°·Ñé§ËÅÒÂ·Ñé§»Ç§µÅÍ´
¨¹ºØ¤¤Å·ÑèÇä»Ç�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÕèªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºàÃ×èÍ§¹Õé
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ÁÕ¡ÒÃÍ Ô̧ºÒÂ¡Ñ¹Ç�Ò¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à»�¹¡ÒÃ·ÑèÇä»Ç�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ¹Ñé¹ªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðà¡Ố ¢Öé¹ä´�
¡çµ�ÍàÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂàÍÒäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹Ç�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ¹Ñé¹ªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùòñ

ó.ò ¢�ÍÊÑ§à¡µà¾ÔèÁàµÔÁ

â´Â·ÑèÇä»áÅ�Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Â�ÍÁÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ
àËÁ×Í¹¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÍ×è¹ ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÁÕ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ
»ÃÐ¡ÒÃáÃ¡ ¤×Í ÈÒÅ·Õè¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹äÁ�ÍÒ¨á¡�ä¢à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèµ¹ä �́µÑ́ ÊÔ¹
ä»áÅ�Çä �́ (Unwiderruflichkeit) ¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§àÁ×èÍÈÒÅä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁ
à»�¹ÍÔÊÃÐ¨Ò¡ÈÒÅ  ÈÒÅ·Õè¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õ¹Ñé¹à»�¹ÍÑ¹ËÁ´ÍÓ¹Ò¨àË¹×Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ÍÕ¡µ�Íä»
»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÊÍ§ ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨âµ�áÂ�§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ä �́ÍÕ¡µ�Íä» ¡Å�ÒÇà©¾ÒÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´ÂàËµØ ·ÕèäÁ�ÁÕÈÒÅã´à»�¹ÈÒÅ·ÕèÍÂ�Ù
ã¹ÅÓ Ñ́º·ÕèàË¹×Í¡Ç�Ò ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù àÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù µÑ́ ÊÔ¹áÅ�Ç¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁÂ�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨
ÍØ·¸Ã³� âµ�áÂ�§¤ÓµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä»ÂÑ§ÈÒÅÍ×è¹ä´�ÍÕ¡ (Unanfechtbarkeit) ã¹¡Ã³Õ
¢Í§»ÃÐà·È½ÃÑè§àÈÊ¹Ñé¹ÁÕ¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´ÂµÃ§ã¹ÁÒµÃÒ öò ÇÃÃ¤ÊÍ§Ç�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹·Ñé§ËÅÒÂ ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à¨�ÒË¹�Ò·Õè½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§µÅÍ´¨¹ÈÒÅ áÅÐ
äÁ�ãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃÍØ·¸Ã³�âµ�áÂ�§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒËÒ¡
¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Òº·ºÑÑµÔã´æªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×Í¢Ñ´µ�Í
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ËÃ×ÍÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÂ×¹ÂÑ¹¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ËÃ×ÍÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ
àÅ×Í¡µÑé§äÁ�ªÍº �́ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµ�Ò§æ¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¹ÕéäÁ�ä´�
¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à©¾ÒÐ¡Ñº¼�ÙÁÕÊ�Ç¹Ã�ÇÁã¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áµ�ÂÑ§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹Í×è¹æ

�́ÇÂ ¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õéà»�¹·Ñé§¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í
¼Å¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂáÅÐàËµØ¼Åã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ«Öè§à»�¹°Ò¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ´�ÇÂòò

òñWeber, at 114.
òò ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Nr. 62-18 L Å§ÇÑ¹·Õè ñö Á¡ÃÒ¤Á ¤.È. ñùöò Í�Ò§¨Ò¡  Fromont, Der
französische Verfassungsrat,  in : Starck / Weber, Verfassungsgerichtsbarkeit in Westeuropa 1986, S. 335.
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X

ÁÕ»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õè¾Ö§¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ (ËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´) ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÂ�ÙÇ�Òã¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò·ÕèÈÒÅÍ×è¹Ê�§àÃ×èÍ§¢ÍãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ·ÕèÈÒÅµ�Í§ãª�ã¹¤´ÕáÅÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò
ÃÑ°ºÑÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù µ�ÍÁÒÀÒÂËÅÑ§ÈÒÅÍ×è¹¨ÐÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ÁÒãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇä´�ÍÕ¡ËÃ×ÍäÁ� »ÃÐà´ç¹¹Õéà»�¹
»ÃÐà ḉ¹·ÕèÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§áµ�ÅÐ»ÃÐà·ÈºÑÑµÔäÇ�äÁ�àËÁ×Í¹¡Ñ¹ ÍÑ¹·Õè̈ ÃÔ§áÅ�Ç»�ËÒ¹Õé
à»�¹»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¢Íºà¢µã¹á§�àÇÅÒ¢Í§¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¡Ã³Õ
àª�¹¹ÕéÁÕ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹ã¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃã¹»ÃÐà·È·ÕèäÁ�ä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔ¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºàÃ×èÍ§¹Õé
ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ´à¨¹ àª�¹ »ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹Ç�Ò¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁÊÔé¹ÊØ´Å§ ËÒ¡¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·ÕèÁÕ¼ÅÍÂ�Ò§ÊÓ¤Ñµ�Í¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´
¤ Ṍä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»«Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒÈÒÅÍ×è¹ÍÒ¨¢ÍãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁªÍº

�́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ·Õèä �́à¤ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä»áÅ�ÇÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§¡çä´� áÅÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
áË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧¡çÁÕ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹·Ó¹Í§à´ÕÂÇ¡Ñ¹¹Õé òó ·Ñé§¹ÕéàËµØ¼ÅÊÓ¤Ñ»ÃÐ¡ÒÃË¹Öè§·ÕèÊ¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹
á¹Ç¤Ố Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¡ç¤×Í ¡ÒÃÂÍÁãË�ÈÒÅÍ×è¹Ê�§»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§
ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¤ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä»áÅ�ÇÇ�ÒäÁ�¢Ñ́ ¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§¨Ðª�ÇÂãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕâÍ¡ÒÊ·º·Ç¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹ ¡ÒÃà»�́ âÍ¡ÒÊ

Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇàÁ×èÍªÑè§¹éÓË¹Ñ¡¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁÁÑè¹¤§áÅÐ¤ÇÒÁàª×èÍ¶×Í¢Í§ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ª¹µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç
àËç¹¡Ñ¹Ç�ÒÁÕ¹éÓË¹Ñ¡ÁÒ¡¡Ç�Ò ́ Õ¡Ç�Ò·Õè̈ ÐãË�¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù´ÓÃ§ÍÂ�Ù
ÍÂ�Ò§á¢ç§¡ÃÐ �́Ò§ äÁ�ÍÒ¨¶Ù¡·º·Ç¹µÃÇ¨ÊÍºãËÁ�ä �́¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§¨Ðä´�à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
ä»¨Ò¡à ỐÁÍÂ�Ò§ÁÒ¡áÅ�Ç¡çµÒÁ

»�ËÒÊǾ ·�ÒÂ·Õèà»�¹»�ËÒËÅÑ¡«Öè§¨Ðä �́ÈÖ¡ÉÒµ�Íä»ã¹§Ò¹ÇÔ̈ ÑÂ©ºÑº¹Õé¡ç¤×Í»�ËÒ·Õè
Ç�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� »�ËÒ¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
áË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧¢Í§»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹àËç¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨·Õè¨Ð¡ÅÑº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ·ÕèÈÒÅàÍ§ä´�à¤Â
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä»áÅ�Çä �́òô ¹ÑºµÑé§áµ�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹àÃÔèÁ»¯ÔºÑµÔË¹�Ò·Õèã¹ ¤.È. ñùõñ

òó BVerfGE 33, 199 (203 f.)
òô´Ù BVerfGE 20, 56 (87); 70, 242 (249); 77, 84 (104) à»�¹µ�¹
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¨¹¡ÃÐ·Ñè§¶Ö§ ¤.È. ñùø÷ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Íã¹ª�Ç§àÇÅÒ ôö »� ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ·Ñé§ÊÔé¹»ÃÐÁÒ³ óõðð ¡Ç�Ò¤ Ṍ ã¹¨Ó¹Ç¹¤´Ṍ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹ÕéÁÕ¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà¾ÕÂ§ ñô
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂòõ ÃÒÂÅÐàÍÕÂ´à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¨Ðä �́ÈÖ¡ÉÒµ�Íä»òö

òõ´Ù Schlaich / Korioth, Das Bundesverfassungsgericht, 5. Aufl. 2001, S. 322 Fn. 95 «Öè§Í�Ò§ Lundmark, Rechts-
theorie 28 (1997), 327 ff.
òö »ÃÐà´ç¹·Õè¹�Ò¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÂÑ§¤§ÁÕÍÂ�Ùµ�Íä»ÍÕ¡Ç�Ò ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ·ÕèÃÑ°ÊÀÒµÃÒ¢Öé¹¢Ñ´
ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¹Ñé¹¨ÐÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒÁÔãË�µÃÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ·Õè à¹×éÍËÒÍÂ�Ò§à´ÕÂÇ¡Ñ¹
ËÃ×Í¤Å�ÒÂ¤ÅÖ§¡Ñ¹¡ÑºÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¢Öé¹ãª�ºÑ§¤Ñºã¹ÀÒÂËÅÑ§ËÃ×ÍäÁ� »�ËÒ¹Õéà»�¹»�ËÒ·ÕèÍ§¤�¤³Ð·ÕèË¹Öè§
áÅÐÍ§¤�¤³Ð·ÕèÊÍ§ÇÒ§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÇ�áµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹ ã¹¢³Ð·ÕèÍ§¤�¤³Ð·ÕèË¹Öè§àËç¹Ç�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
·ÕèÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ©ºÑºã´©ºÑºË¹Öè§¢Ñ´ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ÁÕ¼Å¢Ñ´¢ÇÒ§ÁÔãË�ÃÑ°ÊÀÒµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÕèÁÕ
à¹×éÍËÒàËÁ×Í¹¡Ñ¹ËÃ×Í¤Å�ÒÂ¤ÅÖ§¡Ñ¹¢Öé¹ãª�ºÑ§¤ÑºÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§òö Í§¤�¤³Ð·ÕèÊÍ§¡ÅÑºàËç¹Ç�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃË�ÒÁµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÕèÁÕà¹×éÍËÒÍÂ�Ò§à´ÕÂÇ¡Ñ¹«éÓÍÕ¡ (Normwiederholungsverbot)òö à»�¹·Õè¹�Òá»Å¡ã¨
·Õè¤ÇÒÁàËç¹¢Í§·Ñé§ÊÍ§Í§¤�¤³Ðã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéäÁ�µÃ§¡Ñ¹ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔäÁ�à¤Âà¡Ô´»�ËÒ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ
à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ¨Ð» Ô̄ºÑµÔµÒÁ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù



ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis
áÅÐ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áË�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍàÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹

ñ. ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂáÅÐ¾Ñ²¹Ò¡ÒÃ¢Í§ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis

ñ. ñ ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁ·ÑèÇä»
ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis «Öè§à»�¹ËÅÑ¡¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ÍÂ�Ùã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¨ÒÃÕµ¸ÃÃÁ

(The Common Law System) ¹Ñé¹à»�¹·Õèà¢�Òã¨¡Ñ¹·ÑèÇä»Ç�ÒËÁÒÂ¶Ö§¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÈÒÅÅ�Ò§µ�Í§
¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÈÒÅÊÙ§ä �́µÑ́ ÊÔ¹äÇ�áÅÐ¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÈÒÅ¹Ñé¹µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè
µ¹ä �́à¤ÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹äÇ�¡�Í¹Ë¹�Ò¹Ñé¹ �́ÇÂ ¹Ñ¡¡®ËÁÒÂÍàÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹ä´�ÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂâµ�áÂ�§¡Ñ¹à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁ
¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ·ÕèÁÕµ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡�Í¹æ¢Í§µ¹ÁÒÂÒÇ¹Ò¹¾ÍÊÁ¤ÇÃ ËÅÑ¡¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹
µ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹»ÃÒ¡¯ªÑ́ à̈ ¹·ÕèÊǾ ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§ ã¹ ¤.È. ñù÷ó
ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÃÑºÃÍ§ÊÔ· Ô̧¢Í§ËÔ§ÁÕ¤ÃÃÀ�·Õè̈ Ð·Óá·�§â´ÂàËç¹Ç�ÒÊÔ· Ố̧ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇä´�ÃÑº
¡ÒÃ¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§â´ÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù  (¤ Ṍ Roe v. Wade)ò÷ ã¹ª�Ç§·ÈÇÃÃÉ·Õè øð»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒÊÑ́ Ê�Ç¹
¢Í§¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹ä»¨Ò¡à ỐÁ à¹×èÍ§¨Òãª�Ç§àÇÅÒ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ»ÃÐ¸Ò¹Ò¸Ôº Ṍ
Reagan  áÅÐ»ÃÐ¸Ò¹Ò Ô̧º Ṍ Bush ä �́áµ�§µÑé§¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÊÙ§·ÕèÁÕá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố ã¹·Ò§Í¹ØÃÑ¡É�
¹ÔÂÁà¢�Òä»´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§ÁÒ¡¢Öé¹ ·ÓãË�à¡Ố ¡ÒÃ¤Ò´ËÁÒÂ¡Ñ¹Ç�Ò ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§
·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤ Ṍ Roe v. wade ¹�Ò¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä» ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁã¹ ¤.È.ñùùò ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ
ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ÊÔ· Ô̧¢Í§ËÔ§ÁÕ¤ÃÃÀ�·Õè̈ Ð·Óá·�§äÇ�ÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§ã¹¤ Ṍ Planned Parenthood
of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Caseyòø àËµØ¼ÅÊÓ¤Ñ»ÃÐ¡ÒÃË¹Öè§·ÕèÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
à Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç·Ò§à ỐÁÂ�ÍÁÁÒ¨Ò¡ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis

ò÷ 410 U.S. 113 (1973)
òø 505 U.S. 883 (1992)

º··Õè  ó
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àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡ÇÔ̧ Õ¤Ố ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Òâ´ÂËÅÑ¡áÅ�Ç
ËÒ¡»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒàÃ×èÍ§·Õèà»�¹»�ËÒãË�µ�Í§¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ä �́à¤ÂÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÇ�áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅ
¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍä»µÒÁá¹Ç·Ò§·Õèà¤ÂÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÇ� ·Ñé§¹Õéâ´ÂÁÔ¾Ñ¡µ�Í§¤Ó¹Ö§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
·ÕèÁÕÁÒ¡�Í¹¨Ðà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÁÕÁÒ¹Ò¹áÅ�Ç ËÃ×Íà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãËÁ�òù ¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§
ËÒ¡àÃ×èÍ§·ÕèÈÒÅµ�Í§¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà»�¹àÃ×èÍ§·Õèà¤ÂÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§ Â�ÍÁ¶×ÍÇ�Ò»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õèà¤Â
ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÇ�áÅ�Çà»�¹ÍÑ¹äÁ�µ�Í§ÁÒ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¡Ñ¹ãËÁ�ÍÕ¡ ÈÒÅã¹¤´ÕËÅÑ§µ�Í§à´Ô¹µÒÁ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§à ṌÂÇ¡Ñ¹·ÕèÁÕÁÒ¡�Í¹Ë¹�Ò¹Ñé¹ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¾ÃÒÐÊÔè§·ÕèàËÁ×Í¹¡Ñ¹Â�ÍÁµ�Í§ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂàËÁ×Í¹¡Ñ¹ á¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố ¹Õéà»�¹á¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố ·Õèà»�¹ÃÒ¡°Ò¹¢Í§ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis áÅÐ
à»�¹á¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố ·ÕèÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ Alexander Hamilton ¼�Ù»ÃÐ¾Ñ¹ �̧ Federalist
Paper ËÁÒÂàÅ¢ 78 ÍÑ¹àÅ×èÍ§ª×èÍ¡çàËç¹Ç�Òà¾×èÍ·Õè̈ ÐËÅÕ¡àÅÕèÂ§¡ÒÃãª�́ ØÅ¾Ô¹Ô̈ â´ÂÍÓàÀÍã¨¢Í§
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÈÒÅµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèä´�à¤ÂÁÕ¡ÒÃµÑ´ÊÔ¹äÇ�áÅ�Ç Â�ÍÁà»�¹
ÊÔè§·ÕèäÁ�ÍÒ¨ËÅÕ¡àÅÕèÂ§ä �́ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´àÍ§¡çà¤Â¡Å�ÒÇäÇ�Ç�Ò ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ¶×Íà»�¹àÊÒËÅÑ¡
áË�§ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂóð

ñ. ò ÃÒ¡°Ò¹ã¹·Ò§»ÃÐÇÑµÔÈÒÊµÃ�
ã¹ ¤.È. ñùóô ¹Ñ¡ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃÁÕª×èÍªÒÇÍÑ§¡ÄÉ¤¹Ë¹Öè§¤×Í Goodhart ä´�ãË�¤ÇÒÁàËç¹Ç�Ò

ËÅÑ¡¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹ (doctrine of stare decisis) à»�¹à¤Ã×èÍ§º�§ªÕé¤ÇÒÁ
áµ¡µ�Ò§ã¹·Ò§¹ÔµÔÇÔ̧ Õ·ÕèÊÓ¤ÑÂÔè§ÃÐËÇ�Ò§ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÀÒ¤¾×é¹ÂØâÃ» (ÃÐºº«ÕÇÔÅÅÍÇ�) ¡Ñº
ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂÍÑ§¡ÄÉ (ÃÐºº¤ÍÁÁÍ¹ÅÍÇ�) ËÒ¡¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òã¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹áÅ�Ç àÃÒ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò
á¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹ÕéÂÑ§¤§ãª�ä �́áÁ�ã¹»�¨¨ØºÑ¹ ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅ¢Í§
ÍÑ§¡ÄÉ (áÅÐ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¤ÍÁÁÍ¹ÅÍÇ�) ̈ Ð¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇ�Ò¤´Õ·Õèµ¹µ�Í§µÑ́ ÊÔ¹¹Ñé¹
à¤ÂÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁÇÒ§ËÅÑ¡à¡³±�·ÕèªÑ́ à¨¹ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ»�ËÒ (rules) äÇ�áÅ�ÇËÃ×ÍäÁ� ËÒ¡
ãª� ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§¡ç̈ ÐÊÃ�Ò§ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ (principles) ̈ Ò¡ËÅÑ¡´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇà¾×èÍãª�ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
ªÕé¢Ò´¤ ṌËÅÑ§ ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Óã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÊ�§¼ÅãË�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÁÕ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹àÍ¡ÀÒ¾
áÅÐÊÁèÓàÊÁÍ ª�ÇÂ»�Í§¡Ñ¹¡ÒÃãª�́ ØÅ¾Ô¹Ô̈ â´ÂÍÓàÀÍã¨¢Í§¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅÐ¡�ÍãË�à¡Ố ¤ÇÒÁ
ÁÑè¹¤§á¹�¹Í¹ã¹¹ÔµÔ°Ò¹Ð �́ÇÂàËµØ¹ÕéËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ¨Ö§¡ÅÒÂà»�¹à§×èÍ¹ä¢ÊÓ¤Ñ¢Í§¡ÒÃ
ÊÃ�Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¨Ò¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¤ÍÁÁÍ¹ÅÍÇ�ËÃ×ÍáÍ§â¡ÅÍàÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹

òùZweigert/Kotz, Einfuhrung in die Rechtsvergleichung, 3. Aufl. 1996, at 253.
óð Webster v. Reproductive Health Services, 492 U.S. 490, 518 (1989)

....
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àÃÒÊÒÁÒÃ¶Ê×ºÊÒÇÇÔ̧ Õ¤Ố ã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¹ÕéÂ�Í¹¡ÅÑºä»ä �́¶Ö§ÈµÇÃÃÉ·Õè ñó
ã¹àÇÅÒ¹Ñé¹ Sir Henry of Bracton ä �́ÃÇºÃÇÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ·Õèä �́µÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤´Õµ�Ò§æäÇ�ã¹
Tractatus de legibus et consuetudinibus Angliae ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡¹Ñé¹ã¹ÂØ¤¢Í§¾ÃÐà¨�ÒàÍḉ àÇÔÃ�́ ·Õè
Ë¹Öè§ ¶Ö§¾ÃÐà¨�ÒäÎ¹�ÃÔ¤·Õèá»´ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×ÍÃÐËÇ�Ò§ ¤.È.ñòùð ¶Ö§ ¤.È.ñõóö ä´�ÁÕ¡ÒÃÃÇºÃÇÁ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅà¼Âá¾Ã�à»�¹ÃÒÂ»� ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ¡ÒÃÃÇºÃÇÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ª�Ç§àÇÅÒ

Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÂÑ§ÁÔä �́à»�¹ÃÙ»áººÃÒÂ§ÒÂàËÁ×Í¹ã¹»�̈ ¨ØºÑ¹ à¾ÃÒÐÊÔè§·Õèä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃÃÇºÃÇÁ¹Ñé¹äÁ�ãª�
à»�¹ÃÒÂ§Ò¹¡ÒÃ¢�ÍÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹»ÃÐà´ç¹·Õè¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ¾Ô¾Ò·¡Ñ¹ áµ�à»�¹ºÑ¹·Ö¡
¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§áÅÐ¢�Íâµ�à¶ÕÂ§¢Í§¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´Õ ã¹àÇÅÒ¹Ñé¹ÂÑ§äÁ�ÁÕËÅÑ¡°Ò¹·ÕèáÊ´§ãË�àËç¹Ç�Ò
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹¨Ð¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´ÕËÅÑ§óñ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹
¡ÒÃÃÇºÃÇÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒä´�¡ÅÒÂà»�¹ÃÒ¡°Ò¹ÊÓ¤Ñ¢Í§¡ÒÃ¾Ñ²¹ÒËÅÑ¡
stare decisis à¾ÃÒÐ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́́ ÙµÑÇÍÂ�Ò§¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹æ¡�Í¹·Õè̈ Ðä´�ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ
·ÕèÍÂ�Ùã¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§µ¹

¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¡ÒÃÃÇºÃÇÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹¤´Õ¡�Í¹æãË�¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́́ ÙµÑÇÍÂ�Ò§¡ÒÃ
µÑ́ ÊÔ¹¨ÐÁÕÁÒ¹Ò¹áÅ�Ç¡çµÒÁ áµ�ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis ã¹ÃÙ»áºº·Õèà»�¹ÍÂ�Ùã¹»�̈ ¨ØºÑ¹·Õè¡ÓË¹´
ºÑ§¤ÑºãË�¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õ¡�Í¹ à¾Ôè§¨ÐàÃÔèÁ»ÃÒ¡¯¢Öé¹ã¹
¡ÅÒ§ÈµÇÃÃÉ·Õè ñù ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¨Ñ́ ÅÓ´ÑºÈÒÅãËÁ�ã¹ª�Ç§ ¤.È. ñø÷õ àÃÔèÁµÒÁÅÓ Ñ́º
¨Ò¡ÈÒÅäÎ¤ÍÃ�· (High Court) ÈÒÅÍØ·¸Ã³� (Court of Appeal) áÅÐÈÒÅÊÀÒ¢Ø¹¹Ò§ (House of
Lords) áÅÐÂ�ÍÁà»�¹¸ÃÃÁ´ÒÍÂ�ÙàÍ§·Õè¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÍØ·¸Ã³�Â�ÍÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅäÎ¤ÍÃ�·
áÅÐ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÀÒ¢Ø¹¹Ò§Â�ÍÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅÍØ·¸Ã³�áÅÐµÑÇàÍ§ �́ÇÂ

¹ÑºµÑé§áµ�ª�Ç§ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¨Çº¨¹¡ÃÐ·Ñè§¶Ö§ÃÒÇ¡ÅÒ§ÈµÇÃÃÉ·Õè òð
ÈÒÅÊÀÒ¢Ø¹¹Ò§«Öè§à»�¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂÍÑ§¡ÄÉÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ËÅÑ¡¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹ÍÂ�Ò§à ḉ́ ¢Ò´ ã¹ ¤.È. ñùöö ä´�ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¼�Í¹¤ÅÒÂËÅÑ¡¤ÇÒÁ
¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹Å§ â´Â Lord Chancellor ä´�ÍÍ¡á¶Å§¡ÒÃ³�
ã¹¹ÒÁ¢Í§¤³Ð¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÊÀÒ¢Ø¹¹Ò§Ç�Ò ÈÒÅÊÀÒ¢Ø¹¹Ò§Ê§Ç¹äÇ�«Öè§ÊÔ· Ô̧ã¹¡ÒÃ
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ·Õèáµ¡µ�Ò§ä»¨Ò¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õà ỐÁóò ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×ÍÊ§Ç¹äÇ�«Öè§ÊÔ·¸Ôã¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹

óñ Practice Statement, (1966), 1 W.L.R. 1234 (H. L)
óò Practice Statement, (1966), 1 W.L.R. 1234 (H. L)
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á¹Ç·Ò§¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñè¹àÍ§ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔ»ÃÒ¡¯¤´Õ¹�ÍÂÁÒ¡ ·Õè
ÈÒÅÊÀÒ¢Ø¹¹Ò§à»ÅÕèÂ¹á¹Ç·Ò§¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¨¹¶Ö§ÇÑ¹¹Õé àÃÒÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä´�Ç�ÒËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis
ÂÑ§¤§à»�¹àÊÒËÅÑ¡ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂÍÑ§¡ÄÉÍÂ�Ù

ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ ÈÒÅÍÑ§¡ÄÉ¨Ðµ�Í§¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÁÕÁÒ¡�Í¹áÅ�Ç
ÀÒÂãµ�ËÅÑ¡à¡³±�ºÒ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ Ê�Ç¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¨Ð¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅ·Õè¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹àÍ§
ËÃ×Í·Õè¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅÅ�Ò§ àÃÕÂ¡Ç�Ò �ratio decidendi� «Öè§à»�¹Ê�Ç¹·Õèà»�¹ËÅÑ¡¡®ËÁÒÂ
ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒÀÒÂãµ�¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·ÕèÁÕÊÒÃÐÊÓ¤ÑàËÁ×Í¹¡Ñ¹ ÈÒÅÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§µÑ´ÊÔ¹µÒÁËÅÑ¡
¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèä �́à¤ÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹äÇ�áÅ�Çáººà ṌÂÇ¡Ñ¹¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ã´à»�¹¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õèà»�¹ÊÒÃÐÊÓ¤Ñ
ã¹¤ Ṍ ¨Ðµ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òà»�¹àÃ×èÍ§æä» ¹Í¡¨Ò¡ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¨ÐÁÕÊ�Ç¹·Õèà»�¹ ratio decidendi

Ñ́§·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒáÅ�Ç ÂÑ§ÁÕÊ�Ç¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèàÃÕÂ¡Ç�Ò obiter dicta «Öè§à»�¹Ê�Ç¹¢Í§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÁÔä �́à»�¹àËµØ¼ÅáË�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ �́ÇÂ Ê�Ç¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèà»�¹ obiter dicta ¹Õé
ÍÒ¨¨Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃÂ¡µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§ ¡Å�ÒÇÍ�Ò§¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§ã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèà»�¹ÍØ»ÁÒÍØ»äÁÂ ËÃ×ÍàÊ¹Í
¢�Í¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèã¹·ÕèÊǾ áÅ�ÇÁÔä �́¹ÓÁÒãª�ã¹¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤ Ṍ obiter dicta ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¹ÕéÍÒ¨¨ÐÁÕ
¹éÓË¹Ñ¡¨Ù§ã¨ÈÒÅÍÂ�Ùº�Ò§ ¢Öé¹ÍÂ�Ù¡Ñºª×èÍàÊÕÂ§¢Í§¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ«Öè§Í�Ò§¢�Í¡®ËÁÒÂ¹Ñé¹óó

ñ.ó ¢�ÍàÊÕÂáÅÐ»�ËÒ¢Í§ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis
¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis ¨ÐÁÕ¢�Í ṌËÅÒÂ»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ àª�¹ ª�ÇÂãË�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ

à»�¹àÍ¡ÀÒ¾ ª�ÇÂÊÃ�Ò§¤ÇÒÁäÇ�à¹×éÍàª×èÍã¨ã¹¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ à¾ÃÒÐºØ¤¤Å·ÑèÇä»ÍÒ¨
¤Ò´ËÁÒÂ¼Å¢Í§¤ Ṍä �́â´Â¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡¤ Ṍ·ÕèÈÒÅä �́à¤ÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹äÇ�áÅ�Çª�ÇÂ¨Ó¡Ñ́ ¡ÒÃãª�́ ØÅ¾Ô¹Ô̈
â´ÂÍÓàÀÍã¨¢Í§¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ à¾ÃÒÐ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ã¹¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤´ÕµÒÁËÅÑ¡·ÕèÈÒÅã¹
¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹ä �́à¤Â¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÇ� áµ�ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ¡çÁÕ¢�ÍàÊÕÂËÃ×Í¨Ǿ Í�Í¹ËÅÒÂ»ÃÐ¡ÒÃàª�¹¡Ñ¹óô

óó ÊØ¹ÑÂ Áâ¹ÁÑÂÍǾ Á, Í�Ò§áÅ�Ç, Ë¹�Ò òôò
óô ´Ù Seyfahrt, Die Anderung der Rechtsprechung durch das Bundesverfassungsgericht. Berlin : Duncker &
Humblot, 1998, at 31-36.

..
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»ÃÐ¡ÒÃáÃ¡ ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis ÍÒ¨Ê�§¼ÅãË�à¡Ố ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèäÁ�ÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ ËÃ×Í·ÓãË�
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´ä»àÅÂä �́ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¾ÃÒÐËÒ¡¶×ÍµÒÁËÅÑ¡ stare decisis
ÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨µÑ´ÊÔ¹¤ ṌãË�µ�Ò§ä»¨Ò¡ÈÒÅã¹¡�Í¹ä´� ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒÈÒÅã¹¤´ÕËÅÑ§
¨ÐàËç¹Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹äÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§¡çµÒÁ ¡ÒÃÂÖ́ ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ÍÂ�Ò§à¤Ã�§¤ÃÑ́ Â�ÍÁ
·ÓãË�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´¹Ñé¹à¨ÃÔ§Í¡§ÒÁã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂµ�Íä» ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè
¼Ố ä»¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§â´ÂÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌáÃ¡Â�ÍÁÊ�§¼ÅãË�à¡Ố ¡ÒÃãª�¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè¼Ố µ�Íà¹×èÍ§ä»â´ÂäÁ�
ÍÒ¨á¡�ä¢ä �́ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Òã¹ÀÒÂËÅÑ§¨Ðà¡Ô´¤ÇÒÁÃ�ÙÊÖ¡¢Öé¹Ç�Ò¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð

Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇäÁ�¹�Ò¨Ð¶Ù¡µ�Í§¡çµÒÁ

»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÊÍ§ ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis ÊÃ�Ò§¤ÇÒÁÂ�Ø§ÂÒ¡ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´ÕãË�á¡�
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õã´¤ ṌË¹Öè§ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¨Ðµ�Í§ÊÓÃÇ¨
µÃÇ¨ÊÍºÇ�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§·Õè¤Å�ÒÂ¤ÅÖ§¡Ñ¹«Öè§à¤Âà¡Ố ¢Öé¹
ÁÒ¡�Í¹ËÃ×ÍäÁ�áÅ�Ç ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂÑ§µ�Í§ÃÐÁÑ´ÃÐÇÑ§ �́ÇÂÇ�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèµ¹µÑ´ÊÔ¹¹Ñé¹¨Ðà»�¹
ºÃÃ·Ñ´°Ò¹µ�Íä»ã¹ÀÒÂË¹�ÒãË�ÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹´�ÇÂ ÁÍ§ã¹á§�ÁØÁ¹Õé¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
¢Í§ÈÒÅ·Õè·Ó¢Öé¹ÇÑ¹¹Õé¨Ö§äÁ�ãª�à»�¹à¾ÕÂ§áµ�Í¹Ò¤µ¢Í§Í Ṍµ áµ�ÂÑ§¨Ðà»�¹Í Ṍµ¢Í§Í¹Ò¤µ

�́ÇÂóõ ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ¨Ö§ÁÕ¼Å·ÓãË�¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµ�Í§¤Ò´ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·ÕèÍÒ¨à¡Ố ¢Öé¹
ã¹Í¹Ò¤µà»�¹à¤Ã×èÍ§»ÃÐ¡Íº¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤ Ṍ¢Í§µ¹ «Öè§ã¹ËÅÒÂ¡Ã³Õ¡ÒÃàÃÕÂ¡ã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õè
¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¹Õéà»�¹¡ÒÃàÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§·ÕèÁÒ¡à¡Ô¹ä»ÊÓËÃÑº¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ·ÓãË�¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµ�Í§¹Ó¢�ÍÁÙÅ
ËÅÒÂ»ÃÐ¡ÒÃà¢�ÒÁÒã¹¤ Ṍà¾×èÍ»ÃÐ¡Íº¡ÒÃµÑ´ÊÔ¹ã¨à¼×èÍäÇ�ã¹Í¹Ò¤µ áÅÐ·ÓãË�
¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¤´ÕÂ�Ø§ÂÒ¡«Ñº«�Í¹â´ÂäÁ�̈ Óà»�¹

»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÊÒÁ ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ÍÒ¨Ê�§¼ÅãË�¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÁ�ÍÒ¨ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ ṌÍÂ�Ò§
Ṍ·ÕèÊØ´ä �́ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹ÈÒÅÍÒ¨ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂà¾×èÍá¡�»�ËÒä´�ã¹ËÅÒÂá¹Ç·Ò§óö àª�¹ ã¹

¤ ṌË¹Öè§ÁÕá¹Ç·Ò§¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¤ Ṍà¾×èÍá¡�»�ËÒä´� ò ·Ò§ ¤×Í á¹Ç·Ò§ A áÅÐá¹Ç·Ò§·Ò§ B
áÅÐ»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Òã¹¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹á¹Ç·Ò§ A ¨Ðä �́¼Å·Õè́ Õ¡Ç�Òá¹Ç·Ò§ B ËÒ¡äÁ�ÁÕËÅÑ¡
stare decisis ÈÒÅ¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤´ÕµÒÁá¹Ç·Ò§ A ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Òã¹¤´Õ¡�Í¹Ë¹�Ò¹Ñé¹
ÈÒÅä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍâ´Âà»ÃÕÂºà·ÕÂºá¹Ç·Ò§ B ¡Ñºá¹Ç·Ò§ C áÅÐ àÅ×Í¡á¹Ç·Ò§ B
óõ Schauer, Precedent, 39 Standford L.Rev.(1987), at 571, 572
óö »�ËÒ¹ÕéàÃÕÂ¡¡Ñ¹ã¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃÇ�Ò path dependance
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ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂâ´ÂËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§¡çµ�Í§àÅ×Í¡á¹Ç·Ò§B äÁ�ÍÒ¨àÅ×Í¡
á¹Ç·Ò§ A ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍä´� ¶Ö§áÁ�á¹Ç·Ò§ A ¨Ðà»�¹á¹Ç·Ò§·Õè́ Õ¡Ç�Ò¡çµÒÁ

¹Í¡¨Ò¡¢�ÍàÊÕÂÊÒÁ»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒáÅ�Ç ¡ÒÃÂÖ́ ¶×ÍËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ÍÂ�Ò§à¤Ã�§¤ÃÑ́
ÂÑ§Ê�§¼ÅãË�à¡Ố »�ËÒã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ñ²¹Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ´�ÇÂ ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇàª�¹¹Õé¡çà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis
Â�ÍÁÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃ¢Ñ́ ¢ÇÒ§¡ÒÃ¹Ó¤ÇÒÁÃ�ÙËÃ×Í·ÄÉ®ÕãËÁ�æã¹·Ò§¹ÔµÔÈÒÊµÃ� à¢�ÒÁÒª�ÇÂã¹¡ÒÃ
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ ¡Å�ÒÇã¹ÀÒ¾ÃÇÁÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ·Ñé§ÃÐººÍÒ¨»ÃÐÊº¡Ñº»�ËÒ¡ÒÃ»ÃÑºµÑÇ
à¾×èÍàÍÒª¹ÐÍØ»ÊÃÃ¤·Õèà¡Ố ¢Öé¹ãËÁ�ÀÒÂËÅÑ§¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¤´Õã´¤´ÕË¹Öè§ ËÒ¡ÁÍ§Â�Í¹¡ÅÑº
ä» Ù́»ÃÐÇÑµÔÈÒÊµÃ�ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§»ÃÐà·ÈÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡ÒáÅ�Ç¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò¡ÒÃÂÖ´¶×Íã¹ËÅÑ¡
stare decisis ÍÂ�Ò§à¤Ã�§¤ÃÑ́ ÍÒ¨Ê�§¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºÍÂ�Ò§ÃØ¹áÃ§µ�ÍÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ  ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§
ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Òä �́à¤ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¤ Ṍ·ÕèàËç¹¡Ñ¹ã¹»�̈ ¨ØºÑ¹Ç�Ò¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´ÍÂ�Ò§á¹�¹Í¹ ò ¤ Ṍ ¤×Í ¤ Ṍ
Lochner v. New Yorkó÷ áÅÐ¤ Ṍ Plessy v. Fergusonóø  ã¹·ÕèÊǾ áÅ�ÇÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¡çä´�¡ÅÑº
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Ñé§ÊÍ§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇã¹ÀÒÂËÅÑ§ àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò»ÃÐÇÑµÔÈÒÊµÃ�ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÃ×èÍ§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇáÅ�Ç
àÃÒ¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒºÒ§¤ÃÑé§¡ÒÃ¾Ñ²¹ÒÃÐàºÕÂº¡®à¡³±�·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂãË�¡�ÒÇË¹�Òµ�Íä»¹Ñé¹ àÃÒäÁ�ÍÒ¨
¼Ù¡µỐ ÍÂ�Ù¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁæä �́ áµ�ÍÒ¨¨Ðµ�Í§àÅÔ¡à Ố¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ

ã¹¤ Ṍ Lochner ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºàÇÅÒ
·Ó§Ò¹áÅÐà§×èÍ¹ä¢¡ÒÃ·Ó§Ò¹Íº¢¹Á»�§à»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùóù ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡
¡®ËÁÒÂ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¢Ñ́ µ�ÍËÅÑ¡àÊÃÕÀÒ¾ã¹¡ÒÃ·ÓÊÑÒ ã¹ÂØ¤´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ·ÕèàÃÕÂ¡Ç�ÒÂØ¤ Lochner
ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�·Ò§àÈÃÉ°¡Ô̈ µÅÍ´¨¹¡®ËÁÒÂà¡ÕèÂÇ
¡Ñº¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤ÁËÅÒÂ©ºÑº¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ã¹ª�Ç§ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ ¤×Í µ�¹ÈµÇÃÃÉ
·Õè òð ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́ÂÑºÂÑé§¤ÇÒÁ¾ÂÒÂÒÁ¢Í§½�ÒÂ¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔã¹¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂà¾×èÍ¡ÓË¹´
¡®à¡³±�ãË�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡ÑºÊÀÒ¾·Ò§ÊÑ§¤ÁáÅÐàÈÃÉ°¡Ô¨·Õèà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡à¡Ô´
ÇÔ¡Äµ¡ÒÃ³�·Ò§àÈÃÉ°¡Ô̈  ¡ÒÃÂÖ́ ¶×Í¡ÑºËÅÑ¡àÊÃÕÀÒ¾ã¹¡ÒÃ·ÓÊÑÒÍÂ�Ò§à¤Ã�§¤ÃÑ́ ·ÓãË�

ó÷198 U.S. 45 (1905)
óø163 U.S. 537 (1896)
óù ´Ù William H. Rehnquist, The Supreme Court. New York : Vintage, 2001, at 107-113.
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ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃÇÔ¾Ò¡É�ÇÔ̈ ÒÃ³�ÍÂ�Ò§ÁÒ¡ Ë¹Öè§ã¹¤ Ṍ·ÕèÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃÇÔ¾Ò¡É�ÇÔ̈ ÒÃ³�
ÁÒ¡·ÕèÊǾ  ¤×Í ¤ Ṍ U.S. v. Butlerôð «Öè§à¡Ố ¢Öé¹ã¹ ¤.È.ñùóö ÊÁÑÂ»ÃÐ¸Ò¹Ò Ô̧º´Õ Franklin D.
Roosevelt ¤ Ṍ¹ÕéÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ¡ÒÃª�ÇÂàËÅ×Í¡ÒÃ·Óà¡ÉµÃ¡ÃÃÁ
(Agriculteral Adjustment Act) à»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä´�Ç�ÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ
ä �́ÊÙàÊÕÂ¤ÇÒÁ¹�Òàª×èÍ¶×ÍÍÂ�Ò§ÁÒ¡ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·Õè¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ¹Õé ã¹ª�Ç§àÇÅÒ¹Ñé¹à¡Ố ¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§
¡Ñ¹ÍÂ�Ò§Ë¹Ñ¡ÃÐËÇ�Ò§ÃÑ°ºÒÅ¢Í§»ÃÐ¸Ò¹Ò Ô̧º´Õ Roosevelt ¡ÑºÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ  ã¹ÍÕ¡Ë¹Öè§»�µ�ÍÁÒ
ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¨Ö§ä �́¡ÅÑºá¹Ç·Ò§¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹ ã¹¤´Õ West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrishôñ

ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ¤�Ò¨�Ò§¢Ñé¹µèÓäÁ�¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐ¹Ñº
µÑé§áµ�¹Ñé¹ÁÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �̈́ Ó¡Ñ́ ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§µ¹áÅÐÊÓÃÇÁÁÒ¡¢Öé¹ã¹¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº

�́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�ã¹·Ò§àÈÃÉ°¡Ô¨áÅÐ¡ÒÃ
»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á àÃÒÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�Ò¤ Ṍ West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish ·ÓãË�ÂØ¤ Lochner
ÊÔé¹ÊǾ Å§

ã¹¤ Ṍ·Õèâ �́§ Ñ́§·ÕèÊǾ ÍÕ¡¤ ṌË¹Öè§ ¤×Í ¤ Ṍ Plessy v. Fergusonôò ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
Ç�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§ÁÅÃÑ°ËÅØÂÊ�à«ÕÂ¹�Ò·Õè¡ÓË¹´Ë¹�Ò·ÕèãË�¡ÒÃÃ¶ä¿áÂ¡âº¡ÕéÊÓËÃÑº¼�Ùâ´ÂÊÒÃ·Õè
à»�¹¤¹¼ÔÇ¢ÒÇáÅÐ¤¹¼ÔÇ´ÓÍÍ¡¨Ò¡¡Ñ¹ áÅÐË�ÒÁ¼�Ùâ´ÂÊÒÃ·Õèà»�¹¤¹¼ÔÇ¢ÒÇãª�âº¡ÕéÊÓËÃÑº
¤¹¼ÔÇ´Ó Ê�Ç¹¼�Ùâ´Â·Õèà»�¹¤¹¼ÔÇ´Ó¡çË�ÒÁãª�âº¡ÕéÊÓËÃÑº¤¹¼ÔÇ¢ÒÇ à»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÕèÊÍ´¤Å�Í§
¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ Plessy ·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¹Õé ¶Ù¡¡ÅÑºâ´Â¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ Brown v.
Board of Educationôó ã¹ª�Ç§¡ÅÒ§·ÈÇÃÃÉ·Õè õð â´ÂÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè
¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�¡ÒÃáº�§áÂ¡âÃ§àÃÕÂ¹ÊÓËÃÑº¤¹¼ÔÇªÒÇáÅÐ¤¹¼ÔÇ´Ó¢Ñ´¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ Brown ·ÓãË�ãË�ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃàÃ×èÍ§áº�§áÂ¡ÍÂ�Ò§à·�Òà·ÕÂÁ (separate but equal
doctrine) «Öè§ãª�ºÑ§¤ÑºÁÒµÑé§áµ�¤ Ṍ Plessy ã¹ ¤.È.ñøùöÂØµÔÅ§

ã¹»�¨¨ØºÑ¹¹Õéà»�¹·ÕèÂÍÁÃÑº¡Ñ¹·ÑèÇä»Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õ Lochner áÅÐ¤ Ṍ Plessy
 à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´ áÅÐ·ÓãË�àËç¹¡Ñ¹Ç�ÒËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ¡çµ�Í§ÁÕ¢�ÍÂ¡àÇ�¹

ôð 297 U.S. 1 (1936)
ôñ William H. Rehnquist, at 129.
ôò 163 U. S. 537 (1896)
ôó347 U.S. 483 (1954)
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ñ. ô ¢�ÍÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂÊ¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹ËÅÑ¡  Stare decisis
àÁ×èÍÇÔà¤ÃÒÐË�â´ÂÅÐàÍÕÂ´áÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒËÅÑ¡ stare decisis Ê�§¼Åã¹·Ò§ºÇ¡µ�Í¡ÒÃ

·Ó¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅÐ¾Ñ²¹Ò¡ÒÃ¢Í§ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂËÅÒÂ»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ª�ÇÂãË�
ºØ¤¤Åã¹ºÑ§¤Ñº¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂÊÒÁÒÃ¶äÇ�à¹×éÍàª×èÍã¨µ�Í¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃ¾Ñ²¹Ò¡®ËÁÒÂä �́ à¾ÃÒÐ
¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃ¾Ñ²¹Ò¡®ËÁÒÂà»�¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃ·ÕèËÅǾ ÅÍÂ¨Ò¡µÑÇºØ¤¤Å ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÁ�ÍÒ¨ãª�
¤ÇÒÁâ¹�ÁàÍÕÂ§ËÃ×Í·ÑÈ¹¤µÔÊ�Ç¹ºØ¤¤Å»ÃÐ¡ÒÃà´ÕÂÇ¾Ñ²¹Ò¡®ËÁÒÂä �́ ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis
ª�ÇÂãË�¡ÒÃ¾Ñ²¹Ò¡®ËÁÒÂà»�¹ä»ÍÂ�Ò§ÁÑè¹¤§ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¨Ð·ÓãË�ÊÙàÊÕÂ¤ÇÒÁÂ×́ ËÂ�Ø¹ä»º�Ò§
áµ�¢�ÍÍ�Í¹ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¡çäÁ�ÍÒ¨Åº¤ÇÒÁà»�¹ÀÒÇÐÇÔÊÑÂ¢Í§¡ÒÃ¾Ñ²¹Ò¡®ËÁÒÂä´� ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹Õé
ËÒ¡àÃÒ¤Ó¹Ö§Ç�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂµ�Í§ãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº¡ÑººØ¤¤Åâ´ÂäÁ�¤Ó¹Ö§Ç�Ò¨Ðà»�¹àÇÅÒã´áÅ�Ç ËÅÑ¡ stare
decisis Â�ÍÁª�ÇÂãË�¡ÒÃãª�¡®ËÁÒÂà»�¹ä»ÍÂ�Ò§àÊÁÍÀÒ¤ã¹·Ø¡¡Ã³Õ µÒÁËÅÑ¡·ÕèÇ�ÒÊÔè§àËÁ×Í¹¡Ñ¹
Â�ÍÁµ�Í§ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔàËÁ×Í¹¡Ñ¹ (treat like case alike) ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òã¹á§�ÁØÁ¹Õé ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis
Â�ÍÁÊ¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹ËÅÑ¡¤ÇÒÁÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ

¹Í¡¨Ò¡·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒáÅ�Ç ¢�Í ṌÍÕ¡»ÃÐ¡ÒÃË¹Öè§¢Í§ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis ¡ç¤×Í¡ÒÃ·ÓãË�
·Ñé§àÍ¡ª¹áÅÐÃÑ°ÊÒÁÒÃ¶»¯ÔºÑµÔµ¹ãË�¶Ù¡µ�Í§ä´� à¾ÃÒÐ·ÃÒº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Ñé¹áÅ�Ç ã¹á§�
ÁØÁ¹Õé ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ¨Ö§ª�ÇÂãË�àÍ¡ª¹áÅÐÃÑ°ÊÒÁÒÃ¶¤Ò´ËÁÒÂ¼Å¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó
¢Í§µ¹ä �́

ñ. õ à¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃãª�ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis
â´ÂàËµØ·ÕèËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis ÁÕ·Ñé§¢�Í ṌáÅÐ¢�Í �́ÍÂ´Ñ§·Õèä´�¡Å�ÒÇÁÒáÅ�Ç ÃÐºº

¡®ËÁÒÂÍàÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹¨Ö§ä �́¾ÂÒÂÒÁÊÃ�Ò§à¡³±�à¾×èÍª�ÇÂãË�¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä´�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇ�Ò¨Ðà´Ô¹µÒÁ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÁÕÁÒ¡�Í¹ËÃ×ÍäÁ�

»ÃÐ¡ÒÃáÃ¡ ¨Ðµ�Í§áÂ¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù (constitutional cases) ÍÍ¡
¨Ò¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ·ÕèÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂ¸ÃÃÁ´Ò (statutory case) ÍÍ¡¨Ò¡¡Ñ¹àÊÕÂ¡�Í¹
ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡ÒäÁ�ä �́ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´à©¾ÒÐ¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËÁ×Í¹¡Ñº
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§ËÅÒÂ»ÃÐà·È áµ�à»�¹ÈÒÅ·Õè¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò·Ñé§»�ËÒ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
áÅÐ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂ¸ÃÃÁ´Ò â´Â·ÑèÇä»áÅ�ÇÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¨Ð¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ã¹¤ Ṍ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÃÐ Ñ́º·Õèà¢�Á¢�¹¹�ÍÂ¡Ç�Ò¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ã¹¤ Ṍ·ÕèÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµÒÁ
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¡®ËÁÒÂ¸ÃÃÁ´Ò ¡ÒÃáÂ¡áÂÐÃÐ Ñ́º¢Í§¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹àÍ§ã¹ÃÐ Ñ́º¤ÇÒÁ
à¢�Á¢�¹·Õèáµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹¹Õéà¡Ố ¨Ò¡¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố ·ÕèÇ�Ò¶�ÒÃÑ°ÊÀÒäÁ�àËç¹´�ÇÂ¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ
ã¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù  ÃÑ°ÊÀÒÁÕË¹·Ò§à´ÕÂÇ·Õè¨Ð´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃãË�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÃ×èÍ§¹Ñé¹äÁ�à»�¹
ºÃÃ·Ñ́ °Ò¹µ�Íä» ¹Ñè¹¡ç¤×Í ¡ÒÃá¡�ä¢à¾ÔèÁàµÔÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õé
ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃâµ�áÂ�§ã¹·Ò§µÓÃÒÇ�ÒÍÒ¨äÁ�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¨ÃÔ§ã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ã¹
·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔÃÑ°ÊÀÒÁÕ¤ÇÒÁÊÒÁÒÃ¶ã¹¡ÒÃ¢¨Ñ́ ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹ºÃÃ·Ñ́ °Ò¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ
ã¹¤ Ṍ̧ ÃÃÁ´Ò (¤ Ṍ·ÕèäÁ�ãª�¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù) ä �́â´Â¡ÒÃá¡�ä¢¡®ËÁÒÂ¸ÃÃÁ´Ò¹Ñé¹
¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹ÕéÂÑ§ÁÕ¼�Ù·ÕèàËç¹¡ÅÑº¡Ñ¹ã¹·Ò§µÃ§¡Ñ¹¢�ÒÁàÅÂÇ�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ã¹¤ Ṍ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§ÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à»�¹ºÃÃ·Ñ´°Ò¹µ�Íä»¢�Ò§Ë¹�Òã¹ÃÐ´Ñº·Õèà¢�Á¢�¹¡Ç�Ò¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹
µ�Íä»¢�Ò§Ë¹�Ò¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õ̧ ÃÃÁ´Ò

à¡³±�»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÊÍ§·Õè̈ Ðª�ÇÂ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¶Ö§¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Íä»¢�Ò§Ë¹�Ò
µÒÁËÅÑ¡ stare decisis Ç�Ò¨ÐÁÕà¾ÕÂ§ã´¹Ñé¹ àÃÕÂ¡¡Ñ¹Ç�Ò �arts of overruling� µÒÁËÅÑ¡à¡³±�¹Õé
ÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§¨Ð¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹ä´� ¡çáµ�à©¾ÒÐ¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÕ �àËµØÍÑ¹
ªÍº¸ÃÃÁà»�¹¾ÔàÈÉ� à¡Ố ¢Öé¹ àª�¹ »ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´
áÅÐ ñ) ÊÀÒ¾¡ÒÃ³�ËÃ×Í¤ÇÒÁÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹ �̧µ�Ò§æã¹·Ò§¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õèà»�¹°Ò¹áË�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹
¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹¹Ñé¹ä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»áÅ�Ç ò) ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹æ ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§¡Ñ¹àÍ§ ËÃ×Í ã¹ª�Ç§
ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ·Õè¼�Ò¹ÁÒ á¡�¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õ¡�Í¹ä �́¾Å�ÒàÅ×Í¹ä» (¤×ÍàËµØ¼Å·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍ�Í¹¡ÓÅÑ§Å§) ¨¹·ÓãË�à¡Ô´¡ÒÃ¢Ñ´áÂ�§¡Ñ¹¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´ÕÍ×è¹æ ó)
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹ä �́¡ÅÒÂà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¶�ÒÂÑ§¤§à´Ô¹µÒÁÍÂ�Ù ¨ÐÊ�§¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºã¹·Ò§
»¯ÔºÑµÔ ¤×Í äÁ�ÍÒ¨»¯ÔºÑµÔä �́  ¶Ö§áÁ�̈ Ð»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒÈÒÅã¹¤´Õ¡�Í¹µÑ́ ÊÔ¹ä´�ÍÂ�Ò§¶Ù¡µ�Í§¡çµÒÁ

à¡³±�·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹ÊÐ·�Í¹ãË�àËç¹¤ÇÒÁ¾ÂÒÂÒÁ¢Í§ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂÍàÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹ã¹
ÍÑ¹·Õè¨Ð·ÓãË�¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ¹Ñé¹äÁ�à»�¹ä»â´ÂÍÓàÀÍã¨¢Í§
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáµ�ÅÐ¤¹ áµ�¾ÂÒÂÒÁÊÃ�Ò§à¡³±�·ÕèÁÕ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹ÀÒÇÐÇÔÊÑÂãË�ÁÒ¡·ÕèÊǾ
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ò. ËÅÑ¡  Stare decisis ¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ áË�§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò

      ò. ñ ¢�Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òàº×éÍ§µ�¹
ËÒ¡¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òã¹àªÔ§Ê¶ÔµÔ¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§

µ¹ÍÂ�Ùà¹×Í§ æ ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ºÒ§·�Ò¹¶Ö§¡Ñº¡Å�ÒÇÇ�Òã¹áµ�ÅÐ»�ÁÕ¤ ṌÊÍ§¶Ö§ÊÒÁ¤ Ṍ· Õè
ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¨Ð¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ôô ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁËÒ¡à»ÃÕÂºà·ÕÂº¡Ñº
»ÃÔÁÒ³¤ Ṍ·ÕèÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ÃÑºäÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òã¹áµ�ÅÐ»�»ÃÐÁÒ³ ñðð ¶Ö§ ñõð ¤´Õ àÃÒ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò
¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡çÂÑ§¶×ÍÇ�Ò¹�ÍÂ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹¡çÁÕ¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
ËÅÒÂ¤ Ṍ·Õè¹�ÒÊ¹ã¨ÂÔè§

¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ ṌË¹Öè§·Õèâ´�§ Ñ́§ÁÒ¡ ¤×Í ¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ·Õè
àÃÕÂ¡¡Ñ¹Ç�Ò Legal Tender Caseôõ àÁ×èÍ ¤.È.ñø÷ñ ¤ Ṍ¹ÕéÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂÍÁÃÑºÇ�ÒÃÑ°ÊÀÒ
ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ¡ÓË¹´ãË�µÑëÇà§Ô¹à»�¹Ê×èÍ¡ÅÒ§·ÕèÊÒÁÒÃ¶ãª�ªÓÃÐË¹Õéä´� áµ�¡�Í¹
Ë¹�Ò¹Ñé¹à¾ÕÂ§Ë¹Öè§»� ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ Hepburn v. Griswoldôö �́ÇÂ¤Ðá¹¹
õ µ�Í ó Ç�Ò¡ÒÃãª�µÑëÇà§Ô¹à»�¹Ê×èÍ¡ÅÒ§ã¹¡ÒÃªÓÃÐË¹Õé äÁ�ªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÁÕ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¹ÕéáÅ�Ç »ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤¹Ë¹Öè§·Õèà»�¹àÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§ÁÒ¡ã¹¤ Ṍ́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¾�¹¨Ò¡
µÓáË¹�§ ÃÑ°ÊÀÒÁÕÁµÔãË�à¾ÔèÁ¨Ó¹Ç¹¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¨Ò¡ ø ¤¹à»�¹ ù ¤¹
»ÃÐ¸Ò¹Ò Ô̧º Ṍ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Òã¹àÇÅÒ¹Ñé¹ ¤×Í Ulysses S. Grant ä �́ãª�âÍ¡ÒÊ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇáµ�§µÑé§
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãËÁ�«Öè§ÁÕá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố µÃ§¡Ñº¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§¹�ÍÂã¹¤ Ṍ́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇà¢�Òä» ò ¤¹
«Öè§à·�Ò¡ÑººÑ́ ¹ÕéàÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§¹�ÍÂà ỐÁ ó ¤¹ÃÇÁ¡Ñº¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãËÁ�ÍÕ¡ ò ¤¹ä´�¡ÅÒÂà»�¹àÊÕÂ§
¢�Ò§ÁÒ¡ã¹Í§¤�¤³Ð ¤×Í ¡ÅÒÂà»�¹¤Ðá¹¹àÊÕÂ§ õ µ�Í ô ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õéà»�¹
¼Åâ´ÂµÃ§µ�Í¤ Ṍ Legal Tender Case ÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�Ò¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ
ã¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§µÑëÇà§Ô¹¹Õé äÁ�ä �́à¡ÕèÂÇ¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍáµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´·Ñé§ÊÔé¹ áµ�à»�¹àÃ×èÍ§¢Í§µÑÇºØ¤¤Å·Õèà»�¹¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒâ´Âá·�

ôô John Paul Stevens, The life span of a judge-made rule, 58 N.Y.U. L. Rev. (1983), at. 1, 4.
ôõ Knox v. Lee, 79 U.S. (12 Wall.) 457 (1871)
ôö 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 603 (1870)  áÅÐ ´Ù William H. Rehnquist, at 214.
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ã¹ ¤.È. ñùøõ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit
Authorityô÷ «Öè§¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ National League of Cities v. Useryôø

«Öè§ä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»ã¹ ¤.È. ñù÷ö â´Â¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õ National League of Cities ¹Õéä´�
¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ Maryland v. Wirtzôù «Öè§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
äÇ�ã¹ ¤.È.ñùöø ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õ¡ÅÑºä»¡ÅÑºÁÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ã¹àÃ×èÍ§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ ·ÓãË�¹Ñ¡
ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃºÒ§¤¹àËç¹Ç�ÒËÅÑ¡ stare decisis Ù̈́ ÐÁÕ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂáÅÐ¤ÇÒÁÊÓ¤Ñ¹�ÍÂ¡Ç�Ò·Õèà¢�Òã¨¡Ñ¹

µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§·ÕèËÂÔºÂ¡¢Öé¹ÁÒáÊ´§äÇ�·Ñé§ÊÍ§àÃ×èÍ§¢�Ò§µ�¹¹Õé ÍÒ¨·ÓãË�àËç¹ä»ä´�Ç�ÒËÅÑ¡
stare decisis ËÒä �́ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁÊÓ¤Ñáµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´äÁ� ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡ḉ ÕËÒ¡¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òâ´ÂÃÇÁáÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾º
Ç�Òã¹ËÅÒÂ¡Ã³Õ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂÑ§ãË�¤ÇÒÁÊÓ¤Ñ¡ÑºËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ÍÂ�ÙÁÒ¡ ´Ñ§¨ÐàËç¹ä �́Ç�Ò
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒºÒ§·�Ò¹ä �́µÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤ Ṍä»â´ÂÂÍÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹¤ Ṍà´ÔÁ ¶Ö§
áÁ�¨Ð Ù́àËÁ×Í¹Ç�Ò¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¼�Ù¹Ñé¹äÁ�àËç¹ �́ÇÂ¡Ñºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õà´ÔÁ¡çµÒÁ àª�¹
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ Felix Frankfurter ã¹¤ Ṍ Galvan v. Pressõð ¤´Ṍ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇÁÕ»�ËÒãË�µ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò
¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÕèºÑÑµÔãË�à¹Ãà·È¤¹µ�Ò§´�ÒÇ·Õèà»�¹ÊÁÒªÔ¡¾ÃÃ¤¤ÍÁÁÔÇ¹ÔÊµ�ÍÍ¡¨Ò¡ÊËÃÑ°
ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò à»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂÍÁÃÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨
¢Í§ÃÑ°ÊÀÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéµÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèà¤ÂÁÕÁÒáµ�à ỐÁ ã¹¤´Õ Matthews v. U.S.õñ

¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ William J. Brennan ÍÍ¡àÊÕÂ§àËç¹ �́ÇÂ¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¡ÒÃÍÍ¡àÊÕÂ§¢Í§
¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·�Ò¹¹Õé̈ Ð¢Ñ́ ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁàËç¹¢Í§·�Ò¹¡çµÒÁ Brennan ¡Å�ÒÇÇ�Ò ËÒ¡µ¹ÊÒÁÒÃ¶à¢ÕÂ¹
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÅ§ã¹¡ÃÐ´ÒÉà»Å�Òä �́ µ¹¡ç̈ Ðà¢ÕÂ¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµÒÁ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹¢Í§µ¹ áµ�µ¹äÁ�
ÍÒ¨·Óàª�¹¹Ñé¹ä �́ à¾ÃÒÐÈÒÅä �́à¤ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ»ÃÐà ḉ¹¹ÕéäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§à´ḉ ¢Ò´áÅ�Ç �́ÇÂàËµǾ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ
µ¹¨Ö§µ�Í§à¤ÒÃ¾µ�Í stare decisis áÅÐÍÍ¡àÊÕÂ§àËç¹´�ÇÂ¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒõò

ô÷ 469 U.S. 528 (1985)
ôø426 U.S. 833 (1976)
ôù 392 U.S. 183 (1968)
õð 347 U.S. 522 (1954)
õñ 485 U.S. 58 (1987)
õò Georg Seyfahrt, at 52.
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ò.ò ¾Ñ²¹Ò¡ÒÃ·ÕèÊÓ¤Ñ
ã¹ª�Ç§µ�¹ÈµÇÃÃÉ·Õè òð àÃÔèÁ»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä´�¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ

º�ÍÂ¤ÃÑé§¢Öé¹ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡ḉ Õ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¡çÂÑ§¤§¶×ÍËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ÍÂ�Ù ̈ ¹¡ÃÐ·Ñè§¶Ö§ÂØ¤·Õè Earl Warren
´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§»ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ã¹ª�Ç§·ÈÇÃÃÉ·Õè ñùõð ª�Ç§¹Õéà»�¹ª�Ç§·ÕèÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè
¡�ÒÇË¹�ÒáÅÐ¤�Í¹¢�Ò§àÊÃÕ¹ÔÂÁÍÍ¡ÁÒÁÒ¡õó ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ä´�à¢�ÒÁÒÁÕº·ºÒ·ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
¤ ṌãË�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡ÑºÊÀÒ¾¤ÇÒÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§·Ò§àÈÃÉ°¡Ô¨áÅÐÊÑ§¤Á â´Â·Õèã¹ºÒ§¡Ã³Õ
¨Ðµ�Í§»Ð·Ð¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§´�ÇÂ µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§·ÕèÊÓ¤Ñä �́á¡�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§
¡Ñº¡ÒÃáº�§áÂ¡¼ÔÇ ËÃ×Í¤ Ṍ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡ÑºÊÔ· Ô̧¢Í§¼�Ù¶Ù¡¡Å�ÒÇËÒã¹¤ ṌÍÒÒõô ÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä´�
ã¹ª�Ç§àÇÅÒ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇÒ§ËÅÑ¡ã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙãËÁ�æäÇ�ËÅÒÂàÃ×èÍ§ â´Â
·Õè¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¨Ó¹Ç¹Ë¹Öè§¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÁÕÁÒáµ�à´ÔÁ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹ËÒ¡µÃÇ¨ÊÍºã¹·Ò§
Ê¶ÔµÔáÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Òã¹ª�Ç§ Warren Court ¹ÕéäÁ�»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒÁÕ¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÁÒ¡¡Ç�Òà ỐÁ
à¾ÕÂ§áµ�¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÁÕ¼ÅÊÐà·×Í¹ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ ¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ àÈÃÉ°¡Ô¨ áÅÐ
ÊÑ§¤ÁÁÒ¡¡Ç�Òà·�Ò¹Ñé¹

ã¹ª�Ç§ Warren Court ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́¾Ñ²¹Òà¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ«Öè§
Ê�§¼Åâ´ÂµÃ§µ�ÍËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ã¹¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ¹Ñé¹ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡
ÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§¨ÐàËç¹Ç�Òá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨¨ÐÂÍÁÃÑºµ�Íä»ä �́ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂáÅ�Ç
ÂÑ§µ�Í§»ÃÒ¡¯àËµØÍ×è¹Ê¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹ �́ÇÂ à¡³±�́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ»ÃÒ¡¯ªÑ́ ã¹¤ Ṍ Arizona v. Ramsyõõ

«Öè§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò �¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Òã¹¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¨ÐäÁ�ÍÒ¨ºÑ§¤ÑºãË�µ�Í§à Ố¹µÒÁ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèà»�¹ºÃÃ·Ñ´°Ò¹ÍÂ�Ò§á¢ç§¡ÃÐ �́Ò§¡çµÒÁ áµ�¡ÒÃ¨ÐËÑ¹ËÅÑ§ãË�¡ÑºËÅÑ¡
stare decisis ¹Ñé¹ ¡ç̈ Óà»�¹·Õè̈ Ðµ�Í§ÁÕàËµØ¼Å¾ÔàÈÉ �́ÇÂ�

ÍÂ�Ò§äÃà»�¹àËµØ¼Å¾ÔàÈÉ¹Ñé¹ ÍÒ¨¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òä´�̈ Ò¡¤ Ṍ Swift & Company v. Wickhamõö

«Öè§à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÕ¢�Íâµ�áÂ�§Ç�ÒÃÑ°¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃÍÑ¹à»�¹¡ÒÃÅÐàÁÔ´ÊÔ·¸Ô·Õè¨Ðä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃÃÑº¿�§

õó ÃÒÂÅÐàÍÕÂ´àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé´Ùº··ÕèÇ�Ò´�ÇÂ Warren Court ã¹ William H. Rehnquist, 193-208.
õô µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§àª�¹ ¤´Õ Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479
    (1965); Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966) à»�¹µ�¹
õõ 467 U.S. 203, 212 (1984)
õö 382 U.S. 111 (1965)
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¡�Í¹Ë¹�Ò·Õè¨Ðà¡Ô´¤´Õ¹Õé ó »� ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ä �́à¤Â¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Òã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅªÑé¹µ�¹¨Ðµ�Í§
¹Ó¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÁÅÃÑ°«Öè§ÍÒ¨¢Ñ´ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡Ñº¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÊË¾Ñ¹¸ÃÑ°ÁÒãª�ºÑ§¤Ñºá¡�¤ Ṍ
Í§¤�¤³Ð·Õè¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍã¹ÈÒÅªÑé¹µ�¹¨Ðµ�Í§»ÃÐ¡Íºä»´�ÇÂ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍÂ�Ò§¹�ÍÂ
ó ¤¹ (¤ Ṍ Kesler v. Department of Public Safetyõ÷) ã¹¤´Õ Swift ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¾ºÇ�Ò
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤ Ṍ Kesler äÁ�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñº·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔ ¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ Kesler à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèäÁ�ÍÒ¨ÍÒ¨»¯ÔºÑµÔä´� (unworkable) ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ
¨Ö§ä �́¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ Kesler â´ÂÈÒÅä �́ãË�àËµØ¼Åã¹¤´Õ Swift Ç�Ò ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis
Â�ÍÁäÁ�ä �́ÁÕ¢Öé¹à¾×èÍÊÃ�Ò§¤ÇÒÁ¤�ØÁ¡Ñ¹ãË�¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèäÁ�ÍÒ¨»¯ÔºÑµÔä´�ã¹·Ò§¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¨ÃÔ§
â´Â·ÕèÈÒÅàËç¹µ�Íä»´�ÇÂÇ�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ Kesler à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèäÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§ ´Ñ§¹Ñé¹ÈÒÅ¨Ö§
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Òã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õ Swift ̈ ÐÁÕ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ó ·�Ò¹
·Ó¤ÇÒÁàËç¹áÂ�§¡çµÒÁ áµ�¤ÇÒÁàËç¹¢Í§¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Ñé§ÊÒÁ¡çà»�¹¡ÒÃáÂ�§ã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·ÕèÇ�Ò
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ Kesler ÍÒ¨»¯ÔºÑµÔä �́à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ä´�âµ�áÂ�§ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ¾×é¹°Ò¹ã¹¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ËÒ¡»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ¹Ñé¹à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèäÁ�ÍÒ¨»¯ÔºÑµÔµÒÁä �́áµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´

¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ Swift áÅÐ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍ×è¹·Õè¡ÅÑº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁä �́¡�ÍãË�à¡Ô´
á¹Ç·Ò§¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèà»�¹·ÕèÂÍÁÃÑº·ÑèÇä»ã¹ËÁ�Ù¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ  ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í
ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ÂÑ§¤§à»�¹ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ¾×é¹°Ò¹·ÕèÊÓ¤Ñ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ËÅÑ¡´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¨Ðª�ÇÂ
»�Í§¡Ñ¹äÁ�ãË�¡®ËÁÒÂ¾Ñ²¹Òä»ÍÂ�Ò§¡�ÒÇ¡ÃÐâ´´ ª�ÇÂãË�¤ÇÒÁÁÑè¹ã¨á¡�ÊÑ§¤ÁÇ�ÒËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ·Õè
ÊÓ¤Ñä �́»�¡ËÅÑ¡ÁÑè¹Å§ã¹¡®ËÁÒÂ äÁ�ãª�à»ÅÕèÂ¹ä»µÒÁ¤ÇÒÁâ¹�ÁàÍÕÂ§¢Í§¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáµ�ÅÐ¤¹
ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡ḉ Õ ¡ÒÃà Ố¹µÒÁËÅÑ¡ stare decisis Â�ÍÁäÁ�ä �́ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Òà»�¹¡ÒÃà Ố¹µÒÁÊÙµÃÊÓàÃç̈
â´ÂÍÑµâ¹ÁÑµÔ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ Â�ÍÁàÅÔ¡à Ố¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁä´� ËÒ¡ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ àËç¹Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
à ỐÁ¹Ñé¹à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¼Ô´¾ÅÒ´áÅÐÁÕàËµØ¼Å¾ÔàÈÉ·Õè¨ÐàÅÔ¡à Ố¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ¹Ñé¹

ã¹ ¤.È.ñùùñ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ Payne v. Tennesseeõø ¤´ÕÁÕ»ÃÐà´ç¹âµ�
áÂ�§¡Ñ¹Ç�Ò¡ÒÃ¹Ó¾ÂÒ¹ËÅÑ¡°Ò¹·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡ÑººØ¤ÅÔ¡ÀÒ¾¢Í§¼�ÙàÊÕÂËÒÂËÃ×Í¼Å¢Í§
ÍÒªÒ¡ÃÃÁ·ÕèÁÕµ�Í¤ÃÍº¤ÃÑÇ¢Í§¼�ÙàÊÕÂËÒÂà¢�ÒÊ×ºã¹¤´Ṏ ÐÊÒÁÒÃ¶¡ÃÐ·Óä´�ã¹¢Ñé¹µÍ¹ã´ µÒÁ
¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ã¹¤ Ṍ¤³ÐÅÙ¡¢Ø¹ä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò Payne ¡ÃÐ·Ó¤ÇÒÁ¼Ố ¡®ËÁÒÂÍÒÒâ´Â¦�Ò¼�ÙËÔ§

õ÷ 369 U.S.153 (1962)
õø 501 U.S. 808 (1991)
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ÍÒÂØ òø »� ¤¹Ë¹Öè§¾Ã�ÍÁ¡ÑºÅÙ¡ÊÒÇÍÒÂØ ò ¢Çº áÅÐÂÑ§ä´�¾ÂÒÂÒÁ¦�ÒÅÙ¡ªÒÂÍÒÂØ ó ¢Çº
¢Í§¼�ÙËÔ§·Õèµ¡à»�¹àËÂ×èÍÍÕ¡ �́ÇÂ ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§áÅ�Ç ¤³ÐÅÙ¡¢Ø¹ä �́́ Óà¹Ô¹
¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñºâ·Éà»�¹ÍÕ¡¢Ñé¹Ë¹Öè§à»�¹¾ÔàÈÉáÅÐ¨Ðµ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò Payne ÊÁ¤ÇÃ
ä �́ÃÑºâ·É»ÃÐËÒÃªÕÇÔµËÃ×Í¨Ó¤Ø¡µÅÍ´ªÕÇÔµ ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂâ·É´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¾ÄµÔ¡ÒÃ³�áÅÐ
ÊÀÒ¾áÇ´Å�ÍÁäÁ�Ç�Ò¨Ðà¡Ô´¢Öé¹¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¤ÇÒÁ¼Ô´ËÃ×Í¨Ò¡¤ÇÒÁà»�¹ÁÒáË�§ªÕÇÔµ¢Í§
¼�Ù¡ÃÐ·Ó¤ÇÒÁ¼Ố  Å�Ç¹áÅ�Çáµ�ÁÕ¼ÅÊÓ¤ÑÂÔè§ ·¹ÒÂ¤ÇÒÁ¢Í§ Payne ä´�àÊ¹Í¾ÂÒ¹ºØ¤¤Å ô
¤¹ «Öè§àËç¹Ç�Ò Payne à»�¹¤¹¹�ÒÃÑ¡ à¢�Ò¡Ñº¤¹Í×è¹ä �́́ Õ áÅÐäÁ�à¤ÂÁÕàÃ×èÍ§ÃÒÇà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤´ÕÍÒÒ
ÁÒ¡�Í¹àÅÂ ¾¹Ñ¡§Ò¹ÍÑÂ¡ÒÃä �́àÃÕÂ¡áÁ�¢Í§¼�ÙµÒÂ¢Öé¹àºÔ¡¤ÇÒÁã¹¤Í¡¾ÂÒ¹ áÁ�¢Í§¼�ÙµÒÂà»�¹
¼�ÙÍØ»¡ÒÃÐÅÙ¡ªÒÂÇÑÂ ó ¢Çº¢Í§¼�ÙµÒÂ«Öè§ÃÍ´ªÕÇÔµ¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¾ÂÒÂÒÁ¦�Òâ´Â Payne ÍÑÂ¡ÒÃ
ä �́¶ÒÁÇ�ÒËÅÒ¹ÇÑÂ ó ¢ÇºÁÕ»¯Ô¡ÔÃÔÂÒÍÂ�Ò§äÃµ�ÍÍÒªÒ¡ÃÃÁ·Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹ áÁ�¢Í§¼�ÙµÒÂä �́
ºÃÃÂÒÂÊÀÒ¾¤ÇÒÁ«ÖÁàÈÃ�Ò¢Í§ËÅÒ¹¢Í§µ¹ ã¹µÍ¹»�́ ¤´Õ ¾¹Ñ¡§Ò¹ÍÑÂ¡ÒÃä �́ÊÃØ»µ�ÍË¹�Ò
¤³ÐÅÙ¡¢Ø¹â´Âãª�¶�ÍÂ¤Ó·Õè¡�ÍãË�à¡Ố ¤ÇÒÁÊÐà·×Í¹ã¨ÂÔè§Ç�Ò µÅÍ´ªÕÇÔµ¢Í§à´ç¡ÇÑÂ ó ¢Çº¼�Ù¹Õé
à ḉ¡¼�Ù¹Õé̈ ÐäÁ�ÁÕâÍ¡ÒÊÃÑºÃ�Ù¤ÇÒÁÃÑ¡·ÕèáÁ�ÁÕãË�á¡�µ¹ ̈ ÐäÁ�ÁÕâÍ¡ÒÊ·Õè̈ Ðä´�àÅ�¹¡Ñº¹�Í§ÊÒÇ¢Í§
µ¹ÍÕ¡àÅÂ ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡¿�§¤Óá¶Å§¢Í§¾¹Ñ¡§Ò¹ÍÑÂ¡ÒÃáÅ�Ç ¤³ÐÅÙ¡¢Ø¹ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÅ§â·É
»ÃÐËÒÃªÕÇÔµ Payne

ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¨Ðµ�Í§µÑ́ ÊÔ¹Ç�Ò ¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¢Í§¾¹Ñ¡§Ò¹ÍÑÂ¡ÒÃ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ
¤×Í ¡ÒÃá¶Å§»�´¤ Ṍâ´Â¡ÒÃ¹ÓàÍÒ¼Å¡ÃÐ·º·Õèà¡Ô´¨Ò¡¨Ò¡ÍÒªÒ¡ÃÃÁÁÒáÊ´§µ�ÍË¹�Ò
¤³ÐÅÙ¡¢Ø¹ Ñ́§·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹õù ªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÊÕè»�¡�Í¹Ë¹�Ò¤´Õ¹Õé
ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ä �́à¤Â¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ Booth v. Marylandöð Ç�Ò¾¹Ñ¡§Ò¹ÍÑÂ¡ÒÃäÁ�ÍÒ¨á¶Å§»�́
¤ Ṍã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇä �́ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä´�ãË�àËµØ¼ÅÇ�ÒµÒÁº·á¡�ä¢ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤ÃÑé§·Õèá»´
(8. Amendment) ¡ÒÃá¶Å§â´ÂáÊ´§¼Å¡ÃÐ·º¨Ò¡ÍÒªÒ¡ÃÃÁ·ÕèÁÕµ�Í¼�ÙàÊÕÂËÒÂ (victim
impact statements) â´Âà©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡Ñºâ·É»ÃÐËÒÃªÕÇÔµäÁ�ÍÒ¨¡ÃÐ·Ó
ä �́ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡¼�Ù¡ÃÐ·Ó¤ÇÒÁ¼Ố ¨Ðµ�Í§¶Ù¡Å§â·Éâ´ÂÍÒÈÑÂ¾×é¹°Ò¹¢Í§ºØ¤ÅÔ¡ÀÒ¾áÅÐ¡ÒÃ
¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§à¢Òà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ ÊÀÒ¾áÇ´Å�ÍÁ ¾ÄµÔ¡ÒÃ³� µÅÍ´¨¹¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºÍ×è¹Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÁÕ¼Åµ�Í¡ÒÃ
Å§â·É ·Ñé§¹Õéà¾ÃÒÐ¼�Ù¡ÃÐ·ÓäÁ�ÍÒ¨·ÃÒºÊÀÒ¾áÇ´Å�ÍÁ ¾ÄµÔ¡ÒÃ³� ËÃ×Í¼Å¡ÃÐ·º·Õèà¡Ố ¢Öé¹

õù àÃÕÂ¡¡Ñ¹â´Â·ÑèÇä»Ç�Ò victim impact statements
öð 482 U.S. 496 (1987)
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¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§µ¹ä �́ á¹Ç·Ò§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÂÑ§¤§à»�¹á¹Ç·Ò§·ÕèÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ãª�ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
¤ Ṍ  South Carolina v. Gathersöñ ã¹ÍÕ¡ ò »�¶Ñ́ ÁÒ â´ÂÈÒÅä´�¢ÂÒÂ victim impact statements
ä»ãª�¡ÑººØ¤ÅÔ¡ÀÒ¾áÅÐÅÑ¡É³Ð¢Í§¼�ÙàÊÕÂËÒÂÍÕ¡ �́ÇÂ ÁÕ¢�ÍÊÑ§à¡µÇ�Ò·Ñé§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õ Booth
áÅÐ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ South Carolina ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹ ¤Ðá¹¹àÊÕÂ§¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õ ¤×Í õ µ�Í
ô àÊÕÂ§à·�Ò¹Ñé¹

ã¹¤ Ṍ Payne v. Tennessee ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ µ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò¨Ðà Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç·Ò§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
¤ Ṍ Booth áÅÐ¤ Ṍ South Carolina µ�Íä»µÒÁËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ËÃ×Í¨Ð¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁâ´ÂÍ¹ØÒµãË�¾¹Ñ¡§Ò¹ÊÒÁÒÃ¶á¶Å§ victim impact statement ä´� ã¹¤ Ṍ¹Õé
»ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ Rehnquist «Öè§à»�¹àÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§ÁÒ¡ã¹¤´Õ¹Õé»¯ÔàÊ¸·Õè¨Ð¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ¹¡Ñº
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÊÍ§¤´Õ·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ â´ÂãË�àËµØ¼ÅÇ�Ò¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ¨Ðà»�¹
ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ·Õè́ ÕÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§ áµ�ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¡çäÁ�à¤Â·Õè̈ Ð¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ¹àÍ§äÇ�¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õ¡�Í¹æ «Öè§
àÁ×èÍÁÒ¶Ö§»�̈ ¨ØºÑ¹à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèäÁ�ÍÒ¨ãª�ä �́áÅ�Ç ËÃ×Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õ¡�Í¹æ¹Ñé¹à»�¹
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèäÁ�ÁÕàËµØ¼Å·ÕèÁÕ¹éÓË¹Ñ¡ÁÒ¡¾Í ·Ñé§¹Õéâ´Â¨Ðµ�Í§¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§ÅÑ¡É³Ð¢Í§¤ Ṍ́ �ÇÂ ã¹
¡Ã³Õ·Õèà»�¹¤ Ṍà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºàÊÃÕÀÒ¾ã¹·Ò§àÈÃÉ°¡Ô̈  ¡ÃÃÁÊÔ·¸Ôìã¹·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹ ËÃ×ÍàÊÃÕÀÒ¾ã¹¡ÒÃ
·ÓÊÑÒ ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis Â�ÍÁÁÕ¹éÓË¹Ñ¡áÅÐ¤ÇÒÁÊÓ¤ÑÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§ ã¹¢³Ð·Õèã¹¤´Õà¡ÕèÂÇ
¡Ñº¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁËÃ×Íà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºËÅÑ¡à¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃ¹Ó¾ÂÒ¹ËÅÑ¡°Ò¹à¢�ÒÊ×º ËÅÑ¡ stare
decisis ¨ÐÅ´¹éÓË¹Ñ¡¤ÇÒÁÊÓ¤ÑÅ§ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡¤ÇÒÁäÇ�à¹×éÍàª×èÍã¨¢Í§ºØ¤¤Åã¹Ê�Ç¹·Õè
à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÃÃÁÊÔ· Ô̧ì̈ ÐÁÕÁÒ¡¡Ç�Ò¡Ã³Õ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºËÅÑ¡à¡³±�¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤´Õ ÂÔè§ä»¡Ç�Ò¹Ñé¹
ÂÑ§»ÃÒ¡¯ �́ÇÂÇ�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍà´ÔÁà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¤Ðá¹¹àÊÕÂ§¡éÓ¡Öè§ÂÔè§ ËÒ¡¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òµ�Í
ä»ÍÕ¡Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍà ỐÁà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´ ÈÒÅã¹¤´ÕËÅÑ§Â�ÍÁÊÒÁÒÃ¶¡ÅÑº
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍà ỐÁä �́

ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡ḉ Õ ¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé ÁÕ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ó ¤¹·Ó¤ÇÒÁàËç¹áÂ�§
â´Âà©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ Thurgold Marshall ·ÕèàËç¹Ç�Ò¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§ÁÒ¡ã¹¤´Õ¹Õé
äÁ�ä �́áÊ´§ãË�àËç¹áµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´Ç�ÒÁÕ¤ÇÒÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§à¡Ô´¢Öé¹ã¹·Ò§¢�Í¡®ËÁÒÂáÅÐ
¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§ ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õ¹Õéà»�¹¼ÅÁÒ¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÁÕ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà¢�Òã¹

öñ 490 U.S. 805 (1989)
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Í§¤�¤³ÐãËÁ�à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÊÕÂ§¢�Ò§ÁÒ¡äÁ�ä �́à¤ÒÃ¾ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis «Öè§µÒÁ¨ÒÃÕµ
¸ÃÃÁà¹ÕÂÁ·Õèä �́à¤Â»ÃÐ¾ÄµÔ»¯ÔºÑµÔ¡Ñ¹ÁÒ ·Ñé§æ·ÕèËÅÑ¡ stare decisis à»�¹ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ·ÕèäÁ�ÍÒ¨¢Ò´
àÊÕÂä �́ã¹¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹ÁÔãË�¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ ṌµÒÁÍÓàÀÍã¨ ´�ÇÂàËµØ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ
ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¨Ð¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ¡çà©¾ÒÐáµ�¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÕàËµØ¼Å¾ÔàÈÉà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ àËµØ¼Å
¾ÔàÈÉ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ ¡ÒÃ¾Ñ²¹Òá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´ãËÁ�æ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Öé¹«Öè§·ÓãË�á¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨ãª�ä �́ÍÕ¡µ�Íä» ËÃ×ÍÍÒ¨à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè̈ Óà»�¹·Õè̈ Ðµ�Í§»ÃÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
à ỐÁãË�à¢�Ò¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁÃ�Ù·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃãËÁ�æ ËÃ×Íà»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèàËç¹¡Ñ¹Ç�ÒËÒ¡à´Ô¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
à ỐÁ ¨Ð¡ÃÐ·ºµ�ÍËÅÑ¡¡®ËÁÒÂ ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ Marshall ÂÑ§àËç¹µ�Íä»ÍÕ¡Ç�Ò ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis
äÁ�ä �́ª�ÇÂ»¡»�Í§¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§¤ÇÒÁäÇ�à¹×éÍàª×èÍã¨¢Í§ÃÒÉ®Ãã¹¤ Ṍã´¤´ÕË¹Öè§à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áµ�̈ Ðª�ÇÂ
»¡»�Í§¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§¤ÇÒÁäÇ�à¹×éÍàª×èÍã¨¢Í§ÃÒÉ®Ã·ÕèÁÕµ�ÍÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ·Ñé§ÃÐºº´�ÇÂ

¤ Ṍ·ÕèÊÓ¤ÑÍÕ¡¤ ṌË¹Öè§ã¹ÍÕ¡Ë¹Öè§»�¶Ñ´ÁÒ ä �́á¡�¤´Õ Planned Parenthood of
Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Caseyöò ¤ Ṍ¹Õéà¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡Ñº¡®ËÁÒÂÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§¢Í§
ÃÑ°à¾¹«ÔÅàÇà¹ÕÂ ¡®ËÁÒÂ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇºÑÑµÔÇ�ÒËÔ§ã´·Õèµ�Í§¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§ ãË�áÊ´§à¨µ¹Òà»�¹
ÅÒÂÅÑ¡É³�ÍÑ¡ÉÃÀÒÂËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·Õèä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃá¹Ð¹Ó¨Ò¡Ë¹�ÇÂ§Ò¹¢Í§ÃÑ°áÅ�Ç·Ñé§¹ÕéÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ
ÃÐËÇ�Ò§¡ÒÃà¢�ÒÃÑº¤Óá¹Ð¹ÓáÅÐ¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§¨Ðµ�Í§Ë�Ò§¡Ñ¹äÁ�¹�ÍÂ¡Ç�Ò òô ªÑèÇâÁ§ ã¹¡Ã³Õ
·ÕèËÔ§·Õèµ�Í§¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§à»�¹¼�ÙàÂÒÇ� ºÔ´ÒÁÒÃ´Ò¢Í§ËÔ§¼�Ù¹Ñé¹¨Ðµ�Í§áÊ´§à¨µ¹ÒãË�¤ÇÒÁ
ÂÔ¹ÂÍÁà»�¹ÅÒÂÅÑ¡É³�ÍÑ¡ÉÃ �́ÇÂ ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèºÔ´ÒÁÒÃ´ÒäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶ãË�¤ÇÒÁÂÔ¹ÂÍÁ
¨Ðµ�Í§Ã�Í§¢ÍãË�¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà»�¹¼�ÙáÊ´§à¨µ¹ÒãË�¤ÇÒÁÂÔ¹ÂÍÁá·¹ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹ÕéËÒ¡»ÃÒ¡¯
Ç�ÒËÔ§¹Ñé¹ÊÁÃÊáÅ�Ç ËÔ§¹Ñé¹¨Ðµ�Í§á¨�§á¡�ªÒÂ¼�Ùà»�¹ÊÒÁṌ �ÇÂÇ�Òµ¹¨Ð·Óá·�§¹Í¡¨Ò¡·Õè
¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ ¡®ËÁÒÂ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÂÑ§¡ÓË¹´Ë¹�Ò·ÕèãË�âÃ§¾ÂÒºÒÅ¨Ðµ�Í§ÁÕË¹�Ò·Õè·Ó·ÐàºÕÂ¹¡ÒÃ
·Óá·�§ �́ÇÂ

¤ Ṍ¹ÕéÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ä �́Â×¹ÂÑ¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ Roe v. Wadeöó «Öè§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ä´�à¤Â
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂÍÁÃÑºÇ�Òâ´ÂËÅÑ¡áÅ�Ç ËÔ§·ÕèµÑé§¤ÃÃÀ�Â�ÍÁÁÕÊÔ· Ô̧·Óá·�§ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ ÃÑ°ÍÒ¨¨Ó¡Ñ́
ÊÔ· Ô̧ã¹¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§ä �́ ËÒ¡¨Óà»�¹µ�Í§¡ÃÐ·Óà¾×èÍ»ÃÐâÂª¹�·ÕèÁÔÍÒ¨äÁ�ÃÑ¡ÉÒäÇ�ä �́ »�ËÒ·Õè
¨Ðµ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¡ç¤×Í »ÃÐâÂª¹�·Õè¡Å�ÒÇ¶Ö§¹ÕéËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ÊØ¢ÀÒ¾¢Í§ËÔ§ËÃ×ÍªÕÇÔµã¹¤ÃÃÀ�ÁÒÃ´Ò
öò 505 U.S. 833 (1992)
öó 410 U.S.b113 (1973)
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ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºªÕÇÔµã¹¤ÃÃÀ�ÁÒÃ´Ò¹Ñé¹ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ã¹¤´Õ Roe ä´�ÊÃ�Ò§à¡³±�·Õè
àÃÕÂ¡Ç�Ò �trimester� ¢Öé¹à»�¹ËÅÑ¡ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ã¹ª�Ç§ÊÒÁà´×Í¹áÃ¡¢Í§¡ÒÃ
µÑé§¤ÃÃÀ� ËÔ§·ÕèµÑé§¤ÃÃÀ�Â�ÍÁÁÕàÊÃÕÀÒ¾ã¹¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§â´ÂºÃÔºÙÃ³� ã¹ÃÐÂÐÊÒÁà ×́Í¹¶Ñ´
ÁÒÃÑ°Â�ÍÁÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹¡ÒÃ¨Ó¡Ñ´àÊÃÕÀÒ¾ã¹¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§áÅÐ¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ
·Óá·�§ä �́ ËÒ¡¡®à¡³±�¹Ñé¹ÁÕ¢Öé¹à¾×èÍ¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§ÊØ¢ÀÒ¾¢Í§ËÔ§ÁÕ¤ÃÃÀ� ã¹ª�Ç§ÊÒÁà´×Í¹
ÊǾ ·�ÒÂ ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè·ÒÃ¡ã¹¤ÃÃÀ�ÁÒÃ´ÒÍÒ¨ÁÕªÕÇÔµÍÂ�Ùä´�¹Í¡Á´ÅÙ¡¢Í§ÁÒÃ´Ò ÃÑ°ÍÒ¨Ë�ÒÁ¡ÒÃ
·Óá·�§ä �́ á¹Ç·Ò§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õéà»�¹á¹Ç·Ò§·ÕèÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ÂÑ§¤§ÂÍÁÃÑºÍÂ�Ùã¹¤ Ṍ ¤ Ṍ Planned
Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹ÈÒÅ¡çäÁ�ä´�àËç¹Ç�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÃÑ°à¾¹
«ÔÅàÇà¹ÕÂ·Ñé§©ºÑº¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä´�ÊÃ�Ò§à¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò
¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§¢Öé¹ãËÁ� ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ãª�ËÅÑ¡ undue-
burden test á·¹ËÅÑ¡ trimester µÒÁËÅÑ¡ undue-burden ÃÑ°ÊÒÁÒÃ¶¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ
¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§ä �́ ËÒ¡äÁ�¡ÃÐ·º¡ÃÐà·×Í¹ÊÔ· Ô̧ã¹¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§â´ÂäÁ�̈ Óà»�¹ â´ÂËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ
ãËÁ�¹Õé ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¨Ö§ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§¢Í§ÃÑ°à¾¹«ÔÅàÇà¹ÕÂã¹Ê�Ç¹·Õè
¡ÓË¹´ãË�ËÔ§ÁÕÊÒÁÕµ�Í§á¨�§ÊÒÁÕ¢Í§µ¹¡�Í¹¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§à»�¹º·ºÑÑµÔ·Õè¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ã¹¤´Õ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§áÅ�Ç àÃÒ
¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ÂÑ§¤§¶×ÍËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis ÍÂ�Ù áµ�ã¹¤ Ṍ Planned Parenthood ÈÒÅ¡çä´�
¡Å�ÒÇàËÁ×Í¹·Ø¡¤ÃÑé§Ç�Ò¡ÒÃ¶×ÍËÅÑ¡ stare decisis äÁ�ä �́à»�¹ä»â´Â»ÃÒÈ¨Ò¡¢�ÍÂ¡àÇ�¹ â´Â
à©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§ã¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÈÒÅ¾ÂÒÂÒÁ·Õè̈ ÐªÑè§¹éÓË¹Ñ¡ÃÐËÇ�Ò§¼ÅÃ�ÒÂ¢Í§¡ÒÃà Ố¹µÒÁ
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ¡Ñº¡ÒÃàÅÔ¡à Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ ·Ñé§¹Õéâ´ÂÁÕ¢�Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò·ÕèÊÓ¤Ñ ¤×Í

ñ. ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèâ´Âà¹×éÍËÒÊÒÃÐáÅ�ÇäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶»¯ÔºÑµÔä �́ãª�
ËÃ×ÍäÁ�

ò. ÈÒÅÍÒ¨àÅÔ¡¡ÒÃà Ố¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁâ´Â·ÕèäÁ�¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í»ÃÐâÂª¹�ÍÑ¹¤ÇÃÁÕ
¤ÇÃä �́¢Í§¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ·Õèàª×èÍÁÑè¹µ�Íá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅËÃ×ÍäÁ�

ó. ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®ÕáÅ�Ç ¾�¹ÊÁÑÂä»áÅ�ÇËÃ×ÍäÁ�
ô. ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õèà»�¹°Ò¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁä´�à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»ËÃ×ÍäÁ�
µÒÁ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹Ê�Ç¹ãË� ÈÒÅäÁ�ÍÒ¨àÅÔ¡à Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ Roe ä �́ à¾ÃÒÐ

äÁ�ÁÕàËµǾ Ñ§·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹àÅÂ  à¾ÃÒÐ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¨ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃÇÔ¾Ò¡É�ÇÔ̈ ÒÃ³�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁÍÂ�Ùº�Ò§
áµ�¡çäÁ�»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁä �́¡�ÍãË�à¡Ố »�ËÒã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔáµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹ÕéÂÑ§äÁ�
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»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Òà¡Ố ·ÄÉ®ÕãËÁ�æ ËÃ×Í°Ò¹¢Í§¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ Roe ä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»
¨¹¡ÃÐ·Ñè§¨Ðµ�Í§àÅÔ¡à Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ Roe ÂÔè§ä»¡Ç�Ò¹Ñé¹ÈÒÅÂÑ§ä �́¹ÓàÍÒ¡ÒÃ
¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§¤ÇÒÁàª×èÍ¶×ÍáÅÐäÇ�ÇÒ§ã¨·ÕèºÃÃ´Ò¼�ÙËÔ§ÁÕµ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÁÒà»�¹à¤Ã×èÍ§ª�ÇÂã¹¡ÒÃ
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÍÕ¡ �́ÇÂ  ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ä �́¾Ôà¤ÃÒÐË�¶Ö§Ê¶Ò¹Ðã¹·Ò§ÊÑ§¤Á¢Í§¼�ÙËÔ§à»�¹ÊÓ¤Ñ â´Â
ÈÒÅàËç¹Ç�Ò¡ÒÃ·Õè¼�ÙËÔ§¨ÐÊÒÁÒÃ¶ÁÕÍÒªÕ¾¡ÒÃ§Ò¹µÅÍ´¨¹Ê¶Ò¹Ðã¹·Ò§ÊÑ§¤Áà·�Ò¼�ÙªÒÂ¹Ñé¹
¨Ðµ�Í§àÃÔèÁµ�¹¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÍ¹ØÒµãË�ËÔ§ÁÕ¤ÃÃÀ�ÁÕÊÔ·¸Ô·Õè̈ ÐµÑ́ ÊÔ¹ã¨¡�Í¹Ç�Òµ¹¨ÐÃÑ¡ÉÒªÕÇÔµã¹
¤ÃÃÀ�¢Í§µ¹äÇ�ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÈÒÅÁÕ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹µ�Íä» �́ÇÂÇ�ÒÈÒÅäÁ�ÍÒ¨ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂãË�¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§¡ÅÒÂ
à»�¹ÊÔè§·ÕèäÁ�ªÍº �́ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ à¾ÃÒÐËÒ¡ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ðàª�¹¹Ñé¹ ¤ÇÒÁàª×èÍÁÑè¹·Ñé§ËÅÒÂ
·Ñé§»Ç§·ÕèºØ¤¤ÅÁÕµ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ¡çÂ�ÍÁ¶Ù¡·ÓÅÒÂÅ§

àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ·Ñé§ËÁ´áÅ�Ç àÃÒ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò ¡ÒÃà´Ô¹
µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁÍÂ�Ò§à¤Ã�§¤ÃÑ´µÒÁËÅÑ¡ stare decisis â´ÂäÁ�ÂÍÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÁ�Ç�Ò¡Ã³Õã´æ¹Ñé¹äÁ�»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂÍàÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹ËÒ¡ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ
¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¡çäÁ�ä �́¡ÃÐ·Óâ´ÂÍÓàÀÍã¨ áµ�ä´�¾ÂÒÂÒÁËÒ
à¡³±�·Õèãª�ã¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹
¨Ð¡ÃÐ·Óä �́ÀÒÂãµ�à§×èÍ¹ä¢áÅÐËÅÑ¡à¡³±�ã´º�Ò§ â´Â¾Ñ²¹Ò¡ÒÃã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õé
ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂÍàÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹ä �́¾ÂÒÂÒÁÊÃ�Ò§·ÄÉ®ÕÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ stare decisis ¢Öé¹ ·ÄÉ®Õ stare decisis
Â�ÍÁáµ¡µ�Ò§¨Ò¡ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ·Õèà¢�Òã¨¡Ñ¹ÁÒáµ�à ỐÁ à¾ÃÒÐÂÍÁÃÑºãË�ÈÒÅà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́ÀÒÂãµ�à§×èÍ¹ä¢ºÒ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹

ó. »�ËÒ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐ¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹
¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´

¡Å�ÒÇãË�¶Ö§·ÕèÊǾ áÅ�ÇËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis Â�ÍÁÊ¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹ËÅÑ¡¤ÇÒÁàÊÁÍÀÒ¤ à¾ÃÒÐ
¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ÍÂ�Ò§à ṌÂÇ¡Ñ¹¨Ðä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàËÁ×Í¹¡Ñ¹ ¼Å¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¹ÕéÂ�ÍÁ·ÓãË�à¡Ố ¤ÇÒÁ
ÊÁèÓàÊÁÍã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ·ÓãË�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÁ�á¡Ç�§ä»á¡Ç�§ÁÒ â´Â¢�Í¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò·Ñé§ÊÍ§¹Õé
·ÓãË�à¡Ố ¢�ÍàÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§µ�ÍÈÒÅÇ�ÒÈÒÅ¨Ðµ�Í§à Ố¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèä´�à¤ÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹äÇ�áÅ�Ç ¶Ö§áÁ�
ÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§ÍÒ¨àËç¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹ÍÒ¨¨ÐµÑ́ ÊÔ¹äÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§¡çµÒÁ
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¡�Í¹·ÕèÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¨Ðà Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¨Ðµ�Í§µÃÇ¨ÊÍºáÅÐ
µÕ¤ÇÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁâ´Âàª×èÍÁâÂ§¡Ñº¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹ãËÁ�Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁÁÕ
¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂÇ�ÒÍÂ�Ò§äÃ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¨Ðµ�Í§µÍº¤Ó¶ÒÁãË�ä �́Ç�Ò»�ËÒ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèµ¹¨Ðµ�Í§
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¹Ñé¹à¤Âä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÇ�áÅ�Çã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁãª�ËÃ×ÍäÁ�

ËÒ¡¾Ôà¤ÃÒÐË�ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹àÃ×èÍ§¢Í§ÊÔ·¸Ô¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹ â´Â»¡µÔáÅ�Ç
ÃÒÉ®ÃÍÒ¨Í�Ò§ÊÔ· Ô̧àÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§ºÒ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ¢Öé¹ãª�ÂÑ¹ÃÑ° â´ÂÊÔ·¸ÔàÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§·ÕèÃÒÉ®ÃËÂÔºÂ¡¢Öé¹
ãª�ÂÑ¹ÃÑ°¹Ñé¹à»�¹ÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÃÑºÃÍ§äÇ�ËÃ×Í·ÕèÈÒÅä´�à¤ÂµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑºÃÍ§äÇ�ã¹¤ Ṍ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç ã¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÃÒÉ®Ã¨Ðª¹Ð¤ Ṍ¡çµ�ÍàÁ×èÍÊÔ· Ô̧àÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§·ÕèÃÒÉ®ÃËÂÔºÂ¡
¢Öé¹Í�Ò§¹Ñé¹à»�¹ÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹(fundamental right) ·Õèä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹äÇ�̈ ÃÔ§áÅÐÃÑ°ä �́¡�ÒÇ
Å�Ç§à¢�Òä»ã¹á´¹áË�§ÊÔ· Ô̧ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ ÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹
(fundamental right) ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂã¹ÊÍ§ºÃÔº· ºÃÔº·áÃ¡ à»�¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ
�º·ºÑÑµÔ·Õè»¡»�Í§¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§¤ÇÒÁà·�Òà·ÕÂÁ¡Ñ¹� (equal protection clause) µÒÁ¢�Íº··Õèá¡�ä¢
à¾ÔèÁàµÔÁ¤ÃÑé§·Õè ñô ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔµ�ÍºØ¤¤Åâ´ÂäÁ�à·�Òà·ÕÂÁ¡Ñ¹¢Í§ÃÑ°¡�ÒÇÅ�Ç§à¢�Òä»
¡ÃÐ·º¡ÑºÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹ ¢�ÍÍ�Ò§à ṌÂÇ·ÕèÃÑ°¨ÐÍ�Ò§ä �́¡ç¤×Í¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡»¯ÔºÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹ÊÔè§·Õè
¨Óà»�¹ ÃÑ°äÁ�ÍÒ¨ËÅÕ¡àÅÕèÂ§·Õè¨ÐäÁ�»¯ÔºÑµÔàª�¹¹Ñé¹ä �́ ºÃÔº··ÕèÊÍ§à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´ãª�
Áâ¹·ÑÈ¹�Ç�Ò �́ÇÂÊÔ·¸Ô¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹ (concept of fundamental right) ÊÓËÃÑº¡ÒÃª�ÇÂµÕ¤ÇÒÁ
due process clause





¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áË�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅÐ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹¸�ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹

ñ.   ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áÅÐÊÀÒ¾ºÑ§¤Ñº¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÃÐºº
¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹

ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹Í§¤�¡Ãã´
º�Ò§¹Ñé¹äÁ�ä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔäÇ�ã¹¡®ËÁÒÂ¾×é¹°Ò¹ (Grundgesetz) «Öè§¶×ÍÇ�Òà»�¹
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ áµ�ä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò´�ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
áË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ (Gesetz uber das Bundes-verfassungsgericht) ã¹ÁÒµÃÒ óñ ´Ñ§¹Õé

�ÁÒµÃÒ óñ (¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ)
(ñ) ºÃÃ´Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹¸�Â�ÍÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹Í§¤�¡Ã

µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧áÅÐÁÅÃÑ°µÅÍ´¨¹¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅ·Ø¡ÈÒÅáÅÐ
Ë¹�ÇÂ§Ò¹¢Í§ÃÑ°·Ø¡Ë¹�ÇÂ§Ò¹

(ò) ã¹¡Ã³ÕµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ ñó ¢�Í ö ¢�Í ññ ¢�Í ñò áÅÐ¢�Í ñô ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¼ÅºÑ§¤ÑºàÊÁ×Í¹´Ñè§¡®ËÁÒÂ ¤ÇÒÁ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇãË�ãª�¡Ñº
¡Ã³ÕµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ ñó ¢�Í ø ¡ ËÒ¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÊ´§ãË�»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò
ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÊÍ´¤Å�Í§ËÃ×ÍäÁ�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñº¡®ËÁÒÂ¾×é¹°Ò¹ ËÃ×ÍáÊ´§
¤ÇÒÁà»�¹âÁ¦Ð¢Í§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ¹Ñé¹ ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò
ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÊÍ´¤Å�Í§ËÃ×ÍäÁ�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñº¡®ËÁÒÂ¾×é¹°Ò¹ËÃ×Í¡®ËÁÒÂ
Í×è¹ã´¢Í§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ËÃ×Í»ÃÐ¡ÒÃáÊ´§¤ÇÒÁà»�¹âÁ¦Ð¢Í§ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ¹Ñé¹
ãË�ÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·ÃÇ§ÂØµÔ¸ÃÃÁáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ã¹ÃÑ°¡Ô̈ ¨Ò¹Øàº¡ÉÒ

º··Õè  ô

 ..
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¤ÇÒÁ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇãË�ãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº¡Ñº¡Ã³ÕµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ ñó ¢�Í ñò áÅÐ ñô �́ÇÂ
â´ÂÍ¹ØâÅÁ�

àÁ×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡º·ºÑÑµÔ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇáÅ�Ç¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÃÑ°ÊÀÒàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ä´�µÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ
¡ÓË¹´¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÇ�ã¹ºÒ§á§�ÁØÁà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ º·ºÑÑµÔÁÒµÃÒ
¹ÕéäÁ�ä �́áÊ´§ãË�àËç¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÍ§µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍäÁ� à¾ÕÂ§ã´ ÍÂ�Ò§
¡çµÒÁà»�¹·Õèà¢�Òã¨µÃ§¡Ñ¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèµ¹ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
ä»áÅ�Ç �́ÇÂ ·Ñé§¹ÕéµÒÁËÅÑ¡·ÑèÇä»·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹»ÃÐÁÇÅ¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁá¾�§ ÁÒµÃÒ
óöø ·ÕèÇ�ÒÈÒÅÂ�ÍÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèµ¹ä´�¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä» ·ÕèÇ�ÒÈÒÅÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèµ¹ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Ç¹Ñé¹ ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒàÁ×èÍä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÂ�ÍÁ
ÍÒ¨á¡�ä¢à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§à¹×éÍËÒã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ä �́ÍÕ¡ àÇ�¹áµ�̈ ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃá¡�ä¢¢�Í¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´ËÃ×Í
¼Ố ËÅ§àÅç¡¹�ÍÂ

ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèäÁ�ÍÒ¨ÍØ·¸Ã³�âµ�áÂ�§µ�Íä»ä´�ÍÕ¡ Â�ÍÁ¶×Í
Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂà»�¹·ÕèÊǾ  ã¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹
àÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁ¶Ö§·ÕèÊǾ  Í§¤�¤³ÐÍÕ¡Í§¤�¤³ÐË¹Öè§
ËÃ×Í·Õè»ÃÐªØÁãË�¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù (Plenum)  Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¡�ä¢
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇä �́ÍÕ¡öô ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹Õé¤ÓÊÑè§¢Í§Í§¤�¤³ÐÂ�ÍÂ (Kammerbeschlu  ) ·ÕèäÁ�ÃÑº
¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òâ´ÂÁµÔ©Ñ¹·�¢Í§Í§¤�¤³ÐÂ�ÍÂ¡çäÁ�ÍÒ¨¶Ù¡¡ÅÑºËÃ×Íá¡�
â´ÂÍ§¤�¤³Ð (ãË�) ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ÁÕÊÀÒ¾à´ḉ ¢Ò´ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂàª�¹¡Ñ¹öõ

àËµØ·Õè¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹·ÕèÊǾ ¡çà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ
äÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶ÍØ·¸Ã³�âµ�áÂ�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä»ÂÑ§ÈÒÅÍ×è¹ã´ä´�ÍÕ¡ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒµÒÁ
¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÊËÀÒ¾ÂØâÃ» ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁÍÒ¨Ã�Í§·Ø¡¢�ã¹·Ò§ÊÔ·¸ÔÁ¹ØÉÂª¹µ�Íä»ÂÑ§ÈÒÅÊÔ· Ô̧
Á¹ØÉÂª¹áË�§ÂØâÃ»ä �́¡çµÒÁ áµ�¡Ã³Ṍ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¶×Íà»�¹¡ÒÃÍØ·¸Ã³�Ã�Í§·Ø¡¢�¹Í¡¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃ
¢Ñé¹µÍ¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¨Ö§äÁ�ÁÕ¼Åã´æ
µ�Í¤ÇÒÁà»�¹·ÕèÊǾ ã¹·Ò§ÃÙ»áºº¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

öô BVerfGE 1, 89.
öõ Vgl. BVerfGE 18, 440.



¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áË�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅÐ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹
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¹Í¡¨Ò¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¶Ö§·ÕèÊØ´¨Ð¡�ÍãË�à¡Ô´ÊÀÒ¾à´ç´¢Ò´·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂã¹·Ò§
ÃÙ»áºº (formelle Rechtskraft) áÅ�Ç ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¶Ö§·ÕèÊǾ ÂÑ§¡�ÍãË�à¡Ố ÊÀÒ¾à´ḉ ¢Ò´·Ò§
¡®ËÁÒÂã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ (materielle Rechtskraf) ÍÕ¡ �́ÇÂ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í à¹×éÍËÒ·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¶Ö§·ÕèÊǾ áÅ�Ç¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅáÅÐ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´Õ ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè̈ ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃ¿�Í§Ã�Í§
¤ Ṍã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹à ṌÂÇ´Ñ¹¹Ñé¹ÍÕ¡ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ¡ÒÃ¿�Í§Ã�Í§¤ Ṍã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õèä´�ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÊÃç̈
à ḉ´¢Ò´ä»áÅ�Ç¨Ð¡ÃÐ·ÓäÁ�ä �́ áÅÐÈÒÅàÍ§¡çµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µÒÁ·Õèµ¹ä´�¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Ç¹Ñé¹
¨ÐÃ×éÍàÃ×èÍ§ÃÒÇ·ÕèÂØµÔä»áÅ�Ç¢Öé¹ÁÒ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒàÍ§ËÃ×ÍÃÑº¤Ó¿�Í§ãËÁ�ã¹»ÃÐà´ç¹à´ÔÁäÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò
áÅÐ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà»�¹ÍÂ�Ò§Í×è¹äÁ�ä �́ àËµØ¼Å·ÕèÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂµ�Í§ÂÍÁÃÑº¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à»�¹ÂØµÔËÃ×Í
ÊÀÒ¾à ḉ´¢Ò´ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¶Ö§·ÕèÊØ´¡çà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡¡ÒÃµ�Í§ÃÑ¡ÉÒäÇ�«Öè§
ÊÑ¹µÔÊØ¢áË�§¡®ËÁÒÂáÅÐ¤ÇÒÁÁÑè¹¤§á¹�¹Í¹áË�§¹ÔµÔ°Ò¹Ð¢Í§¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´Õ àÃÒÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇ
ä �́¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ«Öè§¶Ö§·ÕèÊǾ ÁÕ¼Å¡ÅÒÂà»�¹ �à¡³±�� ËÃ×Í �ÁÒµÃ� ¡ÓË¹´¹ÔµÔÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹¸�ÊÓËÃÑº
¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ ṌáÅÐ·ÓãË�¹ÔµÔ°Ò¹Ð¢Í§¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ ṌÁÕ¤ÇÒÁÁÑè¹¤§á¹�¹Í¹öö ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁÁÕ
»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õè¨Ðµ�Í§¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇ�ÒÊÀÒ¾àÊÃç¨à´ç´¢Ò´·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ¨Ðãª�
ºÑ§¤Ñº¡Ñº¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÒ¡¹�ÍÂà¾ÕÂ§ã´

ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹¸�ä �́à¤ÂÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�ÒÊÀÒ¾àÊÃç̈ à ḉ́ ¢Ò´·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ
ã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒÂ�ÍÁãª�¡Ñº¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù �́ÇÂö÷ àÇ�¹áµ�¡Ã³Õ¢Í§¡ÒÃÁÕ¤ÓÊÑè§äÁ�ÃÑº¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�
·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙµÒÁÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �́ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ ùò a áÅÐ¡Ã³Õ¢Í§¡ÒÃÁÕ¤ÓÊÑè§
ã¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃÊÑè§¤ÓÃ�Í§¢Í¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§ªÑèÇ¤ÃÒÇ¡�Í¹ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµÒÁÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ
Ç�Ò �́ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ óò ã¹¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÊÀÒ¾àÊÃç¨à´ç´¢Ò´·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ
Â�ÍÁÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ Ṍ (inter partes)  «Öè§ä �́á¡� ¼�ÙÃ�Í§ ¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§ ¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢� (ÃÇÁ¶Ö§
¼�ÙÊ×º·Í´ÊÔ· Ô̧ - Rechtsnachfolger) ¼�Ù¶Ù¡¿�Í§ ¼�Ù·ÕèÁÕÊ�Ç¹Ã�ÇÁã¹¤ ṌµÒÁÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò´�ÇÂ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ ÷ó ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ ÃÇÁ·Ñé§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õèà¢�ÒÁÒã¹¤ Ṍ áµ�äÁ�ÃÇÁ¶Ö§
¼�Ù·ÕèãË�¤ÇÒÁàËç¹ã¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òöø ·ÕèÇ�ÒÊÀÒ¾à ḉ́ ¢Ò´·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ
ã¹¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹ÁÕ»�ËÒÇ�ÒÊ�Ç¹ã´¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´Õ ¤ÓµÍº¡ç¤×Í Ê�Ç¹·Õèà»�¹
º·ÊÃØ»¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÊÃØ»¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ÍÑ¹à»�¹°Ò¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅÐ¼Å¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ

öö Vgl. BVerfGE 47, 146 (161).
ö÷ BVerfGE 78, 320.
öøBVerfGE 78, 320 (328)
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«Öè§àÃÕÂ¡ã¹ÀÒÉÒàÂÍÃÁÑ¹Ç�Ò �Tenor� ËÃ×Í �Urteilsformel� ÊÀÒ¾à ḉ́ ¢Ò´¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
Â�ÍÁà¡Ô´¢Öé¹àÁ×èÍä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ÊÀÒ¾¡ÒÃ³�ã´æ·ÕèÁÕ¢Öé¹
ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÈÒÅÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç ¨Ö§äÁ�ÍÂ�Ùã¹¢Íºà¢µ¢Í§¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ

Ñ́§¹Ñé¹ ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÈÒÅÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ ṌÍÒ¨ÍØ·¸Ã³�âµ�áÂ�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ
â´ÂÍ�Ò§¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹ÀÒÂËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÈÒÅä´�¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Çä �́öù»ÃÐà´ç¹·Õè¨Ðµ�Í§
¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òµ�Íä»¡ç¤×ÍàÁ×èÍÈÒÅä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õä»áÅ�Ç ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ¨Ð¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅ·Õèä �́
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍÂ�Ò§äÃ â´Âà©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅ«Öè§ä´�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õä»¹Ñé¹
¤×Í  ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù àª�¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ©ºÑºË¹Öè§¢Ñ´ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§
µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù µÒÁ·ÕèÈÒÅÍ×è¹ä �́Ê�§àÃ×èÍ§ÁÒãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµÒÁ¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò
µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèà»�¹ÃÙ»¸ÃÃÁ (konkrete
Normenkontrolle) µ�ÍÁÒà¡Ố ¡ÒÃâµ�áÂ�§ã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹à ṌÂÇ¡Ñ¹¹ÕéÍÕ¡ã¹ÈÒÅÍ×è¹ â´Â¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹
¤ Ṍà»�¹¤¹ÅÐ¤¹¡Ñ¹¡Ñº¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´ÕáÃ¡ àª�¹¹ÕéËÒ¡ÈÒÅ¹Ñé¹Ê�§»ÃÐà´ç¹ÁÒãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ ÁÕ»�ËÒÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèµ¹ä �́à¤Â¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Ç
ËÃ×ÍäÁ� àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé¤ÇÒÁàËç¹½�ÒÂ¢�Ò§ÁÒ¡ã¹·Ò§µÓÃÒàËç¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèµ¹ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Ç ã¹¢³Ð·Õè¤ÇÒÁàËç¹½�ÒÂ¢�Ò§¹�ÍÂàËç¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂà»�¹ÍÂ�Ò§Í×è¹äÁ�ä �́÷ð ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁËÒ¡äÁ�ãª�¡Ã³Õ¢Í§¡ÒÃ
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹áË�§¤ ṌÍÂ�Ò§à ṌÂÇ¡Ñ¹ áµ�à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õèà»�¹»�ËÒ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×Í
¡®ËÁÒÂÍÂ�Ò§à ṌÂÇ¡Ñ¹·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́à¤Â¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Ç àª�¹¹ÕéàËç¹µÃ§¡Ñ¹ã¹·Ò§
µÓÃÒÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹·Õè¨Ðµ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÍÂ�Ò§à´ÔÁ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÒ¨
à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́ à¾ÃÒÐá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¤ÂÇÒ§äÇ� à»�¹à¾ÕÂ§
á¹Ç·Ò§ã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔ äÁ�ä �́¡�ÍãË�à¡Ố Ë¹�Ò·Õè·ÕèÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§¨Ðµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹÷ñ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒÈÒÅã¹
¤ ṌËÅÑ§¨Ðà»�¹Í§¤�¤³Ðà ṌÂÇ¡ÑºÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌáÃ¡·Õèä �́à¤ÂÇÒ§á¹Ç·Ò§¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ËÃ×Í¡®ËÁÒÂäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´ÍÂ�Ò§Ë¹Öè§¡çµÒÁ

öù BVerfGE 70, 242 (249)
÷ð Lechner/Zuck, Bundesverfassungsgerichtsgesetz Kommentar, 4 Aufl. 1996, §31 RdNr. 21.
÷ñ Lechner/Zuck, aaO., § 31 RdNr. 22.
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·ÕèÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �́ÇÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Ï ÁÒµÃÒ óñ ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �ºÃÃ´Ò
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧Â�ÍÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§
ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧áÅÐÁÅÃÑ°µÅÍ´¨¹¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅ·Ø¡ÈÒÅáÅÐË¹�ÇÂ§Ò¹¢Í§ÃÑ°·Ø¡Ë¹�ÇÂ§Ò¹� ¹Ñé¹
Â�ÍÁ·ÓãË�àËç¹ä �́Ç�Ò¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä´�ÁÕà©¾ÒÐ¡Ñº¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ
ã¹¤ Ṍà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ à¾ÃÒÐ¼�Ù·Õè¨Ðµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ÃÇÁä»¶Ö§
Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÈÒÅ·Ø¡ÈÒÅµÅÍ´¨¹Ë¹�ÇÂ§Ò¹¢Í§ÃÑ°·Ø¡Ë¹�ÇÂ§Ò¹´�ÇÂ «Öè§
ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃÂ×¹ÂÑ¹ÊÔ· Ô̧Ë¹�Ò·Õè·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ¢Í§ÃÑ°·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒµ�Í§à¤ÒÃ¾

¹Í¡¨Ò¡ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÑèÇä» ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ¢Í§ÃÑ°
Ñ́§·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒáÅ�Ç ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¤ Ṍà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁªÍº´�ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁÁÕ¼ÅàÊÁ×Í¹´Ñè§à»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂ
(Gesetzeskraft) ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í äÁ�ä �́ÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à©¾ÒÐ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´Õ áÅÐÍ§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áµ�
ÁÕ¼Åãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº¡ÑººØ¤¤Å·ÑèÇä» (erga omnes) �́ÇÂ

ò. ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅÐ¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ò. ñ ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´Ç�Ò´�ÇÂ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´Ç�Ò´�ÇÂ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ËÃ×Í¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹ÃÐºº

¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ã¹ ô ¡Ã³Õ
¡Ã³ÕáÃ¡à»�¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§¡ÒÃÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÁÅÃÑ°µ�Í

ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¡Ã³Õ·Õèµ¹¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹
á»Å§á¹Ç¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä»¨Ò¡á¹Ç¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁà ỐÁ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§
ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÁÅÃÑ°Í×è¹ (Abweichungsvorlage) ·Ñé§¹ÕéµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ ñðð
ÇÃÃ¤ÊÒÁ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹¸�

¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÊÍ§ à»�¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§¡ÒÃÃÑ¡ÉÒäÇ�«Öè§¤ÇÒÁà»�¹àÍ¡ÀÒ¾¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ
µÒÁËÅÑ¡à¡³±�ã¹¡®ËÁÒÂÇ�Ò �́ÇÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁ

¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÊÒÁà»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹ºÃÔº·¢Í§àËµØáË�§¡ÒÃ®Õ¡Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
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¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÊÕè à¡Ố ¢Öé¹µÒÁËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃË�ÒÁÁÕ¼ÅÂ�Í¹ËÅÑ§¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ ñ÷ó ÇÃÃ¤
ÊÍ§ ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹¸�

¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ
º·¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùáµ¡µ�Ò§ä»¨Ò¡¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ¡�Í¹æ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í »�ËÒ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèà¤Âä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÇ�áÅ�Ç¨Ðä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂáµ¡µ�Ò§ä»¨Ò¡
à ỐÁ à¾ÃÒÐ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Ñé¹ä´�à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»÷ò ËÃ×ÍÍÒ¨¨Ð¡Å�ÒÇä �́ÍÕ¡
ÍÂ�Ò§Ë¹Öè§Ç�Ò ¼�ÙÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨µÕ¤ÇÒÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤ÇÒÁà¢�Òã¨·ÕèÁÕµ�Í¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¢Í§º·¡®ËÁÒÂ
ËÃ×Íä �́ãË�¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂãËÁ�á¡�º·¡®ËÁÒÂ¹Ñé¹÷ó ÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�ÒµÒÁ¤ÇÒÁà¢�Òã¨ã¹ÃÐºº
¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà»�¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹
»�ËÒ¢�Í¡®ËÁÒÂ äÁ�ãª�»�ËÒ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ â´Â»�ËÒ¢�Í¡®ËÁÒÂ¨Ðä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹
ÍÕ¡ÅÑ¡É³ÐË¹Öè§·Õèµ�Ò§ä»¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà ỐÁ

¡Å�ÒÇâ´Â·ÑèÇä»¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ç¤×Í¡ÒÃàÅÔ¡à´Ô¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
à ỐÁ â´Âá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố ·Õèà¡Ố ¢Öé¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãËÁ�ä´�à¢�Òá·¹·Õèá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
à ỐÁ ã¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́àÅÔ¡à Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ¢Í§
µ¹â´ÂªÑ́ á¨�§ËÃ×Íâ´Â»ÃÔÂÒÂ

ò.ò  ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ á �̈§ : ÈÖ¡ÉÒ¡Ã³ÕµÑÇÍÂ�Ò§÷ô

ò.ò.ñ ¤´Õà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á¢Í§ªÒÂ·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂ (Witwerrentenurteil)
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÃ×èÍ§à§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á¢Í§ªÒÂ·Õèà»�¹

ËÁ�ÒÂ ò ¤ÃÑé§ ¤ÃÑé§áÃ¡ã¹»� ¤.È.ñùöó ¤ÃÑé§·Õè ò ã¹»� ¤.È.ñù÷õ
¤ Ṍà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á¢Í§ªÒÂ·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂ ¤ ṌáÃ¡«Öè§à¡Ố ¢Öé¹ã¹ ¤.È.ñùöó÷õ à»�¹

¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§º·ºÑÑµÔµÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂ

÷òKlaus Stern, in : Bonner Kommentar, Art. 100, Rn. 306 Zweibearteitung 1967.
÷ó Wolfgang Meyer, in : Ingo von Munch (Hrsg.) Grundgesetzkommentar, Bd. 3, 2. Aufl. 1983, Art. 100  Rn. 19.
÷ô à¹×éÍ¤ÇÒÁÊ�Ç¹ãË�ÊÃØ»¨Ò¡ Seyfahrt, at Kapitel 6 II
÷õ BVerfGE 17, 1

..
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»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á µÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇªÒÂ¼�Ùà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂ¨Ðä �́ÃÑºà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤ÁÊÓËÃÑº
ªÒÂ·ÕèÀÃÃÂÒ¢Í§µ¹¶Ö§á¡�¡ÃÃÁ¡çµ�ÍàÁ×èÍËÔ§¼�Ùà»�¹ÀÃÃÂÒ«Öè§àÊÕÂªÕÇÔµä»¹Ñé¹ÁÕÊ�Ç¹ÍÂ�Ò§ÊÓ¤Ñ
ã¹¡ÒÃàÅÕéÂ§ Ù́¤ÃÍº¤ÃÑÇ ã¹¢³Ð·Õèã¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ËÔ§ËÁ�ÒÂ¹Ñé¹ ËÒ¡ªÒÂ¼�Ùà»�¹ÊÒÁÕàÊÕÂªÕÇÔµ
ËÔ§ËÁ�ÒÂ¼�Ù¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁä �́ÃÑºà§Ô¹ºÓ¹ÒËÔ§ËÁ�ÒÂàÊÁÍ â´ÂÁÔ¾Ñ¡µ�Í§¤Ó¹Ö§Ç�ÒªÒÂà»�¹ÊÒÁÕ·Õè
ä �́àÊÕÂªÕÇÔµä»¨ÐÁÕÊ�Ç¹ÍÂ�Ò§ÊÓ¤Ñã¹¡ÒÃàÅÕéÂ§ Ù́¤ÃÍº¤ÃÑÇËÃ×ÍäÁ� ¢�Í·Õèâµ�áÂ�§¡Ñ¹¡ç¤×Í ¡ÒÃ
¡ÓË¹´à§×èÍ¹ä¢¢Í§¡ÒÃä �́ÃÑºà§Ô¹ºÓ¹ÒÍÑ¹à»�¹à§Ô¹»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á·Õè̈ Ðµ�Í§¨�ÒÂãË�á¡�ªÒÂ·Õè
à»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂäÇ�à¤Ã�§¤ÃÑ́ ¡Ç�Ò¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ËÔ§·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡ÑºËÅÑ¡áË�§¤ÇÒÁàÊÁÍÀÒ¤
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ�

ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÃ×èÍ§ÃÒÇ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇã¹¤´Õà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò
»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á¢Í§ªÒÂ·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂ¤ Ṍ·ÕèË¹Öè§Ç�Ò¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇã¹¡®ËÁÒÂ
»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤ÁäÁ�¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù â´ÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù (Í§¤�¤³Ð·ÕèË¹Öè§) àËç¹Ç�Ò
à§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò·Õè¨�ÒÂãË�á¡�¼�Ù·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂà¢�ÒÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹à§Ô¹»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á äÁ�ãª�¡Ã³Õ¢Í§¡ÒÃ
ªÓÃÐË¹ÕéµÍºá·¹ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒàÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òà§×èÍ¹ä¢¢Í§¡ÒÃ¨�ÒÂà§Ô¹ãË�á¡�ªÒÂ·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂáÅÐ
ËÔ§·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂà»ÃÕÂºà·ÕÂº¡Ñ¹ ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃ
àÅ×Í¡»¯ÔºÑµÔ¡çµÒÁ áµ�¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡»¯ÔºÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¶×ÍäÁ�ä´�Ç�Òà»�¹¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡»¯ÔºÑµÔ·ÕèäÁ�à»�¹¸ÃÃÁ
à¾ÃÒÐäÁ�Ç�Ò¨Ð¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òã¹·Ò§ã´ ËÔ§·ÕèÊÒÁÕ¶Ö§á¡�¤ÇÒÁµÒÂÂ�ÍÁÁÕ¤ÇÒÁ¨Óà»�¹·Õè̈ Ðä �́ÃÑºà§Ô¹
¤�ÒàÅÕéÂ§ Ù́ÁÒ¡¡Ç�ÒªÒÂ·ÕèÀÃÃÂÒ¶Ö§á¡�¤ÇÒÁµÒÂ àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
áË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéáÅ�Ç¨ÐàËç¹ä �́Ç�Ò ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÍ§Ç�Òâ´Â·ÑèÇä»áÅ�Ç¼�ÙËÔ§¨Ðµ�Í§
ÃÑº¼Ố ªÍº§Ò¹º�Ò¹ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×ÍÁÕÊÀÒ¾à»�¹áÁ�º�Ò¹ Ñ́§¹Ñé¹ËÒ¡¼�Ùà»�¹ÊÒÁÕ¶Ö§á¡�¡ÃÃÁ ¼�ÙËÔ§·Õè
à»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂÂ�ÍÁÁÕ¤ÇÒÁ¨Óà»�¹ã¹¡ÒÃ·Õè̈ Ðä �́ÃÑºà§Ô¹¤�Òãª�̈ �ÒÂµ�Ò§æÀÒÂã¹º�Ò¹ÁÒ¡¡Ç�Ò¼�ÙªÒÂ «Öè§
â´Â»¡µÔáÅ�Ç¨Ðà»�¹¼�Ù·Ó§Ò¹ËÒàÅÕéÂ§¤ÃÍº¤ÃÑÇáÅÐÁÕÃÒÂä �́à»�¹¢Í§µ¹àÍ§ÍÂ�ÙáÅ�ÇáÅÐ¶Ö§
áÁ�Ç�Ò¼�ÙËÔ§·ÕèÊÒÁÕ¶Ö§á¡�¤ÇÒÁµÒÂ¨Ðà»�¹¼�ÙËÔ§·Ó§Ò¹¡çµÒÁÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çàËç¹Ç�ÒäÁ�
Ê�§¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í¡®ËÁÒÂ»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Áã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õéáµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´ à¾ÃÒÐµÒÁÊ¶ÔµÔ¼�ÙËÔ§·Õè·Ó§Ò¹
áÅÐà»�¹áÁ�º�Ò¹ä»¾Ã�ÍÁ¡Ñ¹¹Ñé¹ÁÕ»ÃÐÁÒ³ ÷.õ à»ÍÃ�à«¹µ�¢Í§¼�ÙËÔ§·Õèáµ�§§Ò¹áÅ�Çà·�Ò¹Ñé¹
¨Ö§¶×ÍäÁ�ä �́Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔä �́¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃ¡�ÒÇÅ�Ç§à¢µá´¹áË�§ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§µ¹ã¹ÍÑ¹·Õè̈ Ð
¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á
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ã¹ ¤.È. ñù÷õ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕâÍ¡ÒÊ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò»ÃÐà´ç¹¡ÒÃ¨�ÒÂà§Ô¹
ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤ÁãË�á¡�ªÒÂ·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§ ¤ Ṍà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñºà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á
á¡�ªÒÂ·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂ¤ÃÑé§¹ÕéÁÒÊ�ÙÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙµÒÁª�Í§·Ò§¡ÒÃÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
(Verfassungs-beschwerde) ô àÃ×èÍ§ áÅÐµÒÁ¡ÒÃÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ÁÒâ´Â¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ (Richtervorlage)
ÍÕ¡ ó àÃ×èÍ§

ã¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹ÁÕ»�ËÒãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÊÒÁÒÃ¶ÃÐ§Ñº
¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒáÅÐÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ÁÒãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́à¤Â
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä»áÅ�Çä �́ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§ ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ã¹¤ Ṍà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á¢Í§ªÒÂ¼�Ùà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂ¨Ðà»�¹à¤Ã×èÍ§¢Ñ́ ¢ÇÒ§ÁÔãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§
ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ã¹»ÃÐà´ç¹¹ÕéÈÒÅ·ÕèÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ÁÒä´�ªÕéá¨§Ç�Ò¹Ñº
µÑé§áµ�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á¢Í§ªÒÂ¼�Ùà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂáÅ�Ç ä´�
à¡Ố ¤ÇÒÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºË¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§¡ÒÃàÅÕéÂ§ Ù́¤ÃÍº¤ÃÑÇ¢Í§¼�ÙËÔ§¢Öé¹ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹ÕéÊÀÒ¾
¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¨ÃÔ§à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Ó§Ò¹¢Í§ËÔ§ÁÕÊÒÁÕä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä» ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ã¹»�̈ ¨ØºÑ¹¹Õé
(¤.È.ñù÷õ) ËÔ§·ÕèÊÁÃÊáÅ�Çà»�¹¼�ÙËÔ§·Ó§Ò¹¶Ö§ óð à»ÍÃ�à«¹µ� à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»â´Â
à¾ÔèÁ¢Öé¹ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»ã¹»� ¤.È. ñùöó ¶Ö§ ô à·�Ò ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ä �́ÃÑºàÃ×èÍ§äÇ�¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òâ´ÂàËç¹Ç�Ò¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¡Ã³Õ¹Õé
äÁ�à»�¹à¤Ã×èÍ§¢Ñ́ ¢ÇÒ§¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéãËÁ�

ã¹ªÑé¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò»ÃÐà ḉ¹ËÅÑ¡ã¹¤ Ṍ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�ÒËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·Õè
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ ¤.È.ñùöó áÅ�Ç ä �́à¡Ố ¤ÇÒÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¢Öé¹ÍÂ�Ò§ÁÒ¡
¡Ñº¡ÒÃÍÍ¡ä»·Ó§Ò¹¹Í¡º�Ò¹¢Í§ËÔ§ÁÕÊÒÁÕ µÅÍ´¨¹¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�ÍËÔ§ÁÕÊÒÁÕã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè
ÊÒÁÕ¶Ö§á¡�¡ÃÃÁ °Ò¹áË�§¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ Ṍ·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÃ¡äÁ�ÁÕÍÂ�ÙÍÕ¡µ�Íä» áÁ�
¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çàËç¹Ç�Òµ¹ÂÑ§äÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂãË�º·ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ¨�ÒÂà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò
»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Áá¡�ªÒÂ«Öè§à»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂ¹Ñé¹ãª�ºÑ§¤ÑºäÁ�ä´�à¾ÃÒÐ¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡
Í§¤�¡Ã¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔÁÕÊÔ· Ô̧·Õè¨ÐäÇ�à¹×éÍàª×èÍã¨ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õèä �́à¤Â
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò¡®à¡³±� Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇäÁ�¢Ñ´ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áµ�ËÒ¡ã¹Í¹Ò¤µÍ§¤�¡Ã
¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔäÁ�ä �́»ÃÑº»ÃØ§à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¡®à¡³±�́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇãË�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡ÑºÊÀÒ¾¡ÒÃ³�·Ò§
¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õèà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä» ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ç̈ Óà»�¹·Õè̈ Ðµ�Í§¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Òº·ºÑÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ
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¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ́ �ÇÂàËµØ¼Å Ñ́§·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ö§¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�Í§¤�¡Ã
¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔä»»ÃÑº»ÃØ§¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ¨�ÒÂà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤ÁãË�ªÒÂáÅÐËÔ§·Õè
à»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂàÊÕÂãËÁ�ãË�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¸ÃÃÁÀÒÂã¹ÍÒÂØ¡ÒÃ·Ó§Ò¹¢Í§ÊÀÒ¼�Ùá·¹
ÃÒÉ®ÃÍÂ�Ò§ª�Ò·ÕèÊǾ äÁ�à¡Ô¹ÊÍ§ÊÁÑÂ÷ö

àÁ×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤ Ṍà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á
¤ Ṍ·ÕèÊÍ§ (BVerfGE 59, 169) â´Âãª�¼Å¢Í§¤ Ṍà»�¹à¡³±�áÅ�Ç¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
äÁ�ä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×ÍÂÑ§¤§Â×¹ÂÑ¹ã¹¼ÅµÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
ã¹¤ ṌáÃ¡ (BVerfGE 17, 1) ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ¨Ð¡Å�ÒÇÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä´�à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÅÂáÁ�áµ�¹�ÍÂ¡ç¤§¨ÐäÁ�ä �́  à¾ÃÒÐËÒ¡¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡à¹×éÍËÒËÃ×ÍàËµØ¼Åã¹
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§¤ÇÒÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§·Ñé§ã¹·Ò§¢�Í
¡®ËÁÒÂáÅÐ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¡Å�ÒÇäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§à§Ô¹
ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á¤ Ṍ·ÕèÊÍ§Ç�Òº·ºÑÑµÔà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´à§×èÍ¹ä¢¡ÒÃ¨�ÒÂà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò
»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤ÁãË�á¡�ªÒÂ·ÕèÀÃÃÂÒ¢Í§µ¹¶Ö§¡ÃÃÁáÅÐËÔ§·ÕèÊÒÁÕ¢Í§µ¹¶Ö§á¡�¡ÃÃÁäÇ�äÁ�
àËÁ×Í¹¡Ñ¹«Öè§ÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡»¯ÔºÑµÔ¹Ñé¹ Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨´ÓÃ§ÍÂ�Ùä´�â´ÂÍÒÈÑÂàËµØ¼Å·Õè
»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤ ṌáÃ¡ áµ�à¾ÃÒÐ¡ÒÃ¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§¡ÒÃ·Ó§Ò¹¢Í§
Í§¤�¡Ã¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔà·�Ò¹Ñé¹·Õè·ÓãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Òº·ºÑÑµÔã¹¡®ËÁÒÂ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ
äÁ�¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ·Ñé§¹Õéà»�¹ä»µÒÁµÒÁá¹Ç·Ò§·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´ÕáÃ¡ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ
¡çµÒÁ¤ÇÒÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéÁÕÍÂ�ÙÇ�Ò ¡ÒÃÂÍÁÃÑº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¢Í§º·ºÑÑµÔà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñºà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á¢Í§ªÒÂ·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂ¹Ñé¹à»�¹¡ÒÃÂÍÁÃÑºãË�
º·ºÑÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇãª�ºÑ§¤Ñºä �́µ�Íä»ÀÒÂã¹ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ·ÕèÈÒÅ¡ÓË¹´ãË�Í§¤�¡Ã¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔµ�Í§
ä»»ÃÑº»ÃØ§º·ºÑÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇãË�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ãª�¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÂÍÁÃÑº
¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§º·ºÑÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ðà´ÕÂÇ¡Ñº·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
¤ ṌáÃ¡

÷ö BVerfGE 59, 169
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ò.ò.ò ¤´Õ¡®ËÁÒÂÇ�Ò´�ÇÂ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§àÁ×Í§ÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡
¤ Ṍ¡®ËÁÒÂÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§àÁ×Í§ÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡ (Hamburgis che  Bebauungsplangesetze)

«Öè§à¡Ố ¢Öé¹ã¹»� ¤.È.ñùøõ à»�¹¤ Ṍ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÁÕÁÒ¡�Í¹Ë¹�Ò
¹Ñé¹ã¹Ê�Ç¹·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡®ËÁÒÂÇ�Ò �́ÇÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õèà¤Â»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤ Ṍ¡®ËÁÒÂ
Ç�Ò �́ÇÂ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§àÁ×Í§àºÃàÁ¹ (Bremer Bebauungsplan) «Öè§à¡Ố ¢Öé¹ã¹»� ¤.È.ñù÷ñ »�ËÒ
·Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹ã¹¤ Ṍ·Ñé§ÊÍ§ ¤×Í»�ËÒÇ�Ò¡ÒÃÇÒ§¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§à»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�·Õè¡�ÍãË�à¡Ô´
¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºâ´ÂµÃ§µ�ÍÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹¢Í§¼�Ù·Õèä �́ÃÑº¼Å¡ÃÐ·º¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÇÒ§¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§ËÃ×ÍäÁ�
»ÃÐà ḉ¹ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·ÕèÁÕ¤ÇÒÁÊÓ¤Ñã¹¡ÒÃÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù  à¾ÃÒÐ
ËÒ¡¼�ÙÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�äÁ�ãª�¼�Ù·Õè¶Ù¡¡ÃÐ·ºÊÔ· Ô̧â´ÂµÃ§áÅ�Ç ¼�Ù¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�
µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́

ã¹¤ Ṍ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§àÁ×Í§àºÃàÁ¹ (Bremer Bebauungsplan) à¨�Ò¢Í§¡ÃÃÁÊÔ·¸Ôìã¹·Õè́ Ô¹
¤¹Ë¹Öè§«Öè§ÁÕ·Õè Ố¹ÍÂ�Ùã¹Ê�Ç¹·ÕèÁÕ¡ÒÃÇÒ§¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§áÅÐ·Õè Ố¹¢Í§µ¹¨Ðµ�Í§¶Ù¡àÇ¹¤×¹à¾×èÍä»
ÊÃ�Ò§¶¹¹ä �́Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡¡�Í¹Ë¹�Ò¹Õé¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�
ä �́Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§¢ÍãË�ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ªÑé¹ÊÙ§àÁ×Í§àºÃàÁ¹µÃÇ¨ÊÍºÇ�Ò¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§·Õèä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´
¢Öé¹¹Ñé¹äÁ�ªÍº �́ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ áµ�ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ªÑé¹ÊÙ§àÁ×Í§àºÃàÁ¹àËç¹Ç�Òµ¹äÁ�ÍÒ¨ÃÑº¤ÓÃ�Í§
äÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òä �́ ¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�̈ Ö§ä �́Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù »ÃÐà´ç¹·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¨Ðµ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¡ç¤×Í ¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§àÁ×Í§àºÃàÁ¹à»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Õè¡ÃÐ·ºÊÔ· Ô̧¢Í§
¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�â´ÂµÃ§ÍÑ¹¨Ð·ÓãË�¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�à»�¹¼�ÙÁÕÊÔ· Ô̧Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§¢ÍãË�ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§µÃÇ¨ÊÍº
¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´ÂÍ§¤�¤³Ð·ÕèÊÍ§àËç¹Ç�Ò
áÁ�¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¨Ð·ÓãË�¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�ä �́ÃÑº¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºã¹Í¹Ò¤µ ËÃ×ÍÍÒ¨ä �́ÃÑº
¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºã¹·Ò§àÈÃÉ°¡Ô̈ ä �́ áµ�ÂÑ§¶×ÍäÁ�ä �́Ç�Ò¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Õè
¡ÃÐ·º¶Ö§ÊÔ· Ô̧¢Í§¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�â´ÂµÃ§ ¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�̈ Ðä �́ÃÑº¼Å¡ÃÐ·º¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÇÒ§¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¡çµ�Í
àÁ×èÍÁÕ¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁ¡®à¡³±�·Õèà¡Ô´¨Ò¡¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§ÍÍ¡¤ÓÊÑè§àÇ¹¤×¹·Õè´Ô¹¢Í§¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�
¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§·Õèä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¢Öé¹áÁ�à»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§ áµ�¡çÂÑ§äÁ�ä´�ÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃ
¡�ÍµÑé§ÊÔ· Ô̧Ë¹�Ò·ÕèÃÐËÇ�Ò§àÁ×Í§¡Ñº¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�â´ÂµÃ§ ¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�¨Ö§ÂÑ§äÁ�ÍÒ¨¿�Í§¤ Ṍ¢ÍãË�
ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº´�ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§·Õèä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¢Öé¹ä´�
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ã¹»� ¤.È. ñùøõ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕâÍ¡ÒÊ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ»ÃÐà́ ç¹´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§
Ë¹Öè§ã¹¤ Ṍ¡®ËÁÒÂ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§àÁ×Í§ÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡ ¤´Õ¹Õé¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�ä´�Ã�Í§·Ø¡¢�µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
Ç�Ò¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§àÁ×Í§ÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡Ê�§¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í¡ÒÃãª�»ÃÐâÂª¹�ã¹·Õè́ Ô¹¢Í§à̈ �Ò¢Í§·Õè́ Ô¹â´ÂµÃ§·Ñé§
ã¹·Ò§¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§áÅÐã¹·Ò§àÈÃÉ°¡Ô¨ à¾ÃÒÐµÒÁ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§·Õèä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¢Öé¹â´Â
àÁ×Í§ÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡¹Ñé¹·Õè́ Ô¹¢Í§¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢� («Öè§ã¹¤ Ṍ¹ÕéÁṎ Ó¹Ç¹ËÅÒÂ¤¹) ¨Ð¶Ù¡¹Óä»ÊÃ�Ò§¶¹¹
áÅÐ¶¹¹¤¹à Ố¹ à»�¹Í�ÙÃ¶ áÅÐ·Õè́ Ô¹·Õèãª�·Ó¡ÒÃà¡ÉµÃ¨Ð¶Ù¡¹Óä»ãª�à»�¹¾×é¹·ÕèÊÓËÃÑº¡ÒÃ
ÍÂ�ÙÍÒÈÑÂ

¤ Ṍ¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�äÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�µ�Í
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ áµ�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä �́ãË�àËµØ¼Åã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Òà»�¹à¾ÃÒÐ¼�ÙÃ�Í§
·Ø¡¢�äÁ�ä �́à»�¹¼�Ù¶Ù¡¡ÃÐ·ºÊÔ· Ô̧â´ÂµÃ§ àËÁ×Í¹¡Ñº·Õèà¤Â¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»ã¹¤ Ṍ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§àÁ×Í§
àºÃàÁ¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õéâ´ÂàËç¹Ç�Ò¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�ä´�
ÃÑº¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºâ´ÂµÃ§¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§àÁ×Í§ÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¡ÒÃºÑ§¤ÑºµÒÁ
¡®à¡³±�·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¨Ðµ�Í§ÁÕ¡ÒÃÍÍ¡¤ÓÊÑè§Í×è¹æ àª�¹ ¤ÓÊÑè§àÇ¹¤×¹ µ�Íä»ÍÕ¡¡çµÒÁ
¡çäÁ�ä �́ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁâ´ÂÍÑµâ¹ÁÑµÔÇ�Ò¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�äÁ�ä �́ÃÑº¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºâ´ÂµÃ§¨Ò¡¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§·Õè¶Ù¡
¡ÓË¹´¢Öé¹ ¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�¨Ðä �́ÃÑº¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºâ´ÂµÃ§áÅÐ´�ÇÂàËµØ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¨Ö§¶×ÍÇ�Òà»�¹¼�Ù
¶Ù¡¡ÃÐ·ºÊÔ· Ô̧ÍÑ¹¨ÐÊÒÁÒÃ¶Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ãË�ÈÒÅµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº´�ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§
ä �́ËÃ×ÍäÁ�¹Ñé¹ ¨Ðµ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§áµ�ÅÐàÃ×èÍ§ «Öè§¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Ò¼Ñ§
àÁ×Í§ÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡Ê�§¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�ÍÊÔ· Ô̧¢Í§¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�â´ÂµÃ§áÅ�Ç »ÃÐà´ç¹¹Õé̈ Ö§à»�¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õè
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç·Ò§¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä»¨Ò¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§àºÃàÁ¹ ÍÂ�Ò§
äÃ¡çµÒÁã¹·ÕèÊǾ áÅ�ÇÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́»¯ÔàÊ¸äÁ�ÃÑº¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�äÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò à¾ÃÒÐ¡Ã³Õ´Ñ§
¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Í§ÂÑ§äÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶Ã�Í§·Ø¡¢�µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´� à¾ÃÒÐ¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�ÂÑ§äÁ�
ä �́´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃµ�ÍÊ�Ù¤´Õã¹ÈÒÅÍ×è¹¨¹ËÁ´Ë¹·Ò§·Õè̈ ÐàÂÕÂÇÂÒµÒÁ¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ
(Rechtswegerschöpfung)

ÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ á¨�§
à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ ṌËÅÑ§¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂÍÁÃÑºÇ�Ò¡ÒÃÇÒ§¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§«Öè§ÊÓàÃç̈ àÃÕÂºÃ�ÍÂ
à»�¹¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¹Ñé¹ à»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Õè¡ÃÐ·ºÊÔ· Ô̧¢Í§ºØ¤¤Åâ´ÂµÃ§áÅ�Ç ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéÍ Ô̧ºÒÂä �́ÂÒ¡¡Ç�Ò¤ Ṍà§Ô¹ºÓ¹Ò»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÑ§¤Á¢Í§ªÒÂ·Õèà»�¹ËÁ�ÒÂ
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à¾ÃÒÐäÁ�»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ËÃ×Í¢�Í¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¤ Ṍ·Ñé§ÊÍ§ (¤´ÕàºÃàÁ¹áÅÐ¤ ṌÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡)
ä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»áµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´ ÂÔè§ä»¡Ç�Ò¹Ñé¹ËÒ¡¾Ôà¤ÃÒÐË�¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ã¹¤´Õâ´ÂÅÐàÍÕÂ´áÅ�Ç
¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�ã¹¤ ṌáÃ¡ ¤×Í ¤ Ṍ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§àºÃàÁ¹ä´�ÃÑº¼Å¡ÃÐ·º¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÇÒ§¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§ÂÔè§
¡Ç�Ò¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�ã¹¤ Ṍ·ÕèÊÍ§ ¤×Í ¤ Ṍ¡®ËÁÒÂ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§àÁ×Í§ÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡ �́ÇÂ«éÓä» áÅÐËÒ¡
¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹àÃ×èÍ§Í×è¹·ÕèµÑ´ÊÔ¹ã¹ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒäÅ�àÅÕèÂ¡Ñ¹·Õè
à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº �¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºâ´ÂµÃ§µ�ÍÊÔ·¸Ô¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹� (unmittelbare Grundrechtsbetroffenheit)
áÅ�Ç÷÷ ¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒäÁ�ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§·Ò§·ÄÉ®Õã¹àÃ×èÍ§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ·Õè¨Ðà»�¹àËµØãË�
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́ ¤ÓÍ Ô̧ºÒÂ·Õè¾Í¨Ðà»�¹ä»ä´�ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé¡ç¤×Í
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹�Ò¨ÐÃ�ÙÊÖ¡Ç�Ò¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·ÕèÇ�Ò ¡ÒÃÇÒ§¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§äÁ�à¡Ố ¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºâ´ÂµÃ§µ�ÍÊÔ·¸Ô
¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹ à»�¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·ÕèäÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§ ÂÔè§ä»¡Ç�Ò¹Ñé¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§
¹ÕéÂÑ§ÍÒ¨¨Ðà¡Ố ¢Öé¹¨Ò¡¢�ÍÇÔ̈ ÒÃ³�ã¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃ·Õè¹Ñ¡ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃ¨Ó¹Ç¹Ë¹Öè§ä´�ÇÔ̈ ÒÃ³�¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹
¤ Ṍ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§àºÃàÁ¹äÇ�ã¹·Ó¹Í§äÁ�àËç¹´�ÇÂ÷ø ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤´Õ¡®ËÁÒÂ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§
àÁ×Í§ÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡áÅ�Ç »ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò½�ÒÂÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃàËç¹´�ÇÂ¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ÷ù

ò.ò.ó ¤´ÕÊ¹ Ô̧ÊÑÒÁÒÊµÃÔ¤
»�ËÒÊÓ¤Ñ·Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹ �̧ÃÐËÇ�Ò§

¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹¡Ñº¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§»ÃÐªÒ¤ÁÂØâÃ»  (»�̈ ¨ØºÑ¹¾Ñ²¹Òä»à»�¹ÊËÀÒ¾ÂØâÃ») ¤×Í
»�ËÒ·ÕèÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧̈ ÐÁÕà¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨àË¹×Í¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§
»ÃÐªÒ¤ÁÂØâÃ»ËÃ×ÍäÁ� à¾ÕÂ§ã´ ã¹ª�Ç§áË�§¾Ñ²¹Ò¡ÒÃã¹¡ÒÃÃÇÁµÑÇ¡Ñ¹¢Í§»ÃÐà·Èµ�Ò§æ
ã¹ÂØâÃ» ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§à¼ªÔ¡Ñº»�ËÒ¹Õé ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé

Ù́àËÁ×Í¹¨Ð¢Ñ´áÂ�§¡Ñ¹ÍÂ�Ù

ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèàÃÕÂ¡Ç�Ò �¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ-µÃÒºà·�Ò·Õè� (Solange-Entscheidung)
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÃ¡ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ ¤.È.ñù÷ô Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÊÒÁÒÃ¶

÷÷ BVerfGE 68, 319
÷ø ´Ù¢�ÍÇÔ¨ÒÃ³�¢Í§ Dieter C. Umbach ·ÕèÁÕµ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ àÅ�Á·Õè óñ Ë¹�Ò óöô
(BVerfGE 31, 364) ã¹ DVBl. 1971, 741 ff. áÅÐ Albert von Mutius, Garantiert Art.19 Abs.4 GG Rechtsschutz
gegen Bebauungspläne?, in : VerwArch 63 (1972), 207 ff.
÷ù ¢�ÍÊÑ§à¡µ¢Í§ Wolf-Rudiger Schenke, in : DVBl. 1985, 1367; Rainer Kosmider, Plangesetze : Rechtsschutz-
standards und Verfahrensrecht � BverfGE 70, 35, in : JuS 1988, 447.
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·Õè̈ ÐµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§»ÃÐªÒ¤ÁÂØâÃ»ä´� µÃÒºà·�Ò·Õè
¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃÃÇÁµÑÇ¢Í§»ÃÐà·Èã¹ÂØâÃ»ÂÑ§äÁ�ä»ä¡ÅÁÒ¡¨¹¡ÃÐ·Ñè§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§»ÃÐªÒ¤Á
ÂØâÃ»ÁÕº·ºÑÑµÔà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹·Õèà·ÕÂºà·ÕÂºº·ºÑÑµÔà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÊÔ·¸Ô¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹
ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹øð ã¹ �¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ-µÃÒºà·�Ò·Õè� ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÊÍ§ «Öè§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ ¤.È.ñùøö ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»ã¹·Ò§µÃ§¡Ñ¹¢�ÒÁÇ�Ò
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶ãª�ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ (¡®ËÁÒÂ¾×é¹°Ò¹) à»�¹ÁÒµÃã¹¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨
ÊÍº¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§»ÃÐªÒ¤ÁÂØâÃ»ä´� µÃÒºà·�Ò·Õè»ÃÐªÒ¤ÁÂØâÃ»ä �́»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹
¢Í§ºØ¤¤Åã¹ÍÑ¹·Õè¨Ð¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§µ¹àÍ§¨Ò¡ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹¢Í§»ÃÐªÒ¤ÁÂØâÃ»ÍÂ�Ò§ÁÕ
»ÃÐÊÔ· Ô̧ÀÒ¾à·ÕÂºà·�Ò¡Ñº¡ÒÃ»¡»�Í§¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§ÊÔ·¸Ô¢Í§ºØ¤¤ÅµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹øñ

ã¹ ¤.È. ñùøñ (¤×ÍÃÐËÇ�Ò§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ-µÃÒºà·�Ò·Õè ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèË¹Öè§áÅÐÊÍ§)
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ¤Çº¤ØÁµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§»ÃÐªÒ¤Á
(Eurocontrol-Beschlu  ) »ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Õé¡ç¤×Í ÈÒÅàÂÍÃÁÑ¹¨ÐÊÒÁÒÃ¶
¤Çº¤ØÁµÃÇ¨ÊÍº ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·ÓÍÑ¹à»�¹¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÒÃàË¹×ÍªÒµÔ
(Supranationale Organisation) «Öè§à»�¹¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹·ÕèäÁ�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ä´�à¾ÕÂ§ã´

¤ Ṍ¹ÕéºÃÔÉÑ··Õè̈ Ñ́ ·ÑÇÃ�ÊÍ§ºÃÔÉÑ·ä �́Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Ò¡ÒÃàÃÕÂ¡à¡çº
¤�Ò¸ÃÃÁà¹ÕÂÁ¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÒÃÂØâÃ»à¾×èÍ¤ÇÒÁ»ÅÍ´ÀÑÂã¹¡ÒÃºÔ¹ (Eurocontrol) à»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó
·ÕèäÁ�ªÍº �́ÇÂ¡®ËÁÒÂ àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡¤ÇÒÁà»�¹ÁÒ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò Eurocontrol «Öè§à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÒÃ
àË¹×ÍªÒµÔáÅÐÁÕ¤ÇÒÁÊÒÁÒÃ¶ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂâ´Âµ¹àÍ§¹Ñé¹à¡Ô´¢Öé¹¡ÒÃµ¡Å§¡Ñ¹ÃÐËÇ�Ò§
ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹¡Ñº»ÃÐà·ÈÍ×è¹æã¹ÂØâÃ» â´ÂÁÕÇÑµ¶Ø»ÃÐÊ§¤�ãË�Í§¤�¡ÒÃ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ

Ù́áÅ¤ÇÒÁ»ÅÍ´ÀÑÂã¹¡ÒÃºÔ¹ ·Ñé§¹Õéâ´ÂÃÑ°¤�ÙÊÑÒµ¡Å§ãË�Í§¤�¡ÒÃ Eurocontrol ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨
ÁËÒª¹ºÒ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ àª�¹ ÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹¡ÒÃà¡çº¤�Ò¸ÃÃÁà¹ÕÂÁ ¡�Í¹·Õè̈ ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�µ�Í
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�ä �́¹Ó¤ Ṍä»¿�Í§ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ áÅÐä �́µ�ÍÊ�Ù¤´Õã¹ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§
¨¹¡ÃÐ·Ñè§¶Ö§ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§áË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹¸�øò«Öè§à»�¹ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ÊÙ§ÊØ´ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ

øðBVerfGE 37, 271 (285)
øñ BVerfGE 73, 339 (387)
øò BVerwGE 54, 291
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àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ áÅÐ¼�ÙÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�àËç¹Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§¡ÃÐ·ºÊÔ·¸ÔàÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§ã¹ÍÑ¹·Õè
¨Ðä �́ÃÑº¤ÇÒÁ¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§·Ò§ÈÒÅ¢Í§µ¹ ·Ñé§¹ÕéµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ ñø ÇÃÃ¤ÊÕè »ÃÐâÂ¤·Õè ñ ¢Í§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹

ÁÕ»ÃÐà ḉ¹µ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò ÁÒµÃ¡ÒÃ·Õèà¡Ố ¢Öé¹¨Ò¡¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÒÃ
àË¹×ÍªÒµÔ à»�¹ �ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹� µÒÁ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÁÒµÃÒ ñù ÇÃÃ¤ÊÕè áË�§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Ò ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Õèà¡Ố ¨Ò¡ÍÓ¹Ò¨·ÕèàË¹×Í¡Ç�Ò (Hoheitsakt)
¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÒÃ·Õèä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¨Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹â´Â¤ÇÒÁµ¡Å§¢Í§ÃÑ°ÊÁÒªÔ¡»ÃÐªÒ¤Áâ´ÂÊ¹¸ÔÊÑÒµÒÁ
¡®ËÁÒÂÃÐËÇ�Ò§»ÃÐà·ÈáÅÐä �́ãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨·ÕèàË¹×Í¡Ç�Ò Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇâ´Âµ¹àÍ§áÂ¡¢Ò´¨Ò¡ÍÓ¹Ò¨
ÁËÒª¹¢Í§ÃÑ° äÁ�ãª�à»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó·Õèà¡Ô´¨Ò¡¡ÒÃãª� �ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹� (öffentliche
Gewalt) ã¹¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ  ñù ÇÃÃ¤ÊÕè ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ãË�àËµØ¼Å
ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéÇ�ÒÍ§¤�¡ÒÃ·Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹áÅÐ´ÓÃ§ÍÂ�Ù¹Í¡¢ÍºÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨ãª�
ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÁËÒª¹¢Í§ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ä �́ áÅÐáÁ�Ç�ÒàÃÒ¨ÐÍ¸ÔºÒÂÇ�Ò Eurocontrolä´�ÃÑºÁÍºÍÓ¹Ò¨
ÁËÒª¹ä»¨Ò¡ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ àÃÒ¡ç̈ Ð»ÃÐÊº»�ËÒÍÂ�Ù́ ÕËÒ¡ãË�¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÒÃ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ
µ¡ÍÂ�ÙÀÒÂãµ�¡ÒÃ¤Çº¤ØÁµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¢Í§ÈÒÅ¢Í§»ÃÐà·ÈÊÁÒªÔ¡µ�Ò§æ à¾ÃÒÐà¡³±�áÅÐÃÐºº
¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¢Í§áµ�ÅÐ»ÃÐà·ÈÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèáµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹ �́ÇÂàËµØ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¨Ö§Â¡¤ÓÃ�Í§¢Í§¼�ÙÃ�Í§ã¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù (Verfassungs-beschwerde)

ã¹¤ ṌÊÑÒÁÒÊµÃÔ¤ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔ·ÕèÂÔ¹ÂÍÁãË�»ÃÐà·È
àÂÍÃÁ¹Õà¢�Ò·ÓÊÑÒÊËÀÒ¾ÂØâÃ»¹Ñé¹ (ÊÑÒÁÒÊµÃÔ¤)¹Ñé¹ áÅÐ¡ÒÃá¡�ä¢à¾ÔèÁàµÔÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¾×èÍãË�¡ÒÃà»�¹ä»µÒÁÊÑÒ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñºº·ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ËÃ×ÍäÁ� à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ÊÑÒÁÒÊµÃÔ¤à»�¹ÊÑÒ·Õè¢ÂÒÂÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÊËÀÒ¾ÂØâÃ»ãË�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶
ÊÑè§¡ÒÃãË�ÁÕ¼Åã¹ÃÑ°ÊÁÒªÔ¡ ä �́ã¹àÃ×èÍ§·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¹âÂºÒÂ·Ò§àÈÃÉ°¡Ô¨¡ÒÃµ�Ò§»ÃÐà·È
¤ÇÒÁÁÑè¹¤§ µÅÍ´¨¹¡ÒÃÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ áÅÐ¤ÇÒÁÊ§ºàÃÕÂºÃ�ÍÂÀÒÂã¹

¼�ÙÃ�Í§ä �́Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙµÒÁ¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃÃ�Í§·Ø¡¢�·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Ò
ÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹¢Í§µ¹ä �́ÃÑº¼Å¡ÃÐ·º¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ·Õè»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹µ¡Å§à¢�Ò·ÓÊÑÒ
ÁÒÊµÃÔ¤ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡àÁ×èÍ»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹à¢�Òà»�¹ÊÁÒªÔ¡¢Í§ÊÀÒ¾ÂØâÃ»áÅ�Ç ¼�ÙÃ�Í§ÍÒ¨
¨Ð¶Ù¡Å�Ç§ÅÐàÁÔ´ÊÔ· Ô̧¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÊËÀÒ¾ÂØâÃ»ä´� ¤ Ṍ¹ÕéáÁ�
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ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÂÍÁÃÑºÇ�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÊËÀÒ¾ÂØâÃ»ÍÒ¨¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃ·Õèà»�¹¡ÒÃÅ�Ç§ÅÐàÁỐ ÊÔ·¸Ô
¢Í§¼�ÙÃ�Í§ä �́ áµ�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çàËç¹Ç�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂÊËÀÒ¾ÂØâÃ»¡çä´�ãË�¡ÒÃ¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§ÊÔ·¸Ô
¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹¢Í§ºØ¤¤Åàª�¹¡Ñ¹ áÅÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çÊÒÁÒÃ¶·Õè̈ Ð¤Çº¤ØÁµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó
¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÒÃàË¹×ÍªÒµÔ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃàËÅ�Ò¹ÕéÍÒ¨¡ÃÐ·ºÊÔ·¸Ô¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹
¢Í§¼�Ù·Ã§ÊÔ· Ô̧ã¹»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹«Öè§à·�Ò¡Ñº¡ÃÐ·º¡Ñº¡ÒÃ¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§ÊÔ·¸Ô¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹áÅÐ
¡ÃÐ·º¡ÑºÀÒÃ¡Ô¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù �́ÇÂ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹Ê�Ç¹¹ÕéÁÕ
¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁã¹¤ Ṍ Eurocontrol ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ç̈ Ó¡Ñ́
¼Å¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¹ÕéÅ§â´Â¾ÂÒÂÒÁ·Õè¨ÐµÕ¤ÇÒÁà¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§µ¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¨Ðµ�Í§ãª�
¡®ËÁÒÂÊËÀÒ¾ÂØâÃ»«Öè§ÁÕ¼Åãª�ºÑ§¤Ñºã¹»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ãË�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§áÅÐàÊÃÔÁ¡Ñºà¢µ
ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅáË�§ÊËÀÒ¾ÂØâÃ»

ò.ò.ô ¤´ÕÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§
ã¹»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ¼�Ù·ÕèÁÕÀÒÃ¡Ô̈ ã¹¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ ¤×Í à¨�Ò¾¹Ñ¡§Ò¹´Ñºà¾ÅÔ§ÍÒªÕ¾

áÅÐÍÒÊÒÊÁÑ¤Ã»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁâ´ÂàËµØ·Õèã¹ËÅÒÂÁÅÃÑ°ÍÒÊÒÊÁÑ¤Ã»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§
ÁṎ Ó¹Ç¹¹�ÍÂ ÁÅÃÑ°àËÅ�Ò¹Ñé¹¨Ö§µÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ¡ÓË¹´Ë¹�Ò·Õèã¹¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔ§Ò¹»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§
(Feuerwehrdienst-pflicht) â´ÂºØ¤¤Å·ÕèÁÕË¹�Ò·Õèµ�Í§»¯ÔºÑµÔ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ ä �́á¡�ªÒÂÍÒÂØÊÔºá»´»Õ
¶Ö§Ë�ÒÊÔº»�ºÃÔºÙÃ³� ã¹ºÒ§ÁÅÃÑ° ÁÅÃÑ°ä �́ÁÍºÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹¡ÒÃ¨Ñ́ à¡çºÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ãË�á¡�
Í§¤�¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§µ¹àÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ â´Â¼�Ù·ÕèÁÕË¹�Ò·Õèµ�Í§àÊÕÂÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ ¡ç¤×Í ¼�Ù·ÕèÁÕË¹�Ò·Õè
»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ «Öè§ä �́á¡� ªÒÂÍÒÂØÊÔºá»´»�¶Ö§Ë�ÒÊÔº»�ºÃÔºÙÃ³�¹Ñè¹àÍ§

ã¹ ¤.È.ñùõù ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�ÒÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �́ÇÂÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§¢Í§
ÁÅÃÑ°ºÒà´¹ ÇÑÇÃ�́ à·çÁáºÃ�¡ (Baden-Wurttemberg) «Öè§ÁÍºãË�Í§¤�¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§µ¹àÍ§Ê�Ç¹
·�Í§¶Ôè¹ÊÒÁÒÃ¶à¡çºÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§¨Ò¡ªÒÂ·ÕèÍÒÂØÃÐËÇ�Ò§ÊÔºá»´»�¶Ö§Ë¡ÊÔº»�ºÃÔºÙÃ³�·Õè
ÍÒÈÑÂã¹à¢µ¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹à»�¹âÁ¦Ðøó à¾ÃÒÐ¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§¡ÑºËÅÑ¡áË�§¤ÇÒÁàÊÁÍÀÒ¤
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ ÁÒµÃÒ ó ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ µ�ÍÁÒÁÅÃÑ°ºÒà´¹ ÇÑÇÃ�́ à·çÁáºÃ�¡ä �́µÃÒ
¡®ËÁÒÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇãËÁ� ¡ÓË¹´ãË�à¡çºÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§à©¾ÒÐ¨Ò¡¼�Ù·ÕèÁÕË¹�Ò·Õèµ�Í§
»¯ÔºÑµÔ§Ò¹»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ãª�¨Ò¡ªÒÂÍÒÂØÃÐËÇ�Ò§ÊÔºá»´»�¶Ö§Ë¡ÊÔº»�ºÃÔºÙÃ³�

øó BVerfGE 9, 291
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·Ø¡¤¹·ÕèÍÒÈÑÂÍÂ�Ùã¹à¢µ¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÁÕ¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ©ºÑº¹ÕéáÅ�Ç ÁÕ
¼�ÙÃ�Í§µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Òº·ºÑÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹âÁ¦Ð ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹
¤.È.ñùöñ Ç�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Çøô â´ÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Ò¡ÒÃ
à¡çºÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹¡ÒÃà¡çºÀÒÉÕà¾×èÍ·´á·¹ÀÒÃÐË¹�Ò·Õèã¹¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔ§Ò¹
»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§«Öè§ÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà©¾ÒÐã¹µÑÇ¢Í§µÑÇàÍ§ â´Âã¹¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéÍ§¤�¡Ã¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔä �́µÃÒ
¡®ËÁÒÂ¡ÓË¹´Ë¹�Ò·Õèã¹¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§¢Öé¹ ºØ¤¤Å·ÕèÁÕË¹�Ò·Õè́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇÊÒÁÒÃ¶»Å´à»Å×éÍ§
ÀÒÃÐµÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂä �́ �́ÇÂ¡ÒÃà¢�Ò»¯ÔºÑµÔ§Ò¹»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ËÃ×ÍÁÔ©Ð¹Ñé¹¡çªÓÃÐÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹
à¾ÅÔ§à»�¹¡ÒÃ·´á·¹ ¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´ÀÒÃÐË¹�Ò·Õè́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇäÁ�¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ ñò ÇÃÃ¤
ÊÍ§ »ÃÐâÂ¤·ÕèË¹Öè§ à¾ÃÒÐË¹�Ò·Õè́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¶×ÍÇ�Òà»�¹Ë¹�Ò·Õè·ÑèÇä»áÅÐàÊÁÍÀÒ¤ÊÓËÃÑººØ¤¤Å
·Ø¡¤¹áÅ�ÇµÒÁ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¢Í§¡®ËÁÒÂ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒË¹�Ò·Õè́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¨Ð¨Ó¡Ñ́ à©¾ÒÐ¼�ÙªÒÂ·ÕèÁÕÍÒÂØ
µÒÁ·Õè¡®ËÁÒÂ¡ÓË¹´¡çµÒÁ ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ ñò ÇÃÃ¤ÊÍ§ »ÃÐâÂ¤·ÕèË¹Öè§Á�Ø§ËÁÒÂË�ÒÁ
ÁÔãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂãË�à»�¹¼ÅÃ�ÒÂá¡�ºØ¤¤Åã´ºØ¤¤ÅË¹Öè§ áµ�äÁ�ä´�Ë�ÒÁ¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ
ÊÃ�Ò§ÀÒÃÐá¡�¡Å�ØÁºØ¤¤Å·ÕèàÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÍÂ�Ò§ÁÕàËµØ¼ÅáÅ�Ç ¡Å�ØÁºØ¤¤Å´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Ñé¹¤ÇÃ¨Ðµ�Í§
ÁÕÀÒÃÐ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂàª�¹¹Ñé¹

¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂÑ§àËç¹Ç�Ò¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¡çäÁ�¢Ñ́ ¡Ñº
ËÅÑ¡áË�§¤ÇÒÁàÊÁÍÀÒ¤ Ñ́§·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ ó ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡¡ÒÃà¡çº
ÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ¨ÒÂÀÒÃÐÃÑº¼Ô´ªÍº·ÕèºØ¤¤ÅÁÕµ�ÍÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÐÍÂ�Ò§
àËÁÒÐÊÁ ÁÕ¢�ÍÊÑ§à¡µÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä �́ÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº»ÃÐà ḉ¹àÃ×èÍ§¤ÇÒÁàÊÁÍÀÒ¤
ÃÐËÇ�Ò§ªÒÂáÅÐËÔ§ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Õé

ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ ¤.È.ñùöñ áÅ�Ç áÁ�Ç�Ò¨ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃ
Ã�Í§·Ø¡¢�ã¹àÃ×èÍ§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÁÒÂÑ§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÕ¡ËÅÒÂ¤ÃÑé§ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çäÁ�ä �́ÃÑºàÃ×èÍ§
äÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÍÕ¡ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ ã¹¤.È.ñùùô ÈÒÅÊÔ· Ô̧Á¹ØÉÂª¹áË�§ÂØâÃ»ä´�ÃÑºàÃ×èÍ§¡ÒÃà¡çº
ÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§¢Í§ÁÅÃÑ°ºÒà´¹ ÇÑÇÃ�´à·çÁáºÃ�¡äÇ�¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò áÅÐä´�ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÁ×èÍ
ÇÑ¹·Õè ñø ÁÔ¶Ø¹ÒÂ¹ ¤.È.ñùùô Ç�Ò¡ÒÃà¡çºÀÒÉÕã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¢Ñ́ ¡ÑºÍ¹ØÊÑÒ à¾ÃÒÐ¡ÃÐ·º
µ�ÍËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃË�ÒÁàÅ×Í¡»¯ÔºÑµÔáÅÐËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃË�ÒÁºÑ§¤Ñº¡ÒÃ·Ó§Ò¹ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ÀÒÉṌ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ

øô BVerfGE 13, 167
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¨Ñ́ à¡çºà©¾ÒÐ¨Ò¡¼�ÙªÒÂà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ ÈÒÅÊÔ· Ô̧Á¹ØÉÂª¹ÂØâÃ»äÁ�ä �́ãË�¤ÇÒÁàËç¹äÇ�
ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò¡ÒÃáÂ¡¤ÇÒÁáµ¡µ�Ò§ÃÐËÇ�Ò§ªÒÂáÅÐËÔ§ã¹¡ÒÃàÃÕÂ¡à¡çºÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹
à¾ÅÔ§¹Ñé¹à»�¹ÊÒàËµØ·Õè·ÓãË�¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Ñ´µ�ÍÍ¹ØÊÑÒËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÈÒÅÊÔ·¸ÔÁ¹ØÉÂª¹àËç¹Ç�Ò
¡®ËÁÒÂà¡çºÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÍ¹ØÊÑÒà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔÁÕÍÒÊÒÊÁÑ¤Ã»�Í§¡Ñ¹
à¾ÅÔ§à»�¹¨Ó¹Ç¹ÁÒ¡à¾ÕÂ§¾Í¨¹äÁ�µ�Í§ÁÕ¡ÒÃºÑ§¤ÑºãË�ºØ¤¤ÅÍ×è¹ÁÒ»¯ÔºÑµÔ§Ò¹»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§
ÍÕ¡ Ñ́§¹Ñé¹¨Ö§äÁ�ÁÕàËµØ·ÕèÃÑ°¨Ðà¡çºÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§à¾×èÍ·´á·¹Ë¹�Ò·Õèã¹¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔ§Ò¹
»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁÍ¹ØÊÑÒÂØâÃ»Ç�Ò´�ÇÂÊÔ·¸ÔÁ¹ØÉÂª¹ºÑÑµÔÁÔãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´
ÀÒÃÐã¹·Ò§¡ÒÃà§Ô¹á¡�ºØ¤¤Åâ´ÂÍ�Ò§àËµØáË�§¤ÇÒÁáµ¡µ�Ò§·Ò§à¾È

ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÈÒÅÊÔ· Ô̧Á¹ØÉÂª¹ÂØâÃ»ä �́ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéáÅ�Çä´�ÁÕ¤ Ṍ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
»ÃÐà ḉ¹ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÁÒÊ�ÙÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÕ¡ËÅÒÂ¤´Õã¹¤.È.ñùùõ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´Â
Í§¤�¤³Ð·ÕèË¹Öè§ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ â´Â¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Òº·ºÑÑµÔà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
ÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ã¹ÃÑ°ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ à»�¹º·ºÑÑµÔ·Õè¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùøõ

ÁÒµÃÒ ó ÇÃÃ¤ÊÒÁ «Öè§ÃÑºÃÍ§¤ÇÒÁàÊÁÍÀÒ¤¢Í§ªÒÂáÅÐËÔ§äÇ� ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ãË�
àËµØ¼ÅÇ�Ò¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÕèÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔµ�ÍªÒÂáÅÐËÔ§áµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹Â�ÍÁ¡ÃÐ·Óä �́
â´ÂäÁ�¶×ÍÇ�Òà»�¹¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡»¯ÔºÑµÔ ËÒ¡»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò¤ÇÒÁáµ¡µ�Ò§ÃÐËÇ�Ò§ªÒÂáÅÐËÔ§ã¹àÃ×èÍ§
¹Ñé¹à»�¹¤ÇÒÁáµ¡µ�Ò§·Õèà¡Ố ¢Öé¹â´ÂÊÀÒÇÐ¸ÃÃÁªÒµÔ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í à¡Ố ¢Öé¹¡ÑºªÒÂ ËÃ×Íà¡Ố ¢Öé¹¡Ñº
ËÔ§à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèäÁ�»ÃÒ¡¯¤ÇÒÁáµ¡µ�Ò§àª�¹Ç�Ò¹Õé ¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÕèÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔµ�Í
ªÒÂáÅÐËÔ§áµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹¨Ðà»�¹ä»ä �́¡çáµ�â´ÂàÁ×èÍªÑè§¹éÓË¹Ñ¡áÅ�Ç ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡»¯ÔºÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇÁÕ
ªÍº¸ÃÃÁ àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´Ë¹�Ò·Õèã¹¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§áÅ�Ç äÁ�¾ºÇ�ÒªÒÂáÅÐËÔ§
ÁÕÊÀÒÇÐµÒÁ¸ÃÃÁªÒµÔ·Õèáµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ ̈ Ö§·ÓãË�Í§¤�¡Ã¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔ¡ÓË¹´ãË�à©¾ÒÐªÒÂ
à·�Ò¹Ñé¹·ÕèÁÕË¹�Ò·Õèã¹¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Òã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¡ÓË¹´Ë¹�Ò·Õè́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ
ãË�á¡�ªÒÂ ¡çµ�Í§¡ÓË¹´Ë¹�Ò·ÕèãË�á¡�ËÔ§àª�¹¡Ñ¹ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¨ÐäÁ�»ÃÒ¡¯¤ÇÒÁáµ¡µ�Ò§ã¹·Ò§
¸ÃÃÁªÒµÔ·Õè¨Ð·ÓãË�Í§¤�¡Ã¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨µÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ¡ÓË¹´Ë¹�Ò·Õèã¹¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹
à¾ÅÔ§à©¾ÒÐá¡�ªÒÂáÅ�Ç ÂÑ§äÁ�ÁÕàËµØÍ×è¹·ÕèÁÕ¹éÓË¹Ñ¡¾Í·Õè̈ ÐÊÃ�Ò§¤ÇÒÁªÍº¸ÃÃÁã¹¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡
»¯ÔºÑµỐ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇä �́

øõ BVerfGE 92, 91
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ËÒ¡¾Ôà¤ÃÒÐË�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤ ṌÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ ã¹ ¤.È.ñùöñ
à»ÃÕÂºà·ÕÂº¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÃ×èÍ§à ṌÂÇ¡Ñ¹ ã¹ ¤.È. ñùùõ áÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Òã¹
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÁ×èÍ ¤.È.ñùöñ ¹Ñé¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òà©¾ÒÐËÅÑ¡¤ÇÒÁàÊÁÍÀÒ¤·ÑèÇä»
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ ó ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áµ�ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÁ×èÍ ¤.È.ñùùõ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ä �́ãª�ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃË�ÒÁàÅ×Í¡»¯ÔºÑµÔà©¾ÒÐàÃ×èÍ§ ¡Å�ÒÇ¡ÒÃË�ÒÁàÅ×Í¡»¯ÔºÑµÔà¾ÃÒÐàËµØáË�§¤ÇÒÁáµ¡µ�Ò§
·Ò§à¾ÈµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ ó ÇÃÃ¤ÊÒÁ à»�¹à¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò àÃÒÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�Ò
¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹àÃ×èÍ§ÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ à»�¹à¾ÃÒÐ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ¢Í§µ¹äÁ�·Õè¨Ð´ÓÃ§¤§ÍÂ�Ùä �́ÍÕ¡µ�Íä» à¾ÃÒÐäÁ�
ÊÁàËµØÊÁ¼Åã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®ÕÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ¤ÇÒÁàÊÁÍÀÒ¤¹Ñè¹àÍ§

ó. »�¨ Ñ̈Â·ÕèÊ�§¼ÅãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹
ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹áÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹
ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ÁÕ·Ñé§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒâ´ÂªÑ´á¨�§ áÅÐ¡ÒÃ
à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒâ´Â»ÃÔÂÒÂ áÅÐËÒ¡¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹·Ñé§ËÁ´ ¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÂÑ§ÁÕ»�ËÒ¶¡à¶ÕÂ§¡Ñ¹ÍÂ�Ùã¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃÇ�Òà»�¹
¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍäÁ�

ËÒ¡¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¶Ö§»�¨¨ÑÂ·ÕèÊ�§¼ÅãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ò¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÍ§áÅ�Ç ̈ Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÍ§äÁ�
ä �́¡Å�ÒÇ¶Ö§ÊÒàËµØáË�§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÇ�ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÅÂ àËµØ¼Å·Õè
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä �́¡Å�ÒÇ¶Ö§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ·Ñé§æ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁ
Ã�Ù́ ÕÇ�Òµ¹äÁ�ä �́µÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤ Ṍä»ã¹á¹Ç·Ò§à ỐÁ·Õèä �́à¤ÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹äÇ� ¡çà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹
Ç�Òµ¹àÍ§äÁ�̈ Óà»�¹µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ¢Í§µ¹ÍÂ�Ò§à¤Ã�§¤ÃÑ́  ̈ ¹ÁÔÍÒ¨à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
ä �́ â´ÂàËµØ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä �́ªÕéá¨§¶Ö§ÊÒàËµØáË�§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÇ�ãË�
»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ àÃÒ¨Ö§µ�Í§¤Ò´ËÁÒÂÊÒàËµØáË�§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒâ´Â
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡ºÃÔº··Õè¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹à¡Ố ¢Öé¹



¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áË�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅÐ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°àÂÍÃÁÑ¹
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ÊÒàËµØáÃ¡·Õè¹�Ò¨Ð¹Óä»Ê�Ù¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ç¤×Í ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹
Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ·Õèµ¹ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»¹Ñé¹à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèäÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§ µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§¢Í§¡ÒÃ
à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ �́ÇÂÊÒàËµǾ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õé¡çàª�¹ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ¡®ËÁÒÂ¼Ñ§àÁ×Í§¢Í§
àÁ×Í§ÎÑÁºÇÃ�¡ ËÃ×Í¤ ṌÊ¹ Ô̧ÊÑÒÁÒÊµÃÔ¤ ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹´�ÇÂµ¹àÍ§Ç�Ò¡ÒÃÂÖ́ ¶×Í
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁà»�¹¡ÒÃÂÖ´¶×Í·ÕèäÁ�ÁÕàËµØ¼ÅÊ¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹ä´�ÍÕ¡µ�Íä» Â�ÍÁ·ÓãË�
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¤ÇÒÁªÍº¸ÃÃÁ·Õè̈ Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ â´Â»¡µÔáÅ�Ç
¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéÁÑ¡à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃÇÔ¾Ò¡É�ÇÔ̈ ÒÃ³�ã¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃ ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÁÕ¡ÒÃÇÔ¾Ò¡É�ÇÔ̈ ÒÃ³�áÅ�Ç
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÒ¨àËç¹¨ÃÔ§Ç�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¨ÒÃ³�¹Ñé¹ÁÕ¹éÓË¹Ñ¡ áÅÐ¡Ã³ÕÂ�ÍÁ¶Ù¡µ�Í§¡Ç�Ò·Õè¨Ð
à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãË�à»�¹ä»µÒÁ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹ã¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃ

ÊÒàËµØ»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ¶Ñ´ä»·Õè¹Óä»Ê�Ù¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐàËç¹Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ¢Í§µ¹äÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂÑ§µ�Í§¡ÒÃ
á¡�ä¢á¹Ç·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔ·Õè½�ÒÂ¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ä �́»¯ÔºÑµÔä»µÒÁ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà ỐÁ´�ÇÂ à¾ÃÒÐ¡Ã³ÕÂ�ÍÁà»�¹
ä»ä �́·ÕèËÅÑ§¨Ò¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¤ Ṍà ỐÁàÊÃç¨ä»áÅ�Ç ½�ÒÂ¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ä �́µÕ¤ÇÒÁ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»ã¹·ÔÈ·Ò§·ÕèäÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§áÅÐäÁ�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡ÑºÊÔè§·Õè¤ÇÃ¨Ðà»�¹

ÊÒàËµØÍÕ¡»ÃÐ¡ÒÃË¹Öè§¢Í§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ç¤×Í á¹Ç¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµÒÁ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁäÁ�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡ÑºÊÀÒ¾¡ÒÃ³�·Õèä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒµÑé§áµ�ÁÕ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹¨¹¶Ö§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¼�Ò¹ä»¹Ò¹¾ÍÊÁ¤ÇÃáÅ�Ç
ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒá¤�äË¹·Õè¶×ÍÇ�Ò¹Ò¹¾ÍÊÁ¤ÇÃáÅ�Ç áÅÐá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁäÁ�ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñº
ÊÀÒ¾¡ÒÃ³�ã¹·Ò§¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§Â�ÍÁ¢Öé¹ÍÂ�Ù¡ÑºÅÑ¡É³Ð¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹æ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
à¤Âà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃãË�à§Ô¹ÍØ´Ë¹Ø¹¾ÃÃ¤¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ã¹ª�Ç§
ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ ö »� áÅÐà¤Âà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ ṌÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§â´ÂÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ
¹Ñº¨Ò¡ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ÃÑé§áÃ¡¨¹¶Ö§à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒË�Ò§¡Ñ¹¹Ò¹¶Ö§ óð »� ¤�Òà©ÅÕèÂ
¢Í§ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ·ÕèÈÒÅà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍÂ�Ù·Õè ñó »�øö

øö Seyfahrt, 180
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ËÒ¡¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡§Ò¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃ·ÕèµỐ µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç
¾ºÇ�ÒËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç ½�ÒÂÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃÁÑ¡¨ÐàËç¹ �́ÇÂ
¡Ñºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»«Öè§ÊÐ·�Í¹ãË�àËç¹Ç�Ò¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
â´ÂÊ�Ç¹ãË�à»�¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§·ÕèÁÕ¤ÇÒÁ¨Óà»�¹ äÁ�ãª�¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§â´ÂÍÓàÀÍã¨



¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂáÅÐ¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áË�§
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù : ÈÖ¡ÉÒ¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·Â

ñ. ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂáÅÐà¨µ¹ÒÃÁ³�¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â
¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òöø

ñ. ñ º·ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ òöø áÅÐà¨µ¹ÒÃÁ³�¢Í§¼�ÙÃ�Ò§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ òöø ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙãË�à»�¹à́ ḉ ¢Ò´

ÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÈÒÅ áÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¢Í§ÃÑ°�¹Ñºà»�¹¤ÃÑé§áÃ¡·ÕèÁÕ¡ÒÃ
ºÑÑµÔã¹·Ó¹Í§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ ¡�Í¹Ë¹�Ò¹ÕéáÁ�ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù©ºÑº¡�Í¹æ¨Ð¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÁÕ¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ·ÓË¹�Ò·Õè¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂÊÙ§ÊØ´¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áµ�¡çäÁ�ä´�ÁÕ
º·ºÑÑµÔ·ÕèÃÐºØäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹ãË�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ
¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÈÒÅ áÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¢Í§ÃÑ° ¤§ÃÐºØãË�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ãË�¶×Íà»�¹à ḉ́ ¢Ò´áÅÐãË�»ÃÐ¡ÒÈã¹ÃÒª¡Ô̈ ¨Ò¹Øàº¡ÉÒà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ø÷

ø÷¶�ÍÂ¤Óã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõóô ÁÒµÃÒ òðù
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ã ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõòñ ÁÒµÃÒ ñùò ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò Ñ̈¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª
òõñ÷ ÁÒµÃÒ òòö Ê�Ç¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò Ñ̈¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òôøù «Öè§à»�¹
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù©ºÑºáÃ¡·ÕèºÑÑµÔãË�ÁÕ¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ ä´�ºÑÑµÔäÇ�ã¹ÁÒµÃÒ øø ÇÃÃ¤ÊÍ§Ç�Ò
�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙãË�¶×Íà»�¹à´ç´¢Ò´áÅÐãË�ÈÒÅ»¯ÔºÑµÔµÒÁ¹Ñé¹� áµ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§
ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò Ñ̈¡Ã ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òôùò ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òô÷õ á¡�ä¢à¾ÔèÁàµÔÁ
¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òôùõ áÅÐÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò Ñ̈¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõññ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ð¡ÓË¹´
ãË�ÁÕ¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áµ�¡çäÁ�ÁÕº·ºÑÑµÔ¡Å�ÒÇ¶Ö§¼Å¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÍÒäÇ�
ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ´à¨¹

º··Õè  õ
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àÁ×èÍÊÓÃÇ¨µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÓÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ¢Í§¢Í§ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒÃ�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç ¾ºÇ�ÒäÁ�ÁÕÊÁÒªÔ¡
ÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñºà¹×éÍËÒ¢Í§ÁÒµÃÒ¹Õé ¤§»ÃÒ¡¯¤ÓÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂã¹ªÑé¹¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ Ô̧¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áµ�¡ÒÃÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂÁ�Ø§à¹�¹ä»·ÕèµÑÇ¢Í§¶�ÍÂ¤Óà»�¹ÊÓ¤Ñ àª�¹ ºÒ§·�Ò¹ÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂãË�
µÑ́ ¤ÓÇ�Ò �ÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ áÅÐÈÒÅ� ÍÍ¡ à¾ÃÒÐàËç¹Ç�ÒàÁ×èÍ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà»�¹
à ḉ́ ¢Ò´áÅ�Ç¡çµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹â´Â»ÃÔÂÒÂ ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¼�Ù·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§·Ø¡»ÃÐàÀ· à¾ÃÒÐÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹
¡®ËÁÒÂÊÙ§ÊØ´¢Í§»ÃÐà·Èøø àÅ¢Ò¹Ø¡ÒÃ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ Ô̧¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ªÕéá¨§Ç�Ò
à ḉ́ ¢Ò´äÁ�̈ Óà»�¹µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ à¾ÃÒÐÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù©ºÑº»�̈ ¨ØºÑ¹ (ã¹àÇÅÒ¹Ñé¹¤×Í ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
áË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõóô....¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹) ÁÒµÃÒ òðù ºÑÑµÔãË�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙãË�¶×Íà»�¹à ḉ́ ¢Ò´ áÅÐãË�»ÃÐ¡ÒÈã¹ÃÒª¡Ô̈ ¨Ò¹Øàº¡ÉÒ à´ḉ ¢Ò´
ã¹·Õè¹Õé¤×ÍÍØ·¸Ã³� ®Õ¡Ò âµ�áÂ�§µ�ÍäÁ�ä �́ áÅÐÂ×¹ÂÑ¹Ç�Ò¼�ÙÂ¡Ã�Ò§ä´�Â¡Ã�Ò§äÇ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§áÅ�Ç ·Ñé§¹Õé
à¾×èÍ·Õè̈ Ðä �́ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡ÑºÊÔè§·Õè¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ Ô̧¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§ä �́Í¹ØÁÑµÔä»áÅ�Çã¹¡ÃÍº·Õè ñ ·ÕèºÍ¡Ç�Ò
ÊÔ· Ô̧áÅÐàÊÃÕÀÒ¾·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÃÑºÃÍ§àÍÒäÇ�¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÈÒÅ áÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹
¢Í§ÃÑ° ©Ð¹Ñé¹¨Ö§äÁ�ÁÕÍÐäÃàÊÕÂËÒÂ·Õè̈ Ð¤§¢�Í¤ÇÒÁ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇàÍÒäÇ�øù ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹ÕéÁÕ¤ÓÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ
¢Í§¡ÃÃÁÒ Ô̧¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÒ§·�Ò¹ ·ÕèÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂä»ã¹·Ó¹Í§·ÕèÇ�Ò �¤ÓÇ�Ò¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹
Â¡µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§¤ Ṍ·ÕèÁÒÊ�ÙÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÃÐËÇ�Ò§¹ÒÂ ¡. ¡Ñº¡ÃÐ·ÃÇ§¤Á¹Ò¤Á áÅ�ÇÇÒ§
ºÃÃ·Ñ´°Ò¹ã¹ÃÐ Ñ́º¡®ËÁÒÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§µÃ§¹ÕéäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§¹Õé ¶�ÒºÍ¡Ç�Ò¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ ÁÑ¹äÁ�ä´�¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹
à©¾ÒÐã¹¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹ �́ÇÂ«éÓä» ã¹¤ Ṍµ�Íæä»·ÕèÈÒÅ¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ ËÅÑ¡µÃ§¹ÕéÈÒÅ¨Ðµ�Í§àÍÒä»
ãª� �́ÇÂ ÁÑ¹¶Ö§¨Ð¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ áµ�ÍÑ¹¹Õé¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à»�¹ºÃÃ·Ñ´°Ò¹àÅÂ�ùð ã¹·ÕèÊØ´áÅ�ÇàÅ¢Ò¹Ø¡ÒÃ
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ Ô̧¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§ä �́ªÕéá¨§¤ÓÇ�Ò ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÈÒÅ áÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¢Í§ÃÑ°
ÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§ã¹ºÃÔº·¢Í§¡ÒÃÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔµÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò �ÁÒµÃÒ ñôõ
ÀÒÂãµ�ºÑ§¤Ñºº·ºÑÑµÔáË�§»ÃÐÁÇÅ¡®ËÁÒÂ¹Õé (ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§»ÃÐÁÇÅ¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁ
á¾�§....¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹) Ç�Ò �́ÇÂ¡ÒÃÍØ·¸Ã³� ®Õ¡Ò áÅÐ¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒãËÁ� ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ã´æ ãË�¶×ÍÇ�Ò

øø ´Ù ¤ÓÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ¢Í§ÇÔÊØ· Ô̧ì â¾ Ô̧ìá·�¹, ÃÒÂ§Ò¹ªÇàÅ¢ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ Ô̧¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÊÊÃ. á¿�Á·Õè ò ¤ÃÑé§
·Õè ÷ - ñð ÇÑ¹·Õè ö - ñó ¡ØÁÀÒ¾Ñ¹ �̧ òõôð ¹ÔÇÃÒ ù/ò
øø ´Ù ¤ÓÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ¢Í§àÅ¢Ò¹Ø¡ÒÃ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ Ô̧¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù, ÃÒÂ§Ò¹ªÇàÅ¢ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ¸Ô¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÊÊÃ. á¿�Á·Õè ò ¤ÃÑé§·Õè ÷ - ñð ÇÑ¹·Õè ö - ñó ¡ØÁÀÒ¾Ñ¹ �̧ òõôð ¹ÔÇÃÒ ù/ö áÅÐ ù/÷
ùð ´Ù ¤ÓÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ¢Í§¾§É�à·¾ à·¾¡Ò¨¹Ò, ÃÒÂ§Ò¹ªÇàÅ¢ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ Ô̧¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÊÊÃ. á¿�Á·Õè ò
¤ÃÑé§·Õè ÷ - ñð ÇÑ¹·Õè ö - ñó ¡ØÁÀÒ¾Ñ¹ �̧ òõôð ¹ÔÇÃÒ  áÅÐ ù/÷
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¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¢Í§ÈÒÅ·ÕèÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍÁÕ¤ÓÊÑè§ ¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õèä´�ÁÕ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍÁÕ¤ÓÊÑè§ ¡çäÁ�µ�Í§à¢ÕÂ¹Ç�Ò ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁµ�Í§»¯ÔºÑµÔÍÂ�Ò§¹Ñé¹ÍÂ�Ò§¹Õé à¾ÃÒÐ©Ð¹Ñé¹
¼Á¢ÍÍ¹ØÒµä �́äËÁ ¤ÓÇ�Ò ÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ ÁÑ¹ªÑ́ à¨¹áÅ�Ç áÅ�ÇÍÑ¹¹Õé̈ ÐàËç¹ä �́Ç�Ò·Õèµ�Í§à¢ÕÂ¹
äÇ�¡çà¾ÃÒÐÇ�Òâ´ÂËÅÑ¡ ¶�Òà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÁÑ¹¨ÐÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹à©¾ÒÐ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ Ṍ
áµ�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹µÃ§¡Ñ¹¢�ÒÁ àÁ×èÍ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÇ�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº
äÁ�ä �́ ÁÑ¹µ�Í§ãË�ÁÕ¼Å·ÑèÇä» ¹Í¡¨Ò¡ÁÕ¼Å·ÑèÇä»áÅ�ÇàÃÒÂÑ§ÁÑ´Å§ä»ÍÕ¡à»ÅÒÐË¹Öè§Ç�Ò
¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕáÅÐÈÒÅ ..�ùñ

àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡¤ÓÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂã¹ªÑé¹¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ¸Ô¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç ¾Í¨Ð
ÊÃØ»ä �́à¾ÕÂ§Ç�Òº·ºÑÑµÔ ÁÒµÃÒ òöø ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔ¢Öé¹à¾×èÍªÕéãË�àËç¹Ç�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹à»�¹·ÕèÊØ´ ¤×Í äÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶ÍØ·¸Ã³�®Õ¡Òä´� â´Â¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ¢Í§ÃÑ°µÒÁ·Õèä �́ºÑÑµÔäÇ� ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁã¹ªÑé¹¢Í§
¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙµÅÍ´¨¹ã¹ªÑé¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¢Í§ÊÀÒÃ�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ÁÕ¡ÒÃ
ÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂÍÂ�Ò§ÅÐàÍÕÂ´à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ¢Í§¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
µÅÍ´¨¹äÁ�ÁÕÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ¡Ñ¹Ç�Ò·ÕèÇ�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅ¹Ñé¹ ¤ÓÇ�Ò �ÈÒÅ�
ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù �́ÇÂËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ ¡Ã³Ṏ Ö§µ�Í§ÈÖ¡ÉÒ¨Ò¡¼Å¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§
ÈÒÅã¹¤ Ṍ·ÑèÇä»¾Ã�ÍÁ¡ÑºÅÑ¡É³Ðà©¾ÒÐ¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
»ÃÐ¡Íº¡Ñ¹ à¾×èÍÍ Ô̧ºÒÂ¤ÇÒÁã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ òöø

ñ. ò ¼Å¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä·Â

ñ.ò.ñ ¢�Í¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò·ÑèÇä»
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¨Ñ´µÑé§¢Öé¹ã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã«Öè§ãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ

ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ¨Ñ´ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹ÈÒÅ
»ÃÐàÀ·Ë¹Öè§ã¹ËÁÇ´ ø Ç�Ò �́ÇÂÈÒÅ �́ÇÂàËµØ¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ö§µ�Í§´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù µÒÁ

ùñ ´Ù ¤ÓÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ¢Í§àÅ¢Ò¹Ø¡ÒÃ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ Ô̧¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù, ÃÒÂ§Ò¹ªÇàÅ¢ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁÒ Ô̧¡ÒÃÂ¡Ã�Ò§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÊÊÃ. á¿�Á·Õè ò ¤ÃÑé§·Õè ÷ - ñð ÇÑ¹·Õè ö - ñó ¡ØÁÀÒ¾Ñ¹ �̧ òõôð ÇÑ¹·¹Ò ñð/ô áÅÐ ñð/õ
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X

¡®ËÁÒÂ áÅÐã¹¾ÃÐ»ÃÁÒÀÔä¸Â¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�ùò ·Ó¹Í§à ṌÂÇ¡ÑºÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§
áÅÐÈÒÅ·ËÒÃ µÒÁ·ÃÃÈ¹Ð¢Í§¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùáµ¡µ�Ò§¨Ò¡ÈÒÅÍ×è¹µÃ§·Õè
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ ã¹¢³Ð·ÕèÈÒÅÂØµÔ¸ÃÃÁ
ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ áÅÐÈÒÅ·ËÒÃ¹Ñé¹ ¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹àËç¹Ç�ÒäÁ�ãª�Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù à¾ÃÒÐäÁ�ä´�ãª�
ÍÓ¹Ò¨Í Ô̧»äµÂâ´ÂµÃ§·ÕèÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´·ÔÈ·Ò§¢Í§ÃÑ°ùó â´ÂàËµØ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
à»�¹ÈÒÅ ¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µÅÍ´¨¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¨Ö§µ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡ËÅÑ¡
·ÑèÇä»à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¼Å¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ �́ÇÂ Í¹Öè§àËµØ·ÕèÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä·ÂàÃÕÂ¡¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ä �́¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Íà¹×éÍËÒ¢Í§àÃ×èÍ§ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ç¶×ÍÇ�Òà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàª�¹¡Ñ¹ à¾ÕÂ§áµ�·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Ò§àÅ×Í¡ãª�¤ÓÇ�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÍÒ¨
¨Ðà»�¹à¾ÃÒÐàÅÕÂ¹áºº¤ÓÇ�Ò ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§¤³ÐµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐÍÒ¨¨Ðà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡àËç¹
Ç�Ò¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÒ§»ÃÐàÀ· àª�¹ ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁªÍº �́ÇÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§
¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔà»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèäÁ�ÁÕ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´Õ·Õèà»�¹¨ÓàÅÂËÃ×Í¼�Ù¶Ù¡¿�Í§¤´Õâ´ÂµÃ§ áµ�ÇÑµ¶Ø
áË�§¤ Ṍà¹�¹ä»·Õè¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔà»�¹ÊÓ¤Ñ

ñ.ò.ò ËÅÑ¡·ÑèÇä»Ç�Ò´�ÇÂ¼Å¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµÒÁ»ÃÐÁÇÅ¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ¸Õ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò
¤ÇÒÁá¾�§

µÒÁËÅÑ¡·ÑèÇä»ã¹¡®ËÁÒÂÇ�Ò �́ÇÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁ àÁ×èÍÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õä»áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅ
·Õè́ Óà¹Ô¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍµ�Í§¶Ù¡¼Ù¡ÁÑ́ µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò
ÈÒÅäÁ�ÍÒ¨á¡�ä¢ËÃ×Íà¾Ô¡¶Í¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ¢Í§µ¹ä �́ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒÈÒÅ¨ÐµÃÇ¨
¾º¤ÇÒÁº¡¾Ã�Í§¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèµ¹ä �́¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»¹Ñé¹ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹Ñé¹ÈÒÅÂÑ§
¨Ðµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¼Åã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤´Õ·Õèµ¹ä´�¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Ç �́ÇÂ

µÒÁËÅÑ¡ã¹»ÃÐÁÇÅ¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁá¾�§ àÁ×èÍÈÒÅä´�ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í
¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ ṌáÅ�Ç ÈÒÅ¹Ñé¹àÍ§ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅÍ×è¹Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨á¡�ä¢à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í
¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍä �́ áÁ�ÈÒÅ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤´Õ·Õèµ¹ä´�¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»¹Ñé¹äÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§

ùò ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òóó
ùó ´ÙÃÒÂÅÐàÍÕÂ´ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé·Õè¨Ð¡Å�ÒÇµ�Íä»ã¹Ê�Ç¹·ÕèÇ�Ò´�ÇÂ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
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X

¡çµÒÁ ¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§àÁ×èÍÈÒÅä �́ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤´ÕáÅ�Ç ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§
ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇÂ�ÍÁ´ÓÃ§¤§ÍÂ�ÙÍÂ�Ò§à»�¹ÍÔÊÃÐ¨Ò¡¼�Ù·Ó¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ¡Ã³Ṏ Ö§µ�Ò§¨Ò¡¤ÓÊÑè§·Ò§
»¡¤ÃÍ§·ÕèÍÍ¡â´ÂÍ§¤�¡Ãà¨�ÒË¹�Ò·Õè½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§·ÕèÍ§¤�¡Ãà¨�ÒË¹�Ò·Õè½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§¼�ÙÍÍ¡¤ÓÊÑè§Ï
ÍÒ¨Â¡àÅÔ¡ËÃ×Íà¾Ô¡¶Í¹¤ÓÊÑè§·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·Õè¤ÓÊÑè§·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§¹Ñé¹ÁÕ¼Åã¹
·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂä �́ ·Ñé§¹ÕéµÒÁËÅÑ¡à¡³±�·Õè¡®ËÁÒÂ¡ÓË¹´ùô ¡ÒÃá¡�ä¢ËÃ×Íà¾Ô¡¶Í¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
ËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṏ́ Ð¡ÃÐ·Óä �́¡çáµ�â´Â¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ¢Í§ÈÒÅ·ÕèÊÙ§¡Ç�Òà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ ÁÕ¢�ÍÂ¡àÇ�¹
à¾ÕÂ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃà ṌÂÇ·ÕèÈÒÅ«Öè§¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍÁÕ¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṏ́ ÐÊÒÁÒÃ¶á¡�ä¢¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í
¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍä �́ ¹Ñè¹¤×Í ¡Ã³Õ·Õè¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤´Õ¹Ñé¹à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§
ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ·ÕèÁÕ¢�Í¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´àÅç¡¹�ÍÂËÃ×Í¼Ố ËÅ§àÅç¡¹�ÍÂ ´Ñ§·Õèä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔäÇ�ã¹»ÃÐÁÇÅ
¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁá¾�§ ÁÒµÃÒ ñôó Ç�Ò

�¶�Òã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ã´ ÁÕ¢�Í¼Ô´¾ÅÒ´àÅç¡¹�ÍÂËÃ×Í¼Ô´ËÅ§àÅç¡¹�ÍÂÍ×è¹æ
áÅÐÁÔä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃÍØ·¸Ã³�ËÃ×Í®Õ¡Ò¤Ñ´¤�Ò¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§¹Ñé¹ àÁ×èÍÈÒÅ·Õèä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
ËÃ×ÍÁÕ¤ÓÊÑè§àËç¹ÊÁ¤ÇÃËÃ×ÍàÁ×èÍ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§Ã�Í§¢Í ÈÒÅ¨ÐÁÕ¤ÓÊÑè§à¾ÔèÁàµÔÁá¡�ä¢¢�Í
¼Ô´¾ÅÒ´àÅç¡¹�ÍÂËÃ×Í¢�Í¼Ô´ËÅ§àª�¹Ç�Ò¹Ñé¹ãË�¶Ù¡¡çä �́ áµ�¶�Òä´�ÁÕ¡ÒÃÍØ·¸Ã³�ËÃ×Í®Õ¡Ò¤Ñ´
¤�Ò¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§¹Ñé¹ ÍÓ¹Ò¨·Õè¨Ðá¡�ä¢¢�Í¼Ô´¾ÅÒ´ËÃ×Í¢�Í¼Ô´ËÅ§Â�ÍÁÍÂ�Ùá¡�
ÈÒÅÍØ·¸Ã³�ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅ®Õ¡ÒáÅ�Çáµ�¡Ã³Õ ¤Ó¢ÍãË�á¡�ä¢¢�Í¼Ô´¾ÅÒ´ËÃ×Í¢�Í¼Ô´ËÅ§¹Ñé¹ ãË�
Â×è¹µ�ÍÈÒÅ Ñ́è§¡Å�ÒÇáÅ�Ç â´Â¡Å�ÒÇäÇ�ã¹¿�Í§ÍØ·¸Ã³� ËÃ×Í®Õ¡Ò ËÃ×Íâ´Â·Óà»�¹¤ÓÃ�Í§Ê�Ç¹
Ë¹Öè§µ�Ò§ËÒ¡

¡ÒÃ·Ó¤ÓÊÑè§à¾ÔèÁàµÔÁµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ¹Õé ¨Ðµ�Í§äÁ�à»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÅÑºËÃ×Íá¡�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂã¹
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§à ỐÁ

àÁ×èÍä �́·Ó¤ÓÊÑè§àª�¹Ç�Ò¹Ñé¹áÅ�Ç Ë�ÒÁäÁ�ãË�¤Ñ´ÊÓà¹Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§à´ÔÁ
àÇ�¹áµ�¨Ðä �́¤Ñ´ÊÓà¹Ò¤ÓÊÑè§à¾ÔèÁàµÔÁ¹Ñé¹ÃÇÁä» �́ÇÂ�

¹Í¡¨Ò¡¡ÒÃË�ÒÁÈÒÅá¡�ä¢ËÃ×Íà¾Ô¡¶Í¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ·Õèµ¹ä �́
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍÊÑè§ä»áÅ�Ç »ÃÐÁÇÅ¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁá¾�§ ÁÒµÃÒ ñôô ÂÑ§ä �́ºÑÑµÔ
Ç�Ò�àÁ×èÍÈÒÅã´ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤´Õ ËÃ×Íã¹»ÃÐà´ç¹¢�Íã´áË�§¤´ÕáÅ�Ç
Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òã¹ ÈÒÅ¹Ñé¹ÍÑ¹à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ ṌËÃ×Í»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õèä´�ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
ªÕé¢Ò´¹Ñé¹ àÇ�¹áµ�¡Ã³Õ ¨ÐÍÂ�ÙÀÒÂãµ�ºÑ§¤ÑººÑÑµÔáË�§»ÃÐÁÇÅ¡®ËÁÒÂ¹ÕéÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ
ùô´Ù ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÇÔ Õ̧» Ô̄ºÑµÔÃÒª¡ÒÃ·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§ ¾.È.òõóù ÁÒµÃÒ ôù ¶Ö§ÁÒµÃÒ õó
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(ñ) ¡ÒÃá¡�ä¢¢�Í¼Ô´¾ÅÒ´àÅç¡¹�ÍÂËÃ×Í¢�Í¼Ô´ËÅ§àÅç¡¹�ÍÂÍ×è¹ æµÒÁ
ÁÒµÃÒ ñôó

(ò) ¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒãËÁ�áË�§¤ Ṍ«Öè§ä´�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒáÅÐªÕé¢Ò´µÑ́ ÊÔ¹ä» ½�ÒÂà´ÕÂÇ
µÒÁÁÒµÃÒ òðù áÅÐ¤ Ṍ·ÕèàÍ¡ÊÒÃä´�ÊÙËÒÂËÃ×ÍºØºÊÅÒÂµÒÁ
ÁÒµÃÒ õó

(ó) ¡ÒÃÂ×è¹ ¡ÒÃÂÍÁÃÑº ËÃ×ÍäÁ�ÂÍÁÃÑº «Öè§ÍØ·¸Ã³�ËÃ×Í®Õ¡ÒµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ
òùù áÅÐ òô÷áÅÐ¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹ÇÔ̧ ÕºÑ§¤ÑºªÑèÇ¤ÃÒÇã¹ÃÐËÇ�Ò§ ¡ÒÃ
Â×è¹ÍØ·¸Ã³�ËÃ×Í®Õ¡ÒµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ òõôÇÃÃ¤ÊØ´·�ÒÂ

(ô) ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅ®Õ¡ÒËÃ×ÍÈÒÅÍØ·¸Ã³�Ê�§¤´Õ¤×¹ä»ÂÑ§ÈÒÅÅ�Ò§ ·Õèä �́
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒáÅÐªÕé¢Ò´µÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤´Õ¹Ñé¹ à¾×èÍãË�¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãËÁ�ËÃ×Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò
áÅÐ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãËÁ�µÒÁÁÒµÃÒ òôó

(õ) ¡ÒÃºÑ§¤Ñº¤ ṌµÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§µÒÁÁÒµÃÒ óðò·Ñé§¹Õé
äÁ�à»�¹¡ÒÃµÑ´ÊÔ·¸Ôã¹ÍÑ¹·Õè¨ÐºÑ§¤ÑºµÒÁº·ºÑÑµÔáË�ÁÒµÃÒ ñö
áÅÐ òôð Ç�Ò´�ÇÂ¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òâ´ÂÈÒÅÍ×è¹áµ�§µÑé§�

Ñ́§¹Ñé¹â´ÂËÅÑ¡áÅ�Ç àÁ×èÍÈÒÅä´�ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤´Õä»áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅ¨Ö§µ�Í§
Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�́ Óà¹Ô¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò«éÓ «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒÈÒÅÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í
¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ¢Í§µ¹¹Ñè¹àÍ§

ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÊÑè§ªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍ¶Ö§·ÕèÊØ´áÅ�Ç Â�ÍÁà¡Ô´ÊÀÒ¾àÊÃç¨à´ç´¢Ò´
ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Öé¹ ÊÀÒ¾àÊÃç̈ à ḉ́ ¢Ò´ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò ã¹·Ò§ÃÙ»áºº¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ
Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨·Õè̈ ÐÍØ·¸Ã³�âµ�áÂ�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ä´�ÍÕ¡µ�Íä» ¤´Õ¹Ñé¹à»�¹ÍÑ¹ÂØµÔ̈ ºÊÔé¹Å§ Ê�Ç¹
ã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ¹Ñé¹ ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò¼ÅáË�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´ÕáÅÐ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹
ÈÒÅà»�¹ÂØµÔà ḉ́ ¢Ò´ ¡ÒÃÃ×éÍ¤ Ṍ·Õè¶Ö§·ÕèÊǾ áÅÐà¡Ố ÊÀÒ¾àÊÃç̈ à´ḉ ¢Ò´ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂä»áÅ�ÇÁÒ
¿�Í§ãËÁ�Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨¡ÃÐ·Óä �́ à¾ÃÒÐËÒ¡ÂÍÁãË�·Óàª�¹¹Ñé¹ä �́ ÊÑ¹µÔÊØ¢áË�§¡®ËÁÒÂáÅÐ
¤ÇÒÁÁÑè¹¤§á¹�¹Í¹áË�§¹ÔµÔ°Ò¹Ð¡çÂ�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨à¡Ố ÁÕ¢Öé¹ä´�
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X

ñ.ò.ó ¡Ã³Õ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
àÁ×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡ËÅÑ¡·ÑèÇä»à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¼Å¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ»ÃÐ¡Íº¡Ñºº·ºÑÑµÔã¹

ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ òöø à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¼Å¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�Ò·Õè
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÑÑµÔãË�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹à´ḉ ¢Ò´¹Ñé¹ Â�ÍÁà»�¹ä»µÒÁÊÀÒ¾
¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù«Öè§ÁÕÈÒÅà ṌÂÇ àÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂáÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÍ×è¹ã´Â�ÍÁäÁ�
ÊÒÁÒÃ¶µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁ¶Ù¡µ�Í§ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ áÅÐ
¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶ÍØ·¸Ã³�âµ�áÂ�§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä»ÂÑ§
Í§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹ã´ä �́ÍÕ¡àª�¹¡Ñ¹ ¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§àÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂáÅ�Ç ¡çÂ�ÍÁà¡Ố
ÊÀÒ¾àÊÃç̈ à ḉ́ ¢Ò´áË�§¤ Ṍ (Rechtskraft) «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨á¡�ä¢
à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹ä �́ áÅÐ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ ṌÃÇÁ·Ñé§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÍ§Â�ÍÁµ�Í§
¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¼Å·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ´�ÇÂ «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò¤´Õã´¡çµÒÁ·Õè
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä»áÅ�Ç ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤´Õà ỐÁ¨ÐÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§¢ÍãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õèä �́ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂä»áÅ�ÇäÁ�ä´� áÅÐËÒ¡ÁÕ¡ÒÃÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁ¨Ðµ�Í§»¯ÔàÊ¸äÁ�ÃÑº¤ÓÃ�Í§¹Ñé¹äÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò

ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂÑ§ÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð¾ÔàÈÉ¡Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÍ×è¹ºÒ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ â´ÂËÅÑ¡áÅ�Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§Â�ÍÁÁÕ¼Åà©¾ÒÐµ�Í¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ Ṍ (inter
parets) àÇ�¹áµ�¡®ËÁÒÂ¨Ðä �́¡ÓË¹´¼Å¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÇ�à»�¹ÍÂ�Ò§Í×è¹ àª�¹ ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ
¨Ñ́ µÑé§ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§áÅÐÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò»¡¤ÃÍ§ ¾.È.òõôù ÁÒµÃÒ ÷ò ÇÃÃ¤ÊÒÁ ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �ã¹
¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¶Ö§·ÕèÊØ´ãË�à¾Ô¡¶Í¹¡® ãË�ÁÕ¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ¼ÅáË�§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇã¹ÃÒª¡Ô̈ ¨Ò¹Øàº¡ÉÒáÅÐãË�¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÒÈ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÁÕ¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃà¾Ô¡¶Í¹
¡®¹Ñé¹� «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒàÁ×èÍÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà¾Ô¡¶Í¹¡®áÅ�Ç ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁÁÕ
¼Åà»�¹¡ÒÃ·ÑèÇä» Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°ËÃ×Í»ÃÐªÒª¹Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨Í�Ò§¤ÇÒÁÁÕÍÂ�Ù¢Í§¡®¹Ñé¹¢Öé¹ãª�
ºÑ§¤Ñºä �́ÍÕ¡ ã¹Ê�Ç¹¢Í§¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¶�ÍÂ¤Óã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ òöø ·ÕèºÑÑµÔãË�
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù  �ÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÈÒÅ áÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¢Í§
ÃÑ°� Â�ÍÁËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤´Õµ�Ò§æ äÁ�ä´�ÁÕ¼Åáµ�à©¾ÒÐ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ
ã¹¤ Ṍà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áµ�ÂÑ§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ¢Í§ÃÑ° �́ÇÂ
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ÁÕ»�ËÒÇ�Ò·ÕèÇ�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ �ÈÒÅ� ¹Ñé¹ ¤ÓÇ�Ò �ÈÒÅ� ã¹
·Õè¹ÕéËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ÈÒÅÍÐäÃº�Ò§ ¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹Ç�Ò ¤ÓÇ�Ò �ÈÒÅ� ã¹·Õè¹Õé ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ÈÒÅµ�Ò§æ·Ñé§
ËÁ´·ÕèÁÕÍÂ�Ùã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂäÁ�Ç�Ò¨Ðà»�¹ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅ·ËÒÃ áÅÐäÁ�
Ç�Ò¨Ðà»�¹ÈÒÅã¹ÅÓ Ñ́ºªÑé¹ã´ áµ�äÁ�ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁäÁ�ä´�ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁ
Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐäÁ�µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹àÍ§ àÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ÁÕ
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä»áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õèµ¹ä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä»µÒÁËÅÑ¡
·ÑèÇä»¢Í§¼ÅáË�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèä´�¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹ ¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§ ¶�ÍÂ¤Óã¹Ê�Ç¹áÃ¡·ÕèÇ�Ò
�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙãË�à»�¹à ḉ́ ¢Ò´� ¹Ñé¹ ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò·Ñé§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù«Öè§
à»�¹¼�Ù·Ó¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂáÅÐ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ ṌÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Ê�Ç¹
¶�ÍÂ¤Óã¹Ê�Ç¹ËÅÑ§·Õè¡ÓË¹´ãË�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ
¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÈÒÅ áÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¢Í§ÃÑ°¹Ñé¹ à»�¹¡ÒÃ¢ÂÒÂËÅÑ¡·ÑèÇä»¢Í§¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍÍ¡ä»ãË�¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ºÃÃ´ÒÍ§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ·Ñé§ã¹·Ò§¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔ ºÃÔËÒÃ µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ ÃÇÁ
µÅÍ´¨¹Í§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§ �́ÇÂ

»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õè¨Ðµ�Í§¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òµ�Íä»¡ç¤×Í àÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂáÅ�Ç
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÊÒÁÒÃ¶¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹ä �́ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁà¢�Òã¨¡Ñ¹ÍÂ�Ùº�Ò§ áµ�
äÁ�»ÃÒ¡¯à»�¹ÅÒÂÅÑ¡É³�ÍÑ¡ÉÃã¹Ç§¡ÒÃ¡®ËÁÒÂä·ÂÇ�Ò àÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
»ÃÐà ḉ¹áË�§¤ ṌàÃ×èÍ§ã´ä»áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¼Å¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹áÅÐ
äÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶·Õè̈ ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà»�¹ÍÂ�Ò§Í×è¹ä �́ÍÕ¡ ÁÔ©Ð¹Ñé¹à·�Ò¡ÑºÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÅÐàÁỐ º·ºÑÑµÔ
áË�§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ òöø ¤ÇÒÁà¢�Òã¨ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õéà»�¹¤ÇÒÁà¢�Òã¨à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¼Å¢Í§
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè¤ÅÒ´à¤Å×èÍ¹ ·ÕèÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
¢Í§µ¹¹Ñé¹ ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒàÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¤´Õã´àÊÃç¨ÊÔé¹ä»áÅ�Ç
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨·Õè¨Ðá¡�ä¢à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¼Å¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹ã¹¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹ä´�
ÍÕ¡ áµ�äÁ�ä �́ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Ñé¹ÍÕ¡äÁ�
ä �́àÅÂã¹Í¹Ò¤µ ¡Ã³Õ¹Õéà»�¹»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§¤ÇÒÁàª×èÍÁÑè¹¢Í§ºØ¤¤Åã¹ÃÐºº
¡®ËÁÒÂ â´Â·ÑèÇä»áÅ�ÇàÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ»ÃÐà´ç¹ã´»ÃÐà ḉ¹Ë¹Öè§ã¹
¤ ṌÍÂ�Ò§äÃä» ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ç¾Ö§à Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õèµ¹ä´�à¤ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÇ� àÇ�¹áµ�
»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹àÇÅÒµ�ÍÁÒÇ�ÒÁÕàËµØ·ÕèÊÁ¤ÇÃ¨Ðµ�Í§à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ



¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂáÅÐ¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áË�§
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù : ÈÖ¡ÉÒ¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·Â
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ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çÍÒ¨à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä´� áµ�̈ Ðµ�Í§ªÑè§¹éÓË¹Ñ¡ÃÐËÇ�Ò§¤ÇÒÁàª×èÍÁÑè¹
¢Í§ºØ¤¤Å·ÕèÁÕµ�Íá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Ñé¹ãË�́ Õ ¡Å�ÒÇâ´ÂÊÃØ» ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ òöø
äÁ�ä �́ºÑÑµÔË�ÒÁÁÔãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹

ò. ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·Â

ò.ñ ¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¢Í§ �¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ�
àÁ×èÍ¡Å�ÒÇ¶Ö§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·Â ËÅÒÂ¤¹ÍÒ¨

ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁà¢�Òã¨äÁ�µÃ§¡Ñ¹Ç�Ò¤ÓÇ�Ò ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒÍÂ�Ò§äÃ ã¹·Õè
¹Õé¼�Ù à¢ÕÂ¹¡ÓË¹´¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¢Í§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ ¡Ã³Õ
·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÅÔ¡ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ»ÃÐà´ç¹»�ËÒ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂã¹á¹Ç·Ò§ä´�à¤ÂÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÁÒ
áÅÐä´�ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ»ÃÐà´ç¹»�ËÒ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂã¹ÍÕ¡ÅÑ¡É³ÐË¹Öè§·Õèáµ¡µ�Ò§ä»¨Ò¡à ỐÁ äÁ�Ç�Ò
¡ÒÃàÅÔ¡ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¨Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃàÅÔ¡â´ÂªÑ́ á �̈§ËÃ×Íâ´Â»ÃÔÂÒÂ áÅÐäÁ�Ç�Ò¡ÒÃàÅÔ¡ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
µÒÁá¹Ç·Ò§à´ÔÁ¨Ðà¡Ố ¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÊÒàËµØã´¡çµÒÁ

ËÒ¡ãª�à¡³±� Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¢�Ò§µ�¹µÃÇ¨ÊÍº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹ÑºµÑé§áµ�à»�́ ·Ó¡ÒÃã¹ ¾.È.òõôñ ¨¹¡ÃÐ·Ñè§¶Ö§ ¾.È.òõôù áÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò
¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¹Ñé¹ÁÕà¾ÕÂ§¡Ã³Õà ṌÂÇ ¤×Í ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹

ò.ò ¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§¢Í§¤´Õ
ã¹»� ¾.È.òõôñ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ

ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§·�Í§¶Ôè¹äÇ�ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õè ô/òõôñ àÃ×èÍ§ »ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ
¢ÍãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ»�ËÒ¢�Í¡®ËÁÒÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÇÒÃÐ¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§
¢Í§ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒà·ÈºÒÅ

¤ Ṍ¹Õé»ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒä �́ÍÒÈÑÂÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁÁÒµÃÒ òöö ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§·Õè
ÊÁÒ¤ÁÊÑ¹¹ÔºÒµà·ÈºÒÅáË�§»ÃÐà·Èä·Â ¢ÍãË�»ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒàÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ãË�ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ»�ËÒ¢�Í¡®ËÁÒÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÇÒÃÐ¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§¢Í§ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒà·ÈºÒÅ
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¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§ã¹¤ ṌÁÕÍÂ�ÙÇ�Ò¡ÃÐ·ÃÇ§ÁËÒ´ä·Âä´�¢ÍËÒÃ×Í¢�Í¡®ËÁÒÂä»·Õè
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÄÉ®Õ¡Ò à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔà·ÈºÒÅ ¾.È. òôùö ÁÒµÃÒ ñö ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§
ºÑÑµÔãË�ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒà·ÈºÒÅÍÂ�Ùã¹µÓáË¹�§¤ÃÒÇÅÐË�Ò»� áµ�ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â
¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òøõ ÇÃÃ¤Ë�ÒºÑÑµÔãË�ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒ·�Í§¶Ôè¹ÁÕÇÒÃÐ¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§
µÓáË¹�§¤ÃÒÇÅÐÊÕè»� «Öè§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÄÉ®Õ¡Òä´�ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹Ç�Ò¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔà·ÈºÒÅ
¾.È. òôùö ÁÒµÃÒ ñö ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ ÁÕ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù º·ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§
¡®ËÁÒÂ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¨Ö§ãª�ºÑ§¤ÑºÁÔä �́  Ñ́§¹Ñé¹ÇÒÃÐ¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§¢Í§ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒà·ÈºÒÅ·Õèä´�ÃÑº
àÅ×Í¡µÑé§¡�Í¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÁÕ¼ÅºÑ§¤Ñºãª�¡çµ�Í§¶×ÍµÒÁ·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÒµÃÒ òøõ ºÑÑµÔàÍÒ
äÇ�¤×ÍÊÕè»� áµ�ÊÁÒ¤ÁÊÑ¹¹ÔºÒµàËç¹Ç�Ò¤ÇÒÁàËç¹¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÄÉ®Õ¡Ò¹�Ò¨ÐäÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§
à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂ¹Ñé¹ ¶�Ò¡®ËÁÒÂÁÕ¼ÅÂ�Í¹ËÅÑ§à»�¹â·ÉÂ�ÍÁäÁ�ÁÕ¼Åãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº

»ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒàËç¹Ç�Òà»�¹¡Ã³Õ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹¡ÒÃâµ�áÂ�§à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§
Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤×Í ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÄÉ®Õ¡Ò½�ÒÂË¹Öè§áÅÐÊÁÒ¤ÁÊÑ¹¹ÔºÒµ
à·ÈºÒÅÍÕ¡½�ÒÂË¹Öè§ ¨Ö§àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�ÒÇÒÃÐ¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§
µÓáË¹�§¢Í§ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒ(·�Í§¶Ôè¹) à·ÈºÒÅ·Õèä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ÍÂ�Ù¡�Í¹ÇÑ¹»ÃÐ¡ÒÈãª�
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¨ÐÁÕÇÒÃÐ¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§ÊÕè»�µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òøõ ÇÃÃ¤Ë�Ò ËÃ×ÍË�Ò»�
µÒÁ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔà·ÈºÒÅ ¾.È. òôùö ÁÒµÃÒ ñö ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ ¨Ö§ä �́àÊ¹Í¤ÓÃ�Í§ÁÒà¾×èÍ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÒµÃÒ òöö

ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒáÅ�ÇàËç¹Ç�Ò ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÃÐàºÕÂººÃÔËÒÃÃÒª¡ÒÃá¼�¹ Ố¹
¾.È. òõóô ÁÒµÃÒ ÷ð ä �́ºÑÑµÔ �ãË�¨Ñ´ÃÐàºÕÂººÃÔËÒÃÃÒª¡ÒÃÊ�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ ´Ñ§¹Õé
�����. (ò) à·ÈºÒÅ����� ́ Ñ§¹Ñé¹ à·ÈºÒÅ¨Ö§à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹µÒÁ
ËÁÇ´ ù ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù àÁ×èÍÁÕ»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÇÒÃÐ¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§¢Í§ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒà·ÈºÒÅ
Ç�Ò¨ÐÁÕÇÒÃÐµÒÁ·Õè¡ÓË¹´ã¹ÁÒµÃÒ ñö ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ áË�§¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔà·ÈºÒÅ ¾.È. òôùö
ËÃ×Í¨ÐÁÕÇÒÃÐµÒÁ·Õè¡ÓË¹´ã¹ÁÒµÃÒ òøõ ÇÃÃ¤Ë�Ò ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¨Ö§à»�¹»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ
¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐâ´Â·Õè»�ËÒ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ »ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒä´�
àÊ¹ÍãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ òöö ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¨Ö§ÃÑºäÇ�
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò
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ÊÓËÃÑºàÃ×èÍ§ÇÒÃÐ¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§¢Í§ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒà·ÈºÒÅ·Õèä´�ÃÑºàÅ×Í¡µÑé§¡�Í¹·Õè
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÁÕ¼Åãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº¹Ñé¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Òà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÒµÃÒ òøõ
ÇÃÃ¤Ë�Ò ä �́ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒ·�Í§¶Ôè¹ ¤³Ð¼�ÙºÃÔËÒÃ·�Í§¶Ôè¹ ËÃ×Í¼�ÙºÃÔËÒÃ·�Í§¶Ôè¹ ÁÕÇÒÃÐ
¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§¤ÃÒÇÅÐÊÕè»�� áÅÐ ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ÁÕº·à©¾ÒÐ¡ÒÅà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§
¢Í§ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒà·ÈºÒÅ«Öè§ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§¡�Í¹ÇÑ¹·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹ÕéÁÕ¼Åãª�ºÑ§¤Ñºáµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´

Ñ́§¹Ñé¹ ¡ÒÃ·Õè¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔà·ÈºÒÅ ¾.È. òôùö ÁÒµÃÒ ñö ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ ä´�ºÑÑµÔãË�ÊÁÒªÔ¡
ÊÀÒà·ÈºÒÅÍÂ�Ùã¹µÓáË¹�§ä �́¤ÃÒÇÅÐË�Ò»� ¨Ö§à»�¹º·ºÑÑµÔ·Õè¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
áÅÐäÁ�ÁÕ¼Åãª�ºÑ§¤ÑºµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ ö ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù »ÃÐ¡Íº¡Ñº¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéÁÔãª�à»�¹àÃ×èÍ§¡®ËÁÒÂ
·ÕèÁÕ¼ÅÂ�Í¹ËÅÑ§ áµ�à»�¹àÃ×èÍ§¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù «Öè§à»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§
»ÃÐà·È ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ö§ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒà·ÈºÒÅ«Öè§ä �́ÃÑºàÅ×Í¡µÑé§¡�Í¹ÇÑ¹·Õè
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÕ¼Åãª�ºÑ§¤Ñº ÁÕÇÒÃÐ¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§
µÓáË¹�§ÊÕè»� µÒÁ·ÕèºÑÑµÔã¹ ÁÒµÃÒ òøõ ÇÃÃ¤Ë�Ò ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

¡Å�ÒÇâ´ÂÊÃØ»ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Òà·ÈºÒÅ«Öè§à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§
·�Í§¶Ôè¹ÁÕ°Ò¹Ðà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ã¹ÍÕ¡ÊÍ§»�µ�ÍÁÒ à¡Ô´àÃ×èÍ§à¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡ÑºÍ§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹·Õè·ÓãË�
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÊ¶Ò¹Ð¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã
»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§ »ÃÐà´ç¹»�ËÒ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
·Õè õø-öò/òõôó àÃ×èÍ§ ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  ¾.È. òõôð ¢Ñ́ ËÃ×Í
áÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

¤ Ṍ¹ÕéÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹µÓºÅ Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  áÅÐà·ÈºÒÅ àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§
¾Ã�ÍÁâ´Â¤ÇÒÁàËç¹ÃÇÁË�Ò¤ÓÃ�Í§ à¾×èÍãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÁÒµÃÒ òööã¹»�ËÒ¢�Í¡®ËÁÒÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  ¾.È.
òõôð ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ã¹¤ ṌÁÕÍÂ�ÙÇ�Ò¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  ¾.È. òõôð
«Öè§ãª�ºÑ§¤ÑºµÑé§áµ� ÇÑ¹·Õè ñ ¾ÄÈ¨Ô¡ÒÂ¹ òõôð à»�¹µ�¹ä»¹Ñé¹ ä´�ºÑÑµÔãË�Â¡àÅÔ¡¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ
ÃÐàºÕÂººÃÔËÒÃÃÒª¡ÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  ¾.È. òôùø  â´Â¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹
¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  ¾.È. òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ öô áÅÐÁÒµÃÒ öõ ãË�ÍÓ¹Ò¨Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́ ÍÍ¡
¢�ÍºÑÑµÔ̈ Ñ́ à¡çºÀÒÉṎ Ò¡Ã�Ò¹¤�Ò»ÅÕ¡¹éÓÁÑ¹ ÂÒÊÙº áÅÐàÃÕÂ¡à¡çº ¤�Ò¸ÃÃÁà¹ÕÂÁ¨Ò¡¼�Ù¾Ñ¡ã¹
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âÃ§áÃÁä �́ ¡ÒÃ·Õè¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  ¾.È. òõôð ãË�Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃ
Ê�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́ ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ÍÍ¡¢�ÍºÑÑµÔµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ öô áÅÐÁÒµÃÒ öõ ¨Ñ́ à¡çºÀÒÉÕä´�·Ñé§à¢µ
¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  ¶×ÍÇ�Ò à»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂ·ÕèµÃÒ¢Öé¹â´ÂäÁ�à»�¹ä»à¾×èÍ¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§ »ÃÐâÂª¹�¢Í§»ÃÐªÒª¹
ã¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ äÁ�ÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ¡Ñº»ÃÐªÒª¹ã¹¾×é¹·Õè·Õè¶Ù¡à¡çºÀÒÉÕ ÃØ¡ÅéÓ¾×é¹·Õè·ÕèÍÂ�Ùã¹à¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§
Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹Í×è¹·ÕèÍÂ�Ùã¹à¢µ¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  ´Ñ§¹Ñé¹¡ÒÃµÃÒ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÍ§¤�¡ÒÃ
ºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  ¾.È. òõôð ¨Ö§¢Ñ́ ¡Ñº¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÃÐàºÕÂººÃÔËÒÃÃÒª¡ÒÃá¼�¹ Ố¹
¾.È. òõóô ÁÒµÃÒ ô ÁÒµÃÒ öù ÁÒµÃÒ ÷ð ÁÒµÃÒ ÷ñ áÅÐ¢Ñ́ µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ ÷ø
ÁÒµÃÒ ø÷ ÁÒµÃÒ øø ÁÒµÃÒ òøò ÁÒµÃÒ òøó áÅÐÁÒµÃÒ òøô à»�¹ÍÑ¹ãª�ºÑ§¤ÑºÁÔä´�
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÒµÃÒö

»ÃÐà ḉ¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò ¤×Í ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÃÑº¤ÓÃ�Í§
·Ñé§Ë�ÒäÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÒµÃÒòööä �́ËÃ×ÍäÁ�«Öè§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò
áÅ�ÇàËç¹Ç�Ò Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òöö ·Õè¨ÐàÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§¾Ã�ÍÁ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹ãË�
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂä´�¹Ñé¹ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§Í§¤�¡Ã·Õè¨Ñ´µÑé§¢Öé¹â´ÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐ
¡ÓË¹´ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÊÓËÃÑºÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹µÓºÅ Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹
¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  áÅÐà·ÈºÒÅ ÁÕ°Ò¹Ðà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ â´ÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òøó
ºÑÑµÔãË�·�Í§¶Ôè¹·Õè»¡¤ÃÍ§µ¹àÍ§ä �́Â�ÍÁÁÕÊÔ·¸Ôä �́ÃÑº¨Ñ́ µÑé§à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹
µÒÁ·Õè¡®ËÁÒÂºÑÑµÔáÅÐ¨ÐàËç¹ä´�Ç�Ò Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹µÓºÅ¨Ñ´µÑé§¢Öé¹â´Â
¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÊÀÒµÓºÅáÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹µÓºÅ¾.È.òõó÷ Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹
¨Ñ§ËÇÑ´¨Ñ´µÑé§¢Öé¹â´Â¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ´ ¾.È. òõôð áÅÐ
à·ÈºÒÅ¨Ñ´µÑé§¢Öé¹â´Â¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔà·ÈºÒÅ ¾.È. òôùö Í§¤�¡Ã´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¨Ö§¨Ñ´µÑé§â´Â
¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔäÁ�ä �́¨Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹â´ÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹Õé ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª ÁÒµÃÒ òøó áÅÐÁÒµÃÒ
òøô à»�¹à¾ÕÂ§º·ºÑÑµÔ·ÕèÁ�Ø§¡ÃÐ¨ÒÂÍÓ¹Ò¨»¡¤ÃÍ§ä»Ê�Ù·�Í§¶Ôè¹µÒÁËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ¨ÒÂ
ÍÓ¹Ò¨ Ê�Ç¹Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹¨ÐÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèÍÂ�Ò§äÃ Â�ÍÁà»�¹ä»µÒÁ·Õè¡®ËÁÒÂ
ºÑÑµÔ ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä �́¡ÓË¹´ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃàËÅ�Ò¹Ñé¹äÇ�â´ÂµÃ§ ·Ñé§Í§¤�¡Ã

Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÍÒ¨ÂØºàÅÔ¡ ËÃ×Íà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä �́àÊÁÍµÒÁ·Õè̈ ÐÁÕ¡®ËÁÒÂºÑÑµÔ àÁ×èÍÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃ
Ê�Ç¹µÓºÅ Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃ Ê�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  áÅÐà·ÈºÒÅ ÁÔãª�Í§¤�¡Ã·Õè̈ Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹â´ÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
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X

ÍÕ¡·Ñé§ÁÔä �́ÁÕº·ºÒ·áÅÐÍÓ¹Ò¨ Ë¹�Ò·ÕèËÅÑ¡µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ̈ Ö§äÁ�ÍÒ¨àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§¾Ã�ÍÁ
¤ÇÒÁàËç¹ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òöö ä �́ Ê�Ç¹¡Ã³Õ
·ÕèÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹µÓºÅáÅÐà·ÈºÒÅàÊ¹ÍãË� ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò
¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔÍ§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  ¾.È. òõôð ¢Ñ́ ËÃ×ÍáÂ�§µ�ÍÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ�
¹Ñé¹ µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ ñùø à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè̈ Ðµ�Í§´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃ ¼�Ò¹¼�ÙµÃÇ¨¡ÒÃá¼�¹ Ố¹¢Í§
ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ËÃ×Í ÁÒµÃÒ òöô à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè̈ Ðµ�Í§´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃ¼�Ò¹ÈÒÅ «Öè§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä �́ãË�
ÊÔ· Ô̧¼�ÙÃ�Í§àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂâ´ÂµÃ§ä´� ÍÒÈÑÂàËµØ¼Å´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ
¢�Ò§µ�¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ö§äÁ�ÃÑºÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¤ÓÃ�Í§¢Í§¼�ÙÃ�Í§

ò. ó º·ÇÔà¤ÃÒÐË�¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ

ò.ó.ñ ¢�Í¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò·ÑèÇä»
¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐäÁ�ä �́¡Å�ÒÇ¶Ö§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§

ªÑ´à¨¹ áÅÐ¡ÒÃÂ×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ã¹ÊÍ§¤ Ṍ¢�Ò§µ�¹ÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèáµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹ à¾ÃÒÐµÒÁ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ô/òõôñ ¼�ÙÃ�Í§ ¤×Í »ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ áµ�µÒÁ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ·Õè õø-öò/
òõôó  ¼�ÙÃ�Í§ ¤×Í ºÃÃ´ÒÍ§¤�¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§µ¹àÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ (Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§·�Í§¶Ôè¹) «Öè§
ä �́á¡� Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹µÓºÅ Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́  áÅÐà·ÈºÒÅ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹¡ÒÃÂ×è¹
¤ÓÃ�Í§¡çà»�¹ä»µÒÁª�Í§·Ò§¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ òöö àËÁ×Í¹¡Ñ¹ áÅÐÁÕ»ÃÐà ḉ¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹
ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òàª�¹à´ÕÂÇ¡Ñ¹Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§µ¹àÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ËÃ×Í·Õè
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÃÕÂ¡Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§·�Í§¶Ôè¹ à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ã¹¤ ṌáÃ¡
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Òà·ÈºÒÅà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù â´ÂãË�àËµØ¼Åáµ�à¾ÕÂ§Ç�Ò
à·ÈºÒÅà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§·�Í§¶Ôè¹µÒÁËÁÇ´ ù ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ã¹¢³Ð·Õè¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
ËÅÑ§ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§à¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Ò
Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè¨ÐàÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òä´�¨Ðµ�Í§à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã
·Õè̈ Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐÁÕ¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õèã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áµ�ºÃÃ´ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã
»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ àª�¹ à·ÈºÒÅ à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã·Õè̈ Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹â´Â¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ Í§¤�¡Ã´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ
¨Ö§äÁ�ãª�Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè¨ÐàÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂä´� ¨ÐàËç¹ä´�
Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ á¨�§ â´ÂµÕ¤ÇÒÁ¡ÓË¹´à¡³±�¡ÒÃ
à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Öé¹ãËÁ�
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ò.ó.ò ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¡. ¢�Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò·Ò§·ÄÉ®Õ
â´ÂàËµØ·ÕèÃÑ°ÍÑ¹»ÃÐ¡Íºä» �́ÇÂ Ố¹á´¹ »ÃÐªÒ¡Ã áÅÐÍÓ¹Ò¨ÃÑ° áÅÐã¹ÊÒÂµÒ¢Í§

ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¶×ÍÇ�Òà»�¹¹ÔµÔºØ¤¤Åâ´ÂÊÀÒ¾äÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶·Õè̈ Ð¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃµ�Ò§æä´�́ �ÇÂµ¹àÍ§
à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡äÁ�ÁÕªÕÇÔµ¨Ôµã¨ ¨Ö§¨Óà»�¹·ÕèºØ¤¤Å¸ÃÃÁ´Ò¨Ðµ�Í§à¢�ÒÁÒ´Óà¹Ô¹ÀÒÃ¡Ô̈ µ�Ò§æ á·¹ÃÑ°
«Öè§ä �́á¡� ¡ÒÃÍÍ¡¡®ËÁÒÂ ¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃ ¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔÀÒÃ¡Ô̈ ã¹·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§ µÅÍ´¨¹
¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍÃÃ¶¤ Ṍ à¾×èÍãË�¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹§Ò¹ã¹´�Ò¹µ�Ò§æ à»�¹ä»ä´� ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ
µ�Í§¨Ñ́ µÑé§Ê¶ÒºÑ¹áÅÐµÓáË¹�§µ�Ò§æ¢Öé¹ â´Â¡ÓË¹´ÀÒÃ¡Ô̈  ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèáÅÐ¤ÇÒÁÃÑº¼Ố ªÍº
ãË�á¡�Ê¶ÒºÑ¹áÅÐµÓáË¹�§µ�Ò§æ àËÅ�Ò¹Ñé¹ áÅÐãË�ºØ¤¤Å¸ÃÃÁ´Òà¢�Ò´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃã¹¹ÒÁ¢Í§
Ê¶ÒºÑ¹áÅÐµÓáË¹�§µ�Ò§æ·Õèä �́¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ ·Ñé§¹Õéâ´Â¡®ËÁÒÂàÃÕÂ¡Ê¶ÒºÑ¹áÅÐµÓáË¹�§µ�Ò§·Õèä �́
¨Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹Ç�Ò �Í§¤�¡Ã� áÅÐàÃÕÂ¡ºØ¤¤Å¸ÃÃÁ´Ò·Õè́ Óà¹Ô¹§Ò¹à¾×èÍÊ¶ÒºÑ¹áÅÐµÓáË¹�§µ�Ò§æ
àËÅ�Ò¹Ñé¹Ç�Ò �Í§¤�¡Ãà¨�ÒË¹�Ò·Õè� àÁ×èÍºØ¤¤Å¸ÃÃÁ´Ò·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ãà¨�ÒË¹�Ò·Õèä´�¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃã¹¡ÒÃ
»¯ÔºÑµÔË¹�Ò·Õè¡çÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§¶×ÍÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¹Ñé¹à»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã áÅÐâ´Â·ÕèÍ§¤�¡Ãà»�¹
Ë¹�ÇÂ·ÕèÃÑ°¨Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹à¾×èÍãË�́ Óà¹Ô¹ÀÒÃ¡Ô̈ µ�Ò§æ ¡çµ�Í§¶×ÍÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡ç¤×Í¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó
¢Í§ÃÑ° «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁã¹·ÕèÊǾ Ç�Ò ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§ºØ¤¤Å¸ÃÃÁ´Ò·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ãà¨�ÒË¹�Ò·Õèà»�¹¡ÒÃ
¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§ÃÑ°¹Ñè¹àÍ§

Í§¤�¡Ã·ÕèÃÑ°¨Ñ´µÑé§¢Öé¹à¾×èÍãË�¨Ñ´·ÓÀÒÃ¡Ô¨µ�Ò§æÁÕËÅÒÂÅÑ¡É³Ð �Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù� ¶×Íà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°»ÃÐàÀ·Ë¹Öè§·Õèä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¨Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹â´ÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐÁÕ
¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù â´ÂàËµØÍ§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¨Ñ́ µÑé§
¢Öé¹â´ÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Í§¤�¡ÃàËÅ�Ò¹Õé̈ Ö§ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹¤ÇÒÁÁÑè¹¤§à»�¹¾ÔàÈÉ à¾ÃÒÐËÒ¡ÁÕ¡ÒÃ
Â¡àÅÔ¡ ¡ÒÃÂ¡àÅÔ¡¡ç̈ Ðµ�Í§¡ÃÐ·Óâ´ÂÇÔ̧ Õ¡ÒÃá¡�ä¢à¾ÔèÁàµÔÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ÍÒ¨¨ÐÂ¡àÅÔ¡
â´Â¡ÒÃµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ¸ÃÃÁ´ÒÁÒÂ¡àÅÔ¡ä �́ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹¡çµÒÁäÁ�¾Ö§à¢�Òã¨àÅÂä»Ç�ÒàÁ×èÍ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡Å�ÒÇÍ�Ò§¶Ö§Í§¤�¡Ãã´ ËÃ×ÍºÑÑµÔà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍ§¤�¡Ãã´äÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç¨Ð
·ÓãË�Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æàËÅ�Ò¹Ñé¹ ¡ÅÒÂà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä»àÊÕÂ·Ñé§ËÁ´ Í§¤�¡Ãã´Í§¤�¡Ã
Ë¹Öè§¨Ðà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¡Å�ÒÇÍ�Ò§äÇ�ã¹
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç ̈ Ðµ�Í§»ÃÒ¡¯µ�Íä» �́ÇÂÇ�ÒÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¡ÓË¹´â¤Ã§ÊÃ�Ò§¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹
äÇ�áÅÐ»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹ÁÕÊ�Ç¹Ã�ÇÁâ´ÂµÃ§¡Ñº¡ÒÃ¡�ÍµÑé§à¨µ¨Ó¹§¢Í§ÃÑ° ¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§
Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂáÅÐ¤ÇÒÁÊÓ¤Ñµ�ÍªÕÇÔµã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍªÕÇÔµ·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§
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¢Í§ÃÑ° â´Â¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº·ÔÈ·Ò§¡ÒÃ¹ÓÃÑ°â´ÂµÃ§ ́ �ÇÂàËµØ¹ÕéÍ§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ
»¡¤ÃÍ§áÁ�Ç�Ò¨Ðà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°»ÃÐàÀ·Ë¹Öè§ áµ�â´ÂàËµØ·ÕèÍ§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§äÁ�ä´�ÁÕ
º·ºÒ·â´ÂµÃ§ã¹¡ÒÃ¡�ÍµÑé§à¨µ¨Ó¹§¢Í§ÃÑ°ã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×Í·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ àÃÒ¨Ö§äÁ�
¶×ÍÇ�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ´Ñ§¹Ñé¹·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò
Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§·�Í§¶Ôè¹à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ô/òõôñ
¨Ö§äÁ�µ�Í§ �́ÇÂ·ÄÉ®Õ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹

¡Å�ÒÇã¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹ à¡³±�ã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®Õ·Õè̈ ÐªÕéÇ�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°Í§¤�¡Ãã´à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÁÕ ò »ÃÐ¡ÒÃ ¤×Í

ñ. à¡³±�ã¹·Ò§ÃÙ»áºº : Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹µ�Í§ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¡�ÍµÑé§¢Öé¹
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ò.  à¡³±�ã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ : Í§¤�¡Ã Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè·Õè¡ÓË¹´äÇ�ã¹
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´ÂÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¹Ñé¹ÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¾Ñ¹¡Ñº·ÔÈ·Ò§¡ÒÃ
¹ÓÃÑ°ËÃ×Íà»�¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè·Õè·ÓãË�Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹ÁÕÊ�Ç¹Ã�ÇÁâ´ÂµÃ§¡Ñº¡ÒÃ
¡�ÍµÑé§à¨µ¨Ó¹§¢Í§ÃÑ°
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àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡à¡³±� ò »ÃÐ¡ÒÃ¢�Ò§µ�¹áÅ�ÇàËç¹Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°µ�Ò§æ Ñ́§µ�Íä»¹Õé
Â�ÍÁ¶×ÍÇ�Òà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤×Í

ñ. ¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�ùõ

ò. ÊÀÒ¼�Ùá·¹ÃÒÉ®Ã ÇØ²ÔÊÀÒ áÅÐÃÑ°ÊÀÒ
ó. ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ
ô. ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ÊÓËÃÑºÍ§¤�¡ÃÂ�ÍÂ¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹ àª�¹ ¹ÒÂ¡ÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ã¹°Ò¹Ð
·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃÂ�ÍÂ¢Í§¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ËÃ×Í»ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃÂ�ÍÂ¢Í§
ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ÏÅÏ ̈ ÐÁÕ°Ò¹Ðà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù �́ÇÂµ¹àÍ§â´ÂµÃ§ËÃ×ÍäÁ�¹Ñé¹ Â�ÍÁ¨Ðµ�Í§
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ÓË¹´äÇ�ãË�á¡�µÓáË¹�§¹Ñé¹æ

â´Âà©¾ÒÐÊÓËÃÑºÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¹Í¡¨Ò¡Í§¤�¡Ã·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹«Öè§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§
ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ·ÕèºÑÑµÔäÇ� (àª�¹ ÈÒÅÂØµÔ¸ÃÃÁ ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ÏÅÏ)¨Ðà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� Â�ÍÁ¨Ðµ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò
Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇµ�Í§à§×èÍ¹ä¢ã¹·Ò§ÃÙ»áººáÅÐà¹×éÍËÒ¢Í§¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ�

ùõ ã¹»ÃÐà·Èä·Â ÁÕ¹Ñ¡¡®ËÁÒÂ¨Ó¹Ç¹Ë¹Öè§àËç¹Ç�Ò¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�äÁ�ãª�Í§¤�¡Ã áµ�à»�¹Ê¶ÒºÑ¹ ´�ÇÂàËµØ¹Õé
Ö̈§äÁ�ÍÒ¨ Ñ̈´ãË�¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´� ¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹àËç¹Ç�ÒàÃÒäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶»¯ÔàÊ¸ä´�Ç�Ò¾ÃÐÃÒª

ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�ã¹ÃÐºÍº¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§áºº»ÃÐªÒ Ô̧»äµÂ·ÕèÁÕ¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�à»�¹»ÃÐÁØ¢¹Ñé¹à¡Ô´¢Öé¹
¨Ò¡ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐ¾ÃÐÍ§¤�¡çÂ�ÍÁÁÕ¾ÃÐÃÒªÍÓ¹Ò¨à©¾ÒÐà·�Ò·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ÓË¹´äÇ�à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ («Öè§¤ÓÇ�Ò
�ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù�ã¹·Õè¹ÕéËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÃÇÁ¶Ö§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÒÃÕµ»ÃÐà¾³Õ·Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹àÊÃÔÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÅÒÂÅÑ¡É³�ÍÑ¡ÉÃ
´�ÇÂ) àÃÒäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶» Ô̄àÊ¸ä´�àª�¹¡Ñ¹Ç�Ò¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�ä´�ãª�¾ÃÐÃÒªÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùàª�¹¡Ñ¹ ¡ÒÃ¡Å�ÒÇÇ�Ò
¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�à»�¹Ê¶ÒºÑ¹ äÁ�ãª�Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Â�ÍÁ·ÓãË�à¡Ô´¼Å·Õè»ÃÐËÅÒ´ à¾ÃÒÐã¹àÁ×èÍ¾ÃÐÍ§¤�
´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�«Öè§à»�¹µÓáË¹�§·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ÓË¹´¤Ø³ÊÁºÑµÔµÅÍ´¨¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèäÇ� áÅ�Ç¨Ð
äÁ�¶×ÍÇ�Ò¾ÃÐÍ§¤�à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁäÁ�¾Ö§ÊÑºÊ¹ÃÐËÇ�Ò§ �¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù� ¢Í§¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ� ¡Ñº �¤ÇÒÁÊÒÁÒÃ¶ã¹¡ÒÃÃÑº¼Ô´ªÍº·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§áÅÐ¡®ËÁÒÂ� ¢Í§
¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ� à¾ÃÒÐã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�·Ã§¡ÃÐ·Ó¡ÒÃã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁÁÕ¼�ÙÅ§¹ÒÁÃÑºÊ¹Í§
¾ÃÐºÃÁÃÒªâÍ§¡ÒÃ áÅÐ¼�ÙÅ§¹ÒÁÃÑºÊ¹Í§¾ÃÐºÃÁÃÒªâÍ§¡ÒÃ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§ÃÑº¼Ố ªÍºá·¹¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�
áµ�ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÕ»�ËÒÇ�ÒÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÁÒ¡¹�ÍÂà¾ÕÂ§ã´ àÃÒÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂâ´Â¶×ÍÇ�Ò
¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�ÁÕ°Ò¹Ðà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÕèÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹ �̧à¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡ÑºÍ§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹
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¢. ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹ã¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃ
ã¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃ ¤ÇÒÁà¢�Òã¨Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ãã´à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹´Ù̈ Ðáµ¡µ�Ò§

ÍÍ¡à»�¹ËÅÒÂá¹Ç

½�ÒÂË¹Öè§àËç¹Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä·Â¹Ñé¹ Â�ÍÁä �́á¡� ÊÀÒ
¼�Ùá·¹ÃÒÉ®Ã ÇØ²ÔÊÀÒ ÃÑ°ºÒÅ (·Õè¶Ù¡µ�Í§¹�Ò¨Ðà»�¹¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ...¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹) ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ ÈÒÅÂØµÔ¸ÃÃÁ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ¼�ÙµÃÇ¨¡ÒÃá¼�¹´Ô¹¢Í§ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÔ· Ô̧Á¹ØÉÂª¹áË�§ªÒµÔ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø¨ÃÔµ
áË�§ªÒµÔ áÅÐ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹´Ô¹ùö·Ñé§¹Õéâ´Âà·ÕÂºà¤ÕÂ§ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ¨Ò¡ÃÐºº
¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹·Õè¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¡�ÍµÑé§ ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹ÍÔÊÃÐµÅÍ´¨¹¤ÇÒÁ
ÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹ �̧¡ÑºÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹ áÅÐ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä·Â·Õè¶×ÍÇ�Òã¹á§�â¤Ã§ÊÃ�Ò§ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÃÑ°
Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒÁÕ¤ÇÒÁÊÓ¤Ñã¹ÃÐ Ñ́º¾×é¹°Ò¹ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁÁÕ¢�ÍÊÑ§à¡µÇ�ÒÃÐºº
¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹äÁ�ä �́ÁÕÍ§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃÍÔÊÃÐÁÒ¡àËÁ×Í¹
ã¹»ÃÐà·Èä·Â ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹ÕéÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ÂÑ§äÁ�¶×ÍÇ�ÒÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ
à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÕ¡ �́ÇÂ à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ÈÒÅ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇäÁ�ä´�ÁÕÊ�Ç¹â´ÂµÃ§ã¹¡ÒÃãª�
ÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹½�ÒÂ¹ÕéäÁ�ä �́ÇÔà¤ÃÒÐË�äÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§áÅÐ
ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ¢Í§ä·ÂÁÕÊ�Ç¹ã¹¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÂ�Ò§äÃ

µÒÁ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹ÍÕ¡½�ÒÂË¹Öè§¹Ñé¹ àËç¹Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁËÁÒÂ¶Ö§Í§¤�¡Ã·Õè
¨Ñ´µÑé§¢Öé¹áÅÐ¡ÓË¹´ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´Âà©¾ÒÐ àª�¹ ¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�
Í§¤Á¹µÃÕ ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÊÀÒ·Õè»ÃÖ¡ÉÒàÈÃÉ°¡Ô̈ áÅÐÊÑ§¤ÁáË�§ªÒµÔ ÈÒÅµ�Ò§æ áÅÐ
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø̈ ÃÔµáË�§ªÒµÔ à»�¹µ�¹ù÷ µÒÁ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹¹ÕéÍ§¤�¡Ã
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Ù̈́ ÐÁÕ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¤�Í¹¢�Ò§¡Ç�Ò§ à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡¹Ñ¡¡®ËÁÒÂ½�ÒÂ¹Õé¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òà¡³±�
ã¹·Ò§ÃÙ»áººà»�¹ÊÓ¤Ñ

ùö ÊÁ¤Ô´ àÅÔÈä¾±ÙÃÂ� áÅÐºÃÃà¨Ô´ ÊÔ§¤Ðà¹µÔ, ÃÒÂ§Ò¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¨ÑÂàÃ×èÍ§à¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·ÂµÒÁÁÒµÃÒ
òöô áÅÐÁÒµÃÒ òöö, àÊ¹Íµ�ÍÊÓ¹Ñ¡§Ò¹ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù (ÁÔ¶Ø¹ÒÂ¹ òõôó), Ë¹�Ò ôø-õð
ù÷ àÃÇÑµÃ Ñ̈¹·Ã»ÃÐàÊÃÔ° áÅÐÄ·ÑÂ Ë§Ê�ÊÔÃÔ, ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÒµÃÒ òöö, àÍ¡ÊÒÃ
»ÃÐ¡Íº¡ÒÃÊÑÁÁ¹Ò·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃàÃ×èÍ§à¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨ÈÒÅ, Ñ́̈ â´ÂÁÙÅ¹Ô̧ Ô¾Ñ²¹Ò¢�ÒÃÒª¡ÒÃ (ñø ¡Ñ¹ÂÒÂ¹ òõôñ), Ë¹�Ò ö
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Ê�Ç¹ÍÕ¡½�ÒÂË¹Öè§ àËç¹Ç�Ò Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¹�Ò¨ÐËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ Í§¤�¡Ã¢Í§ÃÑ°·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÁÍºËÁÒÂãË�ãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèµÒÁº·ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¨Ö§
ä �́á¡� ÊÀÒ¼�Ùá·¹ÃÒÉ®Ã ÇØ²ÔÊÀÒ ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ·Õè»ÃÐªØÁãË�ÈÒÅ®Õ¡Ò ·Õè»ÃÐªØÁãË�
ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ÊÙ§ÊǾ  ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø̈ ÃÔµ
áË�§ªÒµÔ à»�¹µ�¹ùø ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹¹Õé·ÓãË�¡ÃÍº¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùá¤ºÅ§áÅÐ¹�Ò¨Ð
ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñºà¡³±�ã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁÁÕ»ÃÐà´ç¹ãË�µ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇ�Ò·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÁÍºËÁÒÂãË�ãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒÍÂ�Ò§äÃ ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¡ÓË¹´Ë¹�Ò·Õè¡Ç�Ò§æäÇ�à¾ÕÂ§¾ÍáÅ�ÇËÃ×ÍäÁ�·Õè̈ Ð·ÓãË�Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

ùø Õ̧ÃÐ ÊØ̧ ÕÇÃÒ§¡ÙÃ, ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡Ñº¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù,
¨´ËÁÒÂ¢�ÒÇÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù, (¾ÄÉÀÒ¤Á-ÁÔ¶Ø¹ÒÂ¹ òõôò), Ë¹�Ò õ
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¤. ·ÑÈ¹Ð¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇÒ§ËÅÑ¡à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº �Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù� ¤ÃÑé§áÃ¡

äÇ�ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ò/òõôñ â´ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÇ�ÊÑé¹æÇ�Ò �Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â¹Ñé¹ ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§
Í§¤�¡Ã·ÕèÁÕº·ºÒ·áÅÐÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèµÒÁ·ÕèºÑÑµÔäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù� áÅÐÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò
¡ÃÐ·ÃÇ§ÁËÒ´ä·ÂäÁ�ãª�Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùùù µ�ÍÁÒÁÕ»ÃÐà´ç¹»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÇÒÃÐ¡ÒÃ
´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§¢Í§ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÊÀÒà·ÈºÒÅà¡Ố ¢Öé¹ ÁÕ¡ÒÃàÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ÃÑºÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ»�ËÒ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇãË� â´ÂàËç¹Ç�Òà·ÈºÒÅà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ËÁÇ´ ùñðð ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ
¡çµÒÁ µ�ÍÁÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹·ÕèÇ�Òà·ÈºÒÅà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù â´ÂÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂäÇ�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ·Õè õø-öò/òõôó Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤×Í
Í§¤�¡Ã·Õè̈ Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹â´ÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐ¡ÓË¹´ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃ
Ê�Ç¹µÓºÅ Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́ áÅÐà·ÈºÒÅ ¨Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹â´Â¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ äÁ�ä �̈́ Ñ́
µÑé§¢Öé¹â´ÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ö§äÁ�à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùñðñ ´Ñ§·Õèä´�¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ¢�Ò§µ�¹ áÅÐ
ÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�Òá¹Ç·Ò§·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õè õø-öò/òõôó à»�¹á¹Ç·Ò§·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ãª�à»�¹ËÅÑ¡ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµ�ÍÁÒ

ùù ¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¹ÕéÁÕÇ�Ò ¡ÃÐ·ÃÇ§ÁËÒ´ä·ÂÍ�Ò§Ç�ÒÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò Ñ̈¡Ãä·Â ÁÒµÃÒ òóø
ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �ã¹¤´ÕÍÒÒ ¡ÒÃ¤�¹ã¹·ÕèÃâË°Ò¹¨Ð¡ÃÐ·ÓÁÔä´� àÇ�¹áµ�¨ÐÁÕ¤ÓÊÑè§ËÃ×ÍËÁÒÂÈÒÅ ËÃ×ÍÁÕàËµØãË�¤�¹ä´�
â´ÂäÁ�µ�Í§ÁÕ¤ÓÊÑè§ËÃ×ÍËÁÒÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅ ·Ñé§¹ÕéµÒÁ·Õè¡®ËÁÒÂºÑÑµÔ� áµ�µÒÁ»ÃÐÁÇÅ¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ Õ̧¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁ
ÍÒÒ ÁÒµÃÒ ùò ÇÃÃ¤ÊÍ§ (»�¨¨ØºÑ¹á¡�ä¢áÅ�Ç...¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹) ºÑÑµÔãË�¾¹Ñ¡§Ò¹½�ÒÂ»¡¤ÃÍ§ËÃ×ÍµÓÃÇ¨ªÑé¹¼�ÙãË�
¤�¹´�ÇÂµ¹àÍ§â´ÂäÁ�µ�Í§ÁÕËÁÒÂ¤�¹ä´� ¡ÃÐ·ÃÇ§ÁËÒ´ä·Â Ö̈§Ã�Í§¢ÍãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�ÒµÓÃÇ¨ªÑé¹
¼�ÙãË�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶¤�¹ã¹·ÕèÃâË°Ò¹´�ÇÂµ¹àÍ§â´ÂäÁ�µ�Í§ÁÕËÁÒÂ¤�¹ä´�ËÃ×ÍäÁ� «Öè§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�Ò
¡ÃÐ·ÃÇ§ÁËÒ´ä·ÂäÁ�ãª�Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Ö̈§äÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÁÒµÃÒ òöö ä´��
ñðð ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ô/òõôñ áÅÐ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ñð/òõôñ
ñðñ  ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè õø-öò/òõôó
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¡Å�ÒÇâ´ÂÊÃØ» à¡³±�·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùãª�ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÇ�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ãã´à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèÈÒÅä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ ¤×Í ñ. Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹µ�Í§à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã
·Õè̈ Ñ́ µÑé§¢Öé¹â´ÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ò. ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù «Öè§à·�Ò·Õè¼�Ò¹ÁÒ
Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù µÒÁá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤×Í ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ«Öè§»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ
ÊÀÒ¼�Ùá·¹ÃÒÉ®ÃáÅÐÇØ²ÔÊÀÒñðò ÇØ²ÔÊÀÒñðó¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕñðô ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁñðõ ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ñðö

¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ñð÷ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø̈ ÃÔµáË�§ªÒµÔñðø

¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹ Ố¹ñðù ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÃÃËÒºØ¤¤Åà¢�Ò´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§µÒÁ·Õè
¡ÓË¹´äÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù àª�¹ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÃÃËÒµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ññð

¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÃÃËÒ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ñññ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÃÃËÒ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ
»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø̈ ÃÔµáË�§ªÒµÔññò

ñðò ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè óñ/òõô÷
ñðó ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè õô/òõôò, òð/òõôó, ó-ô/òõôõ,ôó/òõôö
ñðô ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè òö/òõôó, óó/òõôó
ñðõ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ñó/òõôó
ñðö ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè õò/òõôö
ñð÷ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ó/òõôñ, ñõ/òõôñ, õó/òõôò, õ/òõôó, ö/òõôó, ñó/òõôó,
      õò/òõôö
ñðø ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ñø/òõôô, ò/òõôö, óó/òõôö, óö/òõô÷, òù/òõôø
ñðù ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè öð/òõôø
ññð ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ôô/òõôö
ñññ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè óø/òõôõ
ññò ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ôô/òõô÷
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§. ¢�ÍÇÔ̈ ÒÃ³�
àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÍ§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ¢Í§ÃÑ°·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ÍÂ�Ùã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â

¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð »ÃÐ¡Íº¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ àËÅ�Ò¹Ñé¹áÅ�Ç àËç¹Ç�ÒàÃÒÍÒ¨
áº�§Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ÍÂ�Ùã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÍ¡à»�¹ õ »ÃÐàÀ·ãË�æ ¤×Í

ñ. Í§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔ «Öè§ä´� ÊÀÒ¼�Ùá·¹ÃÒÉ®Ã ÇØ²ÔÊÀÒ áÅÐÃÑ°ÊÀÒ
«Öè§»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂÊÀÒ¼�Ùá·¹ÃÒÉ®ÃáÅÐÇØ²ÔÊÀÒ

ò. Í§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ºÃÔËÒÃ «Öè§ä �́á¡� ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ
ó. Í§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ «Öè§ä´�á¡� ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÈÒÅÂØµÔ¸ÃÃÁ

ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ áÅÐÈÒÅ·ËÒÃ
ô. Í§¤�¡ÃÍÔÊÃÐ «Öè§ä �́á¡� ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹

áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø¨ÃÔµáË�§ªÒµÔ  ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹´Ô¹
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÔ· Ô̧Á¹ØÉÂª¹áË�§ªÒµÔ áÅÐ¼�ÙµÃÇ¨¡ÒÃá¼�¹´Ô¹¢Í§ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ

õ. Í§¤�¡ÃÊÃÃËÒºØ¤¤Åà¢�Ò´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§µÒÁ·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÑÑµÔ «Öè§ä �́á¡�
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÃÃËÒµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÃÃËÒ
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÃÃËÒ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹
áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø̈ ÃÔµáË�§ªÒµÔ

µÒÁá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÕèáÊ´§äÇ�¢�Ò§µ�¹ ÍÒ¨¨ÐÍ¹ØÁÒ¹ä �́Ç�Ò
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·ÂàËç¹Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã·Ñé§ õ »ÃÐàÀ·¢�Ò§µ�¹ ¶×ÍÇ�Òà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®Õ¡ÒÃ¶×ÍÇ�ÒÃÑ°ÊÀÒ (µÅÍ´¨¹ÊÀÒ¼�Ùá·¹ÃÒÉ®ÃáÅÐÇØ²ÔÊÀÒ) áÅÐ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ
à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Ù́¨ÐäÁ�ÁÕ»�ËÒÍÐäÃ à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡Í§¤�¡Ã·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒà¡Ô´¢Öé¹
¨Ò¡ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´ÂµÃ§ ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèµÅÍ´¨¹¤ÇÒÁÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹¸�µ�Í¡Ñ¹µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´Â
µÃ§ áÅÐÁÕÊ�Ç¹Ã�ÇÁã¹¡ÒÃ¡�ÍµÑé§à¨µ¨Ó¹§¢Í§ÃÑ°â´ÂµÃ§ ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹
á¹Ç·Ò§¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¨Ò¡à ỐÁã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ô/òõôñ «Öè§¾Ôà¤ÃÒÐË�¤ÇÒÁ
à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´Â Ù́Ç�ÒÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÑÑµÔ¶Ö§ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÁÒà»�¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò
à§×èÍ¹ä¢ÊÍ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ ¤×Í µ�Í§à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã·ÕèºÑÑµÔäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐÁÕ¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´ÍÓ¹Ò¨
Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹äÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¨Ö§à»�¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·ÕèÁ�Ø§ä»ã¹·ÔÈ·Ò§
·ÕèÊÍ´¤Å�Í§¡Ñº·ÄÉ®ÕÁÒ¡¢Öé¹ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè õø-öò/òõôó ¹Ñé¹ áÁ�̈ Ðä �́»ÃÑºà»ÅÕèÂ¹ä»
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ã¹·ÔÈ·Ò§·Õè¶Ù¡µ�Í§ÁÒ¡¢Öé¹ áµ�¡çÂÑ§äÁ�à»�¹á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·ÕèÊÁºÙÃ³� à¾ÃÒÐ¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡
ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õèã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù â´ÂäÁ�ä �́¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§à¹×éÍËÒ¢Í§ÍÓ¹Ò¨ËÃ×Í¤ÇÒÁªÑ´à¨¹¢Í§
ÍÓ¹Ò¨·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ Ê�§¼ÅãË�Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÃÐºº
¡®ËÁÒÂä·ÂµÒÁá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¹ÕéÁÕ¨Ó¹Ç¹ÁÒ¡ áÅÐºÒ§¡Ã³ÕÂÑ§à»�¹»�ËÒµ�Íä» �́ÇÂÇ�Ò
Í§¤�¡ÃàËÅ�Ò¹Ñé¹à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒËÃ×ÍäÁ� àª�¹ ¡Ã³Õ¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ
Í§¤�¡ÃÍÔÊÃÐ áÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÃÊÃÃËÒºØ¤¤Åà¢�Ò´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§µÒÁ·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÑÑµÔäÇ�

ã¹Ê�Ç¹¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ¹Ñé¹¨ÐàËç¹Ç�Ò àÁ×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®ÕáÅ�Ç ̈ Ðµ�Í§
¶×ÍÇ�Òà©¾ÒÐáµ�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà·�Ò¹Ñé¹·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡Ố ¢Öé¹¨Ò¡ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´ÂµÃ§ ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèµÒÁ·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÑÑµÔäÇ�
áÅÐ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¶×ÍÇ�Òà»�¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´·Ò§µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÁÕ¡ÓÅÑ§ºÑ§¤Ñºã¹
ÃÐ Ñ́ºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùññó ÊÓËÃÑºÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ áÅÐÈÒÅ·ËÒÃ¹Ñé¹ ¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹àËç¹Ç�ÒäÁ�
ãª�Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù à¾ÃÒÐ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐºÑÑµÔà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍ§¤�¡ÃàËÅ�Ò¹ÕéäÇ� áµ�
¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æàËÅ�Ò¹Õé äÁ�ä �́à»�¹¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§·ÕèàËç¹
ä �́ªÑ́ à¨¹ ¤×Í ¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ÁÒµÃÒ ò÷ö
¨Ðä �́ºÑÑµÔÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§äÇ� áµ�ã¹¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ»¡¤ÃÍ§¹Ñé¹
ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§äÁ�ä �́ãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ ò÷ö áµ�ãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ
¨Ñ́ µÑé§ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§áÅÐÇÔ̧ Õ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ Ṍ»¡¤ÃÍ§ ¾.È.òõôò ËÒ¡äÁ�ÁÕ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ̈ Ñ́ µÑé§
ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§Ï ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶·ÓË¹�Ò·Õè¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ»¡¤ÃÍ§ä �́
¤ÓÍ Ô̧ºÒÂ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹ÕéÂ�ÍÁãª�ä �́¡ÑºÈÒÅÂØµÔ¸ÃÃÁáÅÐÈÒÅ·ËÒÃàª�¹¡Ñ¹ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹¡çÍÒ¨ÁÕ
¢�Íâµ�à¶ÕÂ§Ç�Ò¶�Òàª�¹¹Ñé¹áÅ�Ç

¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§äÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ»ÃÐâÂª¹�ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ
¤ÓµÍºã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé¡ç¤×Í ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÑÑµÔ»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹ �¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Ê¶ÒºÑ¹� ¢Í§ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§
ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ áÅÐÈÒÅ·ËÒÃäÇ� «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò Í§¤�¡Ã¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔ̈ Ðµ�Í§µÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ¨Ñ́ µÑé§
ÈÒÅµ�Ò§æ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒáÂ¡ÍÍ¡à»�¹ ó ÃÐººÈÒÅµ�Ò§ËÒ¡¨Ò¡¡Ñ¹â´Âà¤ÒÃ¾¡ÃÍºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè
·Õèà»�¹ÊÒÃÐÊÓ¤ÑµÒÁ·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÑÑµÔäÇ� áÅÐÍ§¤�¡Ã¹ÔµÔºÑÑµÔ̈ ÐµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ¡ÓË¹´

ññó ´ÙÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òöø
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ãË�ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁËÃ×ÍÈÒÅ·ËÒÃÁÕà¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨·ÑèÇä»ã¹¤´Õ»¡¤ÃÍ§äÁ�ä´� ËÃ×Í¨ÐµÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ
µÑ́ ÍÓ¹Ò¨·Õèâ´ÂÊÀÒ¾à»�¹á¡¹áË�§ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅ·ËÒÃä»ãË�ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ
¡çäÁ�ä �́àª�¹¡Ñ¹ ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÑÑµÔÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ áÅÐÈÒÅ·ËÒÃ
äÇ� ¨Ö§äÁ�ãª�à»�¹¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔãË�ÈÒÅµ�Ò§æ·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐãª�
ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´ÂµÃ§ áÁ�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðä´�ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ñó/òõôó Ç�ÒÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õè
õò/òõôö Ç�ÒÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áµ�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä´�ãË�
¤ÓÍ Ô̧ºÒÂÇ�ÒÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ¡ḉ Õ ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§¡ḉ Õ ãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍÂ�Ò§äÃ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁ�Ø§¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§¡ÒÃ¢¨Ñ́ ¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃ
àÅ×Í¡µÑé§¡ÑºÈÒÅÂØµÔ¸ÃÃÁáÅÐÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§à»�¹ÊÓ¤Ñ â´Â¢Ò´¡ÒÃÇÔà¤ÃÒÐË�ã¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹Ç�Ò
ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃ¢Í§ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁËÃ×ÍÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§¨Ð¢Ñ́ áÂ�§¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§¢Í§
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ä �̈́ ÃÔ§ËÃ×Í »ÃÐà ḉ¹¹Õéà»�¹»ÃÐà´ç¹·Õè̈ ÐÇÔà¤ÃÒÐË�¡Ñ¹µ�Íä»ÍÕ¡Ê�Ç¹
Ë¹Öè§ ¡Å�ÒÇâ´ÂÊÃØ»ã¹ªÑé¹¹Õé ã¹·ÑÈ¹Ð¢Í§¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹ Í§¤�¡Ã·Õèãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µØÅÒ¡ÒÃáÅÐÁÕÊÀÒ¾à»�¹
Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁÁÕáµ�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà·�Ò¹Ñé¹ ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ¡ḉ Õ ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§¡ḉ Õ
ÈÒÅ·ËÒÃ¡ç Ṍ Â�ÍÁÁÕÍÔÊÃÐã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õã¹¤´Õ·ÕèÍÂ�Ùã¹à¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§µ¹
áÅÐÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁ»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Ê¶ÒºÑ¹¢Í§ÈÒÅ·Ñé§ ó ÃÐºº·Õè¡Å�ÒÇÁÒ ´Ñ§¹Ñé¹¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò
ÈÒÅÂØµÔ̧ ÃÃÁ ÈÒÅ»¡¤ÃÍ§ áÅÐÈÒÅ·ËÒÃ¨ÐäÁ�ä �́à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çµÒÁ Í§¤�¡Ã
Í×è¹¡ç̈ Ð¡�ÒÇÅ�Ç§à¢�ÒÁÒã¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅàËÅ�Ò¹ÕéäÁ�ä �́ à¾ÃÒÐÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́»ÃÐ¡Ñ¹¤ÇÒÁà»�¹
Ê¶ÒºÑ¹äÇ�¹Ñè¹àÍ§ Í¹Öè§ â´ÂàËµØ·ÕèÈÒÅ·Ñé§ÊÒÁÃÐºº  (ËÃ×ÍÈÒÅÍ×è¹·ÕèÍÒ¨¨Ðä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃ¨Ñ́ ¢Öé¹
à»�¹ÍÕ¡ÃÐººÈÒÅË¹Öè§µ�Ò§ËÒ¡ã¹Í¹Ò¤µ) ÍÒ¨ÁÕ»�ËÒ¡ÒÃ¢Ñ́ ¡Ñ¹«Öè§à¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨ ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¨Ö§ä �́¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÁÕ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¤³ÐË¹Öè§¢Öé¹·ÓË¹�Ò·Õè¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´»�ËÒ

Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇññô

ÊÓËÃÑºÍ§¤�¡ÃÍÔÊÃÐáÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÃÊÃÃËÒºØ¤¤Åà¢�Ò´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§µÒÁ·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¡ÓË¹´¹Ñé¹ ¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�Òà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã·ÕèÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà©¾ÒÐáÅÐà»�¹»ÃÒ¡¯¡ÒÃ³�¾ÔàÈÉã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¢Í§»ÃÐà·Èä·Â Í§¤�¡ÃàËÅ�Ò¹Õé¨ÐÁÕÊ¶Ò¹Ðà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ´Ù¨Ðà»�¹
»�ËÒÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§ áÁ�ËÒ¡ãª�à¡³±�¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æ àËÅ�Ò¹Õé

ññô ´Ù ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òôø
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à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áµ�ËÒ¡¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒáÅ�Ç ºÒ§Í§¤�¡ÃäÁ�ÍÒ¨à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ à¾ÃÒÐäÁ�ä �́ãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÅÂ àª�¹ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹
á¼�¹ Ố¹ ËÃ×Í¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÔ·¸ÔÁ¹ØÉÂª¹áË�§ªÒµÔ à»�¹µ�¹ »ÃÐà´ç¹¹Õéà»�¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õè
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä �́¾Ñ²¹Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂµ�ÍÁÒãË�ÁÕàËµØ¼ÅÍ Ô̧ºÒÂä´�ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ
»�ËÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéäÁ�ä �́à¡Ô´¨Ò¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Ñé§ËÁ´ áµ�Ê�Ç¹Ë¹Öè§à»�¹¼ÅÁÒ¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¨Ñ´
â¤Ã§ÊÃ�Ò§Í§¤�¡ÃÍÔÊÃÐ¢Í§¼�ÙÃ�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù «Öè§ÊÃ�Ò§»�ËÒ¡ÒÃãª�áÅÐ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ
¡®ËÁÒÂÍÂ�ÙäÁ�¹�ÍÂññõ

ññõ àÁ×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡·ÕèÁÒ¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø¨ÃÔµáË�§
ªÒµÔ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹´Ô¹ ¼�ÙµÃÇ¨¡ÒÃá¼�¹´Ô¹¢Í§ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ áÅÐ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÔ· Ô̧Á¹ØÉÂª¹áË�§ªÒµÔ
áÅ�Ç ¾ºÇ�Ò ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¡ÒÃä´�ÁÒ«Öè§Í§¤�¡Ãà¨�ÒË¹�Ò·Õè·Õè» Ô̄ºÑµÔ§Ò¹ã¹Í§¤�¡ÃàËÅ�Ò¹Õé¨ÐÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð¤Å�ÒÂ¤ÅÖ§¡Ñ¹ ¤×Í ÁÕ
¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃã¹¡ÒÃä´�ÁÒ ò ¢Ñé¹µÍ¹ ä´�á¡� ¢Ñé¹µÍ¹¡ÒÃÊÃÃËÒáÅÐàÊ¹Íª×èÍ áÅÐ¢Ñé¹µÍ¹¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡â´ÂÇØ²ÔÊÀÒ
áµ�¡ç¾ºÇ�ÒÊÀÒ¾¡®à¡³±�ËÃ×Íº·ºÑÑµÔà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍ§¤�¡ÃàËÅ�Ò¹ÕéÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ð·Õèáµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹

ã¹Ê�Ç¹¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§áÅÐ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø¨ÃÔµáË�§ªÒµÔ
¹Ñé¹ ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÑÑµÔÃÒÂÅÐàÍÕÂ´äÇ�ÁÒ¡¡Ç�ÒÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ºÑÑµÔ¶Ö§¤Ø³ÊÁºÑµÔ ÅÑ¡É³Ðµ�Í§Ë�ÒÁ
¡ÃÐºÇ¹ÊÃÃËÒáÅÐ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡àÍÒäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§ÅÐàÍÕÂ´àÊÃç¨ÊÔé¹ã¹µÑÇàÍ§ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹ÕéÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂÑ§ä´�ºÑÑµÔÍÓ¹Ò¨
Ë¹�Ò·ÕèºÒ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ·ÕèÊÒÁÒÃ¶´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃä»ä �́â´ÂÍÒÈÑÂº·ºÑÑµÔÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùâ´ÂµÃ§ �́ÇÂ ¤×Í ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õèã¹
¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃ¶Í´¶Í¹¼�Ù´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ÍÍ¡¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ
¡ÒÃ·Ø¨ÃÔµáË�§ªÒµÔ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ¡çÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèËÅÒÂ»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ¢Í§·Ñé§ÊÍ§Í§¤�¡Ã¹Õé·ÕèÁÕ»�ËÒÇ�Ò¨Ðãª�ä �́â´Â
µÃ§¨Ò¡ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ� ËÃ×Í¨Óà»�¹·Õè¨Ðµ�Í§ÍÒÈÑÂÍÓ¹Ò¨¨Ò¡¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ»ÃÐ¡ºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù«Öè§µÃÒ¢Öé¹
â´ÂÃÑ°ÊÀÒà»�¹à¤Ã×èÍ§Á×Íã¹¡ÒÃ´Óà¹Ô¹§Ò¹ ¡ÒÃ·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä´�áÂ¡áÂÐÅÑ¡É³Ð¢Í§ÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹ªÑé¹¢Í§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÕèàÊÃç¨ÊÔé¹à´ç´¢Ò´ã¹µÑÇàÍ§ ÍÍ¡¨Ò¡ÍÓ¹Ò¨·Õè¡�ÍµÑé§¢Öé¹â´ÂÃÑ°ÊÀÒãË�ªÑ´à¨¹¹ÕéÊ�§¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Íä»
ÍÂ�Ò§ÁÒ¡¶Ö§¡ÒÃÇÔà¤ÃÒÐË�¸ÃÃÁªÒµÔËÃ×Íà¹×éÍËÒ¢Í§ÍÓ¹Ò¨·ÕèÍ§¤�¡Ã·Ñé§ÊÍ§¹Õéä´�ãª�ä»Ç�Òà»�¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨·Ò§
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×Íà»�¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨·Ò§»¡¤ÃÍ§

ÊÓËÃÑº¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹ Ố¹¹Ñé¹ àËç¹ä´�Ç�ÒáÁ�ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐãË�¤ÇÒÁÊÓ¤Ñâ´Â¡Å�ÒÇ¶Ö§¡ÒÃ
µÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹´Ô¹à»�¹ËÁÇ´Ë¹Öè§µ�Ò§ËÒ¡¡çµÒÁ áµ�¡ç¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÒä´�¡�ÍµÑé§ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ
µÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹´Ô¹áÅÐ¼�ÙÇ�Ò¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹´Ô¹â´ÂµÃ§ ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹´Ô¹áÅÐ¼�ÙÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ
µÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹´Ô¹¹Ñé¹à¡Ô´¢Öé¹¨Ò¡¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ»ÃÐ¡ÍºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Ò´�ÇÂ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹´Ô¹ àÃÒÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇ
ä´�Ç�Òã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨à§Ô¹á¼�¹ Ố¹äÁ�ãª�Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù

Ê�Ç¹¼�ÙµÃÇ¨¡ÒÃá¼�¹´Ô¹¢Í§ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ¡çÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðàª�¹à´ÕÂÇ¡Ñ¹ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í â´Â·ÑèÇä»áÅ�ÇäÁ�ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹Ê�Ç¹
·ÕèÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹ �̧à¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÅÂ ¶�Ò¨ÐÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨·ÕèÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹ �̧à¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡çÁÕ¡Ã³Õà ṌÂÇ ¡ç¤×Í ¡Ã³Õ
·Õè¼�ÙµÃÇ¨¡ÒÃá¼�¹´Ô¹¢Í§ÃÑ°ÊÀÒà»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã·ÕèÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òã¹¡ÒÃÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ ·Ñé§¹Õé
â´ÂÍÒÈÑÂÍÓ¹Ò¨µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ ñùø ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹Õé¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃã¹¡ÒÃä �́ÁÒ«Öè§¼�ÙµÃÇ¨¡ÒÃá¼�¹´Ô¹¢Í§
ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ µÅÍ´¨¹¤Ø³ÊÁºÑµÔáÅÐÅÑ¡É³Ðµ�Í§Ë�ÒÁ¡çà»�¹ä»µÒÁ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ»ÃÐ¡ÍºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Ñé§ÊÔé¹ ËÒä �́
à»�¹ä»µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�
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äÁ�Ç�Ò¨ÐÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹àÃ×èÍ§
¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ ¡ç·ÓãË�¤ÇÒÁà¢�Òã¨à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¶Ù¡µ�Í§¢Öé¹

ËÒ¡¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÊÒàËµØáË�§¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂáÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
µÑÇµØÅÒ¡ÒÃ·Õèà»�¹Í§¤�¤³Ð¡çÂ�ÍÁÁÕ¼Åµ�Íá¹Ç¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁññö áµ�ÊÓËÃÑº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹
¹Ñé¹ ¹Í¡¨Ò¡¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂËÅÑ§ (õø-öò/òõôó) ̈ Ðà¡Ố ¢Öé¹ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡·ÕèµØÅÒ¡ÒÃÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ä �́»¯ÔºÑµÔË¹�Ò·ÕèÁÒÃÐÂÐË¹Öè§áÅ�Ç àËç¹¼Å¡ÃÐ·º¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹áÅ�Ç ¡ÒÃÇÔ¾Ò¡É�
ÇÔ¨ÒÃ³�·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé¹�Ò¨Ðà»�¹ÊÒàËµØË¹Öè§·Õè·ÓãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ �́ÇÂ ¨ÐàËç¹ä �́Ç�Òã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè õø-öò/òõôó
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾ÂÒÂÒÁÇÒ§ËÅÑ¡à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Öé¹ «Öè§ã¹á§�¹Õéµ�Í§¶×ÍÇ�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¹Õé´Õ¡Ç�Ò¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ·Õè ô/òõôñ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐäÁ�ä �́Í Ô̧ºÒÂÃÒÂÅÐàÍÕÂ´áÅÐãË�àËµØ¼Åã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¤�Í¹¢�Ò§¹�ÍÂ¡çµÒÁ

ÊÓËÃÑº¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÔ·¸ÔÁ¹ØÉÂª¹áË�§ªÒµÔ¡çàª�¹à´ÕÂÇ¡Ñ¹ ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙºÑÑµÔäÇ�áµ�à¾ÕÂ§Í§¤�»ÃÐ¡Íºà·�Ò¹Ñé¹
Ê�Ç¹¤Ø³ÊÁºÑµÔ ÅÑ¡É³Ðµ�Í§Ë�ÒÁ¢Í§¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ µÅÍ´¨¹¡ÃÐºÇ¹¡ÒÃä �́ÁÒ¡çà»�¹ä»µÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂ¸ÃÃÁ´Ò ÍÓ¹Ò¨
¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃÊÔ· Ô̧Á¹ØÉÂª¹ã¹¡ÒÃàÃÕÂ¡ãË�ºØ¤¤ÅË¹Öè§ºØ¤¤Åã´ÁÒãË�»Ò¡¤Ó¡çà»�¹ä»µÒÁ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ
ÍÑ¹à»�¹¡®ËÁÒÂ¸ÃÃÁ´Ò
ññö Í§¤�¤³Ð¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ô/òõôñ ¤×Í ¹ÒÂàªÒÇ¹� ÊÒÂàª×éÍ ¹ÒÂâ¡àÁ¹
ÀÑ·ÃÀÔÃÁÂ� ¹ÒÂ Ø̈Á¾Å ³ Ê§¢ÅÒ ¾Åâ· ¨ØÅ ÍµÔàÃ¡ ¹ÒÂªÑÂÍ¹Ñ¹µ� ÊÁØ·Ç³Ôª ¹ÒÂ»ÃÐàÊÃÔ° ¹ÒÊ¡ØÅ ¹ÒÂÁ§¤Å ÊÃÐ¯Ñ¹
¹ÒÂÊØ Ô̈¹´Ò Â§ÊØ¹·Ã ¹ÒÂÊØÇÔ·Â� Õ̧Ã¾§É� ¹ÒÂÍ¹Ñ¹µ� à¡µØÇ§È� ¹ÒÂÍÔÊÊÃÐ ¹ÔµÔ·Ñ³±�»ÃÐÀÒÈ áÅÐ ¹ÒÂÍØÃÐ
ËÇÑ§Í�ÍÁ¡ÅÒ§ Ê�Ç¹Í§¤�¤³Ð¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè õø-öò/òõôó ¤×Í
¹ÒÂ»ÃÐàÊÃÔ° ¹ÒÊ¡ØÅ ¹ÒÂ¡ÃÐÁÅ ·Í§¸ÃÃÁªÒµÔ ¹ÒÂâ¡àÁ¹ ÀÑ·ÃÀÔÃÁÂ� ¹ÒÂ Ø̈Á¾Å ³ Ê§¢ÅÒ ¾Åâ· ¨ØÅ ÍµÔàÃ¡
¹ÒÂ»ÃÕªÒ à©ÅÔÁÇ³ÔªÂ� ¹ÒÂ¼Ñ¹ ¨Ñ¹·Ã»Ò¹ ¹ÒÂÁ§¤Å ÊÃÐ Ñ̄¹ ¹ÒÂÊØ̈ Ôµ ºØº§¡ÒÃ ¹ÒÂÊØ̈ Ô¹´Ò Â§ÊØ¹·Ã ¹ÒÂÊØÇÔ·Â�

Õ̧Ã¾§É� ¹ÒÂÍ¹Ñ¹µ� à¡µØÇ§È� ¹ÒÂÍÁÃ ÃÑ¡ÉÒÊÑµÂ� ¹ÒÂÍÔÊÊÃÐ ¹ÔµÔ·Ñ³±�»ÃÐÀÒÈ áÅÐ¹ÒÂÍØÃÐ ËÇÑ§Í�ÍÁ¡ÅÒ§
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ó. ¢�Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òà¾ÔèÁàµÔÁ
ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÅÒÂ¡Ã³Õ·Õè¤Å�ÒÂ¡ÑºÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§

á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ áµ�àÁ×èÍ¾Ôà¤ÃÒÐË�Å§ä»ã¹ÃÒÂÅÐàÍÕÂ´áÅ�Ç ¾ºÇ�Ò¡Ã³ÕàËÅ�Ò¹Ñé¹äÁ�ãª�¡ÒÃ
à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ áµ�à»�¹¡Ã³Õ¢Í§à¾ÔèÁàµÔÁÃÒÂÅàÍÕÂ´¢Í§¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ËÃ×Í ¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ Ṍâ´ÂÁÕàËµØ¼Åà¾×èÍá¡�»�ËÒà©¾ÒÐË¹�Ò áÅÐã¹ºÒ§¡Ã³ÕËÒàËµØ¼Å
ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÃÍ§ÃÑºäÁ�ä �́ ̈ Ö§µ�Í§¶×ÍÇ�Ò¡Ã³ÕàËÅ�Ò¹Ñé¹à»�¹¡Ã³ÕÂ¡àÇ�¹·ÕèäÁ�ÍÒ¨¹ÓÁÒãª�à»�¹
ºÃÃ·Ñ́ °Ò¹ áÅÐ¶×ÍäÁ�ä �́Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ

ó. ñ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹Ê�Ç¹·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñºà¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹Ê�Ç¹·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñºà¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè́ Ù̈ ÐÁÕ»�ËÒ·ÕèÊǾ  ¡ç¤×Í

¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÍÑ¹·Õè¨ÐÃÑºàÃ×èÍ§·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Í§Â×è¹ÁÒµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§
ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òöö «Öè§ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÕ»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§æµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ãË�Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹ËÃ×Í»ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§
¾Ã�ÍÁ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¾×èÍÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ�  »�ËÒ¡ç¤×Í ¡ÒÃ¨ÐÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ä»ãË�
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂµÒÁº·ºÑÑµÔÁÒµÃÒ¹Õé¨Ðµ�Í§ÁÕ»�ËÒà¡Ô´¢Öé¹¨ÃÔ§ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ËÒ¡ÁÕ
»�ËÒà¡Ố ¢Öé¹¨ÃÔ§ »�ËÒ¹Ñé¹µ�Í§à»�¹¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§ÃÐËÇ�Ò§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ�

ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÇ�ËÅÒÂ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò ¡ÒÃ¨ÐÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ä»ãË�
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¹Ñé¹¨Ðµ�Í§à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÕ»�ËÒà¡Ố ¢Öé¹¨ÃÔ§ à¾ÕÂ§áµ�ÁÕàËµØÊ§ÊÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ä»ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÁ�ä �́ àª�¹ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ö/òõôò ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ä´�Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ä»ÂÑ§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
Ç�Òµ¹»ÃÐÊº»�ËÒáÅÐÍØ»ÊÃÃ¤ºÒ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¢�Í§¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáÅÐ
¡®ËÁÒÂ»ÃÐ¡ÍºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ºÑÑµÔäÇ� ¤×Í àÁ×èÍ
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ä �́ÁÕ¤ÓÊÑè§ ÁÍºËÁÒÂ ËÃ×Í¢Í¤ÇÒÁÃ�ÇÁÁ×Í¢�ÒÃÒª¡ÒÃ ¾¹Ñ¡§Ò¹ËÃ×Í
ÅÙ¡¨�Ò§¢Í§ Ë¹�ÇÂÃÒª¡ÒÃ Ë¹�ÇÂ§Ò¹¢Í§ÃÑ° ÃÑ°ÇÔÊÒË¡Ô¨ ËÃ×ÍÃÒª¡ÒÃÊ�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ ËÃ×Í
à¨�ÒË¹�Ò·ÕèÍ×è¹¢Í§ÃÑ°ãË�»¯ÔºÑµÔ¡ÒÃ·Ñé§ËÅÒÂÍÑ¹¨Óà»�¹ÀÒÂã¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ
¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ »ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò Ë¹�ÇÂÃÒª¡ÒÃËÃ×ÍºØ¤ÅÒ¡Ãã¹Ë¹�ÇÂÃÒª¡ÒÃ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇäÁ�»¯ÔºÑµÔµÒÁËÃ×Í
äÁ�ãË�¤ÇÒÁÃ�ÇÁÁ×Í â´ÂÍ�Ò§Ç�ÒÍÒ¨¡ÃÐ·º¡ÑºÊ¶Ò¹Ð¢Í§ÀÒÃ¡Ô̈ ¢Í§Ë¹�ÇÂ§Ò¹ ËÃ×ÍºØ¤ÅÒ¡Ã
·Õè¢Í¡ÒÃÊ¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹ à»�¹¼�Ù»¯ÔºÑµÔ§Ò¹ËÅÑ¡ãË�á¡�Ë¹�ÇÂ§Ò¹¹Ñé¹ ¨Ö§äÁ�ÍÒ¨ãË�¡ÒÃÊ¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹
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ºØ¤ÅÒ¡Ã Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇä �́ ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ä �́»ÃÐªØÁáÅ�ÇÁÕÁµÔÇ�Òà¾×èÍãË�à¡Ố ¤ÇÒÁªÑ́ à¨¹
à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§µÒÁº·ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐ
¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ»ÃÐ¡ÍºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Ò �́ÇÂ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ¾.È. òõôñ Ç�ÒÁÕ¤ÇÒÁ
ÊÍ´¤Å�Í§ËÃ×Í¢Ñ́ áÂ�§¡Ñ¹ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ̈ Ö§àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§¾Ã�ÍÁ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òöö
µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù à¾×èÍ¢ÍãË�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§
ÃÇÁ ô »ÃÐ¡ÒÃ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Ò �¤ÓÃ�Í§¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ
¢�Ò§µ�¹à»�¹¡ÒÃËÒÃ×Íà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õèâ´Â·ÑèÇ æ ä»¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ ñôô ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ ÁÒµÃÒ ñôõ ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ (ò) áÅÐ (ö) áÅÐ
µÒÁ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ»ÃÐ¡Íº ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇ�Ò´�ÇÂ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ¾.È. òõôñ
ÁÒµÃÒ ñð (ó) áÅÐÁÒµÃÒ ñõ «Öè§ã¹Ê�Ç¹·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃ¢ÍãË�
Í Ô̧ºÒÂ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂº·ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù â´ÂäÁ�»ÃÒ¡¯¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§Ç�Òä´�ÁÕ»�ËÒ
à¡Ô´¢Öé¹áÅ�Ç ¨Ö§äÁ�à»�¹¡Ã³ÕÁÕ»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§ æ µÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè¨ÐàÊ¹ÍãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òöö
ä �́ ÊÓËÃÑºã¹Ê�Ç¹·ÕèËÒÃ×Íà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèµÒÁ¾ÃÐÃÒªºÑÑµÔ»ÃÐ¡ÍºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
Ç�Ò �́ÇÂ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ¾.È. òõôñ ¹Ñé¹ ÍÂ�Ùã¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ÍÂ�ÙáÅ�Ç�

¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ÷/òõôò ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ø/òõôò äÇ�ã¹·Ó¹Í§à´ÕÂÇ¡Ñ¹

ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁµ�ÍÁÒà¡Ố »�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò¾ÃÐÁËÒ¡ÉÑµÃÔÂ�ÁÕË¹�Ò·Õèµ�Í§ä»
ãª�ÊÔ· Ô̧àÅ×Í¡µÑé§ËÃ×ÍäÁ� à¾ÃÒÐÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð
¡ÓË¹´ãË�ºØ¤¤ÅÁÕË¹�Ò·Õèµ�Í§ä»ãª�ÊÔ· Ô̧àÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ÁÔ©Ð¹Ñé¹¨ÐÊÙàÊÕÂÊÔ· Ô̧ºÒ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ
¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§äÁ�á¹�ã¨Ç�Òµ¹¤ÇÃ¨Ð´Óà¹Ô¹¡ÒÃÍÂ�Ò§äÃ ¨Ö§àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§ä»ÂÑ§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ ÁÕ»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õèµ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹àº×éÍ§µ�¹Ç�Ò¡ÒÃàÊ¹Í
àÃ×èÍ§ÁÒÂÑ§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹ä»µÒÁËÅÑ¡à¡³±�¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ
ÁÒµÃÒ òöö ËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õè ö/òõôó ã¹àÃ×èÍ§´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ ´Ñ§¹Õé
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�ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òöö ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �ã¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÕ»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè
¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ãµ�Ò§ æ µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ãË�Í§¤�¡Ã¹Ñé¹ËÃ×Í»ÃÐ¸Ò¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§¾Ã�ÍÁ
¤ÇÒÁàËç¹µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¾×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ�

¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒáÅ�Ç ¤ÓÇ�Ò �Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù� ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ Í§¤�¡Ã·Õè¨Ñ´µÑé§¢Öé¹áÅÐ
¡ÓË¹´ÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèäÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃË¹Öè§µÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù àÁ×èÍÁÕ»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔµÒÁÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ
¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§µÒÁº·ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ öø Ç�Ò ÁÕºØ¤¤Åã´º�Ò§·ÕèäÁ�ÍÂ�Ùã¹¢�ÒÂ
ËÃ×Íä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃÂ¡àÇ�¹ÁÔµ�Í§ä»á¨�§àËµØÍÑ¹¤ÇÃ·Õè·ÓãË�äÁ�ÍÒ¨ä»àÅ×Í¡µÑé§ä´�́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ���

àÁ×èÍ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ÍÍ¡ÃÐàºÕÂºà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ÊÁÒªÔ¡ÇØ²ÔÊÀÒÇ�Ò
¾ÃÐºÃÁÇ§ÈÒ¹ØÇ§È�µÑé§áµ�ªÑé¹¾ÃÐÍ§¤�à¨�Ò¢Öé¹ä»à»�¹¼�ÙÁÕÊÔ·¸ÔàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ÁÕË¹�Ò·Õèä»ãª�ÊÔ· Ô̧
àÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ÍÕ¡·Ñé§ãË�àÅ¢Ò Ô̧¡ÒÃ¾ÃÐÃÒªÇÑ§ÁÕË¹�Ò·Õèá¨�§àËµØ·Õè·ÓãË�äÁ�ÍÒ¨ä»ãª�ÊÔ·¸ÔàÅ×Í¡µÑé§
á·¹¾ÃÐºÃÁÇ§ÈÒ¹ØÇ§È�µÑé§áµ�ªÑé¹¾ÃÐÍ§¤�à¨�Ò¢Öé¹ä» áµ�¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§
¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒáÅ�ÇàËç¹Ç�Ò ÁÕ»�ËÒã¹¡ÒÃ»¯ÔºÑµÔË¹�Ò·ÕèãË�à»�¹ä»µÒÁº·ºÑÑµÔ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÇ�Ò ÁÕ
ºØ¤¤Åã´º�Ò§·ÕèäÁ�ÍÂ�Ùã¹¢�ÒÂ ËÃ×Íä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃÂ¡àÇ�¹ÁÔµ�Í§ä»á¨�§àËµØÍÑ¹¤ÇÃ·Õè·ÓãË�äÁ�ÍÒ¨
ä»àÅ×Í¡µÑé§ä �́µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ öø ¨Ö§à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÕ»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè
¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ «Öè§à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡Ố ¢Öé¹áÅ�Ç áÅÐÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÁÒµÃÒ òöö ºÑÑµÔãË�Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹à»�¹¼�ÙàÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂä �́ àÁ×èÍ¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§¾Ã�ÍÁ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹µ�Í
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¾×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂáÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ö§ÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òöö ä �́�

ÍÑ¹·Õè̈ ÃÔ§áÅ�Ç ËÒ¡¶×ÍµÒÁá¹Ç·Ò§¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ö/òõôò áÅÐ
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÍÕ¡ÊÍ§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·ÕèµÒÁÁÒ ¤×Í ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õè ÷/òõôò áÅÐ ø/òõôò áÅ�Ç Â�ÍÁ
¨Ð¶×ÍäÁ�ä �́Ç�Ò¡Ã³Ṍ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇà»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÕ»�ËÒà¡Ố ¢Öé¹µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÏ ÁÒµÃÒ òöö ÍÑ¹
¨Ð·ÓãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨ÃÑºàÃ×èÍ§äÇ�à¾×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Òä´� à¾ÃÒÐËÒ¡ÁÕ»�ËÒ¨ÃÔ§¡çà»�¹
Ë¹�Ò·Õè¢Í§¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§µ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèµ¹à»�¹Í§¤�¡Ã·ÕèÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·Õè
ºÑ§¤Ñº¡ÒÃãË�à»�¹ä»µÒÁ¡®ËÁÒÂàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ äÁ�ãª�àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§ÁÒ¶ÒÁÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áÅÐ¡Ã³Õ



¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂáÅÐ¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áË�§
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Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ç̈ ÐÃÑºàÃ×èÍ§äÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒäÁ�ä �́ ÁÔ©Ð¹Ñé¹¡çà·�Ò¡ÑºÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́à¢�Ò
ä»·ÓË¹�Ò·Õèà»�¹·Õè»ÃÖ¡ÉÒ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂãË�á¡�¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃàÅ×Í¡µÑé§ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ¡Ã³Õ¹Õé
àËç¹ä �́ªÑ́ à¨¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�ä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤´Õä»µÒÁá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õèµ¹à¤ÂÇÒ§äÇ�
ÁÕ»�ËÒãË�µ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇ�Ò¡Ã³Õ¹Õé¶×Íà»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂËÃ×Í
äÁ� ËÒ¡äÁ�ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÍ×è¹µÒÁÁÒ ÍÒ¨·ÓãË�àÃÒ¤Ố ä»ä´�Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÁÒµÃÒ òöö áÅ�Ç ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁµ�ÍÁÒä �́ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè óó/òõôó
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè öó/òõôó áÅÐ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ñõ/òõôõ à´Ô¹
µÒÁá¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ö/òõôò ¡Ã³Õ¨Ö§¶×ÍäÁ�ä´�Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́
à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§µ¹ã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé ¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¤ ṌµÒÁ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õè ö/òõôó ¨Ö§
à»�¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ·Õè¹Í¡¨Ò¡¨ÐäÁ�ÊÍ´ÃÑº¡ÑºËÅÑ¡à¡³±�¢Í§¤ÇÒÁà»�¹ÈÒÅ·Õè¨Ðµ�Í§äÁ�
·ÓË¹�Ò·Õèà»�¹·Õè»ÃÖ¡ÉÒ¡®ËÁÒÂáÅ�Ç ÂÑ§ÁÕ»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁÊÁèÓàÊÁÍã¹¡ÒÃ·Ó¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù´�ÇÂ

ÊÓËÃÑº»ÃÐà´ç¹·ÕèÇ�ÒËÒ¡ÁÕ»�ËÒà¡Ố ¢Öé¹¨ÃÔ§ áµ�äÁ�ãª�¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§ÃÐËÇ�Ò§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¨ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃÊ�§àÃ×èÍ§ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä �́ËÃ×ÍäÁ� àÃ×èÍ§¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÇÒ§ËÅÑ¡äÇ�Ç�Ò¢�Íâµ�áÂ�§à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨Ë¹�Ò·ÕèÍÒ¨à»�¹¢�Íâµ�áÂ�§¢Í§Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ò Í§¤�¡Ã ËÃ×Íà»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÍ§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÍ§¤�¡Ãà ṌÂÇÁÕ»�ËÒ¡çä´� áµ�µ�Í§à»�¹»�ËÒ
«Öè§à¡Ố ¢Öé¹¨ÃÔ§ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¼�Ùà¢ÕÂ¹äÁ�àËç¹´�ÇÂ¡Ñºá¹Ç¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÁÒµÃÒ òöö ã¹ÅÑ¡É³Ð¹Õé áµ�
àÁ×èÍÊÓÃÇ¨µÃÇ¨ÊÍºáÅ�ÇäÁ�¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé
áµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´ ¡Ã³Ṏ Ö§à»�¹»�ËÒ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹·Õèáµ¡µ�Ò§¡Ñ¹à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁà¢�Òã¨ÁÒµÃÒ òöö äÁ�ãª�
¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù»ÃÑºà»ÅÕèÂ¹á¹Ç·Ò§¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ

ó. ò ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹¤´Õà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÂ×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹µÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò Ñ̈¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ

¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÑ¡¨ÐÁÕ»ÃÐà ḉ¹ãË�¶¡à¶ÕÂ§¡Ñ¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´� à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂËÃ×ÍäÁ� ¡ç¤×Í  ¤ Ṍ·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÂ×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹
µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·ÂÏ ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ «Öè§ºÑÑµÔÇ�Ò �¼�Ù́ ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃ
àÁ×Í§¼�Ùã´ ¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÍºµÒÁ
·Õè¡ÓË¹´äÇ�ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Õé ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐ
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àÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç¨ËÃ×Í»¡»�´¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº ãË�
¼�Ù¹Ñé¹¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¤Ãº¡ÓË¹´µ�Í§Â×è¹µÒÁÁÒµÃÒ 292 ËÃ×Í¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè
µÃÇ¨¾ºÇ�ÒÁÕ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ áÅ�Çáµ�¡Ã³Õ áÅÐ¼�Ù¹Ñé¹µ�Í§Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË� ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§
¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ã´æà»�¹àÇÅÒË�Ò»�¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§

àÁ×èÍÁÕ¡Ã³ÕµÒÁÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ ãË�¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø¨ÃÔµ
áË�§ªÒµÔ àÊ¹ÍàÃ×èÍ§ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´µ�Íä» áÅÐàÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´áÅ�Ç ãË�¹Óº·ºÑÑµÔÁÒµÃÒ 97 ÁÒºÑ§¤Ñºãª�â´ÂÍ¹ØâÅÁ�

àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÂ×è¹ºÑªÕ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹µÒÁ
ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ áÅ�Ç ¨Ð¾ºÇ�Òâ´Â·ÑèÇä»ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ð¡ÓË¹´»ÃÐà´ç¹ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÇ�
ÊÍ§»ÃÐà ḉ¹¤×Í

(ñ) ¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§à»�¹¼�Ù́ ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§·Õèµ�Í§Â×è¹ºÑªÕ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹ËÃ×ÍäÁ�
(ò) ¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÍºµÒÁ·Õè

ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ÓË¹´ ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ
»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ÍÑ¹¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº ËÃ×ÍäÁ�

â´Âã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹¹Õé¨ÐáÂ¡¾Ô¨ÒÃ³ÒÇ�ÒÁÕ¡ÒÃ¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹
áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÍºµÒÁ·ÕèÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ÓË¹´ËÃ×ÍäÁ� «Öè§ÈÒÅ¨Ð´Ù̈ Ò¡à¨µ¹Ò
áÅÐ Ù̈́ Ò¡¾ÄµÔ¡ÒÃ³�Ç�Òä �́ªÕéá¨§áÅÐÂ×è¹ºÑªÕµÒÁ·ÕèÁÕË¹Ñ§Ê×Íàµ×Í¹ËÃ×ÍäÁ� »ÃÐ¡ÒÃË¹Öè§ áÅÐ
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇ�ÒÁÕ¡ÒÃ¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº´�ÇÂ
¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ÍÑ¹¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº ËÃ×ÍäÁ� â´ÂÈÒÅ¨Ð Ù́Ç�Ò¼�ÙÂ×è¹
ºÑªÕ·ÃÒºËÃ×ÍäÁ�Ç�ÒÂ×è¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Íä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃá¡�ä¢ÍÐäÃËÃ×ÍäÁ�

¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÈÖ¡ÉÒ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾ºÇ�ÒÊÒÁÒÃ¶áº�§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õéä �́à»�¹ÊÍ§¡Å�ØÁ ¤×Í

(ñ) ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂà¾ÕÂ§»ÃÐà ḉ¹à ṌÂÇÇ�Ò ¤×Í¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§
ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹
áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç¨ËÃ×Í»¡»�´¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§
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X

·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒºËÃ×ÍäÁ� â´ÂäÁ�ä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¶Ö§¼Å¢Í§¡ÒÃ·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§
ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹
áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá �̈§ãË�
·ÃÒºáµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´

(ò) ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÇ�·Ñé§ÊÍ§»ÃÐà´ç¹ ¤×Í¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§
ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹
áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá �̈§ãË�
·ÃÒºËÃ×ÍäÁ� áÅÐä´�ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¶Ö§¼Å¢Í§¡ÒÃ·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹
áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐ
àÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº

¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂäÇ�à¾ÕÂ§»ÃÐà ḉ¹à ṌÂÇ ¤×Í¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕ
áÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ
·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè
¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒºËÃ×ÍäÁ�  ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂã¹¡Å�ØÁ¹Õé¨Ðà»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ
»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø̈ ÃÔµáË�§ªÒµÔä �́Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ÁÒâ´Â¤ÓÃ�Í§ÃÐºØáµ�à¾ÕÂ§Ç�Ò¢ÍãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ  «Öè§ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¤ÓÃ�Í§ÃÐºØÁÒà¾ÕÂ§à·�Ò¹Õé  ã¹
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·ÕèÇ�Ò¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§
ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹
áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá �̈§ãË�
·ÃÒºà·�Ò¹Ñé¹  ËÒ¡»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ç̈ ÐäÁ�ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¶Ö§¼Å·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§
¨Ðä �́ÃÑº¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹Ï ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ
·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹Ï �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç¨ËÃ×Í»¡»�´¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒºáÅÐ¨ÐäÁ�
ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂàÃ×èÍ§¡ÒÃ¹ÑºÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨Ðµ�Í§Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�́ ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§àÁ×Í§áµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´
¤ÓµÑÇÍÂ�Ò§¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¡Å�ØÁ¹Õé ä �́á¡� ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ñð/
òõôó, ññ/òõôó, ñø/òõôõ, õó/òõôõ, ó÷/òõô÷ áÅÐ öò/òõô÷ à»�¹µ�¹
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ÁÕ¢�ÍÊÑ§à¡µÇ�Òã¹ºÒ§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ·Õè¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø¨ÃÔµ
áË�§ªÒµÔä �́Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ÁÒâ´Â¤ÓÃ�Í§ÃÐºØáµ�à¾ÕÂ§Ç�Ò¢ÍãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´µÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ àª�¹¡Ñ¹ áµ�ã¹¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Í¡¨Ò¡¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò¼�Ù¶Ù¡
Ã�Í§¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹
ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº´�ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í
»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒºáÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂÑ§ä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¶Ö§¼ÅÇ�Ò¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨Ðµ�Í§
Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ã´ æ à»�¹àÇÅÒË�Ò»�¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ µÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ áµ�¡ç¨ÐäÁ�ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂàÃ×èÍ§ÇÑ¹·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§«Öè§ÁÕ
¼Åµ�Í¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃ¹ÑºÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨Ðµ�Í§Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�́ ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§àÁ×Í§áµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´ «Öè§
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õèä �́ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂäÇ�àª�¹¹Õé ä �́á¡� ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè õø/
òõôõ áÅÐ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè õñ/òõô÷

ÍÕ¡¡Ã³ÕË¹Öè§à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÇ�·Ñé§ÊÍ§»ÃÐà´ç¹ ¤×Í¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨
äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§
ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç¨ËÃ×Í»¡»�´¢�Í
à·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒºËÃ×ÍäÁ� áÅÐä´�ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¶Ö§¼Å¢Í§¡ÒÃ·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕ
áÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ
·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè
¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº

¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹¡Å�ØÁ¹Õé̈ Ðà»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø̈ ÃÔµ
áË�§ªÒµÔä �́Â×è¹¤ÓÃ�Í§ÁÒâ´Â¤ÓÃ�Í§ÃÐºØÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹Ç�Ò ¢ÍãË�ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò ¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§ ¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹
ºÑªÕáÊ´§ ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÍºËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§
ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç¨ËÃ×Í»¡»�´¢�Í
à·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº    áÅÐ¢ÍãË�ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§ ́ ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§
ã´ æ à»�¹àÇÅÒË�Ò»� ¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ «Öè§ã¹¡Ã³Õ¹ÕéËÒ¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò
áÅ�ÇÇ�Ò¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº
ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº´�ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹
à»�¹à·ç¨ËÃ×Í»¡»�´¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº   áÅ�ÇÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¶Ö§¼Å·Õè
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X

¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨Ðä �́ÃÑº¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ
»ÃÐ¡Íº  ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº �́ÇÂ¢�Í
¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº   áÅÐ¡ÒÃ¹ÑºÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§
¨Ðµ�Í§Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§ �́ÇÂ µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§àª�¹ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ô÷/
òõôö ¡Ã³Õ¹ÒÂÍ´ØÅÂ� Ç§É�¾Ò¹Ôª¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐ
àÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ã¹¤ Ṍ¹Õé¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø̈ ÃÔµáË�§ªÒµÔ    ä´�Â×è¹
¤ÓÃ�Í§ÁÒâ´Âã¹¤ÓÃ�Í§¨Ð¡ÓË¹´»ÃÐà ḉ¹àÍÒäÇ�ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹Ç�Ò

 � ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ Ñ́§¹Õé
ñ. ¢ÍãË�ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´Ç�Ò ¹ÒÂÍ ǾÅÂ� Ç§É�¾Ò¹Ôª ¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§

ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ¡Ã³Õ¾�¹¨Ò¡µíÒáË¹�§
áÅÐ¡Ã³Õ¾�¹¨Ò¡µíÒáË¹�§ÁÒáÅ�Çà»�¹àÇÅÒË¹Öè§»�

ò. ¢ÍãË�ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´Ç�Ò¹ÒÂÍ ǾÅÂ� Ç§É�¾Ò¹Ôª µ�Í§Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�´íÒÃ§µíÒáË¹�§
·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ã´ æ à»�¹àÇÅÒË�Ò»� ¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¾�¹¨Ò¡µíÒáË¹�§�

Ñ́§¹Ñé¹ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¡ç¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¶Ö§¼Å·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨Ðä´�ÃÑº¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ
¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº  ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕ
áÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº´�ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́
¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº   áÅÐ¡ÒÃ¹ÑºÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨Ðµ�Í§Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�́ ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§

�́ÇÂ

Ñ́§¹Ñé¹ �ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ö§ÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´Ç�Ò ¹ÒÂÍ´ØÅÂ� Ç§É�¾Ò¹Ôª¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨
äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ¡Ã³Õ¾�¹¨Ò¡
µíÒáË¹�§áÅÐ¡Ã³Õ¾�¹¨Ò¡µíÒáË¹�§ÁÒáÅ�Çà»�¹àÇÅÒË¹Öè§»�µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÒµÃÒ òùõ
áÅÐµ�Í§Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�́ íÒÃ§µíÒáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ã´æà»�¹àÇÅÒË�Ò»�¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè ñø ¡ØÁÀÒ¾Ñ¹ �̧
òõôô «Öè§à»�¹ÇÑ¹·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¾�¹¨Ò¡µíÒáË¹�§»ÃÐ¨íÒÊíÒ¹Ñ¡àÅ¢Ò¸Ô¡ÒÃ¹ÒÂ¡ÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ�

¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¡Å�ØÁ¹Õé ä �́á¡� ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ñô/òõôõ,
ñ÷/òõôõ, óù/òõôõ, ò÷/òõô÷ à»�¹µ�¹
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X

ÊÓËÃÑºàÃ×èÍ§¡ÒÃ¹ÑºÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒã¹Ë�ÒÁ´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§¡Ã³Õ·Õè
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐ
àÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÍºËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº

�́ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç¨ËÃ×Í»¡»�´¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº¹Ñé¹ àÁ×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�áº�§à¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÍÍ¡à»�¹
ÊÍ§¡Ã³Õññ÷  ¡Ã³Õ·ÕèË¹Öè§ ¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§áÅ�Ç¡�Í¹·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðä �́ÁÕ
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´  ¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÊÍ§¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§ÂÑ§´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§ÍÂ�Ùã¹¢³ÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕ
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´  

ññ÷ ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè  ñù/òõôô »�ËÒ·Õèµ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ ¤×Í �Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË�́ ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ã´ æ
à»�¹àÇÅÒË�Ò»� ¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§� ¢Í§ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ ¹Ñé¹ ¤ÓÇ�Ò �ÇÑ¹·Õè¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§� ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§
ÇÑ¹ã´ ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒáÅ�Ç àËç¹Ç�Ò ¡ÒÃ¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§µÒÁÁÒµÃÒ¹Õé ÁÕ ò ¡Ã³Õ ¤×Í ¡Ã³Õ·ÕèË¹Öè§ ¼�Ù́ ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§
´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§ÍÂ�Ù¢³Ð·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ ªÕé¢Ò´Ç�Ò ¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï ´�ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁ
ÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç¨ ËÃ×Í»¡»�´¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº ¨Ö§ãË�¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¤Ãº¡ÓË¹´µ�Í§Â×è¹µÒÁ
ÁÒµÃÒ òùò ËÃ×Í¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Í§µÃÇ¨¾º¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇáÅ�Çáµ�¡Ã³Õ áÅÐË�ÒÁÁÔãË�´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃ
àÁ×Í§ã´ æ à»�¹àÇÅÒË�Ò»� ¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹¤Ãº¡ÓË¹´µ�Í§Â×è¹ ËÃ×ÍÇÑ¹·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Í§µÃÇ¨¾º¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ

¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÊÍ§ ¼�Ù´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§·Õè¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§¹Í¡¨Ò¡¡ÒÃ¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ ´�ÇÂàËµØµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ ¡�Í¹·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´Ç�Ò ¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï ËÃ×Í¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï
´�ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç¨ ËÃ×Í»¡»�´¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº ¡ÒÃãË�¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ Ö̈§äÁ�
ÊÒÁÒÃ¶ãª�ºÑ§¤Ñºä´�ÍÕ¡ à¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§ä´�¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ä»áÅ�Ç ´Ñ§¹Ñé¹ ÇÑ¹·Õè¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ ¤×Í ÇÑ¹·Õè¾�¹
¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§µÒÁ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¨ÃÔ§ ¡ÒÃá»Å¤ÇÒÁàª�¹¹Õé·ÓãË�ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ ãª�ºÑ§¤Ñºä´�¡Ñº·Ø¡¡Ã³ÕäÁ�Ç�Ò¨Ðà»�¹¡Ã³Õ
äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï àÁ×èÍ¤Ãº¡ÓË¹´µ�Í§Â×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï µÒÁÁÒµÃÒ òùò ËÃ×ÍÂ×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï àÁ×èÍà¢�ÒÃÑºµÓáË¹�§µÒÁÁÒµÃÒ òùò
ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ (ñ) áµ�¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ ä»¡�Í¹·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´ ËÃ×Í¡Ã³ÕÂ×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï àÁ×èÍ¾�¹¨Ò¡
µÓáË¹�§µÒÁÁÒµÃÒ òùò ÇÃÃ¤Ë¹Öè§ (ò) ËÃ×Í¡Ã³ÕÂ×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï àÁ×èÍ¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ÁÒáÅ�Çà»�¹àÇÅÒË¹Öè§»�µÒÁ
ÁÒµÃÒ òùò ÇÃÃ¤ÊÍ§ ·ÓãË�à¡Ô´¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¸ÃÃÁµ�Í¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§ äÁ�à¡Ô´¤ÇÒÁàËÅ×èÍÁÅéÓàÃ×èÍ§¡ÒÃ¹ÑºàÇÅÒ¡ÒÃË�ÒÁ
´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ ÍÕ¡·Ñé§à»�¹¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¡ÃÍºàÇÅÒá¡�¼�ÙÃ�Í§ã¹¡ÒÃµÃÇ¨ÊÍº¤ÇÒÁ¶Ù¡µ�Í§áÅÐ¤ÇÒÁ
ÁÕÍÂ�Ù¨ÃÔ§¢Í§·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹¢Í§¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§



¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂáÅÐ¼Å¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áË�§
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù : ÈÖ¡ÉÒ¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·Â
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ã¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§áÅ�Ç¡�Í¹·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ðä´�ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ
ªÕé¢Ò´  ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÇÒ§á¹ÇàÍÒäÇ�Ç�Ò ¼�Ù́ ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§·Õè¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§
áÅ�Ç¡�Í¹·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´µÒÁ ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ ¼�Ù¹Ñé¹¨Ö§äÁ�ÁÕµÓáË¹�§
·Õè̈ ÐãË�¾�¹ä �́ÍÕ¡ Ñ́§¹Ñé¹ ÇÑ¹·Õè¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ ¤×Í ÇÑ¹·Õè¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ÍÑ¹à»�¹ÁÙÅàËµØáË�§
¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·ÓµÒÁ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹¨ÃÔ§ññø

Ê�Ç¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§ÂÑ§´ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§ÍÂ�Ùã¹¢³ÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÁÕ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
ªÕé¢Ò´ ËÒ¡à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè¶Ù¡Ã�Í§Ç�Ò¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐ
àÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ð¶×ÍÇ�ÒÇÑ¹·Õè¤Ãº¡ÓË¹´µ�Í§Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ
·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íºà»�¹ÇÑ¹·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Í§µ�Í§¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ Â¡µÑÇÍÂ�Ò§
àª�¹ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè ò÷/òõô÷ ¡Ã³Õ¹ÒÂÊÒÃÔ¹·Ã� ÊÐÍṌ Õ ¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕ
áÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡ÍºÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò �¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§
¨§ã¨äÁ�Â×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï ¡Ã³Õà¢�ÒÃÑºµíÒáË¹�§µÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÁÒµÃÒ òùõ áÅÐµ�Í§Ë�ÒÁ
ÁÔãË�́ íÒÃ§µíÒáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ã´ æ à»�¹àÇÅÒË�Ò»� ¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¤Ãº¡íÒË¹´µ�Í§Â×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï
¤×Í µÑé§áµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè õ ÁÕ¹Ò¤Á òõôó à»�¹µ�¹ä»�  áµ�ËÒ¡à»�¹¡Ã³Õ·Õè ¶Ù¡Ã�Í§Ç�Ò¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕ
áÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹Ï ́ �ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç̈ ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨Ð¶×ÍÇ�ÒÇÑ¹·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Í§«Öè§¡ç¤×Í¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ
·Ø¨ÃÔµáË�§ªÒµÔµÃÇ¨¾º¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·Ó¤ÇÒÁ¼Ô´à»�¹ÇÑ¹·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Í§µ�Í§¾�¹¨Ò¡µÓáË¹�§ ´Ñ§àª�¹·Õè
»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè  òù/òõôö ¡Ã³Õ¹ÒÂ¾ÔàªÉ°  Ê¶ÔÃªÇÒÅ ¨§ã¨
Â×è¹ºÑªÕáÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹áÅÐàÍ¡ÊÒÃ»ÃÐ¡Íº´�ÇÂ¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç¨
ËÃ×Í»¡»�́ ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº â´ÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò  �¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒáÅ�Ç
¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§Â×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï µ�Í¼�ÙÃ�Í§ ÃÇÁ ù¤ÃÑé§ ã¹¡ÒÃ í́ÒÃ§µíÒáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§µ�Ò§ æ µÒÁ¤íÒÃ�Í§
â´Â¼�ÙÃ�Í§ÁÕÁµÔàÁ×èÍÇÑ¹·Õè òù ÊÔ§ËÒ¤Áòõôõ Ç�Ò ¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§¨§ã¨Â×è¹ºÑªÕ Ï µ�Í¼�ÙÃ�Í§ ´�ÇÂ
¢�Í¤ÇÒÁÍÑ¹à»�¹à·ç¨ ËÃ×Í»¡»�´¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§·Õè¤ÇÃá¨�§ãË�·ÃÒº ¡Ã³Õà¢�ÒÃÑºµíÒáË¹�§ ¡Ã³Õ
¾�¹¨Ò¡µíÒáË¹�§ áÅÐ¡Ã³Õ¾�¹¨Ò¡µíÒáË¹�§ÁÒáÅ�ÇË¹Öè§»�ÃÇÁ ù ¤ÃÑé§ áÅÐ¢³Ð·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Í§
ÁÕÁµÔáÅÐÂ×è¹¤íÒÃ�Í§µ�ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¨¹ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÕ¤íÒÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´ ¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§

ññø ¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè  ñù/òõôô, ñô/òõôõ, ñ÷/òõôõ, óù/òõôõ, ñ÷/òõôö
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ÂÑ§¤§ í́ÒÃ§µíÒáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ ¨Ö§àËç¹Ç�Ò ¼�Ù¶Ù¡Ã�Í§µ�Í§Ë�ÒÁÁÔãË� í́ÒÃ§µíÒáË¹�§
·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§à»�¹àÇÅÒË�Ò»�¹Ñºáµ�ÇÑ¹·Õè¼�ÙÃ�Í§µÃÇ¨¾ºÇ�ÒÁÕ¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·íÒ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ ¤×Í
ÇÑ¹·Õè òù ÊÔ§ËÒ¤Á òõôõ�

¡Å�ÒÇâ´ÂÊÃØ» ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤´Õà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÂ×è¹ºÑªÕ
áÊ´§ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ·ÃÑ¾Â�ÊÔ¹áÅÐË¹ÕéÊÔ¹¢Í§¼�Ù́ ÓÃ§µÓáË¹�§·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§¨ÐÁÕ¤ÇÒÁÂ�Ø§ÂÒ¡áÅÐÁÕ
»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÇ�Ò¨ÐÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¡Õè»ÃÐà´ç¹ ¡çäÁ�¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õéà¾ÕÂ§áµ�ä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃáÂ¡áÂÐ¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÍÍ¡à»�¹ËÅÒÂ¡Å�ØÁ «Öè§Ê�Ç¹Ë¹Öè§¢Öé¹ÍÂ�Ù
¡ÑºÅÑ¡É³Ð¢Í§¤ÓÃ�Í§Ç�Ò¤³Ð¡ÃÃÁ¡ÒÃ»�Í§¡Ñ¹áÅÐ»ÃÒº»ÃÒÁ¡ÒÃ·Ø̈ ÃÔµÃ�Í§ÁÒÇ�ÒÍÂ�Ò§äÃ



º··Õè  ö
¤ÇÒÁÊ×ºà¹×èÍ§áÅÐ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù :

¢�Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òâ´ÂÊÑ§à¢»ã¹á§�¡®ËÁÒÂà»ÃÕÂºà·ÕÂº

ñ. ¢�Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂà»ÃÕÂºà·ÕÂºà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ

¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�ÒËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ¨ÐÁÕÅÑ¡É³Ðà»�¹ËÅÑ¡ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂáÅÐãª�à»�¹°Ò¹
ã¹¡ÒÃÍ Ô̧ºÒÂ¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµÅÍ´¨¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹¡ÒÃ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò¡çµÒÁ áµ�ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¡çäÁ�ä´�ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁªÑ́ à¨¹
ã¹µÑÇàÍ§à¾ÕÂ§¾Í·Õè̈ Ðá¡�»�ËÒÍÑ¹à¡Ố ¨Ò¡¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áÅÐÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́·Ñé§ËÁ´ àÃÒä �́àËç¹¡ÒÃÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅÐ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÊÓ¤Ñæã¹¤ Ṍ Payne v. Tennessee áÅÐ¤´Õ Planned Parenthood of
Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey ¡ÒÃÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ·ÓãË�àÃÒàËç¹ÊÒÃÐ¢Í§
¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ áÅÐÍÒ¨ãª�à»�¹á¹Ç·Ò§ä �́º�Ò§ ËÒ¡¨ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä·Â ·Ñé§¹Õé»ÃÐà´ç¹ÊÓ¤Ñ·Õè¤ÇÃá¡�¡ÒÃ
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Òä �́á¡� »ÃÐà ḉ¹·ÕèÇ�ÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä´�
µ�ÍàÁ×èÍÁÕàËµØáË�§¤ÇÒÁªÍº¸ÃÃÁà»�¹¾ÔàÈÉ·Õè¨Ðµ�Í§à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ áÅÐ
»ÃÐà ḉ¹·ÕèÇ�Òã¹¡ÒÃªÑè§¹éÓË¹Ñ¡¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ  ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¨Ð¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§µ¹àÍ§
·ÕèÁÕµ�Íá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒµÅÍ´¨¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒâ´Â¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§¤ÇÒÁ
à¢�Á¢�¹ã¹¡ÒÃÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº»ÃÐà´ç¹·Õèà»�¹»�ËÒãË�µ�Í§à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹
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á¹Ç·Ò§ã¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèàÃÕÂ¡Ç�Ò �arts of overruling� ¶×ÍÇ�Òà¡Ố ¢Öé¹
¨Ò¡ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ·Ñé§¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡µÒÁá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´¹ÕéÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́¡çµ�ÍàÁ×èÍÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´àËç¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅã¹¤´Õà´ÔÁä´�¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õâ´Â¼Ô´¾ÅÒ´ áÅÐ
¹Í¡¨Ò¡¹Ñé¹ÂÑ§»ÃÒ¡¯»�̈ ¨ÑÂÍ×è¹·Õè·ÓãË�ÈÒÅäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶ÃÑ¡ÉÒäÇ�«Öè§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ´Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ

�́ÇÂ ¤×Í ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ÊÀÒ¾¤ÇÒÁÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹¸�ã¹·Ò§¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ ¤ÇÒÁ¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´ã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®Õ
¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ ËÃ×Í¡ÒÃ·ÕèäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶»¯ÔºÑµÔµÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁä´�ã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔ àÃÒ
¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡ÒÂÖ́ ¶×Í �¡ÒÃäÁ�à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ� à»�¹ËÅÑ¡
¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Íâ´Â·ÑèÇä»áÅ�Ç Ë�ÒÁÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ àÇ�¹áµ�̈ Ð»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒÁÕ
�arts of overruling� àÁ×èÍà»ÃÕÂºà·ÕÂº¡Ñºá¹Ç·Ò§¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÊË¾Ñ¹ �̧ÊÒ¸ÒÃ³ÃÑ°
àÂÍÃÁÑ¹áÅ�Ç¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ÊÒÁÒÃ¶à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§
µ¹ä �́àÊÁÍËÒ¡¾ºÇ�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèä �́à¤ÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹ä»¹Ñé¹à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´ ·Ñé§¹Õéâ´Â
äÁ�µ�Í§ÁÕàËµØÍ×è¹ÁÒÊÃ�Ò§¤ÇÒÁªÍº¸ÃÃÁà»�¹¾ÔàÈÉàËÁ×Í¹¡Ñº¡Ã³Õ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°
ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò

ËÒ¡¾Ôà¤ÃÒÐË�á¹Ç·Ò§¢Í§ÈÒÅ·Ñé§ÊÍ§áÅ�Ç ÊÔè§·Õè¹�Ò¨Ðãª�à»�¹ËÅÑ¡ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò
¡ç¤×Í ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁ¡ÃÐ·Óä �́ ËÒ¡ÈÒÅàËç¹Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍà´ÔÁ
¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´ ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂäÁ�¤ÇÃ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅäÇ�¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁ¼Ố ¾ÅÒ´¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹
¤ Ṍà ỐÁ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ ËÒ¡¨ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÈÒÅä´�à¤ÂµÑ́ ÊÔ¹äÇ�áÅ�Ç ¡ÒÃ
à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¹Ñé¹¡çäÁ�¤ÇÃ¨Ð§�ÒÂà¡Ô¹ä» à¾ÕÂ§á¤�ÈÒÅã¹¤´ÕËÅÑ§àËç¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅã¹¤´Õ¡�Í¹
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÇ�äÁ�¶Ù¡µ�Í§à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ áµ�ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ¨Ðµ�Í§àÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§ãË�ÈÒÅµ�Í§áÊ´§àËµØ¼ÅäÇ�
ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§Ç�Ò·ÓäÁÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§¨Ö§àËç¹Ç�Òá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ
à»�¹á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèãª�äÁ�ä �́ÍÕ¡µ�Íä» ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¡ÒÃàÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§ãË�ÈÒÅã¹¤´ÕËÅÑ§µ�Í§ãË�àËµØ¼Å

Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õé¨ÐÂÑ§äÁ�ä �́á¡�»�ËÒã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®Õ¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹ÍÑ¹·Õè¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ áµ�ÍÂ�Ò§¹�ÍÂ¡ç¨Ðª�ÇÂ
ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§ÃÐÁÑ́ ÃÐÇÑ§áÅÐãË�àËµØ¼ÅÍÂ�Ò§ÃÍº¤ÍºÁÒ¡¢Öé¹ â´ÂÈÒÅµ�Í§ÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂ
ÍÂ�Ò§ÅÐàÍÕÂ´¶Ö§¡ÒÃäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶·Õè̈ ÐÂ×¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁµ�Íä»ä´� ´�ÇÂàËµØ¹Õé arts of
overruling ·ÕèÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Òãª�à»�¹à¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ äÁ�Ç�Ò¨Ðà»�¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ÊÀÒ¾ã¹·Ò§¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ ËÃ×Í¡ÒÃäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶»¯ÔºÑµÔµÒÁ
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁä �́ã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔ¨Ö§Â�ÍÁÊÒÁÒÃ¶¹ÓÁÒ»ÃÑºãª�ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä·Âä �́
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ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁàËµØ¼Åã¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁäÁ�¶Ù¡¨Ó¡Ñ́ à©¾ÒÐàËµǾ Ñ§·ÕèÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡ÒÇÒ§à¡³±�äÇ�à·�Ò
¹Ñé¹ áµ�ÍÒ¨ÁÕàËµØÍ×è¹·ÕèªÑ¡¾ÒãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§à»ÅÕèÂ¹á¹Ç¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ �́ÇÂ ´Ñ§àª�¹¡Ã³Õ
·ÕèÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§¢Í§ÀÒÉÕ»�Í§¡Ñ¹à¾ÅÔ§ à¾ÃÒÐµ�Í§
¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÔ·¸ÔÁ¹ØÉÂª¹áË�§ÂØâÃ» à»�¹µ�¹

ò. ¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ´áÂ�§·Ò§ÊÑ§¤ÁáÅÐ¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§¡Ñº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
àÁ×èÍ¾Ô¨ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡»ÃÐà ḉ¹·ÕèÁÕ¡ÒÃÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂÍàÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ

à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹ºÃÔº·¢Í§¡ÒÃÂÖ́ ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis áÅ�Ç àÃÒ¨Ð¾º
Ç�Ò¡ÃÐºÇ¹¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¤ Ṍã¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ  â´Âà©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§ã¹»ÃÐà´ç¹·Õèà¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
à»�¹·Õè»ÃÐÅÍ§¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố àËç¹áÅÐ¶�ÒÂ·Í´·ÑÈ¹ÐµÅÍ´¨¹¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§·Ò§ÊÑ§¤ÁáÅÐ·Ò§¡ÒÃ
àÁ×Í§ àÃÒä �́àËç¹áÅ�ÇÇ�Ò»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õèà»�¹»�ËÒÅÐàÍÕÂ´Í�Í¹ÍÂ�Ò§àÃ×èÍ§¢Í§¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯
ªÑ́ ã¹¤ Ṍ Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey ¹Ñé¹ ·ÓãË�ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ
¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Òµ�Í§»ÃÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ¢Í§µ¹ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁÂÔè§¡ÒÃÍÀÔ»ÃÒÂâµ�áÂ�§
ËÃ×Í¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§·Ò§¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố »ÃÒ¡¯ÍÂ�ÙËÅÑ§©Ò¡¢Í§»�ËÒã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÁÒ¡
à·�Òã´ ́ ÙàËÁ×Í¹ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¨ÐäÁ�ÂÍÁ·Õè̈ Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒâ´Â§�ÒÂ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¾×èÍÃÑ¡ÉÒ
äÇ�«Öè§¤ÇÒÁÁÑè¹¤§áÅÐ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹àÍ¡ÀÒ¾¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÇ�ññù

ã¹¤ Ṍ Casey ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Òµ�Í§¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ
·Óá·�§ÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§ »�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§¹Ñé¹ à»�¹»�ËÒ·Õè¡ÃÐ·º¡Ñº¡ÒÃ´ÓÃ§ÍÂ�Ù¢Í§ªÕÇÔµ
Á¹ØÉÂ�ÍÂ�Ò§¶Ö§á¡�¹ áÅÐÊÐ·�Í¹ÀÒ¾¢Í§»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õè¶¡à¶ÕÂ§¡Ñ¹·Ñé§ã¹·Ò§ªÕÇÇÔ·ÂÒ ·Ò§¡ÒÃ
á¾·Â� ·Ò§ÁÒ¹ØÉÂÇÔ·ÂÒ ·Ò§¨ÔµÇÔ·ÂÒ ·Ò§ÊÑ§¤Á ·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ µÅÍ´¨¹·Ò§¨ÃÔÂ¸ÃÃÁáÅÐ
ÈÕÅ¸ÃÃÁ ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù »ÃÐà´ç¹àÃ×èÍ§¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§à»�¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·ÕèÊÐ·�Í¹¤ÇÒÁ
¢Ñ́ áÂ�§à¡ÕèÂÇ¡ÑºÊÔ· Ô̧¢Ñé¹¾×é¹°Ò¹ä �́ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹·ÕèÊǾ  ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§ÃÐËÇ�Ò§ÊÔ· Ô̧ã¹
ªÕÇÔµ¢Í§·ÒÃ¡ã¹¤ÃÃÀ�ÁÒÃ´Ò �́Ò¹Ë¹Öè§¡ÑºÊÔ·¸Ô¢Í§¼�Ùà»�¹ÁÒÃ´Òã¹ÍÑ¹·Õè̈ Ð¡ÓË¹´ÇÔ¶ÕªÕÇÔµ¢Í§
µ¹ÍÕ¡ �́Ò¹Ë¹Öè§ �́ÇÂ¤ÇÒÁ«Ñº«�Í¹¢Í§»�ËÒ¹ÕéàÃÒÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä´�Ç�Ò¡ÒÃá¡�»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ
·Óá·�§ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂãË�ä �́¼ÅºÃÔºÙÃ³�¹Ñé¹äÁ�ÍÒ¨à»�¹ä»ä´� ¡ÒÃá¡�»�ËÒã¹àÃ×èÍ§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ

ññù Seyfahrt, at 275.
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¨Óà»�¹·Õè̈ ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¹Õ»ÃÐ¹ÍÁ¡Ñ¹ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁàÃÒ¨Ð¾ºÇ�ÒÁÕ¼�Ù¤¹¨Ó¹Ç¹äÁ�¹�ÍÂ·ÕèäÁ�µ�Í§
¡ÒÃ»ÃÐ¹Õ»ÃÐ¹ÍÁã¹¡ÒÃá¡�»�ËÒ¹Õé áµ�µ�Í§¡ÒÃãË�ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´ãË�à ḉ́ ¢Ò´
Å§ä»Ç�Ò¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§·Óä �́ËÃ×Í·ÓäÁ�ä �́ ¡®à¡³±�à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§Ç�Ò·Óä �́ËÃ×ÍäÁ�¹Ñé¹
ÊÓËÃÑº¼�Ù¤¹¨Ó¹Ç¹Ë¹Öè§à»�¹àÃ×èÍ§¤ÇÒÁàª×èÍ àËÁ×Í¹¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁàª×èÍ·Ò§ÈÒÊ¹Ò ã¹ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò
¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹ÑºÇ�ÒÃØ¹áÃ§ÂÔè§ ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂà¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂàÃ×èÍ§¹Õé¡çÁÕ¤ÇÒÁ
¤ÅØÁà¤Ã×Í à¾ÃÒÐµ�Í§¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§»�¨¨ÑÂÁÒ¡ÁÒÂËÅÒÂ»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ áÅÐá¹�¹Í¹Ç�ÒàÁ×èÍã´¡çµÒÁ·Õè
àÊ�¹áº�§ÃÐËÇ�Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ¡Ñº¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁäÁ�ªÑ́ à¨¹ àÁ×èÍ¹Ñé¹¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁËÃ×Í¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ
ã¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁµ¡ÍÂ�ÙÀÒÂãµ�¢�Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ä´�ÁÒ¡ ¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´
»�ËÒ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§¨Ö§¡ÅÒÂà»�¹µÑ́ ÊÔ¹ã¨·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ä» �́ÇÂ
¾Ã�ÍÁ¡Ñ¹

áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒÇ�Ò¨ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×ÍäÁ� ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ
¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò¡ç¤Ó¹Ö§¶Ö§¤ÇÒÁÁÑè¹¤§á¹�¹Í¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà»�¹ÊÓ¤Ñ ·Ñé§¹Õéà¾×èÍ»�Í§¡Ñ¹
ÁÔãË�ÈÒÅàÍ§µ¡Å§ä»Ê�Ù¡ÃÐáÊáË�§¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố àËç¹·ÕèàªÕèÂÇ¡ÃÒ¡ÃØ¹áÃ§ ã¹ËÅÒÂ¡Ã³Õ¡çàµçÁä»

�́ÇÂÍÒÃÁ³�áÅÐ¤ÇÒÁÃ�ÙÊÖ¡ à¾ÃÒÐÁÔ©Ð¹Ñé¹áÅ�Çã¹·ÕèÊǾ ÈÒÅ¡ç̈ ÐÊÙàÊÕÂ¤ÇÒÁÊÒÁÒÃ¶ã¹ÍÑ¹·Õè
¨ÐªÕé¢Ò´»ÃÐà ḉ¹»�ËÒ·ÕèÁÕ¤ÇÒÁà»�¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Ò§¡ÒÃàÁ×Í§ÊÙ§ ã¹¤ Ṍ Casey ÈÒÅàÅ×Í¡·Õè
¨ÐÃÑ¡ÉÒäÇ�«Öè§¤ÇÒÁÁÑè¹¤§¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÁÒ¡¡Ç�Ò·Õè̈ Ð¾ÂÒÂÒÁªÕé¢Ò´Ç�ÒÊÔè§¹Ñé¹¹�Ò¨Ð �¶Ù¡µ�Í§�
â´Â¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙãËÁ� à¾ÃÒÐ¤ÇÒÁ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§áÅÐ¤ÇÒÁáµ¡µ�Ò§ã¹ÊÑ§¤Á·ÓãË�ÊÑ§¤Á
ÂÑ§äÁ�¾Ã�ÍÁ·Õè̈ ÐÃÑºàÍÒ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍÂ�Ò§©Ñº¾ÅÑ¹·Ñ¹·Õä´�

ó.  ¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Íá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹°Ò¹Ð·Õèà»�¹à¡³±�»�Í§¡Ñ¹¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤´ÕµÒÁÍÓàÀÍã¨ :
á¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´ã¹ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡ÒáÅÐã¹àÂÍÃÁ¹Õ

ã¹»ÃÐà·È·Õè̈ Ñ́ â¤Ã§ÊÃ�Ò§¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§â´ÂÂÍÁÃÑºËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃáº�§áÂ¡ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹
¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»�¹»�ËÒãË�ã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®Õ»�ËÒ
Ë¹Öè§ »�ËÒ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¤×ÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¤ÇÃÁÕà¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨ã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤´ÕÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
à¾ÕÂ§ã´ áÅÐàÃÒ¨Ð¨Ó¡Ñ´ËÃ×ÍªÕéà¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Ò¨¹¶Ö§
»�¨¨ØºÑ¹àÃÒÂÑ§äÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶á¡�ä¢»�ËÒ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹ÕéãË�ä �́¢�ÍÊÃØ»à»�¹·ÕèÂØµÔªÑ´à¨¹ä �́ áµ�¡ÒÃ
¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ¹àÍ§µ�Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ·Õèµ¹ä´�à¤ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÇ�Â�ÍÁ¨Ðà»�¹
à¤Ã×èÍ§ª�ÇÂ¡ÓË¹´¡®à¡³±�ã¹¡ÒÃµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤ Ṍ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä´�ã¹ÃÐ´ÑºË¹Öè§ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹
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¡çµÒÁ¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ¹àÍ§µ�Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¡�Í¹¡çÍÒ¨à»�¹»�ËÒä �́
àª�¹¡Ñ¹ áÅÐÍÒ¨¨ÐäÁ�ª�ÇÂá¡�»�ËÒ¡ÒÃ¨Ó¡Ñ́ à¢µá´¹ÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù à¾ÃÒÐËÒ¡
ã¹¤ ṌáÃ¡ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙµÑ́ ÊÔ¹¢ÂÒÂÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§µ¹ÍÍ¡ä»ÍÂ�Ò§ÁÒ¡ áÅÐ¡ÓË¹´ãË�ÈÒÅã¹
¤ ṌËÅÑ§µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹áÅÐà Ố¹µÒÁ ¤ÇÒÁ»ÃÐÊ§¤�ã¹¡ÒÃ¡ÓË¹´¢Íºà¢µÍÓ¹Ò¨¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙãË�ÁÕÍÂ�ÙµÒÁÊÁ¤ÇÃ¡çà»�¹ËÁÑ¹ä �́ ¢�Íâµ�áÂ�§¹Õé¡çÁÕàËµØ¼ÅÍÂ�Ù áµ�¡çÁÕ»�ËÒÇ�Ò
¶�Òàª�¹¹Ñé¹ ¨Ð»Å�ÍÂãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂä �́µÒÁªÍºã¨ËÃ×Í

¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ»�ËÒãË�à»�¹ÂØµÔá¹�¹Í¹ ÍÒ¨¨Ðà»�¹ä»ä´�́ �ÇÂ¤ÇÒÁÂÒ¡ÅÓºÒ¡ ÍÑ¹·Õè̈ ÃÔ§
áÅ�Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅ¡çàª�¹à ṌÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ¡ÃÐ·ÓÍ×è¹æ¢Í§Á¹ØÉÂ� ·Õèµ¡ÍÂ�ÙÀÒÂãµ�
¡®à¡³±�áË�§¤ÇÒÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹¤´ÕË¹Öè§æÂ�ÍÁà»�¹ä»µÒÁàËµØ»�̈ ¨ÑÂ
ã¹·Ò§»ÃÐÇÑµÔÈÒÊµÃ�áÅÐÊÑ§¤Áã¹àÇÅÒ·ÕèÁÕ¡ÒÃ·Ó¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¨Ö§à»�¹ÊÔè§·ÕèäÁ�ÍÒ¨¨ÐËÅÕ¡àÅÕèÂ§ä �́ áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹¡ÒÃ»Å�ÍÂãË�ÈÒÅà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒâ´ÂäÁ�ÁÕ¡ÃÍº¡çÊ�§¼ÅàÊÕÂµ�ÍÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂä´�ÁÒ¡àª�¹à´ÕÂÇ¡Ñ¹ ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ·Õè
»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂÍàÁÃÔ¡Ñ¹·ÕèÇÒ§ËÅÑ¡ãË�ÈÒÅµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ áµ�¡ÓË¹´
à»�¹¢�ÍÂ¡àÇ�¹ãË�ÈÒÅà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́ ËÒ¡µ�Í§´�ÇÂ Arts of overruling
¹�Ò¨Ðà»�¹ËÅÑ¡à¡³±�·Õèª�ÇÂ»�Í§¡Ñ¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂâ´ÂÍÓàÀÍã¨¢Í§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́ ¶Ö§áÁ�Ç�Òã¹ºÒ§¡Ã³ÕÍÒ¨à»�¹·Õè¶¡à¶ÕÂ§¡Ñ¹ä´�Ç�Òµ¡Å§áÅ�Ç¡Ã³Õ¹Ñé¹ àËµØ
Ê¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ (arts of overruling) ¤×Í ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ÊÀÒ¾
¢Í§¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§ ËÃ×Í ¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®Õ ËÃ×Í ¤ÇÒÁÁÕ»�ËÒã¹·Ò§»¯ÔºÑµÔ¢Í§
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ ÁÕÍÂ�ÙËÃ×ÍäÁ�¡çµÒÁ

ÁÕ¢�ÍÊÑ§à¡µà¾ÔèÁàµÔÁÇ�Òã¹»ÃÐà·ÈÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò áµ�à´ÔÁ¹Ñ¡¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·Õè
Ê¹ÑºÊ¹Ø¹ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis ÁÑ¡¨Ðà»�¹¹Ñ¡¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÕèÁÕá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´ä»
·Ò§Í¹ØÃÑ¡É�¹ÔÂÁ áµ�ã¹ª�Ç§ËÅÑ§¨Ð¾ºÇ�Ò¹Ñ¡¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÕèÁÕá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´
Í¹ØÃÑ¡É�¹ÔÂÁ¡ÅÑºàÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§ãË�ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ ã¹·Ò§¡ÅÑº¡Ñ¹
¹Ñ¡¡®ËÁÒÂÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÕèÁÕá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´ã¹·Ò§àÊÃÕ¹ÔÂÁ¡ÅÑºàÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§ãË�ÈÒÅà Ố¹µÒÁ
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅ·ÕèÁÕÁÒáµ�à ỐÁ àËµØ·Õèà»�¹àª�¹¹Õéà¹×èÍ§¨Ò¡ã¹ª�Ç§ Warren-Courts
ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Òä �́µÑ́ ÊÔ¹¤ Ṍä»ã¹á¹Ç·Ò§àÊÃÕ¹ÔÂÁËÅÒÂ¤´Õ áÅÐ¹Ñ¡¡®ËÁÒÂ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù·ÕèÁÕá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ô´ã¹·Ò§àÊÃÕ¹ÔÂÁµ�Í§¡ÒÃãË�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèà¡Ô´¢Öé¹ã¹ª�Ç§àÇÅÒ
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Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ´ÓÃ§ÍÂ�Ùµ�Íä» â´Âà©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ Roe v. Wadeñòð ·ÕèÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹
¤.È. ñù÷ó «Öè§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÃÑºÃÍ§ÊÔ·¸Ô¢Í§ËÔ§ÁÕ¤ÃÃÀ�ã¹ÍÑ¹·Õè¨Ð·Óá·�§ áÁ�Ç�Ò
ËÅÑ§¨Ò¡¹Ñé¹ Ù́àËÁ×Í¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¨ÐÅ´ÃÐ Ñ́º¤ÇÒÁà¢�Á¢�¹ã¹¡ÒÃãª�ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis
Â×¹ÂÑ¹¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ áµ�àÁ×èÍ»ÃÐà ḉ¹»�ËÒà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¡ÒÃ·Óá·�§»Ð·Ø¢Öé¹
ÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§Ë¹Öè§ã¹ ¤.È.ñùùò ã¹¤ Ṍ Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania
v. Caseyñòñ ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊØ´¡çä �́ãª�ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis Â×¹ÂÑ¹ËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃµÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ
ÊÓËÃÑºã¹»ÃÐà·ÈàÂÍÃÁÑ¹¹Ñé¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹µÅÍ´¨¹½�ÒÂµÓÃÒÁÕ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹Ç�Òâ´Â
·ÑèÇä»áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÁ�µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹·Õè¨Ðµ�Í§µÑ´ÊÔ¹¤ ṌµÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§
µ¹àËÁ×Í¹¡ÑºÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò ¡Å�ÒÇÍÕ¡¹ÑÂË¹Öè§äÁ�ÁÕËÅÑ¡¡ÒÃ·Ó¹Í§à´ÕÂÇ¡ÑºËÅÑ¡
stare decisis ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁã¹ª�Ç§ËÅÑ§ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁ¾ÂÒÂÒÁã¹·Ò§
µÓÃÒàª�¹¡Ñ¹·Õè¾Ñ²¹ÒËÅÑ¡¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Íá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁÁÒãª�ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ
àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ ¾Ñ²¹Ò¡ÒÃã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Õé̈ Ðà»�¹ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¹Ñé¹¤§¨Ðµ�Í§ÃÍ´Ùµ�Íä»

ñòð 410 U.S. 113 (1973)
ñòñ  505 U.S. 833 (1992)



º·ÊÃØ»
¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÈÖ¡ÉÒá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò¾ºÇ�Ò â´ÂËÅÑ¡áÅ�ÇÈÒÅ

ÊÙ§ÊǾ ¢Í§ÊËÃÑ°ÍàÁÃÔ¡Ò¨ÐÂÖ́ ËÅÑ¡ Stare decisis ã¹¡ÒÃ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í â´Â
·ÑèÇä»áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅã¹¤´ÕËÅÑ§Â�ÍÁµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·ÕèÁÕÁÒáµ�à´ÔÁ ÈÒÅã¹¤ ṌËÅÑ§
¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÁ�ä �́ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁËÒ¡µ�Í§´�ÇÂà§×èÍ¹ä¢ºÒ§»ÃÐ¡ÒÃ
ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¡çÊÒÁÒÃ¶·Õè̈ Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä �́ à¡³±�·Õè̈ Ðª�ÇÂ¼�Ù¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¡ÒÃ
¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¶Ö§¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Íä»¢�Ò§Ë¹�ÒµÒÁËÅÑ¡ stare decisis Ç�Ò¨ÐÁÕà¾ÕÂ§ã´¹Ñé¹ àÃÕÂ¡Ç�Ò �arts
of overruling�

µÒÁà¡³±�·ÕèàÃÕÂ¡Ç�Ò  �arts of overruling� ¹Õé ÈÒÅã¹¤´ÕËÅÑ§¨Ð¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
¢Í§ÈÒÅã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹ä �́  ¡çáµ�à©¾ÒÐ¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÁÕ  �àËµØÍÑ¹ªÍº¸ÃÃÁà»�¹¾ÔàÈÉ�  à¡Ô´¢Öé¹ àª�¹
»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹à»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¼Ô´¾ÅÒ´ áÅÐÊÀÒ¾¡ÒÃ³�ËÃ×Í¤ÇÒÁ
ÊÑÁ¾Ñ¹ �̧µ�Ò§æã¹·Ò§¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õèà»�¹°Ò¹áË�§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´Õ¡�Í¹¹Ñé¹ä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»
áÅ�Ç ËÃ×Í ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹æ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§¡Ñ¹àÍ§ ËÃ×Í ã¹ª�Ç§ÃÐÂÐàÇÅÒ·Õè¼�Ò¹ÁÒ àËµØ¼Å·Õè
»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÍ�Í¹¡ÓÅÑ§Å§ ̈ ¹·ÓãË�à¡Ố ¡ÒÃ¢Ñ́ áÂ�§¡Ñ¹¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤´ÕÍ×è¹æ ËÃ×Í
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹¤ Ṍ¡�Í¹ä �́¡ÅÒÂà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¶�ÒÂÑ§¤§à Ố¹µÒÁÍÂ�Ù ¨ÐÊ�§¼§¡ÃÐ·ºã¹·Ò§
»¯ÔºÑµÔ ¤×Í äÁ�ÍÒ¨»¯ÔºÑµÔä �́ ¶Ö§áÁ�¨Ð»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒÈÒÅã¹¤´Õ¡�Í¹µÑ´ÊÔ¹ä �́ÍÂ�Ò§¶Ù¡µ�Í§¡çµÒÁ
á¹Ç·Ò§ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õé»ÃÒ¡¯ÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ́ à¨¹àÁ×èÍÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤´Õ Planned Parenthood â´Â
ÈÒÅÊÙ§ÊǾ àËç¹Ç�Ò¡ÒÃ¶×ÍËÅÑ¡ ËÅÑ¡ stare decisis äÁ�ä �́à»�¹ä»â´Â»ÃÒÈ¨Ò¡¢�ÍÂ¡àÇ�¹ â´Â
à©¾ÒÐÍÂ�Ò§ÂÔè§ã¹¤ ṌÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ÈÒÅ¾ÂÒÂÒÁ·Õè̈ ÐªÑè§¹éÓË¹Ñ¡ÃÐËÇ�Ò§¼ÅÃ�ÒÂ¢Í§¡ÒÃà Ố¹µÒÁ
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ¡Ñº¡ÒÃàÅÔ¡à Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ ·Ñé§¹Õéâ´ÂÁÕ¢�Í¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò·ÕèÊÓ¤Ñ ¤×Í

ñ. ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèâ´Âà¹×éÍËÒÊÒÃÐáÅ�ÇäÁ�ÊÒÁÒÃ¶»¯ÔºÑµÔä´�ãª�
ËÃ×ÍäÁ�

ò. ÈÒÅÍÒ¨àÅÔ¡¡ÒÃà Ố¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁâ´Â·ÕèäÁ�¡ÃÐ·ºµ�Í»ÃÐâÂª¹�ÍÑ¹¤ÇÃÁÕ
¤ÇÃä �́¢Í§¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ·Õèàª×èÍÁÑè¹µ�Íá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅËÃ×ÍäÁ�
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ó.  ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁà»�¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèã¹·Ò§·ÄÉ®ÕáÅ�Ç ¾�¹ÊÁÑÂä»áÅ�ÇËÃ×ÍäÁ�
ô.  ¢�Íà·ç̈ ¨ÃÔ§·Õèà»�¹°Ò¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»ËÃ×ÍäÁ�

ÊÓËÃÑºã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹¹Ñé¹ àÁ×èÍÊÓÃÇ¨µÃÇ¨ÊÍºµÑÇº·¡®ËÁÒÂáÅ�Ç¾ºÇ�Ò
ÃÑ°ÊÀÒàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ä �́µÃÒ¡®ËÁÒÂ¡ÓË¹´¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙäÇ�ã¹ºÒ§
á§�ÁØÁà·�Ò¹Ñé¹áÅÐäÁ�ä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃºÑÑµÔäÇ�Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÍ§µ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒËÃ×Í
äÁ� à¾ÕÂ§ã´ ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ à»�¹·Õèà¢�Òã¨µÃ§¡Ñ¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µ�Í
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õèµ¹ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Ç �́ÇÂ «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�ÒàÁ×èÍä �́ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Ç ÈÒÅ
Â�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨á¡�ä¢à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§à¹×éÍËÒã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ä´�ÍÕ¡ àÇ�¹áµ�¨ÐÁÕ¡ÒÃá¡�ä¢¢�Í
¼Ô´¾ÅÒ´ËÃ×Í¼Ố ËÅ§àÅç¡¹�ÍÂ ÍÒ¨¡Å�ÒÇä �́Ç�ÒàÁ×èÍÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹ÁÕ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç
¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁÁÕÊÀÒ¾à ḉ́ ¢Ò´·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ·Ñé§ã¹·Ò§ÃÙ»áººáÅÐã¹
·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í ã¹·Ò§ÃÙ»áºº ¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁÂ�ÍÁäÁ�ÍÒ¨ÍØ·¸Ã³�¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¹Ñé¹ä´�ÍÕ¡µ�Íä»
Ê�Ç¹ã¹·Ò§à¹×éÍËÒ¹Ñé¹ à¹×éÍËÒ·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ·Õè¶Ö§·ÕèÊǾ áÅ�Ç¹Ñé¹Â�ÍÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅáÅÐ
¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁã¹¤ Ṍ «Öè§ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò¡ÒÃ¿�Í§Ã�Í§¤´Õã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹·Õèä´�ÁÕ¡ÒÃ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒàÊÃç̈ à ḉ́ ¢Ò´ä»
áÅ�Ç¨Ð¡ÃÐ·ÓäÁ�ä �́ áÅÐÈÒÅàÍ§¡çµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹µÒÁ·Õèµ¹ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»áÅ�Ç¹Ñé¹ ¨ÐÃ×éÍàÃ×èÍ§ÃÒÇ
·ÕèÂØµÔä»áÅ�Ç¢Öé¹ÁÒ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒàÍ§ËÃ×ÍÃÑº¤Ó¿�Í§ãËÁ�ã¹»ÃÐà ḉ¹à ỐÁäÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒáÅÐ¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
à»�¹ÍÂ�Ò§Í×è¹äÁ�ä �́

ÊÓËÃÑº¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒã¹·Ò§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¹Ñé¹ ã¹ÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂ
àÂÍÃÁÑ¹ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ ¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁº·¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õè»ÃÒ¡¯ã¹ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùáµ¡µ�Ò§ä»¨Ò¡¡ÒÃµÕ¤ÇÒÁ
¡�Í¹æ ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í »�ËÒ·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂ·Õèà¤Âä´�ÃÑº¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂäÇ�áÅ�Ç¨Ð
ä �́ÃÑº¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂáµ¡µ�Ò§ä»¨Ò¡à´ÔÁ à¾ÃÒÐ¤ÇÒÁàËç¹·Ò§¡®ËÁÒÂã¹àÃ×èÍ§¹Ñé¹ä´�à»ÅÕèÂ¹
á»Å§ä» ËÃ×ÍÍÒ¨¨Ð¡Å�ÒÇä �́ÍÕ¡ÍÂ�Ò§Ë¹Öè§Ç�Ò ¼�ÙÁÕÍÓ¹Ò¨µÕ¤ÇÒÁà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§¤ÇÒÁà¢�Òã¨·ÕèÁÕ
µ�Í¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂ¢Í§º·¡®ËÁÒÂËÃ×Íä´�ãË�¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂãËÁ�á¡�º·¡®ËÁÒÂ¹Ñé¹ ¡Å�ÒÇâ´Â·ÑèÇä»
¡ÒÃà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¡ç¤×Í¡ÒÃàÅÔ¡à Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ â´Âá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố
·Õèà¡Ố ¢Öé¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒãËÁ�ä �́à¢�Òá·¹·Õèá¹Ç¤ÇÒÁ¤Ố µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà´ÔÁ «Öè§¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÈÖ¡ÉÒ
¾ºÇ�ÒÃÐºº¡®ËÁÒÂàÂÍÃÁÑ¹äÁ�ÁÕ¡®à¡³±�·ÕèË�ÒÁÁÔãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÂÍÃÁÑ¹àÍ§¡çäÁ�à¤ÂÅÑ§àÅ·Õè¨Ðà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
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á¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹ àÁ×èÍ»ÃÒ¡¯Ç�ÒÈÒÅ¾ºÇ�Ò¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ·Õèµ¹ä �́à¤Â¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä»¹Ñé¹
ÁÕ¤ÇÒÁº¡¾Ã�Í§ ËÃ×ÍàÁ×èÍÈÒÅ¾ºÇ�ÒÊÀÒ¾ã¹·Ò§¢�Íà·ç¨¨ÃÔ§à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§ä»¨¹ÈÒÅ
äÁ�ÊÁ¤ÇÃà Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç·Ò§·Õèà¤Âä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒäÇ� áÁ�¡ÃÐ¹Ñé¹ã¹·Ò§ÇÔªÒ¡ÒÃ¡çÁÕàÊÕÂ§àÃÕÂ¡Ã�Í§
ãË�ÈÒÅµ�Í§ãË�àËµØ¼Åà»�¹¾ÔàÈÉ ¡Ã³Õ·ÕèÈÒÅ¨Ð¡ÅÑºá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¢Í§µ¹

ã¹Ê�Ç¹¢Í§»ÃÐà·Èä·Â¹Ñé¹¨Ò¡¡ÒÃÈÖ¡ÉÒ¾ºÇ�ÒäÁ�ÁÕº·ºÑÑµÔ¢Í§ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙËÃ×Í
¡®ËÁÒÂË�ÒÁÁÔãË�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂ ¶Ö§áÁ�ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§
ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òöø ¨ÐºÑÑµÔãË�¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
ãË�à»�¹à ḉ́ ¢Ò´ ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÈÒÅ áÅÐÍ§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¢Í§ÃÑ°¡çµÒÁ º·ºÑÑµÔ¹Õé
¡çÁÕ¤ÇÒÁËÁÒÂà¾ÕÂ§Ç�Ò¹Í¡¨Ò¡¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤´Õ¹Ñé¹¨ÐÁÕ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¤�Ù¤ÇÒÁ
ã¹¤ ṌáÅÐ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàÍ§µÒÁËÅÑ¡·ÑèÇä»à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒáÅ�Ç ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙãË�
¢ÂÒÂ¼Å¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¢Í§¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùã¹¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹ä»ÂÑ§ÃÑ°ÊÀÒ ¤³ÐÃÑ°Á¹µÃÕ ÈÒÅ áÅÐ
Í§¤�¡ÃÍ×è¹¢Í§ÃÑ° �́ÇÂ â´Â¤ÓÇ�Ò �ÈÒÅ�ã¹·Õè¹Õé ËÁÒÂ¶Ö§ ÈÒÅÍ×è¹æ ·ÕèäÁ�ãª�ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
à¾ÃÒÐÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙÂ�ÍÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡Ñº¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂã¹¤´Õ¹Ñé¹¢Í§µ¹ÍÂ�ÙáÅ�Ç µÒÁËÅÑ¡·ÕèÇ�ÒÈÒÅ·Õè
¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ¤ Ṍ¡çµ�Í§¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹¡ÑºÊÔè§·Õèµ¹ä �́¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒä» áµ�¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹ Ñ́§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Õéà»�¹¤ÇÒÁ¼Ù¡¾Ñ¹
à©¾ÒÐã¹¤ Ṍ¹Ñé¹à·�Ò¹Ñé¹ äÁ�ä �́ËÁÒÂ¤ÇÒÁÇ�Ò ËÒ¡ÁÕ¤ ṌãËÁ�à¡Ố ¢Öé¹ã¹Í¹Ò¤µ ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù
¡ç̈ Ðµ�Í§ÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´¤ ṌÍÂ�Ò§à ỐÁàÊÁÍä» ÍÂ�Ò§äÃ¡çµÒÁ â´Â·ÑèÇä»áÅ�Ç àÁ×èÍÈÒÅä´�¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒ
¤ Ṍä»ÍÂ�Ò§Ë¹Öè§ ËÒ¡ÈÒÅµ�Í§¡ÒÃ·Õè̈ ÐàÅÔ¡à´Ô¹µÒÁ¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁ µÒÁËÅÑ¡¹ÔµÔÃÑ°·Õè¤�ØÁ¤ÃÍ§
¤ÇÒÁàª×èÍáÅÐäÇ�ÇÒ§ã¨¢Í§ºØ¤¤Åã¹¡ÒÃãª�ÍÓ¹Ò¨ÃÑ° ÈÒÅ¡ç¨Ðµ�Í§ãË�àËµØ¼ÅÇ�ÒàËµØã´ Ö̈§
äÁ�à Ố¹µÒÁá¹Ç¤Ó¾Ô¾Ò¡ÉÒà ỐÁÍÕ¡µ�Íä»

àÁ×èÍ¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³Ò¨Ò¡á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¢Í§ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·Â ¾ºÇ�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä·Â
ä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂÍÂ�Ò§ªÑ´à¨¹ã¹¤ Ṍ·ÕèÇÔ¹Ô¨©ÑÂà¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº¤ÇÒÁà»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁ
ÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Í§Í§¤�¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹ (·Õè¶Ù¡µ�Í§¹�Ò¨ÐàÃÕÂ¡Ç�Ò �Í§¤�¡ÒÃ»¡¤ÃÍ§µ¹àÍ§
Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹) ¡Å�ÒÇ¤×Í à ỐÁÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙàËç¹Ç�Ò ºÃÃ´Òà·ÈºÒÅ Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹¨Ñ§ËÇÑ́
Í§¤�¡ÒÃºÃÔËÒÃÊ�Ç¹µÓºÅ ÏÅÏ à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù áµ�µ�ÍÁÒã¹ÀÒÂËÅÑ§
ÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùä �́à»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂàÃ×èÍ§¹Õé â´ÂÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂ¡ÓË¹´à¡³±�¢Í§¤ÇÒÁ
à»�¹Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù¢Öé¹ãËÁ� áÅÐãª�à¡³±�́ Ñ§¡Å�ÒÇ¹Ñé¹ªÕéÇ�ÒÍ§¤�¡Ã¡Ã»¡¤ÃÍ§Ê�Ç¹·�Í§¶Ôè¹
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äÁ�ãª�Í§¤�¡ÃµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ù Ê�Ç¹ã¹¡Ã³ÕÍ×è¹ áÁ�̈ ÐÁÕ¤ÇÒÁäÁ�ÊÁèÓàÊÁÍã¹¡ÒÃÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂªÕé¢Ò´
¤ ṌÍÂ�Ùº�Ò§ àª�¹ ¡ÒÃÃÑºàÃ×èÍ§äÇ�¾Ô̈ ÒÃ³ÒµÒÁÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹ÙáË�§ÃÒªÍÒ³Ò¨Ñ¡Ãä·Â ¾Ø·¸ÈÑ¡ÃÒª
òõôð ÁÒµÃÒ òöö áµ�àÁ×èÍ¾Ôà¤ÃÒÐË�áÅ�ÇäÁ�àËç¹Ç�ÒÈÒÅÃÑ°¸ÃÃÁ¹Ùà»ÅÕèÂ¹á»Å§
á¹Ç¤ÓÇÔ¹Ô̈ ©ÑÂáµ�ÍÂ�Ò§ã´
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¤´Õ Hepburn v. Griswold





75 U.S. 603, 1869 WL 11611 (U.S.Ky.), 19 L.Ed. 513, 8 Wall. 603
Supreme Court of the United States

HEPBURN
V.

GRISWOLD.
December Term, 1869

**1 ERROR  to the court of Appeals of Kentucky, the case being this:

On the 20th of June, 1860, a certain Mrs. Hepburn made a promissory
note, by which she promised to pay to Henry Griswold on the 20th of February,
1862, eleven thousand two hundred and fifty �dollars.�

At the time when the note was made, as also at the time when it fell due,
there was, confessedly, no lawful money of the United States, or money
which could lawfully be tendered in payment of private debts, but gold and
silver coin.

Five days after the day when the note by its terms fell due, that is to say, on
the 25th of February, 1862, in an exigent crisis of the nation, in which the
government was engaged in putting down an armed rebellion of vast
magnitude, Congress passed an act authorizing the issue of $150,000,000
*605  of its own notes,FN1 and enacted in regard to them, by one clause in
the first section of the act, as follows:

1. Construed by the plain import of their terms and the manifest intent of the
legislature, the statutes of 1862 and 1863, which make United States notes
a legal tender in payment of debts, public and private, apply to debts
contracted before as well as to debts contracted after enactment.

2. The cases of Lane County v. Oregon, Bronson v. nodes, and Butler
v. Horwitz (7 Wallace 71, 229, and 258), in which it was held that, upon a
sound construction of those statutes, neither taxes imposed by State
legislation nor dues upon contracts for the payment or delivery of coin or
bullion are included, by legislative intent, under the description of debts,
public and private/� are approved and reaffirmed.

3. When a case arises for judicial determinations and the decision depends
on the alleged inconsistency of a legislative provision with the Constitution, it
is the plain duty of the Supreme Court of compare the act with the fundamental
law, and if the former cannot, upon a fair construction, be reconciled with
the latter, to give effect to the Constitution rather than the statute.
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4. There is in the Constitution no express grant of legislative power to make
any description of credit currency a legal tender in payment of debts.

5. The words �all laws necessary and proper for carrying into execution�
pokers expressly granted or vested have, in the Constitution, a sense %604
equivalent to that of the words laws, not absolutely necessary indeed, but
appropriate, plainly adapted to constitutional and legitimate ends, which are
not prohibited, but consistent with the letter and spirit of the Constitution;
laws really calculated to effect objects intrusted to the government.

6. Among means appropriate, plainly adapted, not inconsistent with the spirit
of the Constitution, nor prohibited by its terms, the legislature has unrestricted
choice; but no power can be derived by implication from any express power
to enact laws as means for carrying it into execution unless such laws come
within this description.

**2 7. The making of notes or bills of credit a legal tender in payment of
pre-existing debts is not a means appropriate, plainly adapted, or really
calculated to carry into effect any express power vested in Congress, is
inconsistent with the spirit of the Constitution, and is prohibited by the
Constitution.

8. The clause in the ants of 1862 and 1863 which makes United States notes
a legal tender in payment of all debts, public and private, is, so far as it
applies to debts contracted before the passage of those ants, unwarranted
by the Constitution.

9. Prior to the 25th of Frbruary, 1862, all contracts for the payment of money,
not expressly stipulating otherwise, were, in legal effect and universal
understanding, contracts for the payment of coin, and, under the Constitution,
the parties to such contracts are respectively entitled to demand and bound
to pay the sums due, according to their terms, in coin, notwithstanding the
clause in that act, and the subsequent ants of  like tenor, which make United
States notes a legal tender in payment of such debts.
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West Headnotes

KeyCite Notes

C294 Payment
   C294I Requisites and Sufficiency
     C2943 k. Constitutional and Statutory Provisions. Most Cited Cases

Act of Congress of February 25, 1862, 12 Stat. 345, 31 U.S.C.A. §  452,
making United States notes authorized by such statutes legal tender in
payment of debts, applied to debts contracted before passage of act.

KeyCite Notes

C294 Payment
   C294I Requisites and Sufficiency
      C294k3 k. Constitutional and Statutory Provisions. Most Cited Cases

The clause of first section of Act of Congress of Feb. 25, 1862, 12 Stat. 345,
31 U .S.C.A. j 452, declaring United States notes authorized by such statute
legal tender in payment of debts, as applied to debts previously contracted,
is not a means appropriate, plainly adapted, really calculated to carry into
effect express pokers vested in Congress, is inconsistent with spirit of
Constitution, and is prohibited by Constitution.

KeyCite Notes

C294 Payment
   C294I Requisites and Sufficiency
      C294143  k. Constitutional and Statutory Provisions. Most Cited Cases

There is in Constitution no express grant of legislative power to make any
description of credit currency legal tender in payment of debts.
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KeyCite Notes

C361 Statutes
   C361VI Construction and Operation
      C361VI(A) General Rules of Construction

  C361k180 Intention of Legislature
    C361k182 k. Equitable Construction. Most Cited Cases

Except in scarcely supposable case where statute sets at naught plainest
precepts of morality and social obligation, courts must give effect to the
clearly ascertained legislative intent, if not repugnant to fundamental law
ordained in the Constitution.

KeyCite Notes

C361 Statutes
   C361VI Construction and Operation
      C361VI(A) General Rules of Construction

  C361k180 Intention of Legislature
      C 361k182 k. Equitable Construction. Most Cited Cases

It is an established rule for construction of statutes that terms employed by
legislature are not to receive an interpretation which conflicts with
acknowledged principles of justice and equity, if another sense consonant
with such principles can be given to them, but such rule does not prevail
where intent is clear.

KeyCite Notes

C92 Constitutional Law
    C92II Construction, Operation, and Enforcement of Constitutional
                 Provisions

 C92k11 General Rules of Construction
      C92k14 k. Meaning of Language. Most Cited Cases
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The words stall laws necessary and proper for carrying into execution�� pawers
expressly granted or vested, have in constitution a sense equivalent to that
of words, laws, not absolutely necessary indeed, but appropriate, plainly
adapted to constitutional and legitimate ends; laws not prohibited, but
consistent with letter and spirit of constitution; laws really calculated to
effect objects intrusted to government.

KeyCite Notes

C92 Constitutional Law
   C92II Construction, Operation, and Enforcement of Constitutional
               Provisions
       C92k25 Grant or Limitation of Powers
          C92k27 k. Constitution of United States. Most Cited Cases

The Constitution is the fundamental law of the United States, and no
department of government has any other pokers than those thus delegated
to it by the people.

KeyCite Notes

C92   Constitutional Law
    C92II  Construction, Operation, and Enforcement of Constitutional
                  Provisions
        C92k25 Grant or Limitation of Powers
               C92k27 k. Constitution of United States. Most Cited Cases

The government of the United States is one of limited pokers, and no
department possesses any authority not granted by Constitution.
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KeyCite Notes

C92  Constitutional Law
    C9211 Construction, Operation, and Enforcement of Constitutional
                 Provisions

C92k36 k. Duty of Legislature to Obey Constitutional Mandate.
    Most Cited Cases

Under provision of Constitution declaring that Constitution and laws of the
United States which shall be made in pursuance thereof shall be the supreme
law of the land, there can be no law inconsistent with the fundamental law,
and no enactment not in pursuance of authority conferred by it can create
obligation or confer rights.

KeyCite Notes

C92 Constitutional Law
    C92II Construction, Operation, and Enforcement of Constitutional
                Provisions
        C92k44 Determination of Constitutional Questions

   C92k45 k. Judicial Authority and Duty in General. Most Cited Cases

When case arises for judicial determination and decision depends on alleged
inconsistency of legislative provision with fundamental law it is plain duty of
Supreme Court to compare act with Constitution, and if act cannot on fair
construction be reconciled with Constitution, to give effect to constitution
rather than statute.

KeyCite Notes

C92 Constitutional Law
   C92II  Construction, Operation, and Enforcement of Constitutional
                Provisions
        C92k44 Determination of Constitutional Questions
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  C92k48 Presumptions and Construction in Favor of Constitutionality
       C92k48( 1) k. In General. Most Cited Cases

        (Formerly 92k48)

Acts of Congress must be regarded as constitutional, unless clearly shown
to be otherwise.

KeyCite Notes

 C92 Constitutional Law
    C92III Distribution of Governmental Powers and Functions
          C92III(A) Legislative Powers and Delegation Thereof

 C92k50 k. Nature and Scope in General. Most Cited Cases

While prohibition of laws impairing obligation of contracts does not apply in
terms to government of United States, law not made in pursuance of express
power which necessarily and directly impairs obligation of contracts is
inconsistent with spirit of Constitution.

KeyCite Notes

C92 Constitutional Law
   C92111 Distribution of Governmental Powers and Functions
     C92111( B) Judicial Powers and Functions
       C92k67 k. Nature and Scope in General. Most Cited Cases

It is the function of the judiciary to interpret and apply the jaw to cases
between parties as they arise for judgment, and it can only declare what the
law is and enforce by proper process laws thus declared .
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KeyCite Notes

C92 Constitutional Law
  C92VII Obligation of Contracts
    C92VII(C) Contracts of Individuals and Private Corporations
      C92k154 Impairment of Obligation in General

C 92k154(1) k. In General. Most Cited Cases

Act Cong. Feb. 25, 1862, 12 Stat. 345, c. 33, making treasury notes a legal
tender, impairs the obligation of contracts, when applied to obligations existing
before that time.

KeyCite Notes

C 92 Constitutional Law
  C 92XII Due Process of Law
     C 92k251 k. Constitutional Guaranties in General. Most Cited Cases

Provisions of Fifth Amendment, U.S.C.A. Const., declaring that private
property shall not be taken for public use without compensation and that no
person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process,
operates directly in limitation and restraint of pokers conferred by Constitution.

FN1 For the general form of the notes, see 7 Wallace, 26.

**3 �And such notes, herein authorized, shall be receivable in payment of
all taxes, internal duties, excises, debts, and demands of every kind due to
the United States, except duties on imports, and of all claims and demands
against the United States of every kind whatsoever, except for interest upon
bonds and notes, which shall be paid in coin; and shall also be lawful money
and a legal tender in payment of all debts, public and private, within the
United States. except duties on imports and interest as aforesaid.�
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The note given by Mrs. Hepburn not being paid at maturity, interest accrued
on it. And in March, 1864, suit having been brought on the note in the Louisville
Chancery Court, she tendered in United States notes issued under the act
mentioned, $12,720, the amount of principal of the note with the interest
accrued to the date of tender, and some costs, in satisfaction of the plaintiffs
claim. The tender was refused. The notes were then tendered and paid into
court; and the chancellor, �resolving all doubts in favor of the congress,�
declared the tender good and adjudged the debt, interest and costs to be
satisfied accordingly.

The case was then taken by Griswold to the Court of Errors of Kentucky,
which reversed the chancellor�s judgment, and remanded the case with
instructions to enter a contrary judgment.

From the judgment of the Court of Errors of Kentucky, the case was brought
by Mrs.Hepburn here.

The cause was first argued at the Term of December, 1867, upon printed
briefs submitted by Mrs. Preston for the plaintiff in error, and Mr. Griswold
contra. Subsequently, upon the suggestion of Mr. Stanbery, then Attorney-
General, as to the great public importance of the question, the court ordered
the cause and other causes involving, incidentally, the same question, to
stand over to December Term, 1868, for reargument, with leave to the
government to be heard. Accordingly, at that term the constitutionality of
the provision in *606 the act making the notes above-described a legal
tender, was elaborately argued by Mr. B. R. Curtis (counsel for the plaintiff in
error, in Willard v. Tavloe) and by Mr. Evarts, Attorney-General, for the United
States, in support of the provision, and by Mr. Clarkson N. Potter (of counsel
for the defendant in error in this case), against the provision .

And the constitutionality of the provision had been argued at different times,
by other counsel, in five other cases, which it was supposed by their counsel
might depend on it, but four of which were decided on other grounds; to
wit, in support of the constitutionality by Mr. Carlisle, Mr. W. S. Cox, Mr.
Williams, Mr. S. S. Rogers, Mr. B. R. Curtis, Mr. L. P. Poland, Mr. Howe, and
against it by Mr. Bradley, Mr. Wilson, Mr.Johnson, Mr. John J. Townsend, Mr.
McPherson, Mr. Wills, in Thomson v. Riqqs,FN2 in Lane County v. Oregon,FN3 in
Bronson v. Rodes,FN4 in Willard v. Tayloe,FN5 and in Broderrick v. Magraw.FN6

The question was therefore thoroughly argued. And it was.held long under
advisement.
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FN2 5 Wallace, 663.

FN3 7 Id. 73.

FN4 ld. 229.

FN 5 Supra, 557.

FN6 Infra. 639.

**4 It is deemed unnecessary here to present the arguments, already in
part presented, in some of the cases named, the matter in the present case
being fully argued on both sides, from the bench.

The CHIEF JUSTICE delivered the opinion of the court.
The question presented for our determination by the record in this case is,
whether or not the payee or assignee of a note, made before the 25th of
February, 1862, is obliged by law to accept in payment United States notes,
equal in nominal amount to the sum due according to its terms, when tendered
by the maker or other party bound to pay it? And this requires, in the first
place, a construction of that clause of the first section of the act of Congress
passed on that day, which declares the United States notes, the issue of
which was authorized by the statute, to be a legal tender in payment of
debts. The clause has already received much consideration here, and this
court has held that, upon a sound construction, *607 neither taxes imposed
by State legislationFN7 nor demands upon contracts which stipulate in terms
for the payment or delivery of coin or bullionFN8 are included by legislative
intention under the description of debts public and private. We are now to
determine whether this description embraces debts contracted before as
well as after the date of the act.

FN7 Lane County v. Oregon, 7 Wallace, 71.
FN8 Bronson v. Rodes, 7 Id. 229; Butler v. Horwitz, Ib. 258.

It is an established rule for the construction of statutes, that the terms
employed by the legislature are not to receive an interpretation which conflicts
with acknowledged principles of justice and equity, if another sense, consonant
with those principles, can be given to them. But this rule cannot prevail
where the intent is clear. Except in the scarcely supposable case where a
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statute sets at nought the plainest precepts of morality and social obligation,
courts must give effect to the clearly ascertained legislative intent, if not
repugnant to the fundamental law ordained in the Constitution.

Applying the rule just stated to the act under consideration, there appears
to be strong reason for construing the word debts as having reference only
to debts contracted subsequent to the enactment of the law. For no one will
question that the United States notes, which the act makes a legal tender in
payment, are essentially unlike in nature, and, being irredeemable in coin,
are necessarily unlike in value, to the lawful money intended by parties to
contracts for the payment of money made before its passage. The lawful
money then in use and made a legal tender in payment, consisted of gold
and silver coin. The currency in use under the act, and declared by its terms
to be lawful money and a legal tender, consists of notes or promises to pay
impressed upon paper, prepared in convenient form for circulation, and
protected against counterfeiting by suitable devices and penalties. The former
possess intrinsic value, determined by the weight and fineness of the metal;
the latter have no intrinsic value, but a purchasing value, determined by the
*608 quantity in circulation, by general consent to its currency in payments,
and by opinion as to the probability of redemption in coin. Both derive, in
different degrees, a certain additional value from their adaptation to circulation
by the form and impress given to them under National authority, and from
the ants making them respectively a legal tender.

**5 Contracts for the payment of money, made before the act of 1862, had
reference to coined money, and could not be discharged, unless by consent,
otherwise than by tender of the sum due in coin . Every such contract,
therefore, was, in legal import, a contract for the payment of coin.
There is a well-known law of currency, that notes or promises to pay, unless
made conveniently and promptly convertible into coin at the will of the holder,
can never, except under unusual and abnormal conditions, be at par in
circulation with coin. It is an equally well-known law, that depreciation of
notes must increase with the increase of the quantity put in circulation and
the diminution of confidence in the ability or disposition to redeem. Their
appreciation follows the reversal of these conditions. No act making them a
legal tender can change materially the operation of these laws. Their force
has been strikingly exemplified in the history of the United States notes.
Beginning with a very slight depreciation when first issued, in March, 1862,
they sank in July, 1864, to the rate of two dollars and eighty-five cents for a
dollar in gold, and then rose until recently a dollar and twenty cents in paper
became equal to a gold dollar.
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Admitting, then, that prior contracts are within the intention of the ad, and
assuming that the act is warranted by the Constitution, it follows that the
holder of a promissory note, made before the act, for a thousand dollars,
payable, as we have just seen, according to the law and according to the
intent of the parties, in coin, was required, When depreciation reached its
lowest point, to accept in payment a thousand note dollars, although with
the thousand coin dollars, due under the contract, he could have purchased
on that day two thousand eight hundred and fifty such dollars. *609 Every
payment, since the passage of the act, of a note of earlier date, has presented
similar, though less striking features.

Now, it certainly needs no argument to prove that an act, compelling
acceptance in satisfaction of any other than stipulated payment, alters
arbitrarily the terms of the contract and Impairs its obligation, and that the
extent of impairment is in the proportion of the inequality of the payment
accepted under the constraint of the law to the payment due under the
contract. Nor does it need argument to prove that the practical operation of
such an act is contrary to justice and equity. It follows that no construction
which attributes such practical operation to an act of Congress is to be
favored, or indeed to be admitted, if any other can be reconciled with the
manifest intent of the legislature.

What, then, is that manifest intent? Are we at liberty, upon a fair and
reasonable construction of the act, to say that Congress meant that the
word �debts� used in the act should not include debts contracted prior to its
passage?

 In the case of Bronson v. Rodes, we thought ourselves warranted in holding
that this word, as used in the statute, does not include obligations created
by express contracts for the payment of gold and silver, whether coined or in
bullion. This conclusion rested, however, mainly on the terms of the act,
which not only allow, but require payments in coin by or to the government,
and may be fairly considered, independently of considerations belonging to
the law of contracts for the delivery of specified articles, as sanctioning
special private contracts for like payments; without which, indeed, the
provisions relating to government payments could hardly have practical effect.
This consideration, however, does not apply to the matter now before us.
There is nothing in the terms of the act which looks to any difference in its
operation on different descriptions of debts payable generally in money-that
is to say, in dollars and parts of a dollar. These terms, on the contrary, in
their obvious import, include equally all debts not specially expressed to be
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payable in gold or silver, whether arising under past *610 contracts and
already due, or arising under such contracts and to become due at a future
day, or arising and becoming due under subsequent contracts. A strict and
literal construction indeed would, as suggested by Mr. Justice stormiest in
respect to the same word used in the Constitution, limit the word �debts� to
debts existing; and if this construction cannot be accepted because the
limitation sanctioned by it cannot be reconciled with the obvious scope and
purpose of the act, it is certainly conclusive against any interpretation which
will exclude existing debts from its operation. The same conclusion results
from the exception of interest on loans and duties on imports from the effect
of the legal tender clause. This exception affords an irresistible implication
that no description of debts, whenever contracted, can be withdrawn from
the effect of the act if not included within the terms or the reasonable intent
of the exception. And it is Worthy of observation in this connection, that in all
the debates to which the act gave occasion in Congress, no suggestion was
ever made that the legal tender clause did not apply as fully to contracts
made before as to contracts made after its passage.

FN9 1 story on the Constitution, §  921.

**6 These considerations seem to us conclusive. We do not think ourselves
at liberty, therefore, to say that Congress did not intend to make the notes
authorized by it a legal tender in payment of debts contracted before the
passage of the act.

We are thus brought to the question, whether Congress has power to make
notes issued under its authority a legal tender in payment of debts, which,
when contracted, were payable by law in gold and silver coin.

The delicacy and importance of this question has not been overstated in the
argument. This court always approaches the consideration of questions of
this nature reluctantly; and its constant rule of decision has been, and is,
that ants of Congress must be regarded as constitutional, unless clearly
shown to be otherwise.

*611 But the constitution is the fundamental law of the United States. By it
the people have created a governments defined its powers, prescribed their
limits, distributed them among the different departments, and directed, In
general, the manner of their exercise. No department of the government
has any other powers than those thus delegated to it by the people. AII the
legislative power granted by the Constitution belongs to Congress; but it has
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no legislative power which is not thus granted. And the same observation is
equally true in its application to the executive and judicial powers granted
respectively to the President and the courts. All these powers differ in kind,
but not in source or in limitation. They all arise from the Constitution, and
are limited by its terms.

It is the function of the judiciary to interpret and apply the law to cases
between parties as they arise for judgment. It can only declare what the law
is, and enforce, by proper process, the law thus declared. But, in ascertaining
the respective rights of parties, it frequently becomes necessary to consult
the Constitution. For there can be no law inconsistent with the fundamental
law. No enactment not in pursuance of the authority conferred by it can
create obligations or confer rights. For such is the express declaration of the
Constitution itself in these words:
�The Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be made in
pursuance thereof, and all treaties made, or which shall be made under the
authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the
judges of every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the constitution or
laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.�
Not every act of Congress, then, is to be regarded as the supreme law of the
land; nor is it by every act of Congress that the judges are bound. This
character and this force belong only to such arts as are �made in pursuance
of the constitution

When, therefore, a case arises for judicial determination, and the decision
depends on the alleged inconsistency of a *612 legislative provision with
the fundamental law, it is the plain duty of the court to compare the act with
Constitution, and if the former cannot, upon a fair construction, be reconciled
with the latter, to give effect to the Constitution rather than the statute. This
seems so plain that it is impossible to make it plainer by argument. If it be
otherwise the Constitution is not the supreme law; it is neither necessary or
useful, in any case, to inquire whether or not any act of Congress was
passed in pursuance of it; and the oath which every member of this court is
required to take, that he �will administer justice without respect to persons,
and do equal right to the poor and the rich, and faithfully perform the duties
incumbent upon him to the best of his ability and understanding, agreeably
to the Constitution and laws of the United states becomes an idle and
unmeaning form.
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**7 The case before us is one of private right. The plaintiff in the court
below sought to recover of the defendants a certain sum expressed on the
face of a promissory note. The defendants insisted on the right, under the
act of February 25th, 1862, to acquit themselves of their obligation by
tendering in payment a sum nominally equal in United States notes. But the
note had been executed before the passage of the act, and the plaintiff
insisted on his right under the Constitution to be paid the amount due in gold
and silver. And it has not been, and cannot be, denied that the plaintiff was
entitled to judgment according to his claim, unless bound by a constitutional
law to accept the notes as coin.

Thus two questions were directly presented: Were the defendants relieved
by the act from the obligation assumed in the contract? Could the plaintiff be
compelled, by a judgment of the court, to receive in payment a currency of
different nature and value from that which was In the contemplation of the
parties when the contract was made?

The Court of Appeals resolved both questions in the negative, and the
defendants, in the original suit, seek the reversal of that judgment by writ of
error.

*613 It becomes our duty, therefore, to determine whether the act of
February 25th, 1862, so far as it makes United States notes a legal tender in
payment of debts contracted prior to its passage, is constitutional and valid
or otherwise. Under a deep sense of our obligation to perform this duty to
the best of our ability and understanding, we shall proceed to dispose of the
case presented by the record.

We have already said, and it is generally, if not universally, conceded, that
the government of the United States is one of limited powers, and that no
department possesses any authority not granted by the Constitution.

It is not necessary, however, in order to prove the existence of a particular
authority to show a particular and express grant. The design of the
Constitution was to establish a government competent to the direction and
administration of the affairs of a great nation, and, at the same time, to
mark, by sufficiently definite lines, the sphere of its operations. To this end
it was needful only to make express grants of general powers, coupled with
a further grant of such incidental and auxiliary powers as might be required
for the exercise of the powers expressly granted. These powers are
necessarily extensive. It has been found, indeed, in the practical
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administration of the government, that a very large part, if not the largest
part, of its functions have been performed in the exercise of powers thus
implied.

But the extension of power by implication was regarded with some
apprehension by the wise men who framed, and by the intelligent citizens
who adopted, the Constitution. This apprehension is manifest in the terms
by which the grant of incidental and auxiliary powers is made. AII powers of
this nature are included under the description of power to make all laws
necessary and proper for carrying into execution the powers expressly granted
to Congress or vested by the Constitution in the government or in any of its
departments or officers

**8 The same apprehension is equally appearent in the tenth article of the
amendments, which declares that �the powers not delegated to the United
States by the constitution, nor *614 prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States or the people.�

We do not mean to say that either of these constitutional provisions is to be
taken as restricting any exercise of power fairly warranted by legitimate
derivation from one of the enumerated or express powers. The first was
undoubtedly introduced to exclude all doubt in respect to the existence of
implied powers; while the words �necessary and proper� were intended to
have a �sense,� to use the words of Mr. Justice Story, �at Once admonitory
and directory,� and to require that the means used in the execution of an
express power �should be bona fide appropriate to the end.�FN10 The second
provision was intended to have a like admonitory and directory sense, and
to restrain the limited government established under the Constitution from
the exercise of powers not clearly delegated or derived by just inference
from powers so delegated.

FN 10 2 Story on the Constitution, p. 142, §  1253.

It has not been maintained in argument, nor, indeed, would any one, however
slightly conversant with constitutional law, think of maintaining that there is
in the Constitution any express grant of legislative power to make any
description of credit currency a legal tender in payment of debts.

We must inquire then whether this can be done in the exercise of an implied
power.
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The rule for determining whether a legislative enactment can be supported
as an exercise of an implied power was stated by Chief Justice Marshall,
speaking for the whole court, in the case of McCullouqh v. The State of
Maryland; FN11  and the statement then made has ever since been accepted
as a correct exposition of the Constitution. His words were these: �Let the
end be legitimate, let it be within the scope of the Constitution, and all
means which are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that end, which
are not prohibited, but consistent with the letter and spirit of the Constitution,
are constitutional And in another part of the *615 same opinion the practical
application of this rule was thus illustrated: �Should Congress, in the execution
of its powers adopt measures which are prohibited by the Constitution, or
should Congress, under the pretext of executing its powers, pass laws for
the accomplishment of objects not intrusted to the government, it would be
the painful duty of this tribunal, should a case requiring such a decision
come before it, to say that such an act was not the law of the land. But
where the law is not prohibited, and is really calculated to effect any of the
objects intrusted to the government, to undertake here to inquire into the
degree of its necessity would be to pass the line which circumscribes the
judicial department, and tread on legislative ground.FN12

FN 11 4 Wheaton, 421.

FN12 4 Wheaton, 423.

* *9 It must be taken then as finally settled, so far as judicial decisions can
settle anything, that the words �all laws necessary and proper for carrying
into execution� powers expressly granted or vested, have, in the Constitution,
a sense equivalent to that of the words, laws, not absolutely necessary
indeed, but appropriate, plainly adapted to constitutional and legitimate ends;
laws not prohibited, but consistent with the letter and spirit of the Constitution;
laws really calculated to effect objects intrusted to the government.

The question before us, then, resolves itself into this: �Is the clause which
makes United States notes a legal tender for debts contracted prior to its
enactment, a law of the description stated in the rule?�

It is not doubted that the power to establish a standard of value by which all
other Values may be measured, or, in other words, to determine what shall
be lawful money and a legal tender, is in its nature, and of necessity, a
governmental power. It is in all countries exercised by the government. In
the United States, so far as it relates to the precious metals, it is vested in
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Congress by the grant of the power to coin money. But can a power to
impart these qualities to notes, or promises to pay money, When Offered in
discharge of pre-existing *616 debts, be derived from the coinage power,
or from any other power expressly given?

It is certainly not the same power as the power to coin money. Nor is it in
any reasonable or satisfactory sense an appropriate or plainly adapted means
to the exercise of that power. Nor is there more reason for saying that it is
implied in, or incidental to, the power to regulate the value of coined money
of the United States, or of foreign coins. This power of regulation is a power
to determine the weight, purity, form, impression, and denomination of the
several coins, and their relation to each other, and the relations of foreign
coins to the monetary unit of the United States.

Nor is the power to make notes a legal tender the same as the power to
issue notes to be used as currency. The old Congress, under the Articles of
Confederation, was clothed by express grant with the power to emit bills of
credit, which are in fact notes for circulation as currency; and yet that
Congress was not clothed with the power to make these bills a legal tender
in payment. And this court has recently held that the Congress, under the
Constitution, possesses, as incidental to other powers, the same power as
the old Congress to emit bills or notes; but it was expressly declared at the
same time that this decision concluded nothing on the question of legal
tender. Indeed, we are not aware that it has ever been claimed that the
power to issue bills or notes has any identity with the power to make them
a legal tender. On the contrary, the whole history of the country refutes that
notion. The States have always been held to possess the power to authorize
and regulate the issue of bills for circulation by balks or individuals, subject,
as has been lately determined, to the control of Congress, for the purpose
of establishing and securing a National currency; and yet the States are
expressly prohibited by the Constitution from making anything but gold and
silver coin a legal tender. This seems decisive on the point that the power to
issue notes and the power to make them a legal tender are not the same
power, and that they have no necessary connection with each other.

**10 But it has been maintained in argument that the power to *617 make
United States notes a legal tender in payment of all debts is a means
appropriate and plainly adapted to the execution of the power to carry on
war, of the power to regulate commerce, and of the power to borrow money.
If it is, and is not prohibited, nor inconsistent with the letter or spirit of the
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Constitution, then the act which makes them such legal tender must be held
to be constitutional.

Let us, then, first inquire whether it is an appropriate and plainly adapted
means for carrying on war? The affirmative argument may be thus stated :
Congress has power to declare and provide for carrying on war; Congress
has also power to emit bills of credit, or circulating notes receivable for
government dues and payable, so far at least as parties are willing to receive
them, in discharge of government obligations; it will facilitate the use of
such notes in disbursements to make them a legal tender in payment of
existing debts; therefore Congress may make such notes a legal tender.

It is difficult to say to what express power the authority to make notes a
legal tender in payment of pre-existing debts may not be upheld as incidental,
upon the principles of this argument. Is there any power which does not
involve the use of money? And is there any doubt that Congress may issue
and use bills of credit as money in the execution of any power? The power
to establish post-offices and post-roads, for example, involves the collection
and disbursement of a great revenue. Is not the power to make notes a
legal tender as clearly incidental to this power as to the war power?

The answer to this question does not appear to us doubtful. The argument,
therefore, seems to prove too much. It carries the doctrine of implied powers
very far beyond any extent hitherto given to it. It asserts that whether in any
degree promotes an end within the scope of a general power, whether, in
the correct sense of the word, appropriate or not, may be done in the exercise
of an implied power.

Can this proposition by maintained?

It is said that this is not a question for the court deciding a cause, but for
Congress exercising the power. But the decisive answer to this is that the
admission of a legislative *618 power to determine finally what powers
have the described relation as means to the execution of other powers plainly
granted, and, then, to exercise absolutely and without liability to question, in
cases involving private rights, the powers thus determined to have that
relation, would completely change the nature of American government. It
would convert the government, which the people ordained as a government
of limited powers, into a government of unlimited Mowers. It would confuse
the boundaries which separate the executive and judicial from the legislative
authority. It would obliterate every criterion which this court, speaking through
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the venerated Chief Justice in the case already cited, established for the
determination of the question whether legislative ants are constitutional or
unconstitutional.

**11 Undoubtedly among means appropriate, plainly adapted, really
calculated, the legislature has unrestricted choice. But there can be no implied
power to use means not within the description.

Now, then, let it be considered what has actually been done in the provision
of a National currency. In July and August, 1861, and February, 1862, the
issue of sixty millions of dollars in United States notes, payable on demand,
was authorized.FN13 They were made receivable in payments, but were not
declared a legal tender until March, 1862,FN14 when the amount in circulation
had been greatly reduced by receipt and cancellation. In 1862 and 1863FN15

the issue of four hundred and fifty millions in United States notes, payable
not on demand, but, in effect, at the convenience of the government, was
authorized, subject to certain restrictions as to fifty millions. These notes
were made receivable for the bonds of the National loans, for all debts due
to or from the United States, except duties on imports and interest on the
public debt, and also declared a legal tender. In March, 1863,FN16 the issue
Of notes for parts of a were a dollar was authorized to an amount not
exceeding fifty millions of dollars. These notes were not declared a legal
tender, but were *619 made redeemable under regulations to be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Treasury. In February, 1863,FN17 the issue of three
hundred millions of dollars in notes of the National banking associations was
authorized. These notes were made receivable to the same extent as United
States notes, and provision was made to secure their redemption, but they
were not made a legal tender.

FN13 12 Stat. at Large, 259, 313, and 338.

FN14 Ib. 370.

FN15 Ib. 345, 532, and 709

FN16 Ib. 711.

FN 17 12 Stat. at Large, 669.
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The several descriptions of notes have since constituted, under the various
ants of Congress, the common currency of the United States. The notes
which were not declared a legal tender have circulated with those which
were so declared without unfavorable discrimination .

It may be added as a part of the history that other issues, bearing interest at
various rates, were authorized and made a legal tender, except in redemption
of bank notes, for face amount exclusive of interest. Such were the one and
two years five per cent. notes and three years compound interest notes.FN18

These notes never entered largely or permanently into the circulation; and
there is no reason to think that their utility was increased or diminished by
the act which declared them a legal tender for face amount. They need not
be further considered here. They serve only to illustrate the tendency
remarked by all who have investigated the subject of paper money, to increase
the volume of irredeemable issues, and to extend indefinitely to: application
of the quality of legal tender. That it was carried no farther during the recent
civil war, and has been carried no farther since, is due to circumstances, the
consideration of which does not belong to this discussion.

FN18 13 Id. 218, 425.

**12 We recur, then, to the question under consideration. No one questions
the general constitutionality, and not very many, perhaps, the general
expediency of the legislation by which a note currency has been authorized
in recent years. The doubt is as to the power to declare a particular class of
these notes to be a legal tender in payment of pre-existing debts.

*620 The only ground upon which this power is asserted is, not that the
issue of notes was an appropriate and plainly adapted means for carrying
on the war, for that is admitted: but that the making of them a legal tender
to the extent mentioned was such a means.

Now, we have seen that of all the notes issued those not declared a legal
tender at all constituted a very large proportion, and that they circulated
freely and without discount.

It may be said that their equality in circulation and credit was due to the
provision made by law for the redemption of this paper in legal tender notes.
But this provision, if at all useful in this respect, was of trifling importance
compared with that which made them receivable for government dues. AII
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modern history testifies that, in time of war especially, when taxes are
augmented, large loans negotiated, and heavy disbursements made, notes
issued by the authority of the government, and made receivable for dues of
the government, always obtain at first a ready circulation; and even when
not redeemable in coin, on demand, are as little and usually less subject to
depreciation than any other description of notes, for the redemption of which
no better provision is made. And the history of the legislation under
consideration is, that it was upon this quality of receivability, and not upon
the quality of legal tender, that reliance for circulation was originally placed;
for the receivability clause appears to have been in the original draft of the
bill, while the legal tender clause seems to have been introduced at a later
stage of its progress.

These facts certainly are not without weight as evidence that all the useful
purposes of the notes would have been fully answered without making them
a legal tender for pre-existing debts. It is denied, indeed, by eminent writers,
that the quality of legal tender adds anything at all to the credit or usefulness
of government notes. They insist, on the contrary, that it impairs both.
However this may be, it must be remembered that it is as a means to an end
to be attained by the action of the government, that the implied *621 power
of making notes a legal tender in all payments is claimed under the
Constitution. Now, how far is the government helped by this means? Certainly
it cannot obtain new supplies or services at a cheaper rate, for no one will
take the notes for more than they are worth at the time of the new contract.
The price will rise in the ratio of the depreciation, and this is all that could
happen if the notes were not made a legal tender. But it may be said that the
depreciation will be less to him who takes them from the government, if the
government will pledge to him its power to compel his creditors to receive
them at par in payments. This is, as we have seen, by no means certain. If
the quantity issued be excessive, and redemption uncertain and remote,
great depreciation will take place; if, on the other hand, the quantity is only
adequate to the demands of business, and confidence in early redemption is
strong, the notes will circulate freely, whether made a legal tender or not.

**13 But if it be admitted that some increase of availability is derived from
making the notes a legal tender under new contracts, it by no means follows
that any appreciable advantage is gained by compelling creditors to receive
them in satisfaction of pre-existing debts. And there is abundant evidence,
that whatever benefit is possible from that compulsion to some individuals
or to the government, is far more than outweighed by the losses of property,
the derangement of business, the fluctuations of currency and values, and
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the increase of prices to the people and the government, and the long train
of evils which flow from the use of irredeemable paper money. It is true that
these evils are not to be attributed altogether to making it a legal tender. But
this increases these evils. It certainly widens their extent and protracts their
continuance.

We are unable to persuade ourselves that an expedient of this sort is an
appropriate and plainly adapted means for the execution of the power to
declare and carry on war. If it adds nothing to the utility of the notes, it
cannot be upheld as a means to the end in furtherance of which the notes
are issued. Nor can it, in our judgment, be upheld as such, if, *622 while
facilitating in some degree the circulation of the notes, it debases and injures
the currency in its proper use to a much greater degree. And these
considerations seem to us equally applicable to the powers to regulate
commerce and to borrow money. Both powers necessarily involve the use of
money by the people and by the government, but neither, as we think, carries
with it as an appropriate and plainly adapted means to its exercise, the
power of making circulating notes a legal tender in payment of pre-existing
debts.

But there is another view, which seems to us decisive, to whatever express
power the supposed implied power in question may be referred. In the rule
stated by Chief Justice Marshall, the words appropriate, plainly adapted,
really calculated, are qualified by the limitation that the means must be not
prohibited, but consistent with the letter and spirit of the Constitution. Nothing
so prohibited or inconsistent can be regarded as appropriate, or plainly
adapted, or really calculated means to any end.

Let us inquire, then, first, whether making bills of credit a legal tender, to the
extent indicated, is consistent with the spirit of the Constitution.

Among the great cardinal principles of that instrument, no one is more
conspicuous or more venerable than the establishment of justice. And what
was intended by the establishment of justice in the minds of the people who
ordained it is, happily, not a matter Of disputation. It is not left to inference
or conjecture, especially in its relations to contracts

When the Constitution was undergoing discussion in the Convention, the
Congress of the Confederation was engaged in the consideration of the
ordinance for the government of the territory northwest of the Ohio, the
only territory subject at that time to its regulation and control. By this ordinance
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certain fundamental articles of compact were established between the original
States and the people and States of the territory, for the purpose, to use its
own language, �of extending the fundamental principles of civil and religious
liberty, whereon these republics� (the States united under the Confederation),
�their laws, and constitutions are erected *623 Among these fundamental
principles was this: �And in the just preservation of rights and property it is
understood and declared that no law ought ever to be made, or have force
in the said territory, that shall in any manner whatever interfere with or
affect private contracts or engagements bona fide and without fraud
previously formed.�

**14 The same principle found more condensed expression in that most
valuable provision of the Constitution of the United States, ever recognized
as an efficient safeguard against injustice, that �no State shall pass any law
impairing the obligation of contract.�

It is true that this prohibition is not applied in terms to the government of the
United States. Congress has express power to enact bankrupt laws, and we
do not say that a law made in the execution of any other express power,
which, incidentally only, impairs the obligation of a contract, can be held to
be unconstitutional for that reason.

But we think it clear that those who framed and those who adopted the
Constitution, intended that the spirit of this prohibition should pervade the
entire body of legislation, and that the justice which the Constitution was
ordained to establish was not thought by them to be compatible with
legislation of an opposite tendency. In other words, we cannot doubt that a
law not made in pursuance of an express power, which necessarily and in its
direct operation impairs the obligation of contracts, is inconsistent with the
spirit of the Constitution.

Another provision, found in the fifth amendment, must be considered in this
connection . We refer to that which ordains that private property shall not
be taken for public use without compensation. This provision is kindred in
spirit to that which forbids legislation impairing the obligation of contracts;
but, unlike that, it is addressed directly and solely to the National government.
It does not, in terms, prohibit legislation which appropriates the private
property of one class of citizens to the use of another class; but if such
property cannot be taken for the benefit of all, without compensation, it is
difficult to understand how it can be so *624 taken for the benefit of a part
without violating the spirit of the prohibition.
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But there is another provision in the same amendment, which, in our
judgment, cannot have its full and intended effect unless construed as a
direct prohibition of the legislation which we have been considering. It is
that which declares that �no person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law.�

It is not doubted that all the provisions of this amendment operate directly in
limitation and restraint of the legislative powers conferred by the Constitution.
The only question is, whether an act which compels all those who hold
contracts for the payment of gold and silver money to accept in payment a
currency of inferior value deprives such persons of property without due
process of law.

It is quite clear, that whatever may be the operation of such an act, due
process of law makes no part of it. Does it deprive any person of property?
A very large proportion of the property of civilized men exists in the form of
contracts. These contracts almost invariably stipulate for the payment of
money. And we have already seen that contracts in the United States, prior
to the ad under consideration, for the payment of money, were contracts to
pay the sums specified in gold and silver coin. And it is beyond doubt that
the holders of these contracts were and are as fully entitled to the protection
of this constitutional provision as the holders of any other description of
property.

**15 But it may be said that the holders of no description of property are
protected by it from legislation which incidentally only impairs its value. And
it may be urged in illustration that the holders of stock in a turnpike, a
bridge, or a manufacturing corporation, or an insurance company, or a bank,
cannot invoke its protection against legislation which, by authorizing similar
works or corporations, reduces its price in the market. But all this does not
appear to meet the real difficulty. In the cases mentioned the injury is purely
contingent and incidental. In the case we are considering it is direct and
inevitable.

*625 If in the cases mentioned the holders of the stock were required by
law to convey it on demand to any one who should think fit to offer half its
value for it, the analogy would be more obvious. No one probably could be
found to contend that an act enforcing the acceptance of fifty or seventy-five
acres of land in satisfaction of a contract to convey a hundred would not
come within the prohibition against arbitrary privation of property.
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We confess ourselves unable to perceive any solid distinction between such
an act and an act compelling all citizens to accept, in satisfaction of all
contracts for money, half or three-quarters or any other proportion less
than the whole of the value actually due, according to their terms. It is
difficult to conceive what act would take private property without process of
law if such an act would not.

We are obliged to conclude that an act making mere promises to pay dollars
a legal tender in payment of debts previously contracted, is not a means
appropriate, plainly adapted, really calculated to carry into effect any express
power vested in Congress; that such an act is inconsistent with the spirit of
the Constitution; and that it is prohibited by the Constitution.

It is not surprising that amid the tumult of the late civil war, and under the
influence of apprehensions for the safety of the Republic almost universal,
different views, never before entertained by American statesmen or jurists,
were adopted by many. The time was not favorable to considerate reflection
upon the constitutional limits of legislative or executive authority. If power
was assumed from patriotic motives, the assumption found ready justification
in patriotic hearts. Many who doubted yielded their doubts; many who did
not doubt were silent. Some who were strongly averse to making government
notes a legal tender felt themselves constrained to acquiesce in the views of
the advocates of the measure. Not a few who then insisted upon its necessity,
or acquiesced in that view, have, since the return of peace, and under the
influence of the calmer time, reconsidered their conclusions, *626 and now
concur in those which �we have just announced. These conclusions seem to
us to be fully sanctioned by the letter and spirit of the Constitution.

We are obliged, therefore, to hold that the defendant in error was not bound
to receive from the plaintiffs the currency tendered to him in payment of
their note, made before the passage of the act of February 25th, 1862. It
follows that the judgment of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky must be
affirmed.

**16 It is proper to say that Mr. Justice Grier, who was a member of the
court when this cause was decided in conference,FN19 and when this opinion
was directed to be read,FN20 stated his judgment to be that the legal tender
clause, properly construed, has no application to debts contracted prior to
its enactment; but that upon the construction given to the act by the other
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judges he concurred in the opinion that the clause, so far as it makes United
States notes a legal tender for such debts, is not warranted by the
Constitution.

FN19 November 27th, 1869.

FN20 January 29th, 1870.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

Mr. Justice MILLER (with whom concurred SWAYNE and DAVIS, JJ.),
dissenting.**16 The provisions of the Constitution of the United States which
have direct reference to the function of legislation may be divided into three
primary classes:

**16  1.  Those which confer legislative powers on Congress.
**16  2.  Those which prohibit the exercise of legislative powers by
               Congress.
**16  3.  Those which prohibit the States from exercising certain
               legislative powers.
**16       The powers conferred on Congress may be subdivided into
               the positive and the auxiliary, or, as they are more commonly
               called, the express and the implied powers.

**16 As instances of the former class may be mentioned the power to
borrow money, to raise and support armies, and to coin money and regulate
the value thereof.

**16 *627 The implied or auxiliary powers of legislation are founded largely
on that general provision which closes the enumeration of powers granted
in express terms, by the declaration that Congress shall also �have power to
make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution
the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this Constitution in the
government of the United States, or in any department or officer thereof

 **16 The question which this court is called upon to consider, is whether
the authority to make the notes of the United States a lawful tender in
payment of debts, is to be found �in Congress under either of these classes
of legislative pokers.
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**16 As one of the elements of this question, and in order to negative any
idea that the exercise of such a power would be an invasion of the rights
reserved to the States, it may be as well to say at the outset, that this is
among the subjects of legislation forbidden to the States by the Constitution.
Among the unequivocal utterances of that instrument on this subject of legal
tender, is that which declares that �no State shall coin money, emit bills of
credit, or make anything but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of
debts.� thus removing the whole matter from the domain of State legislation.

**16 No such prohibition is placed upon the power of Congress on this
subject, though there are, as I have already said, matters expressly forbidden
to Congress; but neither this of legal tender, nor of the power to emit bills of
credit, or to impair the obligation of contracts, is among them. On the contrary,
Congress is expressly authorized to coin money and to regulate the value
thereof, and of foreign coins, and to punish the counterfeiting of such coin
and of the securities of the United States. It has been strongly argued by
many able jurists that these latter clauses, fairly construed, confer the power
to make the securities of the United States a lawful tender in payment of
debts.

**17 While 1 am not able to see in them standing alone a sufficient warrant
for the exercise of this power, they are not without decided weight when we
come to consider the question *628 of the existence of this power, as one
necessary and proper for carrying into execution other admitted pokers of
the government. For they show that so far as the framers of the Constitution
did go in granting express power over the lawful money of the country, it
was confided to Congress and forbidden to the States; and it is no
unreasonable inference, that if it should be found necessary in carrying into
effect some of the powers of the government essential to its successful
operation, to make its securities perform the office of money in the payment
of debts, such legislation would be in harmony with the power over money
granted in express terms.

**17 It being conceded, then, that the power under consideration would
not, if exercised by Congress, be an invasion of any right reserved to the
States, but one which they are forbidden to employ, and that it is not one in
terms either granted or denied to Congress, can it be sustained as a law
necessary and proper, at the time it was enacted, for carrying into execution
any of these powers that are expressly granted either to Congress, or to the
government, or to any department thereof?
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**17 From the organization of the government under the present
Constitution, there have been from time to time attempts to limit the powers
granted by that instrument, by a narrow and literal rule of construction, and
these have been specially directed to the general clause which we have
cited as the foundation of the auxiliary powers of the government. It has
been said that this clause, so far from authorizing the use of any means
which could not have been used without it, is a restriction upon the Mowers
necessarily implied by an instrument go general in its language.

**17 The doctrine is, that when an act of Congress is brought to the test of
this clause of the Constitution, its necessity must be absolute, and its
adaptation to the conceded purpose unquestionable.

**17 Nowhere has this principle been met with more emphatic denial, and
more satisfactory refutation, than in this court. That eminent jurist and
statesman, whose official career of *629 over thirty years as Chief Justice
commenced very soon after the Constitution was adopted, and whose
opinions have done as much to fix its meaning as those of any man living or
dead, has given this particular clause the benefit of his fullest consideration.

**17 In the case of The United States v. Fisher,FN21 decided in 1804, the
point in issue was the priority claimed for the United States as a creditor of
a bankrupt over all other creditors. It was argued mainly on the construction
of the statutes; but the power of Congress to pass such a law was also
denied. Chief Justice Marshall said : �It is claimed under the authority to
make all laws which shall be necessary and proper to carry into execution
the powers vested by the Constitution in the government, or in any
department thereof. In construing this clause, it would be incorrect, and
would produce endless difficulties, if the opinion should be maintained, that
no law was authorized which was not indispensably necessary to give effect
to a specified power. Where various systems might be adopted for that
purpose, it might be said with respect to each that it was not necessary,
because the end might be attained by other means. Congress must possess
the choice of means, and must be empowered to use any means which are
in fact conducive to the exercise of the power granted by the constitution.�

FN21 2 Cranch, 358.

**18 It was accordingly held that, under the authority to pay the debts of
the Union, it could pass a law giving priority for its own debts in cases of
bankruptcy.
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**18 But in the memorable case of Mcculloch v. The State of MarylandFN22

the most exhaustive discussion of this clause is found in the opinion of the
court by the same eminent expounder of the Constitution. That case involved,
it is well known, the right of Congress to establish the Bank of the United
States, and to authorize it to issue notes for circulation . It was conceded
that the right to incorporate or create such a bank had no specific grant in
any clause of the Constitution, still less the right to authorize it to issue notes
for *630 circulation as money. But it was argued, that as a means necessary
to enable the government to collect, transfer, and pay out its revenues, the
organization of a bank with this function was within the power of
Congress. In speaking of the true meaning of the word �necessary� in this
clause of the Constitution, he says: �Does it always import an absolute physical
necessity so strong, that one thing to which another may be termed necessary
cannot exist without it? We think it does not. If reference be had to its use,
in the common affairs of the world, or in approved authors, we find that if
frequently imports no more than that one thing is convenient or useful, or
essential to another. To employ means necessary to an end, is generally
understood as employing any means calculated to produce the end, and not
as being confined to those single means without which the end would be
entirely unattainable.�

 FN22 4 Wheaten, 316.

**18 The word necessary admits, he says, of all degrees of comparison. �A
thing may be necessary, very necessary, absolutely or indispensably necessary.
. . . This word, then, like others, is used in various senses, and in its
construction the subject, the context, the intention of the person using them
are all to the taken into view. Let this be done in the case under consideration.
The subject is the execution of those great powers on which the welfare of
a nation essentially depends. It must have been the intention of those who
gave these powers to insure, as far as human prudence could insure, their
beneficial execution. This could not be done by confining the choice of means
to such narrow limits as not to leave it in the power of Congress to adopt
any which might be appropriate, and which were conducive to the end. This
provision is made is a Constitution in intended to endure for ages to come,
and consequently to be adapted to various crises of human affairs. To have
prescribed the means by which the government should in all future time
execute its powers, would have been to change entirely the character of the
instrument, and give it the proper-ties of a legal code. It would have been
an unwise attempt to provide by immutable rules for exigencies which, if
foreseen at *631 all, must have been but dimly, and which can best be
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provided for as they occur. To have declared that the best means shall not
be used but those alone without which the power given would be nugatory,
would have been to deprive the legislature of the capacity to avail itself of
experience, to exercise its reason, and to accommodate its legislation to
circumstances

**19 I have cited at unusual length these remarks of Chief Justice Marshall,
because though made half a century ago, their applicability to the
circumstances under which Congress called to its aid the power of making
the securities of the government a legal tender, as a means of successfully
prosecuting a war, which without such aid seemed likely to terminate its
existence, and to borrow money which could in no other manner be borrowed,
and to pay the debt of millions due to its soldiers in the field, which could by
no other means be paid, seems to be almost prophetic. If he had had clearly
before his mind the future history of his country, he could not have better
characterized a principle which would in this very case have rendered the
power to carry on war nugatory, which would have deprived Congress of
the capacity to avail itself of

experience, to exercise its reason, and to accommodate its legislation to
circumstances, by the use of the most appropriate means of supporting the
government in the crisis of its fate.

**19 But it is said that the clause under consideration is admonitory as to
the use of implied powers, and adds nothing to what would have been
authorized without it.

**19 The idea is not new, and is probably intended for the same which was
urged in the case of Mcculloch v. The State of Maryland namely, that instead
of enlarging the powers conferred on Congress, or providing for a more
liberal use of them, it was designed as a restriction upon the ancillary powers
incidental to every express grant of power in general terms. I have already
cited so fully from that case, that I can only refer to it to say that this
proposition is there clearly stated and refuted.

**19 Does there exist, then, any power in Congress or in the *632
government, by express grant, in the execution of which this legal tender
act was necessary and proper, in the sense here defined, and under the
circumstances of its passage?
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**19 The power to declare war, to suppress insurrection, to raise and support
armies, to provide and maintain a navy, to borrow money on the credit of
the United States, to pay the debts of the Union, and to provide for the
common defence and general welfare, are each and all distinctly and specifically
granted in separate clauses of the Constitution.

**19 We were in the midst of a war which called all these powers into
exercise and taxed them severely. A war which, if we take into account the
increased capacity for destruction introduced by modern science, and the
corresponding increase of its cost, brought into operation powers of
belligerency more potent and more expensive than any that the world has
ever known.

**19 All the ordinary means of rendering efficient the several powers of
Congress above-mentioned had been employed to their utmost capacity,
and with the spirit of the rebellion unbroken, with large armies in the field
unpaid, with a current expenditure of over a million of dollars per day, the
credit of the government nearly exhausted, and the resources of taxation
inadequate to pay even the interest on the public debt, Congress was called
on to devise some new means of borrowing money on the credit of the
nation; for the result of the war was conceded by all thoughtful men to
depend on the capacity of the government to raise money in amounts
previously unknown. The banks had already loaned their means to the
treasury. They had been compelled to suspend the payment of specie on
their own notes. The coin in the country, if it could all have been placed
within the control of the Secretary of the Treasury, would not have made a
circulation sufficient to answer army purchases and army payments, to say
nothing of the ordinary business of the country. A general collapse of credit,
of payment, and of business seemed inevitable, in which faith in the ability
of the government would have been destroyed, the rebellion would have
triumphed, the States would have *633  been left divided, and the people
impoverished. The National government would have perished, and, with it,
the Constitution which we are now called upon to construe with such nice
and critical accuracy.

**20 That the legal tender act prevented these disastrous results, and that
the tender clause was necessary to prevent them, I entertain no doubt.

**20 It furnished instantly a means of paying the soldiers in the field, and
filled the coffers of the commissary and quartermaster. It furnished a medium
for the payment of private debts, as well as public, at a time when gold was
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being rapidly withdrawn from circulation, and the State bank currency was
becoming worthless. It furnished the means to the capitalist of buying the
bonds of the government. It stimulated trade, revived the drooping energies
of the country, and restored confidence to the public mind.

**20 The results which followed the adoption of this measure are beyond
dispute. N0 other adequate cause has ever been assigned for the revival of
government credit, the renewed activity of trade, and the facility with which
the government borrowed, in two or three years, at reasonable rates of
interest, mainly from its own citizens, double the amount of money there
was in the county, including coin, bank notes, and the notes issued under
the legal tender acts.

**20 It is now said, however, in the calm retrospect of these events, that
treasury notes suitable for circulation as money, bearing on their face the
pledge of the United States for their ultimate payment in coin, would, if not
equally efficient, have answered the requirement of the occasion without
being made a lawful tender for debts.

**20 But what was needed was something more than the credit of the
government. That had been stretched to its utmost tension, and was clearly
no longer sufficient in the simple form of borrowing money. Is there any
reason to believe that the mere Change in the form of the security given
would have revived this sinking credit? On the contrary, all experience shows
that a currency not redeemable promptly in coin, but dependent On the
credit of a processor whose resources *634 are rapidly diminishing, while
his liabilities are in creasing, soon sinks to the dead level of worthless paper.
As no man would have been compelled to take it in payment of debts, as it
bore no interest, as its period Of redemption would have been remote and
uncertain, this must have been the inevitable fate of any extensive issue of
such notes.

**20 But when by law they were made to discharge the function of paying
debts, they had a perpetual credit or value, equal to the amount of all the
debts, public and private, in the country. If they were never redeemed, as
they never have been, they still paid debts at their par value, and for this
purpose were then, and always have been, eagerly sought by the people.
To say, then, that this quality of legal tender was not necessary to their
usefulness, seems to be unsupported by any sound view of the situation.
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**20 Nor can any just inference of that proposition arise from a comparison
of the legal tender notes with the bonds issued by the government about the
same time. These bonds had a fixed period for their payment, and the
Secretary of the Treasury declared that they were payable in gold. They
bore interest, which was payable semi- annually in gold, by express terms
on their face, and the customs duties, which by law could be paid in nothing
but gold, were sacredly pledged to the payment of this interest. They can
afford no means of determining what would have been the fate of treasury
notes designed to circulate as money, but which bore no interest, and had
no fixed time

of redemption and by law could pay no debts and had no fund pledged for
their payment.

**21 The legal tender clauses of the statutes under consideration were
placed emphatically by those who enacted them, upon their necessity to the
further borrowing of money and maintaining the army and navy. It was done
reluctantly and with hesitation, and only after the necessity had been
demonstrated and had become imperative. Our statesmen had been trained
in a school which looked upon such legislation with something more than
distrust. The debates of the two houses of Congress show, that on this
necessity alone could *635 this clause of the bill have been carried, and
they also prove, as I think, very clearly the existence of that necessity. The
history of that gloomy time, not to be readily forgotten by the lover of his
country, will forever remain, the full, clear, and ample vindication of the
exercise of this power by Congress, as its results have demonstrated the
sagacity of those who originated and carried through this measure.

**21 Certainly it seems to the best judgment that I can bring to bear upon
the subject that this law was a necessity in the most stringent sense in
which that word can be used. But if we adopt the construction of Chief
Justice Marshall and the full court over which he presided, a construction
which has never to this day been overruled or questioned in this court, how
can we avoid this conclusion? Can it be said that this provision did not conduce
towards the purpose of borrowing money, of paying debts, of raising armies,
of suppressing insurrection? or that It was not calculated to effect these
objects? or that it was not useful and essential to that end? Can it be said
that this was not among the choice of means, if not the only means, which
were left to Congress to carry on this war for national existence?
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**21 Let us compare the present with other cases decided in this court.

**21 If we can say judicially that to declare, as in the case of The United
States v.Fisher, that the debt which a bankrupt owes the government shall
have priority of payment over all other debts, is a necessary and proper law
to enable the government to pay its own debts, how can we say that the
legal tender clause was not necessary and proper to enable the government
to borrow money to carry on the war?

**21 The creation of the United States Bank, and especially the power
granted to it to issue notes for circulation as money, was strenuously resisted
as without constitutional authority; but this court held that a bank of issue
was necessary, in the sense of that word as used in the Constitution, to
enable the government to collect, to transfer, and to pay out its revenues.

**21 It was never claimed that the government could find no *636 other
means to do this. It could not then be denied, nor has it ever been, that
other means more clearly within the competency of Congress existed, nor
that a bank of deposit might possibly have answered without a circulation.
But because that was the most fitting, useful, and efficient mode of doing
what Congress was authorized to do, it was held to be necessary by this
court. The necessity in that case is much less apparent to me than in the
adoption of the legal tender clause.

**22 In the Veazie Bank v. Fenno, decided at the present term,FN23 this court
held, after full consideration, that it was the privilege of Congress to furnish
to the country the currency to be used by it in the transaction of business,
whether this was done by means of coin, of the notes of the United States,
or of barks created by Congress. And that as a means of making this power
of Congress efficient, that body could make this currency exclusive by taxing
out of existence any currency authorized by the States. It was said �that
having, in the exercise of undoubted constitutional power, undertaken to
provide a currency for the whole country, it cannot be questioned that
Congress may constitutionally secure the benefit of it to the people by
appropriate means Which is the more appropriate and effectual means of
making the currency established by Congress useful, acceptable, perfect-
the taxing of all other currency out of existence, or giving to that furnished
by the government the quality of lawful tender for debts? The latter is a
means directly conducive to the end to be attained, a means which attains
the end more promptly and more perfectly than any other means can do.
The former is a remote and uncertain means in its effect, and is liable to the
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serious objection that it interferes with State legislation. lf Congress can,
however, under its implied power, protect and foster this currency by such
means as destructive taxation on State bank circulation, it seems strange,
indeed, if it cannot adopt the more appropriate and the more effectual means
of declaring these notes *637 of its own issue, for the redemption of which
its faith is pledged, a lawful tender in payment of debts.

FN 23 Supra 533.

**22 But it is said that the law is in conflict with the spirit, if not the letter, of
several provisions of the Constitution. Undoubtedly it is a law impairing the
obligation of contracts made before its passage. But while the Constitution
forbids the States to pass such laws it does not forbid Congress. On the
contrary, Congress is expressly authorized to establish a uniform system of
bankruptcy, the essence of which is to discharge debtors from the obligation
of their contracts; and in pursuance of this power Congress has three times
passed such a law, which in every instance operated on contracts made
before it was passed. Such a law is now in force, yet its constitutionality has
never been questioned. How it can be in accordance with the Spirit of the
Constitution to destroy directly the   creditor�s contract for the sake of the
individual debtor, but contrary to its spirit to affect remotely its value for the
safety of the nation, it is difficult to perceive.

**22 So it is said that the provisions, that private property shall not be
taken for public use without due compensation, and that no person shall be
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due course of law, are opposed
to the ants under consideration.

**23 The argument is too vague for my perception, by which the indirect
effect of a great public measure, in depreciating the value of lands, stocks,
bonds, and other contracts, renders such a law invalid as taking private
property for public use, or as depriving the owner of it without due course of
law.

**23 A declaration of war with a maritime power would thus be
unconstitutional, because the value of every ship abroad is lessened twenty-
five or thirty per cent., and those at home almost as much. The abolition of
the tariff on iron or sugar would in like manner destroy the furnaces, and
sink the capital employed in the manufacture of these articles. Yet no
statesman, however warm an advocate of high tariff, has claimed that to
abolish such duties would be unconstitutional as taking private property.
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**23 If the principle be sound, every successive issue of government *638
bonds during the war was void, because by increasing the public debt it
made those already in private hands less valuable.

**23 This whole argument of the injustice of the law, an injustice which if
it ever existed will be repeated by now holding it wholly void; and of its
opposition to the spirit of the Constitution, is too abstract and intangible for
application to courts of justice, and is, above all, dangerous as a ground on
which to declare the legislation of Congress void by the decision of a court.
It would authorize this court to enforce theoretical views of the genius of the
government, or vague notions of the spirit of the Constitution and of abstract
justice, by declaring void laws which did not square with those views. It
substitutes our ideas of policy for judicial construction, an undefined code of
ethics for the Constitution, and a court of justice for the National legislature.

**23 Upon the enactment of these legal tender laws they were received
with almost universal acquiescence as valid. Payments were made in the
legal tender notes for debts in existence when the law was passed, to the
amount of thousands of millions of dollars, though gold was the only lawful
tender when the debts were contrived. A great if not larger amount is now
due under centrals made since their passage, under the belief that these
legal tenders would be valid payment.

**23 The two houses of Congress, the President who signed the bill, and
fifteen State courts, being all but one that has passed upon the question,
have expressed their belief in the constitutionality of these laws.

**23 With all this great weight of authority, this strong concurrence of opinion
among those who have passed upon the question, before we have been
called to decide it, whose duty it was as much as it is ours to pass upon it in
the light of the Constitution, are we to reverse their action, to disturb contracts,
to declare the law void, because the necessity for its enactment does not
appear so strong to us as it did to Congress, or so clear as it was to other
courts?

**23 Such is not my idea of the relative functions of the legislative *639
and judicial departments of the government. Where there is a choice of
means the selection is with Congress, not the court. If the ad to be considered
is in any sense essential to the execution of an acknowledged power, the
degree of that necessity is for the legislature and not for the court to
determine. In the case in Wheaton, from which I have already quoted so
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fully, the court says that �where the law is not prohibited, and is really
calculated to effect any of the objects intrusted to the government, to
undertake here to Inquire into the degree of Its necessity, would be to pass
the line which circumscribes the judicial department, and to tread on legislative
ground. This court disclaims all pretences to such a power This sound
exposition of the duties of the court in this class of cases, relieves me from
any embarrassment or hesitation in the case before me. If l had entertained
doubts of the constitutionality of the law, I must have held the law valid until
those doubts became convictions. But as I have a very decided opinion that
Congress acted within the scope of its authority, I must hold the law to be
constitutional, and dissent from the opinion of the court.

**24  At the same time with the decision of the preceding case was decided
a case in error to the Supreme Court of California, argued some time before
(it;-the case, namely, of

U.S., 1869
Hepburn v. Griswold
75 U.S. 603, 1869 WL 11611 (U.S.Ky.), 19 L.Ed. 513, 8 Wall. 603
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Briefs and Other Related Documents

Supreme Court of the United States
PLESSY

V.
FERGUSON .

No. 210.
May 18, 1896.

In Error to the Supreme Court of the State of Louisiana.
**1138 *538 This was a petition for writs of prohibition and certiorari
originally filed in the supreme court of the state by Plessy, the plaintiff in
error, against the Hon.John H. Ferguson, judge of the criminal district court
for the parish of Orleans, and setting forth, in substance, the following facts:

That petitioner was a citizen of the United States and a resident Louisiana,
of mixed descent, in the proportion of seven-eighths Caucasian and one-
eighth African blood; that the mixture of colored blood was not discernible
in him, and that he was entitled to every recognition, right, privilege, and
immunity secured to the citizens of the United States of the white race by
its-constitution and laws; that on June 7, 1892, he engaged and paid for a
first-class passage on the East Louisiana Railway, from New Orleans to
Covington, in the same state, and thereupon entered a passenger train, and
took possession of a vacant seat in a coach where passengers of the white
race were accommodated; that such railroad company was incorporated by
the laws of Louisiana as a common carrier, and was not authorized to
distinguish between citizens according to their race, but, notwithstanding
this, petitioner was required by the conductor, under penalty of ejection
from said train and imprisonment, to vacate said coach, and occupy another
seat, in a coach assigned by said company for persons not of the white race,
and for no other reason than that petitioner was of the colored race; that,
upon petitioner�s refusal to comply with such order, he was, with the aid of
a police officer, forcibly ejected from **1139 said coach, and hurried off to,
and imprisoned in, the parish jail of *539 New Orleans, and there held to
answer a charge made by such officer to the effect that he was guilty of
having criminally violated an act of the general assembly of the state, approved
July 10, 1890, in such case made and provided.
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The petitioner was subsequently brought before the recorder of the city for
preliminary examination, and committed for trial to the criminal district court
for the parish of Orleans, where an information was filed against him in the
matter above set forth, for a violation of the above act, which act the
petitioner affirmed to be null and void, because in conflict with the constitution
of the United States; that petitioner interposed a plea to such information,
based upon the unconstitutionality of the act of the general assembly, to which
the district attorney, on behalf of the state, filed a demurrer; that, upon
issue being joined upon such demurrer and plea, the court sustained the
demurrer, overruled the plea, and ordered petitioner to plead over to the
facts set forth in the information, and that, unless the judge of the said court
be enjoined by a writ of prohibition from further proceeding in such case,
the court will proceed to fine and sentence petitioner to imprisonment, and
thus deprive him of his constitutional rights set forth in his said plea,
notwithstanding the unconstitutionality of the act under which he was being
prosecuted; that no appeal lay from such sentence, and petitioner was without
relief or remedy except by writs of prohibition and certiorari. Copies of the
information and other proceedings in the criminal district court were annexed
to the petition as an exhibit.

Upon the filing of this petition, an order was Issued upon the respondent to
show cause why a writ of prohibition should not issue, and be made perpetual,
and a further order that the record of the proceedings had in the criminal
cause be certified and transmitted to the supreme court.

To this order the respondent made answer, transmitting a certified copy of
the proceedings, asserting the constitutionality of the law, and averring that,
instead of pleading or admitting that he belonged to the colored race, the
said Plessy declined and refused, either by pleading or otherwise, to
admit*540 that he was in any sense or in any proportion a colored man.

The case coming on for hearing before the supreme court, that court was of
opinion that the law under which the prosecution was had was constitutional
and denied the relief prayed for by the petitioner (Ex parte Plessy, 45 La.
Ann. 80, 11 South. 948); whereupon petitioner prayed for a writ of error
from this court, which was allowed by the chief justice of the supreme court
of Louisiana.

Mr. Justice Harlan dissenting.
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West Headnotes

KeyCite Notes

C320 Railroads
  C320x operation
     C 320X(B) Statutory, Municipal, and Official Regulations

C320k226 k. Accommodations for Passengers. Most Cited Cases

Statute requiring railroads carrying passengers to provide equal but separate
accommodations for white or colored races was not unconstitutional (Ad
La.1890, No. 111, p. 152, LSA-R.S. 45:528 et seg..; LSA-const. Amend. 13).

KeyCite Notes

C356 slaves
   C356k24 k. Abolition of Slavery; Peonage. Most Cited Cases

An act requiring white and colored persons to be furnished with separate
accommodations on railway trains does not violate Const.Amend. 13,
abolishing slavery and involuntary servitude. Ex parte Plessy (1892) 11 So.
948, affirmed.

KeyCite Notes

C92 Constitutional Law
   C92V Personal, Civil and Political Rights
      C92k83 Personal Liberty and Security
             C92k83(2) k. Prohibition of Involuntary Servitude. Most Cited Cases

Act  La.1890, No. 111, p. 152, enacting that all railway companies carrying
passengers shall provide equal, but separate, accommodations for the white
or colored races, by providing two or more passenger coaches for each
train, or by dividing passenger coaches, and prohibiting persons from
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occupying seats in any coaches other than the ones assigned to them on
account of the race to which they belong, does not violate Const.Amend. 13,
abolishing slavery and involuntary servitude.

A. W. Tourgee and S. F. Phillips, for plaintiff in error.
Alex. Porter Morse, for defendant in error.

Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
This case turns upon the constitutionality of an act of the general assembly
of the state of Louisiana, passed in 1890, providing for separate railway
carriages for the white and colored races. Acts 1890, No. 111, p. 152.

The first section of the statute enacts �that all railway companies carrying
passengers In their coaches in this state, shall provide equal but separate
accommodations for the white, and colored races, by providing two or more
passenger coaches for each passenger train, or by dividing the passenger
coaches by a partition so as to secure separate accommodations: provided,
that this section shall not be construed to apply to street railroads. No person
or persons shall be permitted to occupy seats in coaches, other than the
ones assigned to them, on account of the race they belong to.�

By the second section it was enacted �that the officers of such passenger
trains shall have power and are hereby required *541 to assign each
passenger to the coach or compartment used for the race to which such
passenger belongs; any passenger insisting on going into a coach or
compartment to which by race he does not belong, shall be liable to a fine of
twenty-five dollars, or in lieu thereof to imprisonment for a period of not
more than twenty days in the parish prison, and any officer of any railroad
insisting on assigning a passenger to a coach or compartment other than
the one set aside for the race to which said passenger belongs, shall be
liable to a fine of twenty-five dollars, or in lieu thereof to Imprisonment for
a period of not more than twenty days in the parish prison; and should any
passenger refuse to occupy the coach or compartment to which he or she is
assigned by the officer of such railway, said officer shall have power to
refuse to carry such passenger on his train, and for such refusal neither he
nor the railway company which he represents shall be liable for damages in
any of the courts of this state.�
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The third section provides penalties for the refusal or neglect of the officers,
directors, conductors, and employes of railway companies to comply with
the act, with a proviso that �nothing in this act shall be construed as applying
to nurses attending children of the other race.� The fourth section is
immaterial.

The information filed in the criminal district court charged, in substance,
that Plessy, being a passenger between two stations within the state of
Louisiana, was assigned by officers of the company to the coach used for
the race to which he belonged, but he insisted upon going into a coach used
by the race to which he did not belong. Neither in the information nor plea
was his particular race or color averred.

The petition for the writ of prohibition averred that petitioner was seven-
eights Caucasian and one-eighth African blood; that the **1140  mixture of
colored blood was not discernible In him; and that he was entitled to every
right, privilege, and immunity secured to citizens of the United States of the
white race; and that, upon Such theory, he took possession of a vacant seat
in a coach where passengers of the white race were accommodated, and
was ordered by the conductor to vacate *542 said coach, and take a seat in
another, assigned to persons of the colored race, and, having refused to
comply with such demand, he was forcibly ejected, with the aid of a police
officer, and imprisoned in the parish jail to answer a charge of having violated
the above act.

The constitutionality of this act is attacked upon the ground that it conflicts
both with the thirteenth amendment of the constitution, abolishing slavery,
and the fourteenth amendment, which prohibits certain restrictive legislation
on the part of the states.

That it does not conflict with the thirteenth amendment, which abolished
slavery and involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime, Is too
clear for argument. Slavery implies involuntary servitude,-a state of bondage;
the ownership of mankind as a chattel, or, at least, the control of the labor
and services of one man for the benefit of another, and the absence of a
legal right to the disposal of his own person, property, and services. This
amendment was said in the Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 36, to have
been intended primarily to abolish slavery, as it had been previously known
in this country, and that it equally forbade Mexican peonage or the Chinese
coolie trade, when they amounted to slavery or involuntary servitude, and
that the use of the word �servitude� was intended to prohibit the use of all
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forms of involuntary slavery, of whatever class or name. It was intimated,
however, in that case, that this amendment was regarded by the statesmen
of that day as insufficient to protect the colored race from certain laws
which had been enacted in the Southern states, imposing upon the colored
race onerous disabilities and burdens, and curtailing their rights in the pursuit
of life, liberty, and property to such an extent that their freedom was of little
value; and that the fourteenth amendment was devised to meet this exigency.

So, too, in the Civil Rights Cases, 109 U. S. 3, 3 Sup. Ct. 18, it was said that
the act of a mere individual, the owner of an inn, a public conveyance or
place of amusement, refusing accommodations to colored people, cannot
be justly regarded as imposing any badge of slavery or servitude upon the
applicant, but *543 only as involving an ordinary civil injury, properly
cognizable by the laws of the state, and presumably subject to redress by
those laws until the contrary appears. �It would be running the slavery question
into the ground,� said Mr. Justice Bradley, �to make it apply to every act of
discrimination which a person may see fit to make as to the guests he will
entertain, or as to the people he will take into his coach or cab or car, or
admit to his concert or theater, or deal with in other matters of intercourse
or business.�

A statute which implies merely a legal distinction between the white and
colored races-a distinction which is founded in the color of the two races,
and which must always exist so long as white men are distinguished from
the other race by color-has no tendency to destroy the legal equality of the
two races, or re-establish a state of involuntary servitude. Indeed, we do
not understand that the thirteenth amendment is strenuously relied upon by
the plaintiff in error In this connection.

2. By the fourteenth amendment, all persons born or naturalized in the United
States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are made citizens of the United
States and of the state wherein they reside; and the states are forbidden
from making or enforcing any law which shall abridge the privileges or
Immunities of citizens of the United States, or shall deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property without due process of law, or deny to any person
within their jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

The proper construction of this amendment was first called to the attention
of this court in the Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 36, which involved,
however, not a question of race, but one of exclusive privileges. The case
did not call for any expression of opinion as to the exact rights it was intended
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to secure to the colored race, but It was said generally that its main purpose
was to establish the citizenship of the negro, to give definitions of citizenship
of the United States and of the states, and to protect from the hostile legislation
of the states the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United States,
as distinguished from those of citizens of the states.

*544 The object of the amendment was undoubtedly to enforce the absolute
equality of the two races before the law, but, in the nature of things, it could
not have been intended to abolish distinctions based upon color, or to enforce
social, as distinguished from political, equality, or a commingling of the two
races upon terms unsatisfactory to either. Laws permitting, and even requiring,
their separation, in places where they are liable to be brought into costact,
do not necessarily imply the Inferiority of either race to the other, and have
been generally, if not universally, recognized as within the competency of
the state legislatures in the exercise of their police power. The most common
instance of this is connected with the establishment of separate schools for
white and colored children, which have been held to be a valid exercise of
the legislative power even by courts of states where the political rights of
the colored race have been longest and most earnestly enforced.

One of the earliest of these cases is that of Roberts v. City of Boston, 5 Cush.
198, in **1141 which the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts held
that the general school committee of Boston had power to make provision
for the instruction of colored children in separate schools established
exclusively for them, and to prohibit their attendance upon the other schools.
�The great principle,� said Chief Justice Shaw, �advanced by the learned and
eloquent advocate for the plaintiff [Mr. Charles Sumner], is that, by the
constitution and laws of Massachusetts, all persons, without distinction of
age or sex, birth or color, origin or condition, are equal before the law.
***But, when this great principle comes to be applied to the actual and
various conditions of persons in society, it will not warrant the assertion that
men and women are legally clothed with the same civil and political Rowers,
and that children and adults are legally to have the same functions and be
subject to the same treatment; but only that the rights of all, as they are
settled and regulated by law, are equally entitled to the paternal consideration
and protection of the law for their maintenance and security-? It was held
that the powers of the committee extended to the establishment*545 of
separate schools for children of different ages, sexes and colors, and that
they might also establish special schools for poor and neglected children,
who have become too old to attend the primary school, and yet have not
acquired the rudiments of learning, to enable them to enter the ordinary
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schools. Similar laws have been enacted by congress under its general power
of legislation over the District of Columbia (sections 281-283, 310, 319, Rev.
St. D. C.), as well as by the legislatures of many of the states, and have
been generally, if not uniformly, sustained by the courts. State v. McCann,
21 Ohio St. 210; Lehew v. Brummell (Mo.Sup.) 15 S. W. 765; Ward v. Flood,
48 Cal. 36; Bertonneau v. Directors of City Schools, 3 Woods, 177, Fed. Cas.
No. 1,361; people: v. Gallagher, 93 N. Y. 438; Cory v. Carter, 48 Iud. 337)
Dawson v. Lee, 83 Ky. 49.

Laws forbidding the intermarriage of the two races may be said in a technical
sense to interfere with the freedom of contract, and yet have been universally
recognized as within the police power of the state. State v. Gibson, 36 Iud. 389.

The distinction between laws interfering with the political equality of the
negro and those requiring the separation of the two races in schools, theaters,
and railway carriages has been frequently drawn by this court. Thus, in
Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U. S. 303, it was held that a law of West
Virginia limiting to white male persons 21 years of age, and citizens of the
state, the right to sit upon juries, was a discrimination which implied a legal
inferiority in civil society, which lessened the security of the right of the
colored race, and was a step towards reducing them to a condition of servility.
Indeed, the right of a colored man that, in the selection of jurors to pass
upon his life, liberty, and property, there shall be no exclusion of his race,
and no discrimination against them because of color, has been asserted in a
number of cases. Virginia v. River 100 U. S. 313) Neal v. Delaware, 103 U. S.
370) Bush v.Com., 107 U. S. 110, 1 Sup. Ct. 625; Gibson v. Mississippi, 162
U. S. 565, 16 Sup.Ct. 904. So, where the laws of a particular locality or the
charter of a particular railway corporation has provided that no person shall
be excluded from the cars on account of *546 color, we have held that this
meant that persons of color should travel in the same car as white ones,
and that the enactment was not satisfied by the company providing cars
assigned exclusively to people of color, though they were as good as those
which they assigned exclusively to white persons. Railroad Co. v.Brown, 17
Wall. 445.

Upon the other hand, where a statute of Louisiana required those engaged
in the transportation of passengers among the states to give to all persons
traveling within that state, upon vessels employed In that business, equal
rights and privileges in all parts of the vessel, without distinction on account
of race or color, and subjected to an action for damages the owner of such
a vessel who excluded colored passengers on account of their color from
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the cabin set aside by him for the use of whites, it was held to be, so far as
it applied to Interstate commerce, unconstitutional and void. Hall v. De Cuir,
95 U. S. 485. The court in this case, however, expressly disclaimed that it
had anything whatever to do with the statute as a regulation of internal
commerce, or affecting anything else than commerce among the states.

In the Civil Rights Cases, 109 U. S. 3, 3 Sup. Ct. 18, it was held that an act
of congress entitling all persons within the jurisdiction of the United States
to the full and equal enjoyment of the accommodations, advantages, facilities,
and privileges of inns, public conveyances, on land or water, theaters, and
other places of public amusement, and made applicable to citizens of every
race and color, regardless of any previous condition of servitude, was
unconstitutional and void, upon the ground that the fourteenth amendment
was prohibitory upon the states only, and the legislation authorized to be
adopted by congress for enforcing it was not direct legislation on matters
respecting which the states were prohibited from making or enforcing certain
laws, or doing certain arts, but was corrective legislation, such as might be
necessary or proper for counter-acting and redressing the effect of such
laws or arts. In delivering the opinion of the court, Mr. Justice Bradley observed
that the fourteenth amendment �does not invest congress with power to
legislate upon subjects that are within the *547 domain of state legislation,
but to provide modes of relief against **1142 state legislation or state
action of the kind referred to. It does not authorize congress to create a
code of municipal law for the regulation of private rights, but to provide
modes of redress against the operation of state laws, and the action of state
officers, executive or judicial, when these are subversive of the fundamental
rights specified in the amendment. Positive rights and privileges are
undoubtedly secured by the fourteenth amendment; but they are secured
by way of prohibition against state laws and state proceedings affecting
those rights and privileges, and by power given to congress to legislate for
the purpose of carrying such prohibition Into effect; and such legislation
must necessarily be predicated upon such supposed state laws or state
proceedings, and be directed to the correction of their operation and effect.�

Much nearer, and, Indeed, almost directly in point, is the case of the Louisville,
N. 0. & T. Ry. Co. v. State, 133 U. S. 587, 10 Sup. Ct. 348, wherein the
railway company was indicted for a violation of a statute of Mississippi,
enacting that all railroads carrying passengers should provide equal, but
separate, accommodations for the white and colored races, by providing
two or more passenger cars for each passenger train, or by dividing the
passenger cars by a partition, so as to secure separate accommodations.
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The case was presented in a different aspect from the one under
consideration, inasmuch as it was an indictment against the railway company
for failing to provide the separate accommodations, but the question
considered was the constitutionality of the law. In that case, the supreme
court of Mississippi (66 Miss.662, 6 South. 203) had held that the statute
applied solely to commerce within the state, and, that being the construction
of the state statute by its highest court, was accepted as conclusive. �If it be
a matters said the court (page 591, 133 U. S., and page 348, 10 Sup. Ct.),
�respecting commerce wholly within a state, and not Interfering with
commerce between the states, then, obviously, there is no violation of the
commerce clause of the federal constitution. * * * No question arises under
this section as to the power of the state to separate in different compartments
interstate passengers,*548 or affect, In any manner, the privileges and
rights of such passengers. All that we can consider is whether the state has
the power to require that railroad trains within her limits shall have separate
accommodations for the two races. That affecting only commerce within
the state is no invasion of the power given to congress by the commerce
clause.�

A like course of reasoning applies to the case under consideration, since the
supreme court of Louisiana, in the case of State v. Judge, 44 La. Ann. 770,
11 South. 74, held that the statute in question did not apply to interstate
passengers, but was confined in its application to passengers traveling
exclusively within the borders of the state.

The case was decided largely upon the authority of Louisville, N. 0. & T. Ry.
Co. v.State, 66 Miss. 662, 6 South, 203, and affirmed by this court in 133 U.
S. 587, 10 Sup. Ct. 348. In the present case no question of interference with
interstate  commerce can possibly arise, since the East Louisiana Railway
appears to have been purely a local line, with both its termini within the
state of Louisiana. Similar statutes for the separation of the two races upon
public conveyances were held to be constitutional in Railroad v. Miles, 55 Pa.
St. 209; Day v. Owen 5 Mich. 520; Railway Co. v. Williams, 55 Ill 185; Railroad
Co. v. Wells, 85 Tenn. 613; 4 S. W. 5; Railroad Co. v. Benson, 85 Tenn. 627,
4 S. W. 5; The Sue, 22 Fed. 843; Logwood v. Railroad Co., 23 Fed. 318;
McGuinn v. Forbes, 37 Fed. 639; People v. King (N. Y. App.) 18 N, E. 245;
Houck v. Railway Co., 38 Fed. 226; Heard v. Railroad Co., 3 Inter St.Commerce
Com. R. 111, 1 Inter St. Commerce Com. R. 428.
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While we think the enforced separation of the races, as applied to the internal
commerce of the state, neither abridges the privileges or immunities of the
colored man, deprives him of his property without due process of law, nor
denies him the equal protection of the laws, within the meaning of the
fourteenth amendment, we are not prepared to say that the conductor, in
assigning passengers to the coaches according to their race, does not act at
his peril, or that the provision of the second section of the ad that denies to
the passenger compensation*549 In damages for a refusal to receive him
into the coach in which he properly belongs is a valid exercise of the legislative
power. Indeed, we understand it to be conceded by the state�s attorney that
such part of the ad as exempts from liability the railway company and its
officers is unconstitutional. The power to assign to a particular coach obviously
implies the power to determine to which race the passenger belongs, as
well as the power to determine who, under the laws of the particular state,
is to be deemed a white, and who a colored, person. This question, though
indicated in the brief of the plaintiff in error, does not properly arise upon the
record in this case, since the only issue made is as to the unconstitutionality
of the act, so far as it requires the railway to provide separate
accommodations, and the conductor to assign passengers according to their
race.

It is claimed by the plaintiff in error that, in any mixed community the reputation
of belonging to the dominant race, in this instance the white race, is property,
same sense that a right of action or of inheritance Is property. Conceding
this to be so, for the purposes of this case, we are unable to see how this
statute deprives him of, or in any way offers his right to, such property. If he
be a white man, and assigned to a colored coach, he may have his **1143
action for damages against the company for being deprived of his so-called
�property.� Upon the other hand, if he be a colored man, and be so assigned,
he has been deprived of no property, since he is not lawfully entitled to the
reputation of being a white man.

In this connection, it is also suggested by the learned counsel for the plaintiff
in error that the same argument that will justify the state legislature in
requiring railways to provide separate accommodations for the two races
will also authorize them to require separate cars to be provided for people
whose hair is of a certain color, or who are aliens, or who belong to certain
nationalities, or to enact laws requiring colored people to walk upon one
side of the street, and white people upon the other, or requiring white men�s
houses to be painted white, and colored men�s black, or their vehicles or
business signs to be of different colors, upon the theory that one side *550
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of the street is as good as the other, or that a house or vehicle of one color
is as good as one of another color. The reply to all this is that every exercise
of the police power must be reasonable, and extend only to such laws as
are enacted in good faith for the promotion of the public good, and not for
the annoyance or oppression of a particular class. Thus, in Yick Wo v. Hopkins,
118 U. S. 356, 6 Sup. Ct. 1064, it was held by this court that a municipal
ordinance of the city of San Francisco, to regulate the carrying on of public
laundries within the limits of the municipality, violated the provisions of the
constitution of the United States, if it conferred upon the municipal authorities
arbitrary power, at their own will, and without regard to discretion, in the
legal sense of the term, to give or withhold consent as to persons or places,
without regard to the competency of the persons applying or the propriety
of the places selected for the carrying on of the business. It was held to be
a covert attempt on the part of the municipality to make an arbitrary and
unjust discrimination against the Chinese race. While this was the case of a
municipal ordinance, a like principle has been held to apply to acts of a state
legislature passed in the exercise of the police power. Railroad Co. v. Husen,
95 U. S.465; Louisville & N. R. Co. v. Kentucky, 161 U. S. 677, 16 Sup. Ct.
714, and cases cited on page 700, 161 U. S., and page 714, 16 Sup. Ct.;
Daggett v. Hudson, 43 Ohio St. 548, 3 N. E. 538; Capen v. Foster, 12 Pick.
485; State v. Baker, 38 Wis. 71; Monroe v. Collins, 17 Ohio St. 665; Hulseman
v. Rems, 41 Pa. St. 396; Osman v.Riley, 15 Cal. 48.

So far, then, as a conflict with the fourteenth amendment is concerned, the
case reduces itself to the question whether the statute of Louisiana is a
reasonable regulation, and with respect to this there must necessarily be a
large discretion on the part of the legislature. In determining the question of
reasonableness, it is at liberty to act with reference to the established usages,
customs, and traditions of the people, and with a view to the promotion of
their comfort, and the preservation of the public peace and good order.
Gauged by this standard, we cannot say that a law which authorizes or even
requires the separation of the two races in public conveyances*551 is
unreasonable, or more obnoxious to the fourteenth amendment than the
ants of congress requiring separate schools for colored children in the District
of Columbia, the constitutionality of which does not seem to have been
questioned, or the corresponding ads of state legislatures.

We consider the underlying fallacy of the plaintiff�s argument to consist in
the assumption that the enforced separation of the two races stamps the
colored race with a badge of inferiority. If this be so, it is not by reason of
anything found in the act, but solely because the colored race chooses to put
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that construction upon it. The argument necessarily assumes that if, as has
been more than once the case, and is not unlikely to be so again, the colored
race should become the dominant power in the state legislature, and should
enact a law in precisely similar terms, it would thereby relegate the white
race to an inferior position. We imagine that the white race, at least, would
not acquiesce in this assumption. The argument also assumes that social
prejudices may be overcome by legislation, and that equal rights cannot be
secured to the negro except by an enforced commingling of the two races.
We cannot accept this proposition. If the two races are to meet upon terms
of social equality, it must be the result of natural affinities, a mutual
appreciation of each other�s merits, and a voluntary consent of individuals.
As was said by the court of appeals of New York in People v. Gallagher, 93 N.
Y. 438, 448: �This end can neither be accomplished nor promoted by laws
which conflict with the general sentiment of the community upon whom they
are designed to operate. When the government, therefore, has secured to
each of its citizens equal rights before the law, and equal opportunities for
improvement and progress, it has accomplished the end for which it was
organized, and performed all of the functions respecting social advantages
with which It is endowed-� Legislation is powerless to eradicate racial instincts,
or to abolish distinctions based upon physical differences, and the attempt
to do so can only result in accentuating the difficulties of the present situation.
If the civil and political rights of both races be equal, one cannot be inferior
to the other civilly *552 or politically. If one race be inferior to the other
socially, the constitution of the United States cannot put them upon the same
plane.

It Is true that the question of the proportion of colored blood necessary to
constitute a colored person, as distinguished from a white person, is one
upon which there is a difference of opinion in the different states; some
holding that any visible admixture of black **1144 blood stamps the person
as belonging to the colored race (State v. Chavers, 5 Jones [N. C.] 1; others,
that it depends upon the preponderance of blood (Gray v. State, 4 Ohio,
354; Monroe v. Collins, 17 Ohio St. 665); and still others, that the
predominance of white blood must only be in the proportion of three-fourths
(People v. Dean, 14 Mich. 406; Jones v. Com., 80 Va. 544). But these are
questions to be determined under the laws of each state, and are not properly
put in issue in this case. Under the allegations of his petition, it may
undoubtedly become a question of importance whether, under the laws of
Louisiana, the petitioner belongs to the  white or colored race.
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The judgment of the court below is therefore affirmed.

Mr. Justice BREWER did not hear the argument or participate in the decision
of this Case.

Mr. Justice HARLAN dissenting.
By the Louisiana statute the validity of which is here involved, all railway
companies (other than street-railroad companies) carry passengers in that
state are required to have separate but equal accommodations for white
and colored persons, �by providing two or more passenger coaches for each
passenger train, or by dividing the passenger coaches by a partition so as to
secure separate accommodations Under this statute, no colored person is
permitted to occupy a seat in a coach assigned to white persons; nor any
white person to occupy a seat In a coach assigned to colored persons. The
managers of the railroad are not allowed to exercise any discretion in the
premises, but are required to assign each passenger to some coach or
compartment set apart for the exclusive use of his race. If a passenger
insists upon going Into a coach or compartment not set apart for persons of
his race, *553 he is subject to be fined, or to be �imprisoned in the parish
jail. Penalties are prescribed for the refusal or neglect of the officers, directors,
conductors, and employe�s of railroad companies to comply with the
provisions of the act.

Only nurses attending children of the other race� are excepted from the
operation of the statute. No exception is made of colored attendants traveling
with adults. A white man is not permitted to have his colored servant with
him in the same coach, even if his condition of health requires the constant
personal assistance of such servant. If a colored maid insists upon riding in
the same coach with a white woman whom she has been employed to
serve, and who may need her personal attention while traveling, she Is
subject to be fined or imprisoned for such an exhibition of zeal in the discharge
of duty.

While there may be in Louisiana persons of different races who are not
citizens of the United States, the words in the act �white and colored races�
necessarily include all citizens of the United States of both races residing in
that state. So that we have before us a state enactment that compels, under
penalties, the separation of the two races in railroad passenger coaches,
and makes it a crime for a citizen of either race to enter a coach that has
been assigned to citizens of the other race.
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Thus, the state regulates the use of a public highway by citizens of the
United States solely upon the basis of race.

However apparent the injustice of such legislation may be, we have only to
consider whether it is consistent with the constitution of the United States.

That a railroad is a public highway, and that the corporation which owns or
operates it is in the exercise of public functions, is not, at this day, to be
disputed. Mr. Justice Nelson, speaking for this court in New Jersey Steam
Nav. Co. v. Merchants� Bank, 6 How. 344, 382, said that a common carrier
was in the exercise �of a sort of public office, and has public duties to perform,
from which he should not be permitted to exonerate himself without the
assent of the parties concerned.� Mr. Justice Strong, delivering the judgment
of *554 this court in Olcott v. Supervisors, 16 Wall. 678, 694, said : �That
railroads, though constructed by private corporations, and owned by them,
are public highways, has been the doctrine of nearly all the courts ever
since such conveniences for passage and transportation have had any
existence. Very early the question arose whether a state�s right of eminent
domain could be exercised by a private corporation created for the purpose
of constructing a railroad. Clearly, it could not, unless taking land for such a
purpose by such an agency is taking land for public use. The right of eminent
domain nowhere justifies taking property for a private use.

Yet it is a doctrine universally accepted that a state legislature may authorize
a private corporation to take land for the construction of such a road, making
compensation to the owner. What else does this doctrine mean if not that
building a railroad, though it be built by a private corporation, is an act done
for a public use?� So, in Township of Pine Grove v. Talcott, 19 Wall. 666,
676: �Though the corporation [a railroad company] was private, its work
was public, as much so as if it were to be constructed by the state,� So, in
Inhabitants of Worcester v. Western R. Corp-: 4 Metc. (Mass.) 564: �The
establishment of that great thoroughfare is regarded as a public work,
established by public authority, intended for the public use and benefit, the
use of which is secured to the whole community, and constitutes, therefore,
like a canal, turnpike, or highway, a public easement-; �It is true that the real
and personal property, necessary to the establishment and management of
the railroad, is vested * *1145 in the corporation; but it is in trust for the
public-�
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In reapect of civil rights, common to all citizens, the constitution of the United
States does not, I think, permit any public authority to know the race of
those entitled to be protected in the enjoyment of such rights. Every true
man has pride of race, and under appropriate circumstances, when the
rights of others, his equals before the law, are not to be affected, it is his
privilege to express such pride and to take such anion based upon it as to
him seems proper. But I deny that any legislative body or judicial tribunal
may have regard to the *555 race of citizens when the civil rights of those
citizens are involved. Indeed, such legislation as that here in question Is
inconsistent not only with that

equality of rights which pertains to citizenship national and state, but with
the personal liberty enjoyed by every one within the United States.

The thirteenth amendment does not permit the withholding or the deprivation
of any right necessarily inhering in freedom. It not only Struck down the
institution of slavery as previously existing in the United States, but it prevents
the imposition of any burdens or disabilities that constitute badges of slavery
or servitude. It decreed universal civil freedom in this country. This court
has so adjudged. But, that amendment having been found inadequate to the
protection of the rights of those who had been in slavery, it was followed by
the fourteenth amendment, which added greatly to the dignity and glory of
American citizenship, and to the security of personal liberty, by declaring
that �all persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein
they reside,� and that �no state shall make or enforce any law which shall
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor
shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty or property without due
process of law, nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the Laws.� These two amendments, if enforced according to
their true intent and meaning, will protect all the civil rights that pertain to
freedom and citizenship. Finally, and to the end that no citizen should be
denied, on account of his race, the privilege of participating in the political
control of his country, it was declared by the fifteenth amendment that �the
right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged
by the United States or by any state on account of race, color or previous
condition of servitude.�

These notable additions to the fundamental law were welcomed by the friends
of liberty throughout the world. They removed the race line from our
governmental systems. They had, as this court has said, a common purpose,
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namely, to secure �to a race recently emancipated, a race that through *556
many generations have been held in slavery, all the civil rights that the
superior race enjoy.� They declared, in legal effect, this court has further
said, �that the law In the states shall be the same for the black as for the
white; that all persons, whether colored or white, shall stand equal before
the laws of the states; and in regard to the colored race, for whose protection
the amendment was primarily designed, that no discrimination shall be made
against them by law because of their color.� We also said: �The words of the
amendment, it is true, are prohibitory, but they contain a necessary implication
of a positive immunity or right, most valuable to the colored race,-the right
to exemption from unfriendly legislation against them distinctively as colored;
exemption from legal discriminations, implying inferiority in civil society,
lessening the security of their enjoyment of the rights which others enjoy;
and discriminations which are steps towards reducing them to the condition
of a subject race.� It was, consequently, adjudged that a state law that
excluded citizens of the colored race from juries, because of their race,
however well qualified in other respects to discharge the duties of jurymen,
was repugnant to the fourteenth amendment. Strauder v. West Virginia,
100 U. S. 303, 306, 307; Virginia v. Rives, Id. 313; Ex parte Virginia, Id. 339;
Neal v. Delaware, 103 U. S. 370, 386; Bush v. Com., 107 U. S. 110, 116, 1
Sup. Ct. 625. At the present term, referring to the previous adjudications,
this court declared that �underlying all of those decisions is the principle that
the constitution of the United States, in its present form, forbids, so far as
civil and political rights are concerned, discrimination by the general
government or the states against any citizen because of his race. AIl citizens
are equal before the law. �Gibson v. State, 162 U. S. 565, 16 Sup. Ct. 904.

The decisions referred to show the scope of the recent amendments of the
constitution. They also show that it is not within the power of a state to
prohibit colored citizens, because of their race, from participating as jurors
in the administration of justice.

It was said in argument that the statute of Louisiana does *557 not
discriminate against either race, but prescribes a rule applicable alike to
white and colored citizens.But this argument does not meet the difficulty.
Every one knows that the statute in question had its origin in the purpose,
not so much to exclude white persons from railroad cars occupied by blacks,
as to exclude colored people from coaches occupied by or assigned to white
persons. Railroad corporations of Louisiana did not make discrimination
among whites in the matter of commondation for travelers. The thing to
accomplish was, under the guise of giving equal accommodation for whites
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and blacks, to compel the latter to keep to themselves while traveling in
railroad passenger coaches. No one would be so wanting in candor as to
assert the contrary.

The fundamental **1146 objection, therefore, to the statute, is that it
interferes with the personal freedom of citizens. �Personal liberty,� it has
been well said, �consists in the power of locomotion, of changing situation,
or removing one�s person to whatsoever places one�s own inclination may
direct, without imprisonment or restraint, unless by due course of law. 1 Bl.
Comm. *134. If a white man and a black man choose to occupy the same
public conveyance on a public highway, it is their right to do so; and no
government, proceeding alone on grounds of race, can prevent it without
infringing the personal liberty of each.

It is one thing for railroad carriers to furnish, or to be required by law to
furnish, equal accommodations for all whom they are under a legal duty to
carry. It is quite another thing for government to forbid citizens of the white
and black races from traveling in the same public conveyance, and to punish
officers of railroad companies for permitting persons of the two races to
occupy the same passenger coach. If a state can prescribe, as a rule of civil
conduct, that whites and blacks shall not travel as passengers in the same
railroad coach, why may it not so regulate the use of the streets of its cities
and towns as to compel white citizens to keep on one side of a street, and
black citizens to keep on the other? Why may It not, upon like grounds,
punish whites and blacks who ride together in street cars or in open vehicles
on a public road *558 or street? Why may it not require sheriffs to assign
whites to one Side of a court room, and blacks to the other? And why may it
not also prohibit the commingling of the two races in the galleries of legislative
halls or in public assemblages convened for the consideration of the political
questions of the day? Further, if this statute of Louisiana Is consistent with
the personal liberty of citizens, why may not the state require the separation
in railroad coaches of native and naturalized citizens of the United States, or
of Protestants and Roman Catholics?

The answer given at the argument to these questions was that regulations
of the kind they suggest would be unreasonable, and could not, therefore,
stand before the law.

Is it meant that the determination of questions of legislative power depends
upon the inquiry whether the statute whose validity is questioned is, in the
judgment of the courts, a reasonable one, taking all the circumstances into
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consideration? A statute may be unreasonable merely because a sound public
policy forbade its enactment.But I do not understand that the courts have
anything to do with the policy or expediency of legislation. A statute may be
valid, and yet, upon grounds of public policy, may well be characterized as
unreasonable. Mr. Sedgwick correctly states the rule when he says that, the
legislative intention being clearly ascertained, �the courts have no other duty
to perform than to execute the legislative will, without any regard to their
views as to the wisdom or justice of the particular enactment.� Sedg. St. &
Const. Law, 324. There is a dangerous tendency In these latter days to
enlarge the functions of the courts, by means of judicial interference with
the will of the people as expressed by the legislature. Our institutions have
the distinguishing characteristic that the three departments of government
are co-ordinate and separate. Each much keep within the limits defined by
the constitution. And the courts best discharge their duty by executing the
will of the law-making power, constitutionally expressed, leaving the results
of legislation to be dealt with by the people through their representatives.
Statutes must always have a reasonable construction. Sometimes they are
to be construed strictly, sometimes literally, in order to carry out the
legislative*559 will. But, however construed, the intent of the legislature is
to be respected if the particular statute in question is valid, although the
courts, looking at the public interests, may conceive the statute to be both
unreasonable and impolitic.If the power exists to enact a statute, that ends
the matter so far as the courts are concerned. The adjudged cases in which
statutes have been held to be void, because unreasonable, are those in
which the means employed by the legislature were not at all germane to the
end to which the legislature was competent.

The white race deems itself to be the dominant race in this country. And so
It is, in prestige, in achievements, in education, in wealth, and in power. So,
I doubt not, it will continue to be for all time, if it remains true to its great
heritage, and holds fast to the principles of constitutional liberty. But in view
of the constitution, in the eye of the law, there is in this country no superior,
dominant, ruling class of citizens. There is no caste here. Our constitution is
color-blind, and neither knows nor tolerates classes among citizens. In respect
of civil rights, all citizens are equal before the law. The humblest is the peer
of the most powerful. The law regards man as man, and takes no account
of his surroundings or of his color when his civil rights as guaranteed by the
supreme law of the land are involved. It is therefore to be regretted that this
high tribunal, the final expositor of the fundamental law of the land, has
reached the conclusion that it is competent for a state to regulate the
enjoyment by citizens of their civil rights solely upon the basis of race.
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In my opinion, the judgment this day rendered will, in time, prove to be
quite as pernicious as the decision made by this tribunal in the Dred Scott
Case.

It was adjudged in that case that the descendants of Africans who were
imported into this country, and sold as slaves, were not included nor intended
to be included under the word �citizens� in the constitution, and could not
claim any of the rights and privileges **1147 which that instrument provided
for and secured to citizens of the united States; that, at time of the adoption
of the constitution, they were �considered as a subordinate and inferior class
of beings, who had been subjugated by the dominant *560 race, and, whether
emancipated or not, yet remained subject to their authority, and had no
rights or privileges but such as those who held the power and the government
might choose to grant theme.� 19 How. 393, 404. The recent amendments
of the constitution, it was supposed, had eradicated these principles from
our institutions. But it seems that we have yet, in some of the states, a
dominant race,-a superior class of citizens,-which assumes to regulate the
enjoyment of civil rights, common to all citizens, upon the basis of race. The
present decision, it may well be apprehended, will not only stimulate
aggressions, more or less brutal and irritating, upon the admitted rights of
colored citizens, but will encourage the belief that it is possible, by means of
state enactments, to defeat the beneficent purposes which the people of the
United States had in view when they adopted the recent amendments of the
constitution, by one of which the blacks of this country were made citizens
of the United States and of the states in which they respectively reside, and
whose privileges and immunities, as citizens, the states are forbidden to
abridge. Sixty millions of whites are in no danger from the presence here of
eight millions of blacks. The destinies of the two races, in this country, are
indissolubly linked together, and the interests of both require that the common
government of all shall not permit the seeds of race hate to be planted
under the sanction of law. What can more certainly arouse race hate, what
more certainly create and perpetuate a feeling of distrust between these
races, than state enactments which, in fact, proceed on the ground that
colored citizens are so inferior and degraded that they cannot be allowed to
sit in public coaches occupied by white citizens? That, as all will admit, is the
real meaning of such legislation as was enacted in Louisiana.

The sure guaranty of the peace and security of each race is the clear, distinct,
unconditional recognition by our governments, national and state, of every
right that inheres in civil freedom, and of the equality before the law of all
citizens of the United States, without regard to race. State enactments
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regulating the enjoyment of civil rights upon the basis of race, and cunningly
devised to defeat legitimate results of the *561 war, under the pretense of
recognizing equality of rights, can have no other result than to render
permanent peace impossible, and to keep alive a conflict of races, the
continuance of which must do harm to all concerned. This question is not
met by the suggestion that social equality cannot exist between the white
and black races in this country. That argument, if it can be properly regarded
as one, is scarcely worthy of consideration; for social equality no more
exists between two races when traveling in a passenger coach or a public
highway than when members of the same races sit by each other in a street
car or In the jury box, or stand or sit with each other in a political assembly,
or when they use in common the streets of a city or town or when they are
in the same room for the purpose of having their names placed on the
registry of voters, or when they approach the ballot box in order to exercise
the high privilege of voting.

There is a race so different from our own that we do not permit those
belonging to it to become citizens of the United States. Persons belonging to
it are, with few exceptions, absolutely excluded from our country. I allude to
the Chinese race. But, by the statute in question, a Chinaman can ride in the
same passenger coach with white citizens of the United States, while citizens
of the black race in Louisiana, many of whom, perhaps, risked their lives for
the preservation of the Union, who are entitled, by law, to participate in the
political control of the state and nation, who are not excluded, by law or by
reason of their race, from public stations of any kind, and who have all the
legal rights that belong to white citizens, are yet declared to be criminals,
liable to Imprisonment, if they ride in a public coach occupied by citizens of
the white race. It is scarcely just to say that a colored citizen should not
object to occupying a public coach assigned to his own race. He does not
object, nor, perhaps, would he object to separate coaches for his race if his
rights under the law were recognized. But he does object, and he ought
never to cease objecting, that citizens of the white and black races can be
adjudged criminals because they sit, or claim the right to sit, in the same
public coach on a public highway.

*562 The arbitrary separation of citizens, on the basis of race, while they
are on a public highway, is a badge of servitude wholly inconsistent with the
civil freedom and the equality before the law established by the constitution.
It cannot be justified upon any legal grounds.
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If evils will result from the commingling of the two races upon public highways
established for the benefit of all, they will be infinitely less than those that
will surely come from state legislation regulating the enjoyment of civil rights
upon the basis of race. We boast of the freedom enjoyed by our people
above all other peoples. But it is difficult to reconcile that boast with a state
of the law which, practically, puts the brand of servitude and degradation
upon a large class of our fellow citlzens,-our equals before the law. The thin
disguise of �equal� accommodations for passengers in railroad coaches will
not mislead any one, nor atone for the wrong this day done.

The result of the whole matter is that while this court has frequently adjudged,
and at the present term has recognized the doctrine, that **1148 a state
cannot, consistently with the constitution of the United States, prevent white
and black citizens, having the required qualifications for jury service, from
sitting in the same jury box, it is now solemnly held that a state may prohibit
white and black citizens from sitting in the same passenger coach on a
public highway, or may require that they be separated by a �partition� when
in the same passenger coach. May it not now be reasonably expected that
astute men of the dominant race, who affect to be disturbed at the possibility
that the integrity of the white race may be corrupted, or that its supremacy
will be imperiled, by contact on public highways with black people, will
endeavor to procure statutes requiring white and black jurors to be separated
in the jury box by a �partition � and that, upon retiring from the court room to
consult as   to their verdict, such partition, if it be a movable one, shall be
taken to their consultation room, and set up in such way as to prevent black
jurors from coming too close to their brother jurors of the white race. If the
�partition� used in the court room happens to be stationary, provision could
be made for screens with openings through *563 which jurors of the two
races could confer as to their verdict without coming into personal contact
with each other. I cannot see but that, according to the principles this day
announced, such state legislation, although conceived in hostility to, and
enacted for the purpose of humiliating, citizens of the United States of a
particular race, would be held to be consistent with the constitution.

I do not deem it necessary to review the decisions of state courts to which
reference was made in argument. Some, and the most important, of them,
are wholly inapplicable, because rendered prior to the adoption of the last
amendments of the constitution, when colored people had very few rights
which the dominant race felt obliged to respect. Others were made at a
time when public opinion, in many localities, was dominated by the institution
of slavery; when it would not have been safe to do justice to the black man;
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and when, so far as the rights of blacks were concerned, race prejudice
was, practically, the supreme law of the land. Those decisions cannot be
guides in the era introduced by the recent amendments of the supreme law,
which established universal civil freedom, gave citizenship to all born or
naturalized in the United States, and residing here, obliterated the race line
from our systems of governments, national and state, and placed our free
institutions upon the broad and sure foundation of the equality of all men
before the law.

I am of opinion that the state of Louisiana is inconsistent with the personal
liberty of citizens, white and black, in that state, and hostile to both the spirit
and letter of the constitution of the United states. If laws of like character
should be enacted in the several states of the Union, the effect would be in
the highest degree mischievous.Slavery, as an institution tolerated by law,
would, it is true, have disappeared from our county; but there would remain
a power in the states, by sinister legislation, to interfere with the full
enjoyment of the blessings of freedom to regulate civil rights,common to all
citizens, upon the basis of race, and to place In a condition of legal inferiority
a large body of American citizens, now constituting a part of the political
community, called the *564 people of the United states,� for whom, and by
whom through representatives, our government is administered. Such a
system is inconsistent with the guaranty given by the constitution to each
state of a republican form of government, and may be stricken down by
congressional anion, or by the courts in the discharge of their solemn duty
to maintain the supreme law of the land, anything in the constitution or laws
of any state to the contrary notwithstanding.

For the reason stated, I am constrained to withhold my assent from the
opinion and judgment of the majority.

Copr. (C) West 2007 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works U.S. 1896
Plessy v. Ferguson

163 U.S. 537, 16 SCt. 1138, 41 L.Ed.256
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V.
PEOPLE  OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

No. 292.
Argued February 23, 24, 1905.

Decided April 17, 1905.

IN ERROR to the County Court of Oneida County, State of New York , to
review a judgment entered pursuant to the mandate of the Court of Appeals
of that state affirming the judgment of the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court, Fourth Department, which had itself affirmed a conviction in the Oneida
County Court of a violation of the labor law of that state by permitting an
employee in a bakery to work more than sixty hours in one week. Judgments
of all the courts below reversed. and the cause remanded to the Oneida
County Court for further proceedings.See same case below in Appellate
Division, 73 App. Div. 120, 76 N. Y. Supp. 396, and in Court of Appeals, 177
N. Y. 145, 101 Am. St. Rep. 773, 69 N. E. 373.
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      C231Hk2492 Constitutional and Statutory Provisions
           C23111k2495 Validity
          C231Hk2495(2) k. Particular Employees in General.
                  Most Cited Cases (Formerly 232Ak1362 Labor Relations)

The limitation of employment in bakeries to 60 hours a week and 10 hours
a day, attempted by Laws N.Y. 1897, c. 415, art. 8, j 110, is an arbitrary
interference with the freedom to contract guarantied by Const. u.s.Amend.
14, which cannot be sustained as a valid exercise of the police power to
protect the public health, Safety, morals, or general welfare.

**540 *48 Messrs. Frank Harvey Field and Henry Weismann (by special
leave) for plaintiff in error.
*50 Mr.Julius M. Mayer for defendant in error.

Statement by Mr. Justice Peckham:
*45 This is a writ of error to the county court of Oneida county, in the state
of New York (to which court the record had been remitted), to review the
judgment of the court of appeals of that state, affirming the judgment of the
supreme court, which itself affirmed the judgment of the county court,
convicting the defendant of a misdemeanor on an indictment under a statute
of that state, known, by its short title, as the labor *46 law. The section of
the statute under which the indictment was found is §  110, and is reproduced
in the marginFNt (together with the other sections of the labor law upon the
subject of bakeries, being § § 111 to 115, both inclusive).

FNt �§ 110, Hours of labor in bakeries and confectionery establishments.-No
employee shall be required or permitted to work in a biscuit, bread, or cake
bakery or confectionery establishment more than sixty hours in any one
week, or more than ten hours in any one day, unless for the purpose of
making a shorter work day on the last day of the week; nor more hours in
any one week than will make an average of ten hours per day for the number
of days during such week in which such employee shall work.

�§  111. Drainaqe and plumbing of buildings and rooms occupied by bakeries.-
All buildings or rooms occupied as biscuit, bread, pie, or cake bakeries, shall
be drained and plumbed in a manner conducive to the proper and healthful
sanitary condition thereof, and shall be constructed with air shafts, windows,
or ventilating pipes, sufficient to insure ventilation. The factory inspector may
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direct the proper drainage, plumbing, and ventilation of such rooms or
buildings. No cellar or basement, not now used for a bakery, shall hereafter
be so occupied or used, unless the proprietor shall comply with the sanitary
provisions of this article.

�§ 112. Requirements as to rooms, furniture, utensils, and manufactured
products.- Every room used for the manufacture of flour or meal food products
shall be at least 8 feet in height and shall have, if deemed necessary by the
factory inspector, an impermeable floor constructed of cement, or of tiles
laid in cement, or an additional flooring of wood properly saturated with
linseed oil. The side walls of such rooms shall be plastered or wainscoted.
The factory inspector may require the side walls and ceiling to be whitewashed
at least once in three months. He may also require the wood work of such
walls to be painted. The furniture and utensils shall be so arranged as to be
readily cleansed and not prevent the proper cleaning of any part of the room.The
manufactured flour or meal food products shall be kept In dry and airy rooms,
so arranged that the floors, shelves, and all other facilities for storing the
same can be properly cleaned. No domestic animals, except cats, shall be
allowed to remain in a room used as a biscuit, bread, pie, or cake bakery, or
any room in such bakery where flour or meal products are stored.

�§  113. Wash rooms and closets; sleeping places.- Every such bakery shall
be provided with a proper wash room and water-closet, or water-closets,
apart from the bake room, or rooms where the manufacture of such food
product is conducted, and no water-closet, earth closet, privy, or ashpit
shall be within, or conceded directly with, the bake room of any bakery
hotel, or public restaurant.

�No person shall sleep in a room occupied as a bake room. Sleeping places
for the persons employed in the bakery shall be separate from the rooms
where flour or meal food products are manufactured or stored. If the sleeping
places are on the same floor where such products are manufactured, stored,
or sold, the factory inspector may inspect and order them put in a proper
sanitary condition.

�§  114. Inspection of bakeries.-The factory inspector shall cause all bakeries
to be inspected. If it be found upon such inspection that the bakeries so
inspected are constructed and conducted in compliance with the provisions
of this chapter, the factory inspector shall issue a certificate to the person
owning or conducting such bakeries.
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�§  115. Notice requiring alterations.-If. in the opinion of the factory inspector,
alterations are required in or upon premises occupied and used as bakeries,
in order to comply with the provisions of this article, a written notice shall be
served by him upon the owner, agent, or lessee of such premises, either
personally or by mall, requiring such alterations to be made within sixty
days after such service, and such alterations shall be made accordingly
[N. Y. Laws 1897, chap 415.]

The indictment averred that the defendant �wrongfully and unlawfully required
and permitted an employee working for him in his biscuit, bread, and cake
bakery and confectionery establishment, at the city of Utica, in this county,
to work more than sixty hours in one week,� after having been theretofore
convicted of a violation of the name act; and therefore, as averred, he
committed the crime of misdemeanor, second offense. The plaintiff in error
demurred to the indictment on several grounds, one of which was that the
facts stated did not *47 constitute a crime. The demurrer was overruled,
and, the plaintiff in error having refused to plead further a plea of not guilty
was entered by order of the court and the trial commenced, and he was
convicted of misdemeanor, second offense, as indicted, and sentenced to
pay a fine of $50, and to stand committed until paid, not to exceed fifty days
in the Oneida county jail. A certificate of reasonable doubt was granted by
the county judge of Oneida county, whereon an appeal was taken to the
appellate division of the supreme court, fourth department, where the
judgment of conviction was affirmed. 73 App. Div. 120, 76 N. Y. Supp. 396.
A further appeal was then taken to the court of appeals, where the judgment
of conviction was again affirmed. 177 N. Y. 145, 101 Am. St. Rep. 773, 69 N.
E. 373.

*52 Mr. Justice Peckham, after making the foregoing statement of the
facts, delivered the opinion of the court:

The indictment, it will be seen, charges that the plaintiff in error violated the
110th section of article 8, chapter 415. of the Laws of 1897, known as the
labor law of the state of New York, in that he wrongfully and unlawfully
required and permitted an employee working for him to work more than
sixty hours in one week. There is nothing in any of the opinions delivered in
this case, either in the supreme court or the court of appeals of the state,
which construes ** 541 the section, in using the word required,� as referring
to any physical force being used to obtain the labor of an employee. It is
assumed that the word means nothing more than the requirement arising
from voluntary contract for such labor in excess of the number of hours
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specified in the statute. There is no pretense In any of the opinions that the
statute was intended to meet a case of involuntary labor in any form. All the
opinions assume that there is no real distinction, so far as this question is
concerned, between the words �required� and �permitted.� The mandate of
the statute, that �no employee shall be required or permitted to work,� is the
substantial equivalent of an enactment that �no employee shall contract or
agree to work,� more than ten hours per day; and, as there is no provision
for special emergencies, the statute is mandatory in all cases. It is not an ad
merely fixing the number of hours which shall constitute a legal day�s work,
but an absolute prohibition upon the employer permitting, under any
circumstances, more than ten hours� work to be done In his establishment.
The employee may desire to earn the extra money which would arise from
his working more than the prescribed *53 time, but this statute forbids the
employer from permitting the employee to earn it.

The statute necessarily interferes with the right of contract between the
employer and employees, concerning the number of hours in which the
latter may labor in the bakery of the employer. The general right to make a
contract in relation to his business is part of the liberty of the individual
protected by the 14th Amendment of the Federal Constitution. Allgeyer v.
Louisiana. 165 U. S. 578, 41 L. ed. 832, 17 Sup. Ct. Rep. 427. Under that
provision no state can deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without
due process of law. The right to purchase or to sell labor is part of the
liberty protected by this amendment, unless there are circumstances which
exclude the right. There are, however, certain powers, existing in the
sovereignty of each state In the Union, somewhat vaguely termed police
powers, the exact description and limitation of which have not been attempted
by the courts. Those bowers, broadly stated, and without, at present, any
attempt at a more specific limitation, relate to the safety, health, morals,
and general welfare of the public. Both property and liberty are held on such
reasonable conditions as may be imposed by the governing power of the
state in the exercise of those powers, and with such conditions the 14th
Amendment was not designed to Interfere. Mugler v. Kansas. 123 U. S. 623,
31 L. ed. 205, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 273,� Re Kemmler. 136 U . S. 436, 34 L. ed.
519, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 930,� Crowley v. Christensen, 137 U. S. 86, 34 L. ed .
620, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 13; Re Converse. 137 U. S. 624, 34 L. ed. 796,
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 191.
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The state, therefore, has power to prevent the individual from making certain
kinds of contracts, and in regard to them the Federal Constitution offers no
protection. If the contract be one which the state, in the legitimate exercise
of its police power, has the right to prohibit, it is not prevented from prohibiting
it by the 14th Amendment. Contracts in violation of a statute, either of the
Federal or state government, or a contract to let one�s property for immoral
purposes, or to do any other unlawful act, could obtain no protection from
the Federal Constitution, as coming under the liberty of *54 person or of
free contract. Therefore, when the state, by its legislature, in the assumed
exercise of its police powers, has passed an act which seriously limits the
**542 right to labor or the right of contract in regard to their means of
livelihood between persons who are sui juris (both employer and employment
it becomes of great importance to determine which shall prevail,-the right
of the individual to labor for such time as he may choose, or the right of the
state to prevent the individual from laboring, or from entering into any contract
to labor, beyond a certain time prescribed by the state.

This court has recognized the existence and upheld the exercise of the police
powers of the states in many cases which might fairly be considered as
border ones, and it has, in the course of its determination of questions
regarding the asserted invalidity of such statutes, on the ground of their
violation of the rights secured by the Federal Constitution, been guided by
rules of a very liberal nature, the application of which has resulted, in
numerous instances, in upholding the validity of state statutes thus assailed.
Among the later cases where the state law has been upheld by this court is
that of Holden v. Hardy, 169 U. S. 366, 42 L. ed. 780: 18 Sup. Ct. Rep. 383.
A provision in the ad of the legislature of Utah was there under consideration,
the act limiting the employment of workmen in all underground mines or
workings, to eight hours per day, �except in cases of emergency, where life
or property is in imminent danger.� It also limited the hours of labor in smelting
and other institutions for the reduction or refining of ores or metals to eight
hours per day, except in like cases of emergency. The act was held to be a
valid exercise of the police powers of the state.

A review of many of the cases on the subject, decided by this and other
courts, is given in the opinion. It was held that the kind of employment,
mining, smelting, etc., and the character of the employees in such kinds of
labor, were such as to make it reasonable and proper for the state to interfere
to prevent the employees from being constrained by the rules laid down by
the proprietors in regard to labor. The following citation *55 from the
observations of the supreme court of Utah in that case was made by the
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judge writing the opinion of this court, and approved: �The law in question is
confined to the protection of that class of people engaged in labor In
underground mines, and in smelters and other works wherein ores are
reduced and refined. This law applies only to the classes subsided by their
employment to the peculiar conditions and effects attending underground
mining and work in smelters, and other works for the reduction and refining
of ores. Therefore it is not necessary to discuss or decide whether the
legislature can fix the hours of labor in other employments.�

It will be observed that, even with regard to that class of labor, the Utah
statute provided for cases of emergency wherein the provisions of the statute
would not apply. The statute now before this court has no emergency clause
in it, and, if the statute is valid there are no circumstances and no emergencies
under which the   slightest violation of the provisions of the act would be
Innocent. There Is nothing in Holden v. Hardy which covers the case now
before us. Nor does Atkin v. Kansas, 191 U. S. 207, 48 L. ed. 148, 24 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 124, touch the case at bar. The Atkin Case was decided upon the right
of the state to control its municipal corporations, and to prescribe the
conditions upon which it will permit work of a public character to be done for
a municipality. Knoxville Iron Co. v. Harbison. 183 U. S. 13, 46 L. ed. 55, 22
Sup. Ct. Rep. 1, is equally far from an authority for this legislation. The
employees in that case were held to be at a disadvantage with the employer
in matters of wages, they being miners and coal workers, and the act simply
provided for the cashing of coal orders when presented by the miner to the
employer.

The latest case decided by this court, involving the police power, is that of
Jacobson v. Massachusetts, decided at this term and reported in 197 U. S.
11, 25 Sup. Ct. Rep.358, 49 L. ed.643. It related to compulsory vaccination,
and the law was held vaild as a proper exercise of the police powers with
reference to the public health. It was stated in the opinion that it was a case
�of an adult who, for aught that appears, was himself in perfect health and
a fit *56 subject of vaccination, and yet, while remaining in the community,
refused to obey the statute and the regulation, adopted in execution of its
provisions, for the protection of the public health and the public safety,
confessedly endangered by the presence of a dangerous disease. That case
is also far from covering the one now before the court. Petit v. Minnesota.
177 U. S. 164, 44 L. ed. 716, 20 Sup. Ct. Rep. 666, was upheld as a proper
exercise of the police power relating to the observance of Sunday, and the
case held that the legislature had the right to declare that, as matter of law,
keeping barber shops open on Sunday was not a work of necessity or charity.
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It must, of course, be conceded that there is a limit to the varied exercise of
the police power by the state. There is no dispute concerning this general
proposition. Otherwise the 14th Amendment would have no efficacy and the
legislatures of the states would **543 have unbounded power, and it would
be enough to say that any piece of legislation was enacted to conserve the
morals, the health, or the safety of the people; such legislation would be
valid, no matter how absolutely without foundation the claim might be. The
claim of the police power would be a mere pretext,-become another and
delusive name for the supreme sovereignty of the state to be exercised free
from constitutional restraint. this is not contended for. In every case that
comes before this court, therefore, where legislation of this character is
concerned, and where the protection of the Federal Constitution is sought,
the question necessarily arises: Is this a fair, reasonable, and appropriate
exercise of the police power of the state, or is it an unreasonable, unnecessary,
and arbitrary interference with the right of the individual to his personal
liberty, or to enter into those contracts in relation to labor which may seem
to him appropriate or necessary for the support of himself and his family? Of
course the liberty of contract relating to labor includes both parties to it. The
one has as much right to purchase as the other to sell labor.

This is not a question of substituting the judgment of the *57 court for that
of the legislature. If the ad be within the power of the state it is valid,
although the judgment of the court might be totally opposed to the enactment
of such a law. But the question would still remain: Is it within the police
power of the state? and that question must be answered by the court.

The question whether this ad is valid as a labor law, pure and simple, may
be dismissed in a few words. There is no reasonable ground for interfering
with the liberty of person or the right of free contract, by determining the
hours of labor, In the occupation of a baker. There is no contention that
bakers as a class are not equal in intelligence and capacity to men in other
trades or manual occupations, or that they are not able to assert their rights
and care for themselves without the protecting arm of the state, interfering
with their independence of judgment and of action. They are in no sense
wards of the state. Viewed in the light of a purely labor law, with no reference
whatever to the question of health, we think that a law like the one before
us involves neither the safety, the morals, nor the welfare, of the public, and
that the interest of the public is not in the slightest degree affected by such
an act. The law must be upheld, if at all, as a law pertaining to the health of
the individual engaged in the occupation of a baker. It does not affect any
other portion of the public than those who are engaged in that occupation.
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Clean and wholesome bread does not depend upon whether the baker works
but ten hours per day or only sixty hours a week. The limitation of the hours
of labor does not come within the police power on that ground. It is a question
of which of two powers or rights shall prevail,-the power of the state to
legislate or the right of the individual to liberty of person and freedom of
contract.

The mere assertion that the subject relates, though but in a remote degree,
to the public health, does not necessarily render the enactment valid. The
act must have a more direct relation, as a means to an end, and the end
itself must be appropriate and legitimate, before an act can be held to be
valid which interferes *58 with the general right of an individual to be
free in his person and in his power to contract in relation to his own labor.

This case has caused much diversity of opinion in the state courts. In the
supreme court two of the five judges composing the court dissented from
the judgment affirming the validity of the act. In the court of appeals three
of the seven judges also dissented from the judgment upholding the statute.
Although found in what is called a labor law of the state, the court of appeals
has upheld the ad as one relating to the public health,-in other words, as a
health law. One of the judges of the court of appeals, in upholding the law,
stated that, in his opinion, the regulation In question could not be sustained
unless they were able to say, from common knowledge, that working in a
bakery and candy factory was an unhealthy employment. The judge held
that, while the evidence was not uniform, it still led him to the conclusion
that the occupation of a baker or confectioner was unhealthy and tended to
result in diseases of the respiratory organs. Three of the judges dissented
from that view, and they thought the occupation of a baker was not to such
an extent unhealthy as to warrant the interference of the legislature with
the liberty of the individual.

We think the limit of the police power has been reached and passed in this
case. There is, in our judgment, no reasonable foundation for holding this to
be necessary or appropriate as a health law to safeguard the public; health,
or the health of the individuals Who are following the trade of a baker. If this
statute be valid, and if, therefore, a proper case is made out in which to
deny the right of an individual, sui juris. as employer or employee, to make
contracts for the labor of the latter under the protection of the provisions of
the Federal Constitution, there would seem **544 to be no length to which
legislation of this nature might not go. The case differs widely, as we have
already stated, from the expressions of this court in regard to laws of this
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nature, as stated in Holden v. Hardy. 169 U. S. 366, 42 L. ed. 780, 18 Sup.
Ct. Rep.383, and jacobson v. Massachusetts. 197 U. S. 11, 25 Sup. Ct. Rep.
358, 49 L. ed.

*59 We think that there can be no fair doubt that the trade of a baker, in and
of itself, is not an unhealthy one to that degree which would authorize the
legislature to interfere with the right to labor, and with the right of free
contract on the part of the individual, either as employer or employee In
looking through statistics regarding all trades and occupations, it may be
true that the trade of a baker does not appear to be as healthy as some
other trades, and is also vastly more healthy than still others.To the common
understanding the trade of a baker has never been regarded as an unhealthy
one. Very likely physicians would not recommend the exercise of that or of
any other trade as a remedy for ill health. Some occupations are more
healthy than others, but we think there are none which might not come
under the power of the legislature to supervise and control the hours of
working therein, if the mere fact that the occupation is not absolutely and
perfectly healthy is to confer that right upon the legislative department of
the government. It might be safely affirmed that almost all occupations more
or less affect the health. There must be more than the mere fact of the
possible existence of some small amount of unhealthiness to warrant
legislative interference with liberty. It is unfortunately true that labor, even in
any department, may possibly carry with it the seeds of unhealthiness. But
are we all, on that account, at the mercy of legislative majorities? A printer,
a tinsmith, a locksmith, a carpenter, a cabinetmaker, a dry goods clerk, a
bank�s, a lawyer�s, or a physician�s clerk, or a clerk in almost any kind of
business, would all come under the power of the legislature, on this
assumption. No trade, no occupation, no mode of earning one�s living, could
escape this all-pervading power, and the ads of the legislature in limiting the
hours of labor in all employments would be valid, although such limitation
might seriously cripple the ability of the laborer to support himself and his
family. In our large cities there are many buildings into which the sun
penetrates for but a short time in each day, and these buildings are occupied
by people carrying on the *60 business of bankers, brokers, lawyers, real
estate, and many other kinds of business, aided by many clerks, messengers,
and other employees. Upon the assumption of the validity of this act under
review, it is not possible to say that an act, prohibiting lawyers� or bank
clerks, or others, from contracting to labor for their employers more than
eight hours a day would be invalid. It might be said that it is unhealthy to
work more than that number of hours in an apartment lighted by artificial
light during the working hours of the day; that the occupation of the bank
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clerk, the lawyer�s clerk, the realestate clerk, or the broker�s clerk, in such
offices is therefore unhealthy, and the legislature, in its paternal wisdom,
must, therefore, have the right to legislate on the subject of, and to limit, the
hours for such labor; and, if it exercises that power, and its validity be
questioned, it is sufficient to say, it has reference to the public health; it has
reference to the health of the employees condemned to labor day after day
in buildings where the sun never shines; it is a health law, and therefore it
is valid, and cannot be questioned by the courts.

It is also urged, pursuing the same line of argument, that it is to the interest
of the state that its population should be strong and robust, and therefore
any legislation which may be said to tend to make people healthy must be
valid as health laws, enacted under the police power. lf this be a valid argument
and a justification for this kind of legislation, it follows that the protection of
the Federal Constitution from undue interference with liberty of person and
freedom of contract is visionary, wherever the law is sought to be justified
as a valid exercise of the police power. Scarcely any law but might find
shelter under such assumptions, and conduct, properly so called, as well as
contract, would come under the restrictive sway of the legislature. Not only
the hours of employees, but the hours of employers, could be regulated,
and doctors, lawyers, scientists, all professional men, as well as athletes
and artisans, could be forbidden to fatigue their brains and bodies by
prolonged hours of exercise, lest the fighting strength *61 of the state be
impaired. We mention these extreme cases because the contention Is
extreme. We do not believe in the soundness of the views which uphold this
law. On the contrary, we think that such a law as this, although passed in
the assumed exercise of the police power, and as relating to the public
health, or the health of the employees named, is not within that power, and
is invalid. The act is not, within any fair meaning of the term, a health law,
but is an illegal interference with the rights of individuals, both employers
and employees, to make contracts regarding labor upon such terms as they
may think best, or which they may agree **545 upon with the other parties
to such contracts. Statutes of the nature of that under review, limiting the
hours in which grown and intelligent men may labor to earn their living, are
mere meddlesome Interferences with the rights of the individual, and they
are not asked from condemnation by the claim that they are passed in the
exercise of the police power and upon the subject of the health of the
individual whose rights are interfered with, unless there be some fair ground,
reasonable in and of itself, to say that there is material danger to the public
health, or to the health of the employees, if the hours of labor are not
curtailed. If this be not clearly the case, the individuals whose rights are
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thus made the subject of legislative interference are under the protection of
the Federal Constitution regarding their liberty of central as well as of person;
and the legislature of the state has no power to limit their right as proposed
in this statute. All that it could properly do has been done by it with regard to
the conduct of bakeries, as provided for in the other sections of the act
above set forth. These several sections provide for the inspection of the
premises where the bakery is carried on, with regard to furnishing proper
wash rooms and waterclosets, apart from the bake room, also with regard
to providing proper drainage, plumbing, and painting; the sections, in addition,
provide for the height of the ceiling, the cementing or tiling of floors, where
necessary in the opinion of the factory inspector, and for other things of *62
that nature; alterations are also provided for, and are to be made where
necessary in the opinion of the inspector, in order to comply with the
provisions of the statute. These various sections may be wise and valid
regulations, and they certainly go to the full extent of providing for the
cleanliness and the healthiness, so far as possible, of the quarters in which
bakeries are to be conducted. Adding to all these requirements a prohibition
to enter into any contract of labor in a bakery for more than a certain number
of hours a week is, in our judgment, so wholly beside the matter of a proper,
reasonable, and fair provision as to run counter to that liberty of person and
of free contract provided for in the Federal Constitution.

It was further urged on the argument that restricting the hours of labor in
the case of bakers was valid because it tended to cleanliness on the part of
the workers, as a   man was more apt to be cleanly when not overworked,
and if cleanly then his �output� was also more likely to be so. What has
already been said applies with equal force to this contention. We do not
admit the reasoning to be sufficient to justify the claimed right of such
interference. The state in that case would assume the position of a supervisor,
or pater families, over every act of the individual, and its right of governmental
interference with his hours of labor, his hours of exercise, the character
thereof, and the extent to which it shall be carried would be recognized and
upheld. In our judgment it is not possible in fact to discover the connection
between the number of hours a baker may work in the bakery and the
healthful quality of the bread made by the workman. The connection, if any
exist, is too shadowy and thin to build any argument for the interference of
the legislature. If the man works ten hours a day it is all right, but if ten and
a half or eleven his health is in danger and his bread may be unhealthy, and,
therefore, he shall not be permitted to do it. This, we think, is unreasonable
and entirely arbitrary. When assertions such as we have adverted to become
necessary in order to give, if possible, a plausible foundation for the
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contention that the law is a health law,� *63 it gives rise to at least a suspicion
that there was some other motive dominating the legislature than the purpose
to subserve the public health or welfare.

This interference on the part of the legislatures of the several states with
the ordinary trades and occupations of the people seems to be on the increase.
In the supreme court of New York, in the case of People v. Beattie, appellate
division, first department, decided in 1904 (96 App. Div. 383, 89 N. Y. Supp.
193), a statute regulating the trade of horseshoeing, and requiring the person
practising such trade to be examined, and to obtain a certificate from a
board of examiners and file the same with the clerk of the county wherein
the person proposes to practise such trade, was held invalid, as an arbitrary
interference with personal liberty and private property without due process
of law. The attempt was made, unsuccessfully, to justify it as a health law.

The same kind of a statute was held invalid ( Re Aubry) by the supreme
court of Washington in December, 1904. 78 Pac. 900. The court held that
the act deprived citizens of their liberty and property without due process of
law, and denied to them the equal protection of the laws. It also held that
the trade of a horseshoer is not a subject of regulation under the police
power of the state, as a business concerning and directly affecting the health,
welfare, or comfort of its inhabitants; and that, therefore, a law which
provided for the examination and registration of horseshoers in **546 certain
cities was unconstitutional, as an illegitimate exercise of the police power.

The supreme court of Illinois, in Bessette v. People. 193 111. 334, 56 L. R.
A. 558, 62 N. E. 215, also held that a law of the same nature, providing for
the regulation and licensing of horseshoers, was unconstitutional as an illegal
interference with the liberty of the individual in adopting and pursuing such
calling as he may choose, subject only to the restraint necessary to secure
the common welfare. See also Godcharles v. Wireman. 113 Pa. 431, 437, 6
Atl. 354; Low M. Rees Printing Co. 41 Neb. 127, 145, 24 L. R. A. 702, 43 Am.
St. Rep. 670, 59 N. W. 362. In *64 these cases the courts upheld the right of
free contract and the right to purchase and sell labor upon such terms as
the parties may agree to.

It is impossible for us to shut our eyes to the fact that many of the laws of
this character, while passed under what is claimed to be the police power
for the purpose of protecting the public health or welfare, are, in reality,
passed from other motives. We are justified in saying so when, from the
character of the law and the subject upon which it legislates, it is apparent
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that the public health or welfare bears but the most remote relation to the
law. The purpose of a statute must be determined from the natural and
legal effect of the language employed; and whether it is or is not repugnant
to the Constitution of the United States must be determined from the natural
effect of such statutes when put into operation, and not from their proclaimed
purpose. Minnesota v. Barber. 136 U. S. 313, 34 L. ed. 455, 3 Inters. Com.
Rep. 185, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 862; Brimmer v. Rebman, 138 U. S. 78, 34 L. ed.
862, 3 Inters.Com. Rep. 485, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 213. The court looks beyond
the mere letter of the law in such cases. Yick Wo v. Hopkins. 118 U. S. 356,
30 L. ed. 220, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep.1064.

It is manifest to us that the limitation of the hours of labor as provided for in
this section of the statute under which the indictment was found, and the
plaintiff in error convicted, has no such direct relation to, and no such
substantial effect upon, the health of the employee, as to justify us in regarding
the section as really a health law. It seems to us that the real object and
purpose were simply to regulate the hours of labor between the master and
his employees (all being men, Sui juris) in a private business, not dangerous
in any degree to morals, or in any real and substantial degree to the health
of the employees. Under such circumstances the freedom of master and
employee to contract with each other in relation to their employment, and in
defining the same, cannot be prohibited or interfered with, without violating
the Federal Constitution.

The judgment of the Court of Appeals of New York, as well as that of the
Supreme Court and of the County Court of Oneida County, must be reversed
and the case remanded to *65 the County Court for further proceedings not
inconsistent with this opinion.
Reversed.

Mr. Justice Holmes dissenting : I regret sincerely that I am unable to agree
with the judgment *75 in this case, and that I think it my duty to express my
dissent.

This case is decided upon an economic theory which a large part-of the
country does not entertain. If it were a question whether I agreed with that
theory, I should desire to study it further and long before making up my
mind. But I do not conceive that to be my duty, because I strongly believe
that my agreement or disagreement has nothing to do with the right of a
majority to embody their opinions in law. It is settled by various decisions of
this court that state constitutions and state laws may regulate life in many
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ways which we as legislators might think as injudicious, or if you like as
tyrannical, as this, and which, equally with thin, interfere with the liberty to
contract. Sunday laws and usury laws are ancient examples. A more modern
one is the prohibition of lotteries. The liberty of the citizen to do as he likes
so long as he does pot interfere with the liberty of others to do the same,
which has been a shibboleth for some well-known writers, is interfered with
by school laws, by the Postoffice, by every state or municipal institution
which takes his money for purposes thought desirable, whether he likes it or
not. The 14th Amendment does not enact Mr. Herbert Spencer�s Social Statics.
The other day we sustained the Massachusetts vaccination law. jacobson v.
Massachusetts. 197 U . S. 11, 25 Sup. Ct. Rep. 358, 49 L.ed.

United States and state statutes and decisions cutting down the liberty to
contract by way of combination are familiar to this court. Northern Securities
Co. v. United States. 193 U. S. 197, 48 L. ed. 679, 24 Sup. Ct. Rep. 436. Two
years ago we upheld the prohibition of sales of stock on margins, or for
future delivery, in the Constitution of California. Otis v. Parker. 187 U. S. 606,
47 L. ed. 323, 23 Sup. Ct. Rep. 168. The decision sustaining an eight-hour
law for miners is still recent. Holden v. Hardy. 169

U. S. 366, 42 L. ed. 780, 18 Sup. Ct. Rep. 383. Some of these laws embody
convictions or prejudices which judges are **547 likely to share. Some
may not. But a Constitution is not intended to embody a particular economic
theory, whether of paternalism and the organic relation of the citizen to the
state or of laissez faire *76 It is made for people of fundamentally differing
views, and the accident of our finding certain opinions natural and familiar,
or novel, and even shocking, ought not to conclude our judgment upon the
question whether statutes embodying them conflict with the Constitution of
the United States.

General propositions do not decide concrete cases. The decision will depend
on a judgment or Intuition more subtle than any articulate major premise.
But I think that the proposition just stated, if it is accepted, will carry us far
toward the end. Every opinion tends to become a law. I think that the word
�liberty,� in the 14th Amendment, is perverted when it is held to prevent the
natural outcome of a dominant opinion, unless it can be said that a rational
and fair man necessarily would admit that the statute proposed would infringe
fundamental principles as they have been understood by the traditions of
our people and our law. It does not need research to show that no such
sweeping condemnation can be passed upon the statute before us. A
reasonable man might think it a proper measure on the score of health. Men
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whom I certainly could not pronounce unreasonable would uphold it as a
first instalment of a general regulation of the hours of work. Whether in the
latter aspect it would be open to the charge of inequality I think it unnecessary
to discuss.

Mr. Justice Harlan (with whom Mr. Justice White and Mr. Justice Day
concurred) dissenting:
While this court has not attempted to mark the precise boundaries of what
is called the police power of the state, the existence of the power has been
uniformly recognized, equally by the Federal and State courts.

All the cases agree that this power extends at least to the protection of the
lives, the health, and the safety of the public against the Injurious exercise
by any citizen of his own rights.

In Patterson v. Kentucky. 97 U. S. 501, 24 L. ed. 1115, after referring to the
general principle that rights given by the Constitution cannot be impaired by
state legislation of any kind, this court said: �It [this court] has, nevertheless,
with marked distinctness and uniformity, recognized the necessity, growing
out of the fundamental conditions of civil society, of upholding state police
regulations which were evaded in good faith, and had appropriate and direct
connection with that protection to life, health, and property which each state
owes to her citizens So in Barbier v. Connally, 113 U. S. 27, 28 L. ed. 923, 5
Sup. Ct. Rep. 357:�But neither the [14th] Amendment, -broad and
comprehensive as it is,-nor any other amendment, was designed to interfere
with the power of the state, sometimes termed its police power, to prescribe
regulations to promote the health, peace, morals, education, and good order
of the people.� speaking generally, the state, in the exercise of its powers,
may not unduly interfere with the right of the citizen to enter into contracts
that may be necessary and essential in the enjoyment of the inherent rights
belonging to everyone, among which rights is the right �to be free in the
enjoyment of all his faculties, to be free to use them in all lawful ways, to
live and work where he will, to earn his livelihood by any lawful calling, to
pursue any livelihood or avocation.� This was declared*66 in Allgeyer v.
Louisiana. 165 U. S. 578, 589, 41 L. ed. 832, 835, 17 Sup. Ct. Rep. 427, 431.
But in the same case it was conceded that the right to contract in relation to
persons and property, or to do business, within a state, may be �regulated,
and sometimes prohibited, when the centrals or business conflict with the
policy of the state as contained in its statutes (p. 591, L. ed. p. 836, Sup. Ct.
Rep. p. 432.)
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So, as said in Holden v. Hardy. 169 U. S. 366, 391, 42 L. ed. 780, 790, 18
Sup. Ct.

Req. 383, 388: �This right of contract, however, is itself subject to certain
limitations which the state may lawfully impose in the exercise of its police
powers. While this power is inherent in all governments, it has doubtless
been greatly expanded in its application during the past century, owing to an
enormous increase in the number of occupations which are dangerous, or
so far detrimental, to the health of employees as to demand special
precautions for their well-being and protection, or the safety of adjacent
property. While this court has held, notably in the cases Davidson v. New
Orleans. 96 U. S. 97, 24 L. ed. 616, and Yick Wo v. Hopkins. 118 U. S. 356,
30 L. ed . 220, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1064, that the police power cannot be put
forward as an excuse for oppressive and unjust legislation, it may be lawfully
resorted to for the purpose of preserving the public health, safety, or morals,
or the abatement of public nuisances; and a large discretion �is necessarily
vested in the legislature to determine, not only what the Interests of the
public required, but what measures are necessary for the protection of such
intereste-� **548 Lawton v. Stee/e, 152 U. S. 133, 136, 38 L. ed.385, 388,
14 Sup. Ct. Rep. 499, 501.. Referring to the limitations placed by the state
upon the hours of workmen, the court in the same case said (p. 395, L. ed.
p. 792, Sup. Ct. Rep. p. 389): �These employments, when too long pursued,
the legislature has judged to be detrimental to the health of the employees,
and, so long as there are reasonable grounds for believing that this is so, Its
decision upon this subject cannot be reviewed by the Federal courts.�

Subsequently, in Gundling v. Chicago, 177 U. S. 183, 188, 44 L. ed. 725, 728,
20 Sup. Ct. Req. 633, 635, this court said: �Regulations respecting the pursuit
of a lawful trade or business are of very frequent occurrence in the various
cities of the country, and what such regulations shall be and *67 to what
particular trade, business, or occupation they shall apply, are questions for
the state to determine, and their determination comes within the proper
exercise of the police power by the state, and, unless the regulations are so
utterly unreasonable and extravagant in their nature and     purpose that the
property and personal rights of the citizen are|   unnecessarily, and in a
manner wholly arbitrary, interfered with or destroyed without due process
of law, they do not extend beyond the power of the state to pass, and they
form no subject for Federal interference. As stated in Crowley v. Christiansen.
137 U. S. 86, 34 L. ed. 620, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 13, �the possession and enjoyment
of all rights are subject to such reasonable conditions as may be deemed by
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the governing authority of the country essential to the safety, health, peace,
good order, and morals of the community.�

In St. Louis I. M. & S. R. Co. v. Paul. 173 U. S. 404, 409, 43 L. ed. 746, 748,
19 Sup. Ct. Rep. 419, and in Knoxville Iron Co. v. Harrison, 183 U. S. 13, 21,
22, 46 L. ed. 55, 61, 22 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1, it was distantly adjudged that the
right of contract was not �absolute, but may be subjected to the restraints
demanded by the safety and welfare of the state-; Those cases illustrate
the extent to which the state may restrict or interfere with the exercise of
the right of contriving.

The authorities on the same line are so numerous that further citations are
Unnecessary.

I take it to be firmly established that what is called the liberty of contract
may, within certain limits, be subjected to regulations designed and calculated
to promote the general welfare, or to guard the public health, the public
morals, or the public safety. �The liberty secured by the Constitution of the
United States to every person within Its jurisdiction does not import.� this
court has recently said, �an absolute right in each person to be at all times
and in all circumstances wholly freed from restraint. There are manifold
restraints to which every person Is necessarily subject for the common good.�
Jacobson v. Massachusetts. 197 U. S. 11, 25 Sup. Ct. Rep. 358, 49 L. e d.

*68 Granting, then, that there is a liberty of contract which cannot be violated
even under the mansion of direct legislative enactment, but assuming, as
according to settled law we may assume, that such liberty of central is
subject to such regulations as the state may reasonably prescribe for the
common good and the well-being of society, what are the conditions under
which the judiciary may declare such regulations to be in excess of legislative
authority and void? Upon this point there is no room for dispute; for the rule
is universal that a legislative enactment, Federal or state, is never to be
disregarded or held invalid unless it be, beyond question, plainly and palpably
in excess of legislative power. In Jacobson v. Massachusetts. 197 U. S. 11,
25 Sup. Ct. Rep. 358, 49 L. ed. �. we said that the power of the courts to
review legislative action in respect of a matter affecting the general welfare
exists only �when that which the legislature has done comes within the rule
that, if a statute purporting to have been enacted to protect the public health,
the public morals, or the public safety has no real or substantial relation to
those object, or is, beyond all question, a plain, palpable invasion of rights
secured by the fundamental law,� citing Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U. S. 623,
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661, 31 L. ed. 205, 210, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 273; Minnesota v. Barber. 136 U. S.
313, 320, 34 L. ed. 455, 458, 3 Inters. Com. Rep. 185, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 862;
Atkin v. Kansas, 191 U. S. 207, 223, 48 L. ed. 148, 158, 24 Sup. Ct. Rep. 124.
If there be doubt as to the validity of the statute, that doubt must therefore
be resolved in favor of its validity, and the courts must keep their hands off,
leaving the legislature to meet the responsibility for unwise legislation. If the
end which the legislature seeks to accomplish be one to which its power
extends, and if the means employed to that end, although not the wisest or
best, are yet not plainly and palpably unauthorized by law, then the court
cannot interfere. In other words, when the validity of a statute Is questioned,
the burden of proof, so to speak, is upon those who assert it to be
unconstitutional. M�Culloch v. Maryland. 4 Wheat. 316, 421, 4 L.ed. 579, 605.

Let these principles be applied to the present case. By the statute in question
it *549 is provided that �no employee shall be required, or permitted, to
work in a biscuit, bread, or cake *69 bakery, or confectionery establishment,
more than sixty hours in any one week, or more than ten hours in any one
day, unless for the purpose of making a shorter work day on the last day of
the week; nor more hours in any one week than will make an average of ten
hours per day for the number of days during such week in which such
employee shall work.�

It is plain that this statute was enacted in order to protect the physical well-
being of those who work in bakery and confectionery establishments. It may
be that the statute had its origin, in part, in the belief that employers and
employees in such establishments were not upon an equal footing, and that
the necessities of the latter often compelled them to submit to such exactions
as unduly taxed their strength. Be this as it may, the statute must be taken
as expressing the belief of the people of New York that, as a general rule,
and in the case of the average man, labor in excess of sixty hours during a
week in such establishments may endanger the health of those who thus
labor. Whether or not this be wise legislation it is not the province of the
court to inquire. Under our systems of government the courts are not
concerned with the wisdom or policy of legislation. So that, in determining
the question of power to interfere with liberty of central, the court may
inquire whether the means devised by the state are germane to an end
which may be lawfully accomplished and have a real or substantial relation
to the protection of health, as involved in the daily work of the persons, male
and female, engaged in bakery and confectionery establishments. But when
this inquiry is entered upon I find it impossible, in view of common experience,
to say that there is here no real or substantial relation between the means
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employed by the state and the end sought to be accomplished by its legislation.
Mugler v.Kansas. 123 U. S. 623, 661, 31 L. ed. 205, 210, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
273. Nor can I say that the statute has no appropriate or direr connection
with that protection to health which each state owes to her citizens
( Patterson v. Kentucky, 97 U. S. 501, 24 L. ed.1115); or that it is not primitive
of the health of the employees in question ( Holden v. Hardy. 169 U. S. 366,
391, 42 L. ed. 780, 790, 18 Sup. Ct. Rep. 383; Lawton v. Steele. 152 U. S.
133, 139, 38 L. ed. 385, 389, 14 Sup. Ct. Rep. 499); *70 or that the regulation
prescribed by the state is utterly unreasonable and extravagant or wholly
arbitrary ( Gundling v. Chicago. 177 U. S. 183, 188, 44 L. ed. 725, 728, 20
Sup. Ct. Rep. 633). Still less can I say that the statute is, beyond question, a
plain, palpable invasion of rights secured by the fundamental law. jacobson
v.Massachusetts, 196 U. S. 11, ante. p. 358, 25 Sup. Ct. Rep. 358. Therefore
I submit that this court will transcend its functions if it assumes to annul the
statute of New York. It must be remembered that this statute does not apply
to all kinds of business.It applies only to work in bakery and confectionery
establishments, in which, as all know, the air constantly breathed by workmen
is not as pure and healthful as that to be found in some other establishments
or out of doors.

Professor Hirt in his treatise on the �Diseases of the Workers� has said: �The
labor of the bakers is among the hardest and most laborious imaginable,
because it has to be performed under conditions injurious to the health of
those engaged in it. It is hard, very hard, work, not only because it requires
a great deal of physical exertion in an overheated workshop and during
unreasonably long hours, but more so because of the erratic demands of
the public, compelling the baker to perform the greater part of his work at
night, thus depriving him of an opportunity to enjoy the necessary rest and
sleep,-a fact which is highly injurious to his health.� Another writer says:
�The constant inhaling of flour dust causes inflammation of the lungs and of
the bronchial tubes. The eyes also suffer through this dust, which is
responsible for the many cases of running eyes among the bakers. The long
hours of toil to which all bakers are subjected produce rheumatism, cramps,
and swollen legs. The intense heat in the workshops induces the workers to
resort to cooling drinks, which, together with their habit of exposing the
greater part of their bodies to the change in the atmosphere, is another
source of a number of diseases of various organs. Nearly all bakers are
palefaces and of more delicate health than the workers of other crafts,
which is chiefly due to their hard work and their irregular and unnatural
mode of living, whereby the power of resistance against disease is *71
greatly diminished. The average age of a baker is below that of other
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workmen; they seldom live over their fiftieth year, most of them dying between
the ages of forty and fifty. During periods of epidemic diseases the bakers
are generally the first to succumb to the disease, and the number swept
away during such periods far emcee ds the number of other crafts in
comparison to the men employed in the respective industries. When, In
1720, the plague visited the city of Marseilles, France, every baker in the city
succumbed to the epidemic, which caused considerable excitement In the
neighboring **550 cities and resulted in measures for the sanitary protection
of the bakers.�

In the Eighteenth Annual Report by the New York Bureau of Statistics of
Labor it is stated that among the occupations involving exposure to conditions
that interfere with nutrition is that of a baker. (p. 52.) In that Report it is also
stated that, from a social point of view, production will be increased by any
change in industrial organization which diminishes the number of idlers
paupers, and criminals. Shorter hours of work, by allowing higher standards
of comfort and purer family life, promise to enhance the industrial efficiency
of the wage-working class,-improved health, longer life, more content and
greater intelligence and inventiveness (p. 82.)

Statistics show that the average daily working time among workingmen in
different countries is, in Australia, eight hours; in Great Britain, nine; in the
United States, nine and three-quarters; in Denmark, nine and three-quarters;
in Norway, ten; Sweden, France, and Switzerland, ten and one-half; Germany,
ten and one-quarter; Belgium, Italy, and Austria, eleven; and in Russia,
twelve hours.

We judicially know that the question of the number of hours during which a
workman should continuously labor has been, for a long period, and is yet,
a subject of serious consideration among civilized peoples, and by those
having special knowledge of the laws of health. Suppose the statute prohibited
labor In bakery and confedionery establishments in excess of eighteen hours
each day. No one, I take it, could dispute the power of the state to enact
such a statute. But the statute *72 before us does not embrace extreme or
exceptional cases. It may be said to occupy a middle ground in respect of
the hours of labor. What is the true ground for the state to take between
legitimate protection, by legislation, of the public health and liberty of central
is not a question easily solved, nor one in respect of which there is or can be
absolute certainty. There are very few, if any, questions in political economy
about which entire certainty may be predicated. One writer on relation of
the state to labor has well said: �The manner, occasion, and degree in which
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the state may interfere with the industrial freedom of its citizens is one of
the most debatable and difficult questions of social science.� Jevons, 33.

We also judicially know that the number of hours that should constitute a
day�s la bor in particular occupations involving the physical strength and
safety of workmen has been the subject of enactments by Congress and by
nearly all of the states. Many, if not most, of those enactments fix eight
hours as the proper basis of a day�s labor.

I do not stop to consider whether any particular view of this economic question
presents the sounder theory. What the precise facts are it may be difficult to
say. It is enough for the determination of this case, and it is enough for this
court to know, that the question is one about which there is room for debate
and for an honest difference of opinion. There are many reasons of a weighty,
substantial character, based upon the experience of mankind, in support of
the theory that, all things considered, more than ten hours� steady work
each day, from week to week, In a bakery or confectionery establishment,
may endanger the health and shorten the lives of the workmen, thereby
diminishing their physical and mental capacity to serve the state and to
provide for those dependent upon them.

If such reasons exist that ought to be the end of this case, for the state is not
amenable to the judiciary, in respect of its legislative enactments, unless
such enactments are plainly, palpably, beyond all question, inconsistent with
the constitution*73 of the United States. We are not to presume that the
state of New York has acted in bad faith. Nor can we assume that its legislature
acted without due deliberation, or that it did not determine this question
upon the fullest attainable information and for the common good. We cannot
say that the state has acted   without reason, nor ought we to proceed upon
the theory that its a ion is a mere sham. Our duty, I submit, is to sustain the
statute as not being in conflict with the Federal Constitution, for the reason-
and such is an all-sufficient reason-it is not shown to be plainly and palpably
Inconsistent with that instrument. Let the state alone in the management of
its purely domestic affairs, so long as it does not appear beyond all question
that it has violated the Federal Constitution. This view necessarily results
from the principle that the health and safety of the people of a state are
primarily for the state to guard and protect.

I take leave to say that the New York statute, in the particulars here involved,
cannot be held to be in conflict with the 14th Amendment, without enlarging
the scope of the amendment far beyond its original purpose, and without
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bringing under the supervision of this court matters which have been supposed
to belong exclusively to the legislative departments of the several states
when exerting their conceded power to guard the health and safety of their
citizens by such regulations as they In their wisdom deem best. HeaIth laws
of every description constitute, said Chief Justice Marshall, a part of that
mass of legislation **551 which �embraces everything within the territory
of a state, not surrendered to the general government; all which can be
most advantageously exercised by the states themselves Gibbons v. Ogden.
9 Wheat. 1, 203, 6 L. ed. 23, 71. A decision that the New York statute Is void
under the 14th Amendment will, in my opinion, involve consequences of a
far-reaching and mischievous character; for such a decision would seriously
cripple the inherent power of the states to care for the lives, health, and
wellbeing of their citizens. Those are matters which can be best controlled
by the states. *74 The preservation of the just powers of the states is quite
as vital as the preservation of the powers of the general government.

When this court had before it the question of the constitutionality of a statute
of Kansas making it a criminal offense for a contractor for public work to
permit or require his employees to perform labor upon such work In excess
of eight hours each day, it was contended that the statute was in derogation
of the liberty both of employees and employer. It was further contended that
the Kansas statute was mischievous in its tendencies. This court, while disposing
of the question only as it affected public work, held that the Kansas statute
was not void under the 14th Amendment. But it took occasion to say what
may well be here repeated: �The responsibility therefor rests upon legislators,
not upon the courts. No evils arising from such legislation could be more far
reaching than those that might come to our System of government if the
judiciary, abandoning the sphere assigned to it by the fundamental law,
should enter the domain of legislation, and upon grounds merely of justice
or reason or wisdom annul statutes that had received the sanction of the
people�s representatives. We are reminded by counsel that it is the solemn
duty of the courts in cases before them to guard the constitutional rights of
the citizen against merely arbitrary power. That is unquestionably true. But
it is equally true-indeed, the public interests Imperatively demand-that
legislative enactments should be recognized and enforced by the courts as
embodying the will of the people, unless they are plainly and palpably beyond
all question in violation of the fundamental law of the constitution.� Atkin v.
Kansas. 191 U. S. 207, 223, 48 L. ed. 148, 158, 24 Sup. Ct. Rep. 124, 128.
The judgment, in my opinion, should be affirmed.
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Copr. (|2) West 2007 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works U.S. 1905
Lochner v. New York
198 U.S. 45, 25 sect. 539, 49 led. 937, 3 Am.Ann.cas. 1133
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decided 29 May 1974 - 2 BvL 52/71 �
>>>>>>>>>>As long as ... Decision<<<<<<<<<<(>>>>>>>>>>solange I<<<<<<<<<<)

HEADNOTE:
As long as the integration process has not progressed so far that
Community law receives a catalogue of fundamental rights decided
on by a parliament and of settled validity, which is adequate in
comparison with the catalogue of fundamental rights contained in
the Basic Law, a reference by a court of the Federal Republic of
Germany to the Federal Constitutional Court in judicial review
proceedings, following the obtaining of a ruling of the European
Court under Article 177 of the Treaty, is admissible and necessary
if the German court regards the rule of Community law which is
relevant to its decision as inapplicable in the interpretation given
by the European Court, because and in so far as it conflicts without
of the fundamental rights of the Basic Law.

Order of the Second Senate of 29 May 1974 - 2 BvL 52/71 �

in the proceedings for consideration of constitutionality a) of the obligation
to export, established in Article 12 (1) (iii) of EEC Council Regulation 120/67,
of 13 June 1967 lined with the lodging of a deposit and its forefeiture if the
export has not been processed during the period of validity, b) of Article 9 of
EEC Regulation 120/67 issued EEC Commission Regulation 473/67, of 21
August 1967, - Suspension and Submissionorders of the Administrative Court
of Frankfurt/Main of 24 November 197 1 ( II/2 - E
228/69).

DECISION:
No fundamental right of the Basic Law does poses an obstacle to the
application by the authorities and courts of the Federal Republic of Germany
of Article 12 (1) (iii) of EEC Council Regulation 120/67, of 13 June 1967, and
Article 9 of EEC Commission Regulation 473/67. of 21 August 1967, in the
interpretation given them by the European Court of Justice.
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EXTRACT FROM GROUNDS:

A.

A German import/export undertaking is making an application to the
Administrative Court (Verwaltungsgericht) of Frankfurt/Main for annulment
of a decision of the Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fur Getreide und Futtermittel
(EVSt), in which an export deposit of DM17,026.47 was declared to be
forfeited after the firm had only partially used an export licence granted to it
for 20,000tons of ground maize.

1. The decision is based on Article 12 (1) (iii) of EEC Council Regulation 120/
67, of 13 June 1967, and on Article 9 of EEC Commission Regulation 473/67,
of 21 August 1967.
Article 12 (1) of EEC Regulation 120/67 reads:
> 1. Imports into the Community or exports therefrom of any of the products
listed in Articlel shall be subject to the submission of an import or export
licence which may be issued by member states to any applicant irrespective
of the place of his establishment in the Community.

The issue of such licenses shall be conditional on the lodging of a deposit
guaranteeing that importation or exportation is effected during the period of
validity of the licence; the deposit shall be forfeited in whole or in part if the
transaction is not effected, or is only partially effected, within that period.<
Article 8 (2) of EEC Regulation 473/67 reads: >(2) Subject to Article 9 hereof,
if the obligation to import or export has not been fulfilled during the period
of validity of the licence. the deposit is forfeited Article 9 of EEC Regulation
473/67 reads: >(1) lf the import or export is prevented within the period of
validity of the licence by a circumstance which is to be regarded as force
majeure, and if application is made for these circumstances to be taken into
account, then: (a)in the cases listed in paragraph (2) (a)(d) hereof, the
obligation to import or export is extinguished, and the deposit is not forfeited.

(b)in the cases listed in paragraph (2)
(e)(h) hereof, the period of validity of the licence is extended by the period
of time which the competent authority deems necessary in consequence of
this circumstance.

On application, however, the competent authority may order that the obligation
to import or export be extinguished and that the deposit be not forfeited.
(2) The following circumstances are to be regarded as force majeure within
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the meaning of paragraph (1) hereof, in so far as they are the reason for the
nonfulfilment on the part of the importer or exporter:
(a) war and civil unrest;
(b) state prohibitions on import and export;
(c)  prevention of navigation by sovereign measures;
(d) shipwreck;
(e) damage by sea to ship or goods;
(f) Strike;
(g) interruption of navigation by drift ice or low water;
(h) engine damage.

The application of the >>extension clause<< is not to be regarded
as force majeure     within the meaning of paragraph (1) hereof (3) If the
competent authorities recognize other circumstances then those listed in
paragraph (2) hereof as forces majeures within the meaning of paragraph
(1) hereof, they shall communicate these to the Commission forthwith; in
doing so, they are to state whether paragraph
(1) (a) or paragraph (1) (b) is applied.
(4)  ...
(5) The importer or exporter shall prove the circumstances regarded as
force majeure by means of officially attested documents.<
2. The Administrative Court first obtained a preliminary ruling from the
European Court of Justice under Article 177 of the Treaty establishing the
European Economic Community (hereinafter referred to for short as >the
Treaty�) as to whether the rules cited from these regulations are lawful
under the law of the European Ecpnomic Community. In the judgment of the
European Court dated 17 December 1970 - in Case 1 1/70 - the legality of
the disputed regulations is confirmed (likewise in the judgment of 10 March
197 1 in Case 37/70).

The European Court�s reasoning is as follows: national rules of law could
not take precedence over Community law because of the latter�s autonomous
status.

The rules of Community law whose validity are challenged are a necessary
and appropriate means of enabling the authorities to carry out thenecessary
intervention on the cereals market. The export deposit system is geared to
the fact that the applications for licenses were made by free decision of the
undertaking, and that it has the double advantage of simplicity and
effectiveness over other imaginable systems. Acts performed exclusively in
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the interests of particular entrepreneurs must take second place to a system
introduced in the  public interest of the Community. The forfeiture of the
deposit is neither a fine nor a penalty, but a security for the fulfilment of an
obligation voluntarily assumed. The system of exceptions in case of force majeure
is a provision which is calculated to guarantee the normal functioning of the
grain market organization without unduly burdening importers and exporters.
The concept of force majeure is flexible, since it is not restricted to cases of
absolute impossibility, but also covers cases involving an unusual situation outside
the control of the licensee, the consequences of which, despite the taking of
all precautions, could only be avoided at the cost of disproportionate losses.
3. The Administrative Court then stayed the proceedings by a decision of 24
November 1971 and requested the ruling of the Federal Constitutional Court
under Article 100 (1) of the Basic Law as to whether the obligation to export
existing under European Community law and the associated duty to make an
export deposit are compatible with the Basic Law and, if so, whether the rule
that the deposit is to be released only in a case of force majeure is compatible
with the Basic Law.

Tim Administrative Court takes the view that ... the European Community law
can be examined for its compatibility with the Basic Law; it is not entitled to
take precedence over national law in its entirety.
4. The Federal Minister of Justice, who made submissions on behalf of the
Federal Govemment, regards the reference as inadmissible because Article 100
(1) of the Basic Law is neither directly, nor by analogy, applicable to EEC
regulations.

B.

I. The reference is admissible

1. An essential preliminary for this ruling is the closer, though not yet conclusive.
determination of the relationship between the constitutional law of the Federal
Republic of Germany and European Community law. which has come into being
on the basis of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community
(hereinafter referred to as >>Community law<<). The present case demands
only the clarification of the relationship between the guarantees of fundamental
rights in the Basic in and the rules of secondary Community law of the EEC, the
execution of which is in the hands of administrative authorities in the Federal
Republic of Germany. There is at the moment nothing  to support the view
that rules of the Treaty establishing the EEC, that is, primary Community
law, could be in conflict with provisions of the Basic Law of the Federal
Republic of Germany. It can equally remain open whether the same
considerations apply to the relationship between the law of the Basic Law
outside its catalogue of fundamental rights, and Community law, as apply.
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according to the following reasoning, to the relationship between the
guarantees of fundamental rights the Basic Law and secondary Community law.
2. This Court - in this respect in agreement with the law developed by the
European Court of Justice - adheres to its settled view that Community law
is neither a component part of the national legal system nor international
law, but forms an independent system of law flowing from an autonomous
legal source B VerfGE 22, 293 [2961]; 31, 145 [173f.1]; for the Community
is not a state, in particular not a federal state, but >a sui generis community
in the process of progressive integration�. an >interstate institution< within
the meaning of Article 24 (1) of the Basic Law.

It follows from this that. in principle, the two legal spheres stand independent
of and side by side one another in their validity, and that, in particular, the
competent Community organs. including the European Court of Justice, have
to rule on the binding force, construction and observance of Community
law, and the competent national organs on the binding force, construction
and observance of the constitutional law of the Federal Republic of Germany.
The European Court of Justice cannot with binding effect rule on whether a
rule of Community law is compatible with the Basic Law, nor can the Federal
Constitutional Court rule on whether, and with what implications, a rule of
secondary Community law is compatible with primary Community law. This
does not lead to any difficulties as long as the two systems of law do not
come into conflict with one another in their substance. Therefore there grows
forth from the special relationship which has arisen between the Community
and its members by the establishment . of the Community, first and foremost,
the duty for the competent organs, in particular for the two courts charged
with reviewing law - the European Court of Justice and the Federal
Constitutional Court - to concern themselves in their decisions with the
concordance of the two systems of law. Only in so far as this is unsuccessful
can there arise the conflict which demands the drawing of conclusions from
the relationship of principle between the two legal spheres set out above.

For, in this case, it is not enough simply to speak of the >precedence<   of
Community law over national constitutional law in order to justify the
conclusion that Community law must always prevail over national constitutional
law because, otherwise, the Community would be put in question. Community
law is just . as little put in question when, exceptionally, Community law is
not permitted to prevail over cogent (zwingendes) constitutional law, as
international law is put in question by Article 25 of the Basic Law when it
provides that the general rules of international law only take precedence
over   simple federal law, and as another (foreign) system of law is put in
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question when it is ousted by the public policy of the Federal Republic of
Germany. The binding of the Federal Republic of Germany (and of all member
states) by the Treaty is not, according to the meaning and spirit of the
Treaties, onesided, but also binds the Community which they establish to
carry out its part in order to resolve the conflict here assumed, that is, to
seek a system which is compatible with an entrenched precept of the
constitutional law of the Federal Republic of Germany. Invoking such a conflict
is, wherefores not in itself a violation of the Treaty. but sets in motion inside
the European organs the Treaty mechanism which resolves the conflict on a
political level.

3. Article 24 of the Basic Law deals with the transfer of sovereign rights to
interstate institutions. This cannot be taken literally. Like every constitutional
provision of a similarly fundamental nature, Article 24 of the Basic Law must
beunderstood and construed in the overall context of the whole Basic Law.
That is, it does not open the way to amending the basic structure of the
Basic   Law, which forms the basis of its identity, without a formal amendment
to the   Basic Law, that is, it does not open any such way through the
legislation of   the interstate institution. Certainly, the competent Community
organs can make   law which the competent German constitutional organs
could not make under the law of the Basic Law and which is nonetheless
valid and is to be applied directly in the Federal Republic of Germany.

4. The part of the Basic Law dealing with fundamental rights is an inalienable,
essential feature of the valid Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany
and one which forms part of the constitutional structure of the Basic Law.
Article 24 of the Basic Law does not without reservation allow it to be
subjected to qualifications. In this, the present state of integration of the
Community is of crucial importance. The Community still lacks a democratically
legitimate parliament directly elected by general suffrage which possesses
legislative powers and to which the Community organs empowered to
legislate are fully responsible on a political level; it still lacks, in particular, a
codified catalogue of fundamental rights, the substance of which is reliably
and unambiguously fixed for the future in the same way as the substance of
the Basic Law and therefore allows a comparison and a decision as to whether,
at the time in question, the Community law standard with regard to
fundamental rights generally binding   in the Community is adequate in the
long term measured by the standard of the Basic Law with regard to
fundamental rights (without prejudice to possible amendments) in such a
way that there is no exceeding the limitation indicated, set by Article 24 of
the Basic Law. As long as this legal certainty. which is not guaranteed merely
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by the decisions of the European Court of Justice, favourable though these
have been to fundamental rights, is not achieved in the course of the further
integration of the Community, the reservation derived from Article 24 of the
Basic Law applies. What is involved is, therefore, a legal difficulty arising
exclusively from the Community�s continuing integration process, which is
still in flux and which will end with the present transitional phase.

Provisionally, therefore, in the hypothetical case of   a conflict between
Community law and a part of national constitutional law or, more precisely,
of the guarantees of fundamental rights in the Basic Law, there arises the
question of which system of law takes precedence. that is, ousts the other.
In this conflict of norms, the guarantee of fundamental rights in the Basic
Law prevails as long as the competent organs of the Community have not
removed the conflict of norms in accordance with the Treaty mechanism.
between Basic Law outlined

5. From the relationship between Basic Law and Community law outlined
above, the following conclusions emerge with regard to the jurisdiction of
the European Court of Justice and of the Federal Constitutional Court.

a) In accordance with the Treaty rules on jurisdiction. the European Court of
Justice has jurisdiction to rule on the legal validity of the norms of Community
law (including the unwritten norms of Community law which it considers
exist) and on their construction. It does not, however, decide incidental
questions of national law of the Federal Republic of Germany (or in any
other member state) with binding force for this State. Statements in the
reasoning of its judgments that a particular aspect of a Community norm
accords or is compatible in its substance with a constitutional rule of national
lawyers, with a guarantee of fundamental rights in the Basic Law constitute
nonbinding obiter dicta. In the framework of this jurisdiction, the European
Court determines the content of Community law with binding effect for all
the member states. Accordingly, under the terms of Article177 of the Treaty,
the courts of the Federal Republic of Germany have to obtain the ruling of
the European Court before they raise the question of the compatibility of the
norm of Community law which is relevant to their decision with guarantees
of fundamental rights in the Basic Law.

b) As emerges from the foregoing outline, the Federal Constitutional Court
never rules on the validity or invalidity of a rule of Community law. At most,
it can come to the conclusion that such a rule cannot be applied by the
authorities or courts of the Federal Republic of Germany in so far as it
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conflicts with a rule of the Basic Law relating to fundamental rights. It can
(just like. vice versa. the European Court) itself decide incidental questions
of Community law in so far  as the requirements of Article177 of the Treaty,
which are also binding on the Federal Constitutional Court. are not present
or a ruling of the European Court, binding under Community law on the
Federal Constitutional Court. does not supervene

6. Fundamental rights can be guaranteed by law in numerous ways and
may accordingly enjoy numerous types of judicial protection. As its previous
decisions show, the European Court also considers that it has jurisdiction by
its decisions to protect fundamental rights in accordance with Community
law. On the other hand, only the Federal Constitutional Court is entitled.
within the framework of the powers granted to it in the Basic Law, to protect
the fundamental rights guaranteed in the Basic Law. No other court can
deprive it of this duty imposed by constitutional law. Thus, accordingly, in so
far as citizens of the Federal Republic of Germany have a claim to judicial
protection of their fundamental rights guaranteed in the Basic Law, their
status cannot suffer any impairment merely because they are directly affected
by legal act: of authorities or courts of the Federal Republic of Germany
which are based on Community law. Otherwise, a perceptible gap in judicial
protection might arise precisely for the most elementary status rights of the
citizen. Moreover, no different considerations apply to the constitution of a
community of states with a constitution based on freedom and democracy
which is called into question than apply to a federal state with a constitution
based on freedom and democracy: it does not harm the Community and its
constitution based on freedom (and democracy), if and in so far as its
members in their constitutions give stronger guarantees of the liberties of
their citizens than does the Community.

7. In detail, judicial protection by the Federal Constitutional Court is measured
exclusively according to the constitutional law of the Federal Republic of
Germany and according to the more precise rules laid down in the Federal
in numerous ways Constitutional Court Act

a) In proceedings for judicial review on a reference by a court, it is always
a question of examining a provision of a statute. Since the traditional distinction
in national law between provision of a formal statute and provisions of a
regulation based on a formal statute is unknown to Community law, every
provision of a Community regulation is a provision of a statute within the
meaning of the rules of procedure for the Federal Constitutional Court.
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b) An initial barrier to the jurisdiction of the Fedeml Constitutional Court
emerges from the fact that it can only make the subject of its review acts of
German State power, that is, decisions of the courts, administrative acts of
the authorities and measures of the constitutional organs of the Federal
Republic of Germany. For this reason, the Federal Constitutional Court regards
as  inadmissible a constitutional complaint

by a citizen of the Federal Republic of Germany directly against a Community
regulation (B VerfGE 22, 293 [297]).

c) If a Community regulation is implemented by an administrative authority
of the Federal Republic of Germany or dealt with by a court in the Federal
Republic of Germany, this is anexercise of German State power; and, in this
process, the administrative authority and the courts are also bound to the
constitutional law of the Federal Republic of Germany. According to the
procedural law of the Federal Constitutional Court, if one disregards the
constitutional complaint, which is only admissible after all other legal remedies
are exhausted - the exception in section 90 (2) of the Federal Constitutional
Court Act (B VerfGG) hardly comes into consideration in a case involving the
challenging of an administrative act based on a rule of Community law the
protection of fundamental rights is carried out by way of reference by the
court concerned in socelled proceedings for judicial review of constitutionality
before the Federal Constitutional Court. In view of the special features,
outlined above, of the relationship between national constitutional law and
Community law, these proceedings require some modifications, of the kind
that have also been considered necessary in the past by the Federal
Constitutional Court in other decided cases. Thus, for example. it has held in
the framework of judicial review proceedings, that the existing legal position
with regard to a constitutional application is not in keeping with the Basic
Law; it has contented itself with holding that a particular set of regulations is
incompatible with the provision on equality, without declaring the regulations
void; it has declared a set of regulations brought into being by the Occupying
Powers to be in conflict with the Basic Law and put the Federal Government
under an obligation to make efforts to have them brought by the German
legislator into harmony with the Basic Law; it has developed preventive
judicial review in respect of ratification statutes. It lies in the nature of these
previous decisions for the Federal Constitutional Court to restrict itself in
cases like the present one to determining the inapplicability of a rule of
Community law by the administrative authorities or courts of the Federal
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Republic of Germany in so far as it conflicts with a guarantee of fundamental
rights in the Basic Law.

The concentration of this power of decision in the hands of the Federal
Constitutional Court is not only necessary, from the point of view of
constitutional law, for the same reason which has led to the Court�s so
called monopoly of rejection, but is also in the interests of the Community
and of Community law. According to the underlying idea of Article 100 ( 1)
of the Basic Law, the Federal Constitutional Court�s task is to prevent any
German court from disregarding the intention of the legislature by failing to
apply the statutes decided on by the legislature on the grounds that the
court considers they violate the Basic Leaw (BVerfGE 1, 184 (197)�, 2, 124
[129]). National statutory law thereby received protection of its validity vis-
a-vis courts which would deny it validity on constitutional grounds. The position
is similar with the rule contained in Article 100 (2) of the Basic Law, under
which the advice of the Federal Constitutional Court must be sought in cases
of doubt as to whether a general rule of international law creates rights and
duties for the individual. Therefore the underlying idea of Article 100 requires
that the validity of Community law should be protected from impairment in
the Federal Republic of Germany in the same way as that of national law.

The result is: as long as the integration process has not progressed so far
that Community law also receives a catalogue of fundamental rights decided
on by a parliament and of settled validity, which is adequate in comparison
with the catalogue of fundamental rights contained in the Basic Law, a
reference by a court in the Federal Republic of Germany to the Federal
Constitutional Court in judicial review proceedings, following the obtaining
of a ruling of the European Court under Article 177 of the Treaty, is admissible
and necessary if the German court regards the rule of Community law which
is relevant to its decision as inapplicable in the interpretation given by the
European Court because and in so far as it conflicts with one of the
fundamental rights in the Basic Law.

II.

The First Senate has previously held that a measure taken by a foreign state
is not subject to review by the Federal Constitutional Court. and that even a
measure based on a military government statute and issued by a German
authority >by order of the military govemment< is not a measure taken by
German public power and is therefore likewise removed from the jurisdiction
of the Federal Constitutional Court  (BVerfGE 1, 10). For the same reason,
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it has held inadmissible a constitutional action aimed directly or indirectly at
decisions of a supreme appellate court (BVerfGE 6, 15; 22, 91), and rejected
as inadmissible a constitutional action against a purely intimal ecclesiastical
measure (BVerfGE 18, 385). It has, moreover, held that the Federal
Constitutional Court has no jurisdiction to examine German law (namely, an
implementation statute in connection with the Kontrollratsgesetz (Control
Council Act) for its compatibility with occupation law (B VerfGE 3, 368). Its
judgment on this matter reads literally:> The Basic Law and the Gesetz
uber no Federal Constitutional Court (Federal Constitutional Court Act) contain
no general constitutional clause dealing with the jurisdiction of the Federal
Constitutional

Court. ... No particular jurisdiction to examine German law for its compatibility
with occupation law is assigned to the Federal Constitutional Court. Federal
constitutional law and the federal law applying in the framework of the Basic
Law are the Federal Constitutional court�s only criteria for its examination.
Its jurisdiction cannot be extended beyond the positive rules on its jurisdiction
for reasons of legal policy< (B VerfGE 3, 368 [376]). In judicial review
proceedings which concerned a provision of the 42nd Implementation
Regulation to the   Umstellungsgesetz (Currency Changeover Act) the First
Senate has further held   that the provision challenged is occupation law and
occupation law   cannot be examined for its compatibility with the Basic Law
(B VerfGE 4, 45). This decision. however, is followed, after the coming into
force of the Paris Treaty system, by the decisions in which occupational law
is examined for its compatibility with the Basic Low,and the competent
constitutional organs of the Federal Republic of Germany are charged with
the duty of harmonizing the content of the statute with the Basic Law after
appropriate consultation with the Three Powers (B VerfGE 15, 337; 36, 146
(14. November 1973 - 1 BvR 7 19/69 - Ehegesetz) Finally, in the decision of
18 October 1967 (B VerfGE 22, 293), as already mentioned, a constitutional
action brought directly against regulations of the Council or Commission of
the,EEC is rejected as inadmissible because it is not directed against an act
of the German public power bound by the Basic Law. In this context, it is
stated: jurisdiction cannot be founded by the consideration that there is an
urgent need for legal protection by a constitutional court because the
possibilities offered in Community law are insufficient to guarantee adequate
protection of the basic rights of the nationals of member states. Nor can the
jurisdiction of the Federal Constitutional Court be extended says by a necessity
of legal policy, however urgent. After this follows the sentence: >This is not
a conclusive decision as to whether and to what extent the Federal
Constitutional Court can measure Community law against the norms on
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fundamental rights in the Basic Law in the framework of proceedings
admissibly brought to its cognizance. ...< This, it says, depends inter alia on
>whether and to what extent the Federal Republic of Germany was capable,
in transferring sovereign rights under Article 24 (1) of the Basic Law, of
exempting the Community organs from being so bound (by fundamental
rihhts)<.

III.

The challenged rule of Community law in the interpretation given by the
European Court of Justice does not conflict with a guarantee of fundamental
rights in the Basic Law. neither with Article 12 nor with Article 2 ( 1) of the
Basic Law.

1. It must right away be observed that the forfeiture of the export deposit
provided for in the system of licensing, coupled with security deposits for
export and import of certain products and goods, cannot be regarded as an
evil imposed by order of the state for reprehensible unlawful conduct, akin
to a penalty or fine Rather; this system has built into it a legal device known
to the system of private law, which makes allowance for the character of
risk transactions (e.g., forward transactions, instalment transactions,
transactions for recurrent delivery of goods, :etc.). The making of an export
deposit and the forfeiture of the security under the conditions agreed upon
in the contract is not alien to such transactions. Even in the case of import
and export of goods which fall under the system set up by the challenged
rules, the businessman conceded knows what risk he is taking and is free to
decide whether he wishes to enter into the contract or noton the terms in
this case not agreed. but laid down by statute. All misgivings derived from
the comparison with a sanction of criminal law or a sanction akin to one of
criminal law therefore fail from the outset (vgl. B VerfGE 9, 137 [144]|).

2. The system contained in the challenged rules is not only appropriate in
the present stage of development of the European Community, in which
economic relations cannot function without planning and effective control,
but is (still) indispensable and not replaceable by a different, similarly effective
and simple and, on the other hand. marketgeared system.

3. So far as the basic freedom of trade and occupation (Article 12 of the
Basic Law) is conceded, the principles developed in the judgment of 1 1
June 1958 B VerfGE 7. 377 [397]) are also crucial here. The system of licensing
of export and import transactions coupled with security deposits and forfeiture
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of the deposit affects the exercise of occupation, the limitation of which can
be provided for by the legislator. But the legislator does not have a free hand
to do this. What the legislator has introduced in this case is a >pure system
of rules on exercise of occupation or trade, which does not affect the freedom
of choice of trade or occupation but rather only determines in what manner
members of a trade or occupation must in detail carry out their occupational
activities. Here, to a large extent, viewpoints of expediency can assert
themselves; and it is to be assessed according to these viewpoints what
impositions must be placed on the members of the trade or occupation in
order to avert disadvantages and dangers for the general republic. In this
respect the protection of basic rights is restricted to averting statutory
impositions which are in themselves unconstitutional because they are
excessively burdensome and not execrable; apart from these exceptions,
the impairment of occupational freedom inquestion does not affect the person
entitled to the fundamental right too perceptibly since he is already engaged
in the trade or occupation and his authorization to practise it is not affected<
(B VerfGE 7, 377 [405f.]).

When this criterion is applied, the challenged system of rules does not conflict
with Article 12 of the Basic Law. For, as the European Court of Justice has
already stated in its decisions, there are carefully considered reasons in
favour of this system, with a   view to averting perceptible disadvantages for
the EEC. In this case, what is involved is just as little an >imposition in itself
unconstitutional because it is excessively burdensome and not exactable<
as in the - on this point comparable case which was decided with the so
called penalty payments judgment of 3 February 1959 (B VerfGE 9, 137); in
that judgment, the Court did not even consider the question that Article 12
of the Basic Law might be violated (B VerfGE 9, 137 [146]).

4. In so far as making allowance for the principle of proportionality is required
in the use of the formulations >excessively burdensome< and not erectable,
the following is to be noted in the case of the rules on the conditions for a
forfeiture of the deposit: it is in keeping with the purpose of a security
deposit that it is forfeited if the obligations laid down by the contract or by
statute are not fulfilled, regardless of whether this is culpable or not culpable.
The non- forfeiture of a security bond must accordingly remain an exception
which does not cover all cases in which the person making the security
deposit has acted without culpability. that is, has acted with the due caution
of a businessman. The challenged rules classify the exception under the
legal concept of force majeure, and the European Court has interpreted this
concept. with binding effect. as meaning that, apart from the cases expressly
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referred to in the rules, it must be taken to include not only all cases of
absolute impossibility of import or export, but also cases in which the import
or export did not take place because of circumstances beyond the control of
the importer or exporter, the consequences of which would despite all
reasonable precautions, only be avoidable at the cost of disproportionate
losses. In particular, since the European Court adds that the elements of the
concept formulated as >precautions which would have had to be talent and
>heaviness of the loss which ... he would have had to take on himself< are
flexible, all this is another way of expressing the legal notion current in
German law and contained within the constitutional principle of proportionality,
that the person subjected to the obligation in cases of this kind can free
himself from his obligation where there is a >burden over and above the
obligation entered into<.

5. Accordingly, Article 12 of the Basic Law does not pose any obstacle to the
application of the challenged rules by the German authorities and courts in
the present case. Apart from Article 12 of the Basic Law, Article 2 ( 1)  of the
Basic Law does not, according to the settled case law of the Federal
Constitutional Court enter into consideration as a further independent criterion
for examination (B VerfGE 9, 63 (73)) 9, 73 [77]; 9, 338 [343]; 10, 185
[199]�, 21, 227 [234]; 23, 50 [55f.]).

This judgment has been passed under sections B I and II by five votes to
three, and under section B III unanimously.

Judges: Seuffert, v. Schlabrendorff, Hirsch, Rinck, Rottmann, Wand
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